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ABSTRACT

This study emerged from an observation on the reality of the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) as being less “missionary-sending country” at the global level while housing several tertiary theological institutions and churches in full bloom. The assumption was that missiology and theological education in such a context needed to be revisited. If graduates had a training which encompasses a personal and profound inner conviction for missio Dei, they would realize the power of transforming missiology. While being subject to change, their missiology would also be an activity susceptible to bring change to their life and churches. Therefore, the purpose of this concurrent mixed method study was to better understand how the prevailing missiological training programs in the DRC aligned with the preoccupation of providing missiological education for God’s glocal and holistic mission. The key question was: How does the prevailing missiological education in the DRC align with the purpose of missio Dei? Undertaken from the evangelical perspective through a study of selected Protestant universities, the thesis strived to relate educational and conceptual frameworks, didactics and pedagogics of missiology to God’s glocal mission. Mission history, theology and education made the backbone of the study. Based on the theoretical and empirical findings of the study, some profound root causes of the current status of missiology and missiological education in the DRC were identified and discussed: historical legacies, theological convictions, educational realities, economic and political factors, and ecclesiastical structures. In the light of the findings, a proposition of transforming missiology for a fruitful missiological education emerged from the study. Although undertaken in the strict context of the DRC, the findings of this study can be generalized to other contexts, including the particular context of the Francophone Africa.
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CHAPTER 1
THE NEED FOR A RESEARCH ON MISSIOLOGICAL EDUCATION IN THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO

1.1 Background

A recent global survey on theological education discovered that missiology was among the four areas which have been either ignored or side-lined in the prevailing theological curricula (Esterline et al. 2013). It is without surprise that, when the author of this thesis went to establish the department of missiology in 2011 at International Leadership University Burundi, which had already programs in leadership and governance, people wondered if missiology was synonymous to criminology or musicology. One could wholeheartedly agree with Esterline and his colleagues that these forgotten areas need to be strengthened in order to make theological education obedient to its calling. Eisner (1994, as quoted in Perry Shaw 2014:88) is correct in referring to “null curriculum”, arguing that, of deep significance in the education system, is “what is taught through what is not taught”. Not having missiology in theological curriculum is a way to send out a strong message about the relevance or irrelevance of the prevailing theological education, or about the meaninglessness and uselessness of missiology.

When considering missiology as a scientific discipline which is concerned with mission theory, mission education and mission practice, the observation is that research on mission education is not as popular as these other two components. Whereas literature on mission theory and mission practice flourishes, research on mission education at tertiary level has not been equally attractive. In preparation of its annual meeting scheduled for June 19-20, 2014 at Saint-Paul, Minnesota, United States, the Association of Professors of Mission (2013) released a call for papers on the theme “Transforming the teaching for mission: Educational theory and practice.” Organizers wanted papers to focus on “how the teaching of missiology engages with educational theorists and teaching methods which include but also extend beyond missiology’s cognate fields of history, biblical studies, anthropology, and theology.” According to these organizers, this new interest in mission education arises after sixty years since the first gathering of the Association held in 1954 on the theme “teaching issues as missiologists”. To fill the gap and to seriously engage in

---

1 The three other areas are cross-cultural communication, spiritual formation, and practical skills related to ministry.
2 This is actually the working definition of missiology in this study which is introduced later in this chapter, elaborated in chapter two, and expanded in chapter six.
discussion about mission education, the 2014 call for papers then encouraged researchers and scholars to reflect more specifically on “educational theory for mission education”, “theological and historical perspectives on mission education”, “curricular and instructional innovations for mission education”, “anthropological considerations for mission education” and other subjects. At the time the present thesis was completed, the proceedings of this conference were not yet published as to access, grasp and evaluate the findings of its various papers.

In his well-applauded book published two years earlier, Skreslet (2012:15) suggested that “education as an academic field might constitute another parallel worth considering, so long as that large-scale scholarly enterprise is understood to encompass the particular concerns, source materials, and methods of Christian education and theological education”. However, Skrestlet did not actually elaborate on how education could play such a role. One year after Skreslet released his book, the American Society of Missiology held its annual meeting under the theme “the future of the discipline of missiology”. According to participants, one of the emerging themes in missiology today includes the “growing emphasis on experimentation, innovation, and participation in mission education” (Feshman, 2013:82). Nevertheless, several years earlier, while reflecting on the missiology’s journey for acceptance in the educational world, though without providing in-depth elaboration of mission education, Steffen (2003:148) already asserted that “the goal for education, curricula and ministry would be to move from good to better.” Therefore, mission education seems to call for researchers’ attention.

Although the call is for all researchers, it is easily observable that such an endeavour is mostly undertaken by Western schools and scholars, and to some extent by Western-related scholars from the global South (Latin America, Asia and Africa) whose reflections simply follow the Western agenda. While there is now global interest in mission education, because of its perceived importance in developing theory and instructional tools, there is much less clarity about how mission education relates to mission engagement of churches from the global South to both local and global missions. Nowadays, the tendency is to speak of *missio Dei* while at the same time applauding these churches which focus only on local mission. For instance, in his recent reflection on the future of the discipline of missiology, Van Gelder (2013:6) says with excitement: “The majority church in the South is teaching us that every location is a mission location. Having been the recipients of mission, they are well attuned to understanding their own contexts as mission
locations.” One might wonder if mission education in perspective is promoted to maintain the majority churches’ focus on their local contexts and on their surviving theologies (theology of liberation, identity theology, interfaith dialogue, etc.) at the expense of God’s entire glocal mission.

In Sub-Saharan Africa, except some historical training institutions in the English part of Africa (South Africa, Nigeria, Kenya, etc.), the last two decades have witnessed the advent of schools which provide missiological tertiary education. If this situation has had a long history in the English part of Africa, missiological education in Francophone Africa is still in its early stages and can only be traced after 1990. According to Kasdorf (1994:64), of the 76 theological schools in Africa, 13 have created a chair or department of missiology. Eleven of these schools are located in South Africa alone. Several years after Kasdorf’s finding, this reality has not much changed. In a recent work, Amanze (2010:346) states that few associations in Africa promote missiology through theological education and the existing ones are mostly from English speaking countries. As consequence, lack of clear and in-depth educational theoretical frameworks, rarity of academic conferences and a shortage of scholarly publications in missiology by and for Francophone Africans are patent. Undoubtedly, missiological education in such a context deserves particular attention.

---

3 A good expression of Van Gelder’s observation and which closely relates to the context of this study is the declaration from Bishop Bokeleale who served as the President of the Church of Christ in Congo from its inception in 1970 to his retirement in 1998: “At the General Assembly of the former Congo Protestant Council in that year [1969], Zairian churchmen decided that after almost a century of missionary endeavour in their country, missions as institutions no longer had any reason to exist, and the Church in Zaire had to assume its responsibilities for the true mission of the Church to evangelize the Zairian people” [emphasis mine] (Bokeleale 1973:433). According to Bokeleale, the true mission of the Church in the DRC is the effort to do the work of evangelization within the country.

4 Glocal has become a popular and technical concept to designate how the world can be reached locally (Engelsviken, T, Lundeby, E, & Solheim, D, 2011). From the contraction of the first three letters of global and the last three letters of local, this neologism simply means that God’s mission is altogether local and global, internal and external, domestic and foreign, and that without moving from one’s own country someone can reach the world through migrants who live in the country. This understanding which has affected several areas of human and public life, political (Neil Brenner 1998), business (Michael L. Maynard 2003), public health (Ilona Kickbusch 1999), education (Bharat Mehra & Dean Papajohn 2007) poses a real hermeneutical problem when one applies the concept as such to Acts 1:8. In this thesis, glocal is used in dual meaning, having local situation on the one side and global realities on the other. God’s mission is local and it is global (Van Engen, C. E. 2006:157, Engelsviken, T, 2011:67).

5 For instance Faculté de Théologie Evangélique de Bangui (Central African Republic), Faculté de Théologie Evangélique de l’Alliance (Ivory Cost), Université Protestant en Afrique Centrale (Cameroon), Faculté de Théologie Evangélique du Cameroun (Cameroon), Faculté de Théologie des Assemblées de Dieu (Togo), and those from the DRC, concerned in this study.
In the Democratic Republic of Congo (henceforth designated as the DRC), the largest francophone country in Africa and one of the largest Christian countries in the continent, the situation is not different. Throughout the three waves of evangelization by western missions to Africa in 15th, 19th and 20th centuries, the DRC has been a place of notable Christian presence (Stonelake, 1937, Hastings, 1994, Isichei, 1995). Already in 1970, concluding his paper on the “Protestant witness in Congo,” Crawford (n.d:22) stated: “The Congo contains the largest French-speaking Protestant community in the world; the future and God’s will can bring it to a vital witness within its continent and the universal Church.” Almost a decade later, in their book on the centenary of mission presence in the DRC (1878-1978), McGavran and Riddle (1979:19) observed that the country “has been most responsive to the gospel” before predicting that the same country would be “one of the substantially Christian nations of the twenty first century.” World Christian Trends, edited by Barrett and Johnson (2001:403) reported that the Church of Christ in Congo was respectively the 8th and the 5th of the 10 largest Protestant denominations in the world in 1970 and in 1995. Recently, the Atlas of global Christianity, edited by Ross and Johnson (2009) has set the projection that the DRC will be the fifth of the top ten countries which will have the largest Christian population in 2050.

While being depicted as a geographical space where the gospel is easily proclaimed and received, where strong churches – Western-based mainline churches and African initiated churches— are burgeoning, the DRC can also be portrayed as a space from where few nationals have been intentionally and formally sent out for world mission. For instance, in his recent and well-appraised The future of the global church, Johnstone (2011:232-233) reports that out of the top twenty missionary-receiving countries in the 20th century, the DRC was the eighth nation in 1900 with receiving 300 missionaries, the fifth in 1960 with 2,258 missionaries, and the sixth in 1975 with 1,830 missionaries. In 2000, the DRC was no longer on the list because the number of missionaries from outside dropped to less than a thousand, undoubtedly due to the political unrest which characterized the country in 1990s. On the opposite side, when reporting on the top twenty missionary-sending countries, figures became both different and remarkable. The report shows

---

6 Since there are two “Congo” in Africa, the abbreviated form of the Democratic Republic of Congo (formerly Zaire) will be “DRC” whereas the Republic of Congo will go by “Congo.”
7 With respectively 4,628,000 and 9,260,000 members.
8 More will be said about mission being glocal, both global and local, and the concern of global mission in this study. Those studies focused on local mission could for instance address the question “To what extent did churches in the DRC take up the responsibility to evangelize locally and plant new churches in their own districts?”
that the DRC has never been among the top twenty countries which sent more than 1,000 missionaries, be it in 1900, in 1960, in 2000 or in 2010, while names like Nigeria, South Africa and Ghana appear on the list. Mandryk (2010:269), the editor of the well-renown *Operation World*, has already reported a year earlier that only 445 missionaries were sent from the DRC by protestant, independent and Anglican churches\(^9\). Mandryk (2010:273) provides a pathetic comment on mission engagement of churches in the DRC:

> Missionary involvement is reduced to a mere fraction of what it once was, due to war, instability and the breakdown of communications and government. Due to fruitful past ministry, most agencies are highly integrated into their daughter indigenous movements and churches. *But the staggering needs and the lack of workers mean that the DRC has openings for expatriate Christian ministers on a greater scale than any other African nation* [emphasis mine]—church planting, discipleship, development and holistic ministry, Bible and leadership training and specialized areas such as media, translation and medical work.

The DRC is then in a paradoxical situation, where the Christian presence misses mission mindset, making the country more a “missionary-receiving” than “missionary-sending” nation. While some futurists might project a bright future for the Church in the DRC, internal observers lament its state, pointing to the fact that the number of Protestant church members have dropped (The 15\(^{th}\) session of the National Synod of the Church of Christ in Congo, August 2010)\(^{10}\). To address such a reality, the department of evangelism and mission of the Church of Christ in Congo has designed a 2011-2020 strategic plan of doubling the number of local churches (Département d’Evangélisation, Vie de l’Eglise et Mission, unpublished, 2011)\(^{11}\). The strategic plan states that the idea was inspired by the Lausanne International Congress on World Evangelization held in 2010 in Cape Town, South Africa, which some of participants attended. One has to question the feasibility of all the above projections if churches in the DRC continue to be mission-mindless communities and theological institutions are still unaware of such a strategic plan\(^{12}\).

---

9 Later I will debate these kinds of categorizations and statistics.

10 In the DRC, since 1970, all Protestant denominations work under the umbrella of the Church of Christ in Congo. The 2013 statistics report 82 denominations. The present thesis refers mostly to them and their related theological institutions. Much will be said on the matter in chapter 4.

11 These five strategies include: (1) Planting new churches in towns and villages through holistic evangelism, (2) Bring church members to become accomplished disciples and equipping pastors for a transformational leadership, (3) Reach out to children and youth aged 4-18 and street children, (4) Focus on the family as a center of evangelism, discipleship, and development, (5) Reach out to unreached, the poorly-reached, and the less-reached and the diaspora in the DRC and beyond.

12 During the national congress organized in Kinshasa, in July 2015 by the Church of Christ in Congo, I was asked to talk about “When theology ceases to be in the service of evangelization.” For the organizers, my presentation had to help the whole Church of Christ in Congo and all theological institutions to
1.2 Problem statement and substantiation

While some literature exist on the above matters (Crawford, 1981, Braun 1996), few, if any, purposefully focused on a critical examination of missiological education in the DRC and its impact on mission involvement of churches in God’s glocal and holistic missions. The book *Les vingt-cinq ans de la Faculté de Théologie Protestante au Zaire 1959-1984*, authored by Munayi (1984) is worth mentioning due to the fact that it traces the historical development of the first graduate school of theology in the DRC for a 25-year timeframe. However, missiology doesn’t make the author’s concern. Besides missiology not being mentioned, one needs to ask to what extent the whole curricula and pedagogics within this leading institution radiated mission mindedness? One could at least expect that the important colloquium held on the campus of the Protestant University in Congo, Kinshasa, July 14-16, 2012 could have made even a casual reference of missiology. Speakers presented papers on the theme *Le rôle des universités [protestantes] face aux défis du développement en Afrique* (Bakengela et al., 2014). Surprisingly enough, none of the eighteen papers have dealt with the issue related to either missiological education, or its implication for the church involvement in community transformation or theological education and God’s mission, etc.

address the felt need of getting the latter to the mission business of the former. Unfortunately, these theological institutions were not officially represented, and no one can tell if this strategic plan of the Church of Christ in Congo is really understood and cared of within these institutions.

25 Twenty-five years of the Faculty of Protestant Theology in Zaire 1959-1984. Professor Munayi teaches church history in the Protestant University in Congo.

54 Most of current church leaders of Protestant denominations in the DRC are either alumni of that training institution, or they have been taught by alumni of the same institution.

55 The role of universities in regard to the development challenges in Africa. The proceedings of this conference were published in 2014. This title is however incomplete. It should have included “Protestant” due to the fact that the focus was actually on Protestant universities. The colloquium was organized by the Réseau des Universités Protestantes en Afrique [the Network of Protestant Universities in Africa]. All speakers were from Protestant universities members of that network. The observation is that, for a colloquium organized by Protestant universities where all speakers were Protestant, either missiological education or the implication of theological education for mission engagement of the church were left aside.

56 The article by Sebastien Kalombo, a professor in the department of the Science of mission at the Protestant University in Congo, could be the unique paper to deal with such a preoccupation. The author however designed the content away from clear concern of the mission of the church and ethical considerations of educational system. While the title of the paper seems apparently to do with “mission of the church”, the content actually has to do with something like “ethics” or “educational system” without direct connection with missiology and its corollaries such as theory of mission, practice of mission, mission education, etc.
One year earlier, the researcher published the book *Missiologie: identité, formation et recherche dans le contexte Africain* (Fohle, 2011)\(^{17}\) and the same year of the above colloquium, he released a reflective paper on *Toward a reconstructionist philosophy of missiological education in francophone Africa: case of DR Congo* (Fohle, 2012).\(^{18}\) The two works provide a generalized understanding of missiology in academic setting without specifically developing crucial aspects and analysis purposed by this thesis. While the first publication was conceived as a textbook on general introduction to missiology, the second was a comparative reflection on some philosophies of education applied to missiology. Musolo (2013b) focused a study on “mission cycle” of three denominations in the Eastern part of the DRC, in which he complains that churches under study were “more devoted to working internally, rather than both internally and externally” (2013b:2). Without specifically devoting the study to the examination of the missiological education, the author assumes that the maintenance-mindedness of the three denominations resulted from a lack of mission-mindedness in their theological schools. The same concern was expressed a long time ago by Brown (1952) in his critical examination of the Church in Congo, through an article entitled “The church and its missionary task in Congo.” The author, who was on ground as missionary, prioritized the link between the education of Congolese pastors and the engagement of their churches in mission: “The factors contributing to the failure of the Congo church to be missionary are many. First we may cite the fact of an untrained ministry. Very few Congo pastors have had more than nine years’ schooling at the very most” (Brown, 1952:303). Though some readers of his time agreed with him, Brown’s statement can be questioned today in a context of flourishing theological institutions in the DRC. The researcher then shares Musolo and Brown’s assumptions and makes them the main concern for this study.

Besides the aforementioned works, there are some unpublished Master’s dissertations and Doctoral theses (Bahigwa, 1992, Mpinga, 2007, Gibungola, 2010 & Musolo, 2013a)\(^{19}\). Few, if

---

17 Missiology: identity, training and research in African context.
18 This paper was part of an academic research in education at Atlantic International University, USA.
19 Whereas in other settings (e.g. United States) *thesis* and *dissertation* are used respectively for Master and doctoral final works, North-West University from where this study is undertaken goes other way around, preferring the terminology of Master’s *dissertation* and doctoral *thesis*. In the DRC, a *thesis* is the doctoral final work. At this stage, the study is not concerned about such a debate. It just conforms to the practice of the household, using *dissertation* for Master, and *thesis* for doctoral work. Further in the study, in the process of sorting out the local production on missiology in the DRC, such a debate would certainly pump up due to the implication that these concepts have on the value of the academic production. The questions will be, “how does the educational system in the DRC value work done at Bachelor, Master and Doctoral levels?” “Which works bear academic authority for a scientific decision?”
any, have actually addressed the specific issue of educational and conceptual frameworks for missiological education applied to God’s global and holistic mission. Moreover, even the recently published handbook (*Programmes des cours*, 2010) of university training programmes in the DRC neither mentions missiology as a theological discipline nor contains any missiological training curriculum. This official and massive document of more than 600 pages is the result of the ongoing process of educational reform in the country which started in 2004. Missiology as usual seems out of the game. What Verkuyl (1978:6) reported about the struggles that missiology faced a long time ago, is still to some extent relevant in the DRC: “There was a day when missiology was accorded no place in the encyclopaedia of theology. She was not even given standing room.” A Congolese acquaintance of the researcher who had graduated with a PhD in missiology from the University of South Africa, complained of being assigned only one general mission-related course. Missiology in such a context is still at the stage of “standing room” while not knowing when it will move to a “sitting room.” Undoubtedly, such an experience cannot go without practical consequences.

One might raise the question about the above mentioned discrepancy which exists in the DRC as being more “missionary-receiving country” than “missionary-sending country”, when at the same time this country contains more theological training institutions than any other country in Central, West and East Africa (Gatwa, 2013:175-180 & Dossou, 2013:193-217). Whereas some observers would find the answer to this contrast in the prevailing ministerial training in this country (Musolo, 2013b & Brown, 1952), other scholars might find the reason elsewhere (Bosch, 1991). Quoting Barth and Scherer, Bosch (1991) contends that there are things missiology can and cannot do. He argues that theology, including missiology, is not the proclamation of the gospel, but a reflection on the message and on how it is proclaimed. He then adds, what the researcher struggles to understand, that missiology “does not in itself mediate the missionary vision; it critically examines it (Barth). Missiology cannot, as such, issue in missionary involvement. In short, a missionary vision is caught, not taught (Scherer)” (Bosch, 1991:498).

As far as the researcher’s understanding is concerned, the logic behind such a statement would simply be, “missiology doesn’t have the responsibility of helping students and their churches engage in mission”. This is actually what Bosch (1980:23) had already said in a previous occasion

---

20 These works were produced by students in theological institutions on some specific topics as contextual theologies, reconciliation, Islam, ecumenism, mission strategies, interreligious dialogue, evangelism, urban mission, women and mission, contextualization, church growth, church history, etc. Reference will be provided later as the research takes place.
about church and theology: “It is, for instance, not the task of theology to arouse and stimulate missionary favour in the church… It is, nevertheless, outside the province of theology to motivate and activate the church to engage in mission”. If that is the case, the present research would not have its raison d’être. Otherwise, Bosch’s idea needs more convincing explanation because the historical account on the reason why Gustav Warneck and other missiophiles21 (Abraham Kuyper, Olav Myklebust, Johannes Verkuyl, Emil Brunner, Alan Tippet, etc.) promoted missiology was for the purpose of the propagation of the gospel throughout the world (Terry et al., 1998:1-3; Jongeneel, 1995 & Sundquist, 2013). Verkuyl (1978:3) would even insist that “all good missiology should be able to be translated into action. If there is no action, you’re missing something.”

However, the truth is that, throughout years and geographical locations, mission studies have been provided for different reasons. In his article entitled “Globalization and the teaching of missions” (1990), Thomas identifies the following reasons. As per his findings, while some training institutions prepare their students for a local ministry, others train their students for a global context. While some others train their students for maintenance (here), others prepare their students for mission (from here to there). While some others train their students for clericalism, others prepare their students for universal sacerdotal ministry. While some others train their students as analysts, others prepare their students as catalysts. Therefore, the main question remains, for what reason should we promote missiology and missiological education today? Thomas’s categories of paradigms represent two extremes of missiological education and the balanced point of view would be that of paradigm shift. Depending on the context, the ideal would be to fill in the void created by one or another of these extremes. There is a need of alternative paradigms or frameworks for missiology and missiological education. Den Hollander (2005:216) is right to observe that theological colleges and faculties play a major role in the process of mission interpretation, equipping, relating and sharing. What Hollander has said about Western theological institutions is applicable anywhere, even in the context of the DRC.

Therefore, the title of this research is *Transforming missiology: an alternative approach to missiological education with special reference to the Democratic Republic of Congo*. Apart from what has been said above, a closer look at how missiological education at the tertiary level has been organized and provided in Francophone Africa in general, and in the DRC in particular, leads

---

21 I coined this “strange” word in a book published in 2011 (*Missiologie: Identité, formation et recherche dans le contexte africain*) as to stress the fact that mission (theory and practice) proceeds from love and passion for God’s plan to save humankind. Those with this kind of passion are *missiophiles*, they have love of mission (as in *Theophile*).
to the following critical questions: How does the prevailing theological education in the DRC align with and contribute to the purpose of *missio Dei*, as evidenced by the degree of engagement of graduates and their churches in God’s global and holistic mission? What would be a model of fruitful educational curriculum (including didactics and pedagogics) for a transforming missiology in the current context of both theological institutions and growing churches?

As in Bosch’s *Transforming Mission* (1991:xv), the assumption for this research project is that missiology in “mission-mindless countries” can and needs to be both *transformed* (e.g. subject to change, or to be transformed) and *transforming* (e.g. activity which can transform). In a recent issue of *Missionalia* (2011), published by the Southern African Missiological Society based at UNISA where Bosch served as dean of the faculty of theology, Botha (2011:28) and Nel (2011:124) use “transforming missiology” mainly in the first sense. Although there are no clear indications and procedures on how missiology should be transformed, the authors’ preoccupation is on the necessity to transform missiology. Absent to their treatment is the fact that missiology should bring transformation.

Unlike in other parts of the world or other scientific disciplines, higher education is the *locus* from which concepts and theories are conceived, developed, and disseminated, whether by faculty or students for application. For instance, it is reported that scholarly Bantu philosophy was developed in 1944 by Placide Tempels, a Belgian Franciscan priest who served as missionary in the DRC among the Luba (Schreiter, 1994:9). It is the same with African theology which is reported to have its root in the University of Kinshasa, DRC, due to the debate between Tharcisse Tshibangu and his professor Vaneste in 1960 (Bujo, 2002:183). Bosch (1991:452) recognizes that Tshibangu’s *Théologie positive et théologie speculative* (1965) was among the first steps for the vigorous development of autochthons African theology. Therefore, it would not be historically correct to assert with Botha (2011:21) that Amba Oduyoye, from Nigeria, and Kwame Bediako, from Ghana, are respectively the mother and the father of African theology.

The Bologna Process, the European-based educational reform system which impacts many Francophone African nations today, urges higher education institutions to train students to solve societal problems (ECTS Users’ Guide, 2009). In his insightful discourse on the urgency of transforming Christian higher education in Africa, Van der Walt (2001:131) amply demonstrates that “Christian higher education is no longer a luxury, but essential for development and survival.” Implied to the present research, Van der Walt’s statement sets an alarm for missiological education in the DRC whether it will pass such a test of being an essential tool for *missio Dei*, due to the fact
that, based on their missionary nature (Brunner, 1931:108)\(^2\), churches should not exist only for their development and survival.

However, as far as missiological education at the tertiary level is concerned, one can discern two orientations: Missiology studied as a practical professional training or as a scientific theoretical training. Taken from a dichotomist perspective, these two approaches can be described as one, striving for a teaching-learning experience which is immediately applicable, practicable and professionally to the point and another, wrestling with a strictly scientific teaching-learning experience with an essentially theoretical orientation. The researcher agrees with Van der Walt (2001:133) that the dichotomy between theory/science and practice/profession is a false dichotomy because it certainly results in a “visionless professional training” and an “impractical scientific training.” A third way is needed, which combines “both scholarly education and professional training” (Van der Walt, 2001:133).

In a Doctoral thesis submitted to the University of Nebraska (USA), entitled “Africans in pursuit of a theological doctorate: a grounded theory study of theological doctoral program design in a Non-Western context” Starcher (2003) discerned the same tendencies in current missiological education in the world. Unlike Van der Walt, he advocates for a non-dichotomist program for Africa, a program which “facilitates Africa-relevant research and provides relevant preparation for the “real” work awaiting African doctoral graduates” (Starcher, 2003). Starcher, who has served as missionary in the DRC prior to moving to the Central African Republic and Kenya, concludes with the following thoughtful recommendations for future research, “I recommend exploring the experiences of Francophone Africans pursuing theological doctorates in Francophone contexts. In addition, it would [be] helpful to have a clearer picture of the specific theological disciplines favoured by Africans in pursuit of a theological doctorate” (2003:209). The present study is an attempt to implement Starcher’s recommendation. Missiological education for Africa in general, and francophone Africa in particular, should not be undertaken, neither as visionless professional study nor impractical scientific exercise. The present study pays closer attention to these different orientations as they would have occurred in the history of mission-related education in the DRC. For these different reasons, the conviction for this research is that higher education institutions are the indicated arena to initiate a dialogue on the urgent need of transforming missiology. This concept calls for two actions.

\(^2\) Emil Bruner is known for having stated that “the church exists by mission, just as fire exists by burning.”
On the one side, as an educational discipline which involves human beings and which applies to different contexts, missiology should be transformed according to biblical revelation and the actual needs felt by people. The latter aspect is so important that one could notice how mission theologies in both Ecumenical (Glasser, 1983:82-99) and Evangelical (Utuk, 1992:99-112) fraternities have been shaped by the exigencies of secularization, nationalization and rapid social change. Bassham (1979:2) observed: “Historical factors have created a radically different environment for mission, and generated new developments in mission theology, even as the internal life of churches has developed through theological reflection and response to changing historical circumstances”. Subsequently and notwithstanding constant references to the biblical revelation, some crucial aspects of mission theologies from both sides have undergone modification, re-examination, reconceptualization, reformulation and even abandonment. In this dynamic process, Stott (1975:23), after having stood for a previous different point of view about mission, could later say: “Today, however, I would express myself differently… I now see more clearly that not only the consequences of the commission but the actual commission itself must be understood to include social as well as evangelistic responsibility, unless we are to be guilty of distorting the words of Jesus”. The felt needs have then shaped Stott’s understanding of biblical revelation about mission, moving from one aspect of mission theology to another. Bosch (1991:498) is right when he states that “There is no such missiology, period. There is only missiology in draft”. He, himself underwent the same experience when he said in 1982: “The major change in my theological thinking took place during the previous decade (the sixties), and not to the same extent during the seventies” (quoted in Botha 2011:24). Status quo missiology should not make the agenda of missiological studies because these studies are provided in an ever-changing world with ever-changing expectations and understanding. Missiology should always be on the move, but without losing its essence.

On the other side, as a tool for God’s ultimate purpose, missiology should lead to transformation. Missiology should not be a sterile academic exercise which releases unchanged and unchallenged graduates. The learning process should lead to the change of a learner’s mind-set. Similar to Paul’s advice to Christians in Rome, the intended change is about to “be transformed by the renewing of mind” in order to “be able to test and approve what God’s will is” (Romans 12:2, NIV). The ultimate expression of God’s will is that “all people be saved and come to a knowledge of the truth” (1 Timothy 2:4, NIV). In that way, the vision for God’s mission is altogether taught and caught: “Whatever you have learned or received or heard from me, or seen in me, put it into practice. And the God of peace will be with you” (Phil. 4:9, NIV). Jesus Christ couldn’t send His
disciples without training them. Matthew (10:5) makes it clear that Jesus sent His disciples after having given them instructions, undoubtedly as to transform their ministerial worldview, as long as their ministry purposed the transformation of people they were called to serve.

If graduates of theological education had such an aforesaid foundational insight, coupled with a well-mentored inner conviction, they would realize the power of a transforming missiology, evidenced by the degree of the engagement of their churches in God’s global and holistic mission. There is need to connect theological education with God’s mission with regard to both orthodoxy (theory) and orthopraxis (practice). Therefore, the purpose of this concurrent mixed method study was to better understand how the prevailing missiological training programs in the Democratic Republic of Congo aligned with such a preoccupation of providing missiological education for God’s glocal mission. Attention is given to mission-related higher education programs. The research is specifically focused on missiological education rather than on generally well-known theological education. This study understands missiology as a scientific reflection on how mission is conceptualized, how it is executed and how it is taught, but within the context of existing theological institutions.

1.3 Research questions

Some literature state that mission engagement in the history has been the fruit of revival, rather than of formal theological education (Beaver, 1984:65-80; Fiedler, 1994:112-124; Smither, E.L., 2010). Other literature (Thomas 1990; Den Hollander 2005; Cape Town, 2010; Du Preez et al., 2014) along with the assumption of the present study, however, recognizes the crucial role theological institutions might have in the process of mission articulation and engagement. Forman (1977) therefore points to the inevitable relation which somehow exists between “mission practice” and “mission theory”, either upstream or downstream of any mission statement: “Christian missions, though they are a very practical activity, involve inevitably a great deal of theory and theology. The methods they use, the goals they work for, the way they treat people, all are based on theories and theologies whether these are fully articulated or not” (Forman, 1977:69). Verkuyl (1978:207) perceives theological education as one way of equipping individuals for their pastoral and missionary work. Drawing on his long experience of mission student, mission practitioner and mission professor, Jongeneel concluded an article on his previously published Missiological Encyclopedia (1995, 1997) with a statement that brings some light: “My deep conviction is that growing maturity in mission studies will stimulate the growth of maturity in mission” (Jongeneel, 1999:29).
While engaging literature produced locally and internationally within the wider field of missiology, with focus on mission history, theology and education, an effort is made to address, from an evangelical perspective, the following key question: How does the prevailing missiological education in the DRC align with the purpose of missio Dei? To fully address such a concern, the following sub-questions will be discussed:

1. Through which paradigms of theology of mission and for which reasons has missiological education been provided in the DRC?
2. To what extent has a missio Dei vision or the lack of it in the whole of theological education influenced missiological education and mission practice?
3. Through which educational and conceptual frameworks has missiological education been offered in the DRC?
4. To what extent is missiological education and research really serving the churches in the DRC for its glocal mission?

1.4 Aim and Objectives

1.4.1 General Aim

The main aim of this study is to conduct a missiological evaluation of the missiological education provided by Protestant universities in the DRC, as to determine to what extent they contribute to mission engagement of graduates and their churches.

1.4.2 Specific objectives

This research attempts to determine:

1. The key paradigms of theology of mission and those of educational and conceptual frameworks through which missiological education has been offered in the DRC.

---

23 In February 2005 International Baptist Theological Seminary (IBTS) in Prague initiated a meeting focused on the real need of local churches and mission agencies during which a group of scholars with experience in missions, theological education and the church explored whether contemporary theological education is relevant to the current context. The following questions framed their discussion (Bailey 2005:8). These questions can apply to any context where the preoccupation is to relate theological education to missio Dei.

1. What is the mission of the church?
2. What is the historical and cultural context within which a given church exists?
3. How does this impact the church’s mission and engagement with society?
4. How does the way people reason vary across cultures, and how should that affect teaching?
5. How do people learn, and therefore how should the learning experiences be structured?
6. What would a theological curriculum look like if it truly took into account the mission of God in the world?
7. How does encountering the work through mission shape the church’s theology?
8. What are the implications of the unity of the church for shape and focus of theological education?
2. The extent to which a *missio Dei* vision or the lack of it in the whole of theological education has influenced missiological education and mission practice, and how missiological education and research really serve the churches in the DRC for its glocal mission.

1.5 Central theoretical statement

The specific concern of this study is to relate educational and conceptual frameworks, didactics and pedagogics of missiological education to *missio Dei* and to *missio praxis*. Francophone Africa in general, and the DRC in particular, desperately needs this kind of research. As stated earlier, the assumption is that, if graduates in missiological education have such a well-oriented training program which encompasses a personal and profound inner conviction, they would realize the power of *transforming* missiology. While being an object of transformation, their missiology will also be a transformational activity.

**Figure 2 Conceptual framework: Missiology at the service of missio Dei**

The evaluation of missiological education is done in light of current reflections on the theory of mission, practice of mission and training for mission, taking into account the threefold mission of a given university and to what extent missiological education contributes to God’s global and holistic mission (Diagram 2). Therefore, the epistemological investigation includes the following key elements of literature:
1. Scientific reflection on how mission is conceptualized (Mission Theory)
2. Scientific reflection on how mission is executed (Mission Practice)
3. Scientific reflection on how mission is taught (Mission Education)

1.6 Methodology

Though primarily qualitative in nature, this study also draws on some aspects of quantitative data as the work focuses on both literature analysis and empirical investigation. The main preoccupation of this study is not to discuss how research is to be done in missiology (Elliston 2011), but to discern through relevant literature and empirical research how mission studies (missiological education) have been and are conceptualized and provided with reference to God’s mission (missio Dei) in the DRC. Being a descriptive and interdisciplinary research (drawing from theology of mission, history of mission and higher education), this study focuses on exploration, description and critical analysis. Chapter 5 provides detailed explanation on the research design. Meanwhile, the following sections sketch the major two approaches used in data collection.

1.6.1 Literature analysis

The approach combined two methods, namely a chronological study, focusing particularly on important missionary conferences and documents and a comparative study, using available theoretical models promoted through some contemporary theories (Confession, Declaration, Covenant, Affirmation and Manifesto). The literature comprised printed and electronic materials (books, articles, papers, and reports) and included historical and doctrinal aspects. The historical account helped reconstruct and trace the evolution of missiological education in the DRC, whereas the doctrinal aspect wrestled with the issue of theology of mission promoted within both these particular geographical locations of the DRC and other contexts. Libraries—physical and virtual—represented potential sources of information. The literature allowed to depict the educational and conceptual frameworks of missiological education which are set up and promoted in the DRC and in other parts of the world. Mission and church records, documents, publications and minutes of mission and church councils, school handbooks and reports, theses and dissertations were explored. Theoretical and applied approaches to mission guided the exploration in order to make a synopsis of key elements of both theologies of mission and conceptual frameworks in their convergence, divergence and complementarity.
1.6.2 Empirical investigation

The empirical research concentrated on evaluating the impact of missiological education with regard to God’s global and holistic mission, as experienced and lived out by graduates and their respective churches. Participant observation, questionnaires, conferences followed by focus groups and some informal interviews helped generate the real information from grassroots. Thus, the empirical part of the study allowed the researcher to understand and assess the prevailing educational and conceptual frameworks of missiological education within the context of the DRC.

The data derived from literature analysis and empirical investigation was synthetically presented in the form of a critical analysis, either through historical descriptive or missiological perspective.

1.7 Concepts clarification

This thesis uses some key terms and concepts which need to be briefly defined: (1) Transformation, (2) Missionary-sending country, (3) Missiology, (4) Missiological education, (5) Educational approach (Learning process) (6) missio Dei, and (7) Theology of mission.

1.7.1 Transformation

Though previously mentioned, it is important at this point to clarify the understanding of this crucial concept in any mission-related study today. In their collective book entitled Mission as transformation, edited by Samuel and Sugden (1999), a dozen of authors have deployed their energy to describe how mission should be understood as transformation. The book is reviewed later in this thesis to discuss the issue of theology of mission.

Meanwhile, as already stated earlier, the word transforming in the title of this thesis is to be understood in correlation with missiology. Acting as both verb and adjective, transforming simply means that the call is for God’s people to assess their missiology to match it with the purpose of missio Dei. Missiology can be transformed (or changed) by either empowering some of its aspects, or modifying some of its irrelevant categories, or replacing some of its non-applicable categories. For instance, the content, the methods and the delivery systems can be transformed through empowering, modifying or replacing. This thesis is an attempt to make readers aware of the possibility of transforming missiology and missiological education if they happen to no longer serve the cause of God’s global and holistic mission.
Transforming also implies that missiology should bring change to the life of stakeholders who are instructors, students, their churches and the community. As stated elsewhere, to be of any sense, missiological education should help students “transform their churches into either mission-minded congregations or in-mission communities” (Fohle, 2012:19). Therefore, the urgent task of this thesis is to call for a transforming missiology which strives to equip students as future graduates with the passion of making their respective churches not only mission-minded congregations but also communities in mission.

The suggestion submitted by Aina (2010:33), while talking of the politics of higher education transformation in Africa, characterizes the process of discussion in this thesis:

Transformation implies practical and epistemological ruptures with previous ways of doing things and a reconstruction of structures, relations, cultures, and institutions. In the case of African higher education, transformation entails going beyond reform; it involves a reexamination of inherited institutions and how we think about and live within them, and a reconstructing of these institutions as durable, sustainable structures geared to meet Africa’s needs.

Effort was made to revisit and assess the conceptual and epistemological features of missiology and missiological education.

1.7.2 Missionary-sending country

Drawn on Patrick Johnstone’s work (2011), the concepts of “missionary-sending country” and “missionary-receiving country” have their sense of existence in this study only when understood in a dualistic way. One country can be described as a “missionary-sending country” if it maintains its momentum in sending out more and more missionaries. Consequently, a “missionary-receiving country” would simply be identified as a country that keeps receiving missionaries from outside more than it sends out its own sons and daughters. The earlier section on the problem statement already highlighted the fact that the DRC gives the impression of not being a “missionary-sending country.” Such an assumption should not be understood in terms of the number of missionaries in comparison to other countries, but in terms of the ratio of sent missionaries as compared with the number of church members. For instance, according to the Atlas of Global Christianity (2010:271), of a Christian population of 65,803,000, only 1,200 were sent out as missionaries from the DRC. There is no doubt that such a ratio of 0.001% doesn’t qualify the DRC to be a “missionary-sending country.” This study endeavours to draw the real picture.
Later in this thesis, a discussion is undertaken on the concepts “mission” and “missionary”: who are missionaries, why are they sent for and where are their places of work? Using the same approach as the editors of *Atlas of Global Christianity* (2010:260), “sent missionaries” in this study are church members who are sent from the DRC to other countries within Africa or outside of the continent. Though theologically the missionaries are sent by God, there still is no doubt that, practically, missionaries are commissioned by local bodies of Christians (cf. Acts 13:1-3). They are sent out for the mission of God to bring about redemption of the world (Sundquist, 2013:7). This thesis explores and evaluates the ongoing debate in the DRC on these different mission-related concepts as a way to better understand the problem under consideration in the present study.

### 1.7.3 Missiology

In 1987, Scherer published a well-applauded article entitled “What is missiology and what it contains” in which he reported on the struggle scholars had to define missiology. At a time, the author observed that there was no agreed definition of missiology and that its understanding remained elusive (Scherer, 1987:509). Scherer’s article was actually published when missiology underwent an identity crisis during the period of 1973-1988 (Robert, 2013:6). Even today, in the light of the ongoing discussion about the future of the discipline of missiology, the struggle continues as there is not a firmly agreed word-after-word definition (Feshman, 2013:80-86; Langmead, 2013:67-79). In general, according to a recent work by Skreslet (2012:2-8), missiology is referred to either in terms of “theology of mission” or in the perspective of “curricular objectives.” Amidst of this uncertainty, there is hope due to the consensual recognition that missiology is an interdisciplinary study of God’s mission. To designate this interdisciplinary study, some universities use “missiology”, others “science of mission”, still others “intercultural studies” or “world Christianity”. Much is said about this diversity further in another chapter.²⁴

Walls (2002) prudently contends that missiology is “the systematic study of all aspects of mission.” By using the expression “all aspects of mission,” Walls is certainly aware of the discussion whether *mission* is about either God’s mission or merely church (human) mission. Moreau *et al.* (2015:19) define missiology with some details as “the academic study of missions, mission, and missio Dei” with three concerns about the nature, the goal and the method of mission. Despite the struggle that scholars have to use these concepts interchangeably, the shared conviction among the majority of missiologists is that the church is an agent of God’s mission. This is the

---

²⁴ See chapter 3.
reason for Steffen to describe missiology as “a constant conscience and challenge to the church, reminding her of God’s unfinished agenda to establish his universal reign critically and contextually. [It] researches the positive and negative effects of the global Christian movement expressed through the planting, development, and multiplication of holistic communities of faith” (2003:137). Steffen assigns to missiology the unique scientific role of a watchdog for the mission undertaken by the church. This definition is reminiscent of the dichotomy generally perceived in mission studies.

In this thesis, missiology is understood as a scientific and applied study based on the word of God and on other disciplines of social sciences in order to understand the conceptualization, the teaching and the practice of God’s global and holistic mission entrusted to the church. This definition doesn’t underline only the three components of missiological discourse (mission theory, mission education and mission practice), but also four compelling assumptions of its scientific duty. Firstly, the fact that as an academic discipline, missiology is a “scientific and applied study”. It has clear object and methods, taking into account how mission is taught and practiced. Secondly, missiology is grounded in “the word of God” while also using “disciplines of social sciences”. It gets light from both God’s revelation and human ingenuity. Thirdly, missiology is purposefully undertaken “to understand and to orient” the mission. Missiology doesn’t only identify problems and opportunities of thinking and doing mission, it also provides answer. Fourthly, missiology is not about any kind of mission. It is concerned about “God’s global and holistic mission entrusted to the church regardless its context.” Missiology sheds the light locally and globally while treating a human being as a whole entity.

1.7.4 Missiological education

The Latin educare conveys the idea of impacting and acquiring knowledge through teaching and learning (Encarta, 2007). Education denotes the process of both putting new knowledge into the learners and helping them come out of themselves. In higher education, this process can be done either as a training for “a specific profession”, through practical professional training or as a “scientific training”, through scientific apprenticeship (Van der Walt, 2001:131-133). As stated earlier, this research doesn’t conceive missiological education in a dualistic perspective of theory/science versus practice/profession. The conviction is that, if undertaken to achieve well-oriented and thoughtful actions, missiological education for Africa should not be undertaken, neither as visionless professional studies nor as an impractical scientific exercise.
Suffice it to say that this study has to do with higher education. It’s about post-high school teaching-learning experience, done in the context of colleges and universities. In the DRC, higher education includes any training program offered after secondary school through the Institut Supérieur and Université which confers different kinds of Bachelor, Master or Doctorate degrees. Hence, in this study, missiological higher education relates to mission studies undertaken at Bachelor, Master or Doctoral level. Though missiological education can also apply to those with a lower educational level, for the strict purpose of this study, it is the process by which the church, through its training institutions, prepares God’s people to accomplish God’s glocal and holistic mission at the tertiary educational level. Throughout the Bible, God has entrusted his mission to humankind, either through a relational training (Adam, Abraham, Moses and prophets) or through a hands-on training (Jesus’ disciples). Regardless its nature (formal, non-formal or informal), training has been core of God’s mission and, depending on the context, the period and the felt needs, such a training would involve different ever-changing factors and schemes.

As Skreslet recognizes it: “education as an academic field might constitute another parallel worth considering, so long as that large-scale scholarly enterprise is understood to encompass the particular concerns, source materials, and methods of Christian education and theological education” (2012:15). Skrestlet doesn’t actually elaborate on how education could play such a role. Meanwhile, instead of using “might”, as Skreslet states, this thesis uses “should”, to say “education should constitute one of perspectives of approaching missiology.” In 2013, The American Society of Missiology held its annual meeting under the theme “the future of the discipline of missiology.” According to participants, one of the emerging themes in missiology today includes the “growing emphasis on experimentation, innovation, and participation in mission education” (Feshman, 2013:82). Ten years earlier, Steffen (2003:148) already asserted that “the goal for education, curricula, and ministry would be to move from good to better.” This study explores means of making missional education a parallel worth considering for missiology.

25 The educational system in the DRC can be correlated with the “Bachelor-Master-Doctorate” pattern of most the English speaking system which disposes respectively 3/4 years, 2 years and 3/4 years. The scheme in the DRC comprises Graduat (3 years with mini-dissertation), Licence (2 years with mini-dissertation), and Doctorat (which includes 2 years of DEA in-depth seminars culminated in a major mini-dissertation, and 3 years of the final thesis). Therefore, while Graduat and Licence can be correlated with Bachelor (5 years instead of 3 or 4 in the English system), DEA would correspond to Master, and Doctorat to PhD. However, only Graduat, Licence and Doctorat are recognized as degrees, DEA being a transitional step to Doctorat. For these reasons, the present study will mostly focus on formal education provided at Bachelor, Master and Doctorate levels.
The research also draws insights from general education (e.g. secular education), Christian education (e.g. as opposed to secular education) and theological education. The researcher’s duty included instructive dialogue with these other educational systems. One of the main concerns was to understand what makes a training-learning process fruitful.

1.7.5 Educational approach

Some theorists of education differentiate three approaches to education (Moulton & Bake, 1984, Lyons, 1988, 1989, Blair, 1997, Gangel, 1997), namely teacher-dependent learning, self-dependent learning and interdependent learning. Educational approach is to be understood as the way education is provided. It is about the teaching and learning process. It entails different educational philosophies, learning styles and delivery systems. As Christine E Blair (1997:12) points out, the learning process takes on many forms and causes learners to acquire, retain, retrieve and apply knowledge, understanding or wisdom. Each of the above mentioned three levels of learning is described by many educators as more complex and profound than the former (Blair, 1997:12). This thesis discusses the taxonomy of learning with reference to a fruitful missiological education. The point is, what kind of educational approach has been promoted in the context of missiological education in the DRC and what alternatives can be explored and considered? Cole’s (2006:a,b) survey conducted on the landscape of theological education in Africa and Kirkpatrick’s (2005) book on evaluating training programs are outstanding works to be used as the study strives to explore and evaluate the curriculum of missiological education in the DRC.

1.7.6 Missio Dei

Since its official use, following the Willingen conference of the International Missionary Council in 1952, the concept of missio Dei has become a passe-partout idea to the point that some scholars finally describe it as “a nearly ubiquitous concept” (Skreslet, 2012), an “ambiguous phrase” (Engelsviken, 2003:482), but as “a popular place to begin an enquiry into mission” (Kirk, 2000:25). Kirk actually echoes Leslie Newbigin who is known as one of the most important pioneers of Trinitarian framework of missiology, when he stated that the Trinity is the starting point for the understanding of missions (Tennent, 2010:66). In his recent book on missiology, Tennent (2010) followed Newbigin’s and Kirk’s advice by structuring his material around missio Dei. He contends that “[T]he idea of understanding mission through the lenses of the missio Dei is fundamentally sound, … the problem with the twentieth-century ecumenical notion of missio Dei was not so much in the concept itself as in the application of the concept” (Tennent, 2010:55).
Hence, *missio Dei* doesn’t mean the same thing to all scholars, though the work of triune God in mission constitutes the common ground for both ecumenicals and evangelicals, academicians and practitioners. The two strains become easier to identify: creation focus and redemption focus (Van Gelder & Zscheile, 2011:30). Whereas radical ecumenicals would emphasize the God-World-Church theory, evangelicals retain an emphasis on the church as being the primary agent in the *missio Dei* concept, that is, God-Church-World (Whitworth, 2012:29).

While recognizing the existence of different meanings attached to *missio Dei*, the present thesis describes it as God’s glocal and holistic mission to save humankind in Christ through the sent church. In fact, though the mission doesn’t proceed from any ecclesiastical and human initiative, God’s mission has always been carried out by the obedient church (cfr. Acts 13:1-4). The emphasis put on mission as God’s initiative simply means that the salvation is perceived as a complete process that concerns the whole human-being. It also denotes the fact that the salvation act belongs to triune God through the particular actions of the Father’s love, the Son’s sacrifice and the power of the Holy Spirit. It further points to the geographically unlimited space for God’s mission, the whole earth (*oikoumene*) and all nations (*ethne*). The research seeks to determine the extent to what a training program would have facilitated the involvement of the trainees and their churches in God’s mission which is both *global* (for all human beings) and *holistic* (for the whole human being).

### 1.7.7 Theology of mission

Much has been said and written on theology of mission to the point that, without clairvoyance, the reader of this thesis might get confused. Waiting for the discussion to be undertaken in a further chapter, suffice it to understand theology of mission as the justification of mission work. In their monumental book entitled *Contemporary theologies of mission*, Glasser and McGavran (1983:17) discover that theologies of mission have gradually become biblical justification of the varied works done by church constituents, whether within or outside of their own context. Even within one group of Christians (evangelical, ecumenical or Catholic), there are particular theologies of mission.

Therefore, for some, there should not be a single theology of mission, but several and not necessarily complementary. For others, while admitting the existence of different theologies of mission, there should be at least one compelling theology of mission. The discussion on theology of mission can be either on its content or on its function. Instead of following Yoder (2014:42) by
retaining one (function) and putting aside the other (content), or Skreslet (2012:9) who seems to undermine the role of theology of mission to approach the field of missiology, this thesis considers both aspects (function and content) to form a conceptual framework through which missiological education can be conceived, understood and done. Theology of mission has the function of providing direction to actions and its content provides detailed explanation to that direction. As Ott (2010:xii) contends, theology of mission has the task of “providing biblical direction for the church’s fulfillment of its missionary mandate.”

For the purpose of this study, theology of mission can be defined as the biblical and theological justification of mission work. While recognizing the existence of different theologies of mission, this thesis aligns with evangelical theologies of mission to explain why it is important for the church to engage in God’s global and holistic mission even today, and how to go about in it. The study pictures and evaluates the existing theologies of mission promoted in the context of missiological education in the DRC.

1.8 Thesis Overview

There is a requirement of providing a general overview of a thesis by listing the major chapters and briefly sketching the content of each chapter (De Lange et al. 2012). The overview is actually the outline of the content of the thesis. As some authors advice, the development of the thesis can’t be done without setting the outline (Gibaldi, 2003, Smith, 2008, & Dietch, 2009). Such a requirement bears also the advantage of allowing the readers to capture the organizational structure and content of the document.

This thesis follows the steps used in a typical scientific process through which the researcher raises a question, collects new data, analyses the data, interprets and reports findings (Lodico et al., 2006:4; Bui, 2008; Sampson, 2012). Being a missiological research, steps of this thesis follow the structure provided by Elliston (2011), whereby chapters are known as addressing the following important functions (see Figure 1): (1)Introduction where the missiological problem is amply described and substantiated, (2)Literature review where the researcher explores and evaluates the existing body of literature addressing the similar or related issues, (3)Research design where the researcher selects and describes in details how data were collected and analysed, (4)Result where the researcher presents and interprets the findings, and (5)Discussion or Conclusion where the researcher discusses the result and proposes recommendations.
Nevertheless, depending on the scope of each research, these steps can bear different names (titles). They can be labelled as “chapters”, each having several sections, or as “parts”, each having several chapters (Table 1.1). Therefore, irrespective of the numbers of chapters or parts, the thesis should undergo a cyclical process of problem, literature, methodology, findings, and discussion (Bui, 2008; Elliston, 2011; Sampson, 2012; Leedy & Ormrod, 2015). (Fig. 1.2).

**Figure 1.2: Cyclical process of a scientific research in missiology**

Based on the above requirements, the following overview of the present study provides a clear perspective on its organizational structure and content (Table 1.1).
The first chapter has substantiated the need for conducting a research on missiological education in the context of the DRC. The second chapter surveys trends that characterized the conception, the training and the practice of mission as aspects of missiology in the history focusing on 19th, 20th and 21st centuries. The third chapter explores the conceptual and philosophical considerations applied to missiological education. The fourth chapter traces the historical roots of Protestant missiology and missiological education in the strict context of the DRC. The fifth chapter describes the research design for the empirical investigation of the current situation of missiology and missiological education in the DRC and it also displays, interprets and analyses the findings. The sixth chapter discusses the findings related to missiology and missiological education in the context of the DRC and proposes a model of missiological education at undergraduate (Bachelor), graduate (Master) and postgraduate (Doctorate) levels. The seventh and final chapter draws
conclusions and implications for the study in order to solve the raised problems, and provides recommendations to set path for future research.
CHAPTER 2
TRENDS IN MISSIOLOGY AS A SCIENTIFIC REFLECTION ON CHRISTIAN MISSION

2.1 Introduction

The first chapter provided the rationale of a research on missiological education in both the general context of Francophone Africa and more specifically about the situation in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). The central question and its related sub-questions were formulated and substantiated. This chapter reviews both historical and theoretical literature on missiology and its related issues that were briefly defined in the first chapter, with the purpose of gathering general theoretical insights on the following two sub-questions: Through which paradigms of theology of mission and for which reasons missiological education has been provided? To what extent has a missio Dei vision or the lack of it in the whole of theological education influences missiological education and mission practice? Linked to these questions is the most fundamental concern of what missiology really is. Attending to these preoccupations will serve to construct the framework for addressing the specific case of the DRC in further chapters. In three forthcoming chapters, the remaining two sub-questions will be addressed as well.

It was succinctly stated in the first chapter that dozens of definitions of missiology exist and that the consensus depends on the tradition through which each definition is formulated. In general, four major missiological traditions have punctuated the history of this discipline, namely Evangelical, Ecumenical, Roman Catholic, and Orthodox (J. A. Scherer & S. B. Bevans 1992, 1994; J. M. Phillips & R. T. Coote 1993). Phillips and Coote omit Orthodox in their list of “Christian families in mission” replacing it by Pentecostal and Charismatic family. Scherer and Bevans do not mention Pentecostal and Charismatic as a separate family with a clear statement on mission and evangelization. In describing his paradigms shift, though recognizing the existence of Orthodox and charismatic streams, D. Bosch (1991) constructs his framework around Roman Catholic, ecumenical Protestant, and evangelical Protestant. Following the same spirit of the unity in the Protestant body in the DRC, this study does not exclude Pentecostal and Charismatic from

These sub-questions are stated in section 1.3 of the first chapter: To what extent has a missio Dei vision or the lack of it in the whole of theological education influenced missiological education and mission practice? Through which educational and conceptual frameworks missiological education has been offered? To what extent is missiological education and research really serving the churches?
what Scherer and Bevans label as ‘Evangelical Protestant’[27]. The Church of Christ in Congo includes many of “Pentecostal and Charismatic” denominations, and in the real life of the churches in the DRC, even non-Pentecostal denominations such as Baptists, Presbyterians, Mennonites, Methodists and others have a strong “Pentecostal and Charismatic” expression of liturgy and worship to God.

Although undertaken from an evangelical perspective, the study in this chapter also considers some critical points of view contended by other bodies as long as through the history of missiology in the last and present centuries, all have collaborated and still collaborate. Professional associations[28], publishing houses[29], scholarly journals[30], and books[31], have often featured the particularities of each missiological mainstream. Though not without suspicion, it is easy to observe professors from one mainstream render teaching services to a school connected to another missiological tradition. Mission centers have been often an encountering carrefour for practitioners, scholars and researchers from different missiological traditions[32]. Missiological resources have even since become countless.

Amidst this cloud of resources, the task of reviewing literature becomes even more challenging than it could be some generations back. Overwhelmed by the massive literature due in part to the progress that the discipline of missiology has achieved, David J. Hesselgrave (1988:138) has this to say: “A generation ago mission professors were hard put to find suitable materials even for the relatively few courses offered in most schools. Today the major problem is not to find materials but to sort them out. Bibliographies for most courses fill many pages.” Hesselgrave’s observation

27 For a simple but comprehensive exposé of Pentecostal contribution to Christian mission, see Grant McClung (2010). By the time this paper was released, Dr. Grant McClung served as President of Missions Resource Group (www.MissionsResourceGroup.org) and Missiological Advisor to the World Missions Commission of the Pentecostal World Fellowship.
29 Baker Book House (USA), Eerdmans (USA), Zondervan (USA), Orbis Books (USA), Brill (The Netherlands).
30 The case of some leading journal as Ecumenical Review (published by WCC); Evangelical Mission Quarterly (published by Evangelicals); International Bulletin of Missionary Research (Ecumenical, Evangelical, Roman Catholic) published by OMSC; International Review of Mission (published by Division of World Mission and Evangelism DWME/WCC, World Council of Churches); Mission Studies (published by the International Association of Mission Studies); Missiology: An International Review ((Ecumenical, Evangelical, Roman Catholic); Missionalia (South Africa, especially useful for its abstracts); Mission Frontiers (U.S. Center for World Mission).
31 Some books have been published with contributions from Evangelical, Ecumenical, and Catholic missiologists.
32 The case of Overseas Ministries Study Center (USA), Oxford Centre for Mission Studies (England).
is relevant to this study. Hundreds of books and scholarly articles have been released from different perspectives. Even within one perspective, be it evangelical or ecumenical, voices have been even more discordant. The approach in this chapter is to primarily consider the evangelical perspective in the light of other perspectives since, as it is observed in further chapters (four and five), the protestant missiology in the DRC is still hard to categorize as being strictly either “evangelical” or “ecumenical”. To lay down the foundation for further discussion, the theoretical framework which conduct the discussion finds its starting point from the understanding of missiology.

2.2 Exploring variant trends in missiological literature

2.2.1 Towards a comprehensive understanding of missiology

Along with the bourgeoning output on mission-related matters, one might also find it confusing to observe the divergence, though with some similarities, which characterizes the available literature on missiology. While some scholars would even hesitate to adopt such a hybrid word of missiology others would simply prefer to replace it with other concepts, not always without creating new problems, like science of religion, intercultural studies or World Christianity, etc. Raoul Allier (1929:282) strongly rebuked the use of missiologie in his review of the book L’âme des peuples à évangéliser: compte-rendu de la Sixième Semaine de Missiologie de Louvain (1928): “I cannot approve of the word ‘missiologie’, which, being half Latin and half Greek, has a barbarous appearance. Its structure is as bad as that of ‘sociologie’, and has the same defects. This unnatural marriage of Latin and Greek hurts one’s ears.”

Such a reaction was common among Protestants. According to Justice Anderson (in Terry et al. 1998:1), two reasons made this concept take time to gain the Protestant adhesion. The first reason relates to the fact that it was a Catholic innovation, coined by Ludwig J. van Rijckevorsel in 1915 (Jongeneel 1995:63) and promoted within Catholic milieu. The second reason, similar to Allier’s above reaction, is its monstrosity of being “barbarous appearance” and “hybrid”. Consequently, for Scottish and German Protestants, being a serious matter, mission couldn’t be linguistically misused through slang and neologism. Despite of these wording gesticulations, the term was finally adopted by all groups as a technical jargon for the study of mission after the World War II.

33 Due to its monstrosity of being a blended word from Latin (missio) and Greek (logia), some protestant couldn’t easily accept it in their academic jargon.
34 Case of several American and European schools and their overseas-related institutions in Africa and Asia who have changed the name of their school from missiology.
35 Raoul Allier was the Dean of the Faculty of Theology at Paris University.
The acceptance of *missiology* did not neither terminate the struggle of defining the concept. John Roxborogh (2009:1) is right when he observes that “clarity about the definition of the concept and content of mission continues to be problematic.” While some definitions tend to be too simplistic, kind of “missiology is the study of mission” (C. Wright 2006:25) or “missiology is applied theology” (Z. Pratt, M.D. Sills & J.K. Walters 2014:67), or “missiology is the science of the Christian world mission” (Hesselgrave 1988:134), other scholars would first prefer to spend several hours to come up with an academically articulated, but also complicated, definition. For instance, T. Mashau (2012:2) perceives missiology as “a theological reflection and study on God’s mission and God’s command and calling of the church to participate in that mission by witnessing to the coming of God’s kingdom.” Far from solving the problem, Mashau’s perception of missiology creates double misunderstanding. First, this definition ambiguously limits missiology to a reflection on everything God does and commands. Therefore, the frontier between missiology and theology becomes either confused or inexistent. Second, the structure of this definition tends to mean that missiology calls the church to witness to the fact that kingdom of God is coming, confining the kingdom only to the future (“not yet”) while Jesus also insisted on the present (“already”).

Even Fuller Seminary’s initial definition of missiology as “the study of man being brought to God in history” (A. Martin 1974:3) or Andrew Walls’ (2002) prudent definition of missiology as being “the systematic study of all aspects of mission” do not solve the problem. The ambiguity of the first definition doesn’t allow the reader to grasp the essence of missiology as a scientific discipline which is concerned with a wider sphere than the sole aspect of bringing human being to God. In the second case, though the generic expression “all aspects of mission” leaves the reader with indefinite understanding, Walls’ definition implies that missiology is a complex task because it deals with a complex mission which entails several and divergent aspects. Similar to Walls, Roxborogh’s (2009) definition of missiology as being “the study of Christian mission and the issues that arise through commitment to it” points out to the complexity of the task. Mission that missiology studies is not just the fact of crossing geographical boundaries with the gospel, or mere philanthropic services to disadvantaged people. The various existing definitions however, represent different variants of the above two distinct theological positions. Whereas one definition attempts to pull human beings from a sinful world and to direct them to the local church, the other stresses the need for social transformation as a Christian response to world misery. While the former emphasizes individual salvation through a personal relationship with Christ, the latter
contends that the witness to the Kingdom of God includes an engagement for the economic, political and social transformation of the systems and structures. If these are the two main orientations of understanding ‘mission’, what will be the implication for the ‘study of mission’ or ‘missiology’?

The understanding of missiology correlates with these two major mainstreams with direct implication on the field of study that it generates. To designate this complex discipline, due to reasons discussed later in this chapter, some universities use “missiology”, others “science of mission”, still others “intercultural studies”, or “world Christianity”.

In a recently applauded book entitled *Comprehending mission: the questions, methods, themes, problems, and prospects of missiology*, Skreslet (2012:2-15) discusses different ways through which missiology has been understood. From his observation, literature produced on missiology since 1960s have taken two streams. While one stream considers missiology in curricular nature (teaching of missiology), the other conceives missiology in a form of theological reflection (theology of mission). As one goes through Skreslet’s book, another stream of the practice of mission emerges without attracting the author’s attention. He however believes that missiology “properly encompasses every kind of scholarly inquiry performed on the subject of mission without necessarily subordinating any group of studies to any other” (Skreslet 2012:15). Without elaborating how education could play such a strategic role in missiology, Skreslet concludes the section with this suggestion: “Education as an academic field might constitute another parallel worth considering, so long as that large-scale scholarly enterprise is understood to encompass the particular concerns, source materials, and methods of Christian education and theological education” (2012:15).

One could be confused by Skreslet who, throughout the development of his material, gives the impression that one of the streams, curricular nature of missiology, was not valid as a way to understand missiology. While recognizing education as an academic field for missiology, author joins the ongoing movement of capturing missiology through educational lens. Recently in 2013, American Society of Missiology held its annual meeting under the theme “the future of the discipline of missiology.” According to participants, one of the emerging themes in missiology

---

36 See discussion in chapter 3 (section 3.3).
37 In the light of Table 2.1 Skreslet statement that literature on teaching of missiology has been often produced could be relativized.
today includes the “growing emphasis on experimentation, innovation, and participation in mission education” (Feshman 2013:82). Ten years earlier, Steffen (2003:148) already asserted that “the goal for education, curricula, and ministry would be to move from good to better.” As already said earlier in the first chapter, this study will explore means of making education a parallel worth considering for missiology. This thesis argues that as an academic study, missiology is concerned about theory, training and practice of mission.

2.2.2 Missiology as threefold scientific reflection on mission

Definitions of missiology respectively by Alan Tippet (1987) and Samuel Escobar (2000) sound descriptive and more explanatory and deserve attention in the context of this study. Alan R. Tippett (1987:xiii) has defined “missiology” as the academic discipline or science:

…which researches, records and applies data relating to the biblical origin, the history (including the use of documentary materials), the anthropological principles and techniques and the theological base of the Christian mission. The theory, methodology and data bank are particularly directed towards: (1) the processes by which the Christian message is communicated, (2) the encounters brought about by its proclamation to non-Christians, (3) the planting of the Church and organization of congregations, the incorporation of converts into those congregations, and the growth and relevance of their structures and fellowship, internally to maturity, externally in outreach as the Body of Christ in local situations and beyond, in a variety of culture patterns.

Thereafter, Samuel Escobar (2000:101) has defined missiology as:

…an interdisciplinary approach to understand missionary action. It looks at missionary facts from the perspectives of the biblical sciences, theology, history, and the social sciences. It aims to be systematic and critical, but it starts from a positive stance towards the legitimacy of the Christian missionary task as part of the fundamental reason for the church’s ‘being.’ A missiological approach gives the observer a comprehensive frame of reference in order to look at reality in a critical way. Missiology is a critical reflection on praxis, in light of God’s Word.

Johannes Verkuyl (1978:5) had already provided an insightful, but disputable definition of missiology as:

…the study of the salvation activities of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, throughout the world geared toward bringing the kingdom of God into existence… its task in every age is to investigate scientifically and critically the presupposition, motives, structures, methods, patterns of cooperation, and leadership which the churches bring to their mandate. In addition missiology must examine every other type of human activity which combats the various evils to see if it fits the criteria and goals of God’s kingdom which has both already come and is yet coming.
Though these definitions of missiology as an academic discipline would gain preference due to their elaborated features on its nature, object of study, and method, they are still missing some important aspects to provide a whole picture of the discipline. As one can observe, it is obvious that these definitions emphasize “missionary action” (Tippet), “missionary praxis” (Escobar) or “mission reflection and examination” (Verkuyl) leaving behind other aspects of missiological studies. Also, to be an objective scientific discipline, missiology shouldn’t only start from “a positive stance” (Escobar) ignoring the negative one. The same observation can be made against the following Catholic-based definition from Karl Muller (1996:26) when he perceives missiology as “the systematic study of the evangelizing activity of the church and of the ways in which it is carried out; the scientific study of the missionary reality of the church in which scientific discipline and missionary charism enrich each other.”

Therefore, coming back to the working definition provided in the first chapter, missiology is then understood in this thesis as a scientific and applied study based on the word of God and on other disciplines of social sciences in order to understand how God’s glocal and holistic mission entrusted to the church is and should be conceptualized, executed, and taught. This definition underlines four compelling assumptions to be stressed here. First, the fact that as an academic discipline, missiology is a “scientific and applied study”. It has clear object and methods, taking into account how mission is conceptualized, taught and practiced in various contexts. Second, missiology is grounded in “the word of God” while also using “disciplines of social sciences”. It gets light from both God’s revelation and human ingenuity. Third, missiology is purposefully undertaken “to understand and to orient” the mission. Missiology doesn’t only identify problems and opportunities of thinking and doing mission; it also provides answer, how mission should be conceptualized, taught and executed. Fourth, missiology is not about any kind of mission; it is concerned about “God’s glocal (global and local) and holistic mission entrusted to the church regardless its context.” Missiology sheds the light for the work to be done both locally and globally while treating human being as a whole entity.

The related trilogy of orthodoxy (theory), orthopraxis (practice), and didache (teaching) facilitates the formulation of the theoretical framework of understanding missiology. Put together, each of these three key words deals with a given central question, while being summarized in one main subject, using a particular source of reasoning, etc. The table 2.1 below makes the point clear:

---
38 This definition is lengthy elaborated and discussed in chapter 6 (sections 6.4 and 6.5).
While surveying literature on mission and missiology, it becomes easy to categorize the existing publications in one or another of these three lines. While some works focus on ‘theory of mission’, others align with the ‘practice of mission’ still others put emphasis on ‘training for mission’. Some other literature would even embrace two of the three at once. The question then arises from such a reality in dealing with missiology: Is missiology the study of the theory of mission only, or the study of the training for mission, or the practice of mission? A careful examination of the works produced by several missiologists culminates in the conclusions that the tendency is to consider missiology as only the study of one of these three aspects, ignoring other important components of this scientific discipline. For instance, while struggling with the issue of “missiology as an interested discipline and where it is happening,” Dwight Baker (2014:17) describes missiology as a discipline which does more than simply record missionary practice. For him, missiology “seeks to reform or reshape missionary practice, missionary theory, even missionary strategy, and to refine missionary self-understanding in ways that will enhance missionary effectiveness.” As one keenly observes Baker’s reasoning, the gap becomes even clearer, concerning the mission education—that is how mission is studied or taught. This reality demonstrates the relevance of the framework used in this study.

One of the best ways to capture the relevance of our framework is to consider different orientations undertaken by students for their mission-related doctoral theses. Important for this study is to find out which parts of the missiological curriculum may have attracted the most attention of missiological researchers: the theory of mission, the training for mission, or the practice of

---

Footnote: 39 In other contexts like North America, dissertation is used for a doctoral final report and a thesis for a Master’s work. At North-West University, South Africa, through which this research is done, dissertation and thesis are produced for Master and doctoral qualifications respectively.
mission? The *International Bulletin of Missionary Research (IBMR)*\(^{40}\) is known as the leading journal which commissions and publishes the review of English-language doctoral dissertations on mission submitted within a decade timeframe. Because the review does not include works produced in other languages than English, it is therefore important that speakers of other languages follow the step of *IBMR*. Since 1983 four reviews have been provided respectively by E. Theodore Bachmann (1983), William A. Smalley (1993), Stanley H. Skreslet (2003), and Robert J. Priest and Robert DeGeorge (2013). The particularity of the first two reviews in the series is that they only include dissertations produced from North American institutions. The difference between them resides on the fact that the first covers a longer timeframe than ten years (1945-1981). The following two reviews didn’t undergo the geographical restriction and feature of doctoral dissertations produced even outside of North America within a strict timeframe of ten years each.

Authors of these reviews deserve applause due to their meticulous ingenuity in the interpretation and the categorization of the different fields of research or departments within the broad spectrum of mission studies, or missiology. The general feature for all reviews is the summary of the findings which not only shows how missiology has been understood, but also how it is undertaken as a scientific discipline. While in a certain period the accent is stressed on one or another field of research or department, things change in other periods. Not only that these changes demonstrate likewise the change in world church (Bachmann 1983) and mission (Smalley 1993) movements, but they also shed light on the inclination and orientation of missiological thinking of each generation. Smalley (1993) recognizes, however, that the subjective decision of the authors of these reviews might also play an important role in the selection of dissertation titles to be included in the report. Though the figures do not convey the whole picture (Skreslet 2003), still these reviews provide an overall image of how missiology has been understood and undertaken during the period under consideration.

Bachmann (1983) reveals that from 1945 to 1981, the accent was mostly on theory of mission and practice of mission (Table 2.2). Smalley (1993) has discovered that during the period of 1982 to 1991, most dissertations focused on theory of mission and practice of mission (Table 2.2). One of the innovations of Skreslet’s (2003) review is the provision of information per continent. Out of

---

\(^{40}\) This journal has, since January 2016, changed its name from “missionary research” to “mission research” (*IBMR*, vol. 40(1), January 2016). According to the editor, the change “reflects the global shift in world Christianity, with the recognition that, for some readers, “missionary” can too easily bring to mind previous centuries of cross-cultural ministries in the context of colonialism. In contrast, the term “mission” is both ancient and contemporary, particularly as we focus on God’s mission in the world.”
925 dissertations produced from 1992 to 2001, 181 came from the whole continent of Africa distributed as follows: 74 from East Africa, 10 from Middle [Central] Africa, 9 from North Africa, 26 from Southern Africa, 47 from West Africa, and 15 from other Africa. One would be interested to know how many doctoral dissertations in missiology would have been produced by scholars from the DRC which is the concern of this study. Skrestlet reports that the inclination for the years 1992 to 2001 was towards theory of mission and practice of mission including few aspects of training for mission (Table 2.2). Priest and DeGeorge (2013) have found out that most dissertations produced from 2002 to 2011 put emphasis on theory of mission and practice of mission including some aspects of training for mission (Table 2.2).

From these findings, and using our framework, it becomes clear that mission-related dissertations can be categorized in three main concerns. Table 2.2 submits that researchers focus either on how mission is and should be conceived (theory of mission), or on how mission is and should be executed (practice of mission), or on how mission is and should be taught (training for mission).

**Table 2.2 The orientation of doctoral dissertations in missiology from 1945 to 2011**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threefold lines</th>
<th>Related features</th>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Practice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Missiology as a systematic reflection on the theory of God’s mission</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missiology as a systematic reflection on the training for God’s mission</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missiology as a systematic reflection on the practice of God’s mission</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Question</td>
<td>How mission has been, is and should be conceived?</td>
<td>How mission has been, is and should be taught?</td>
<td>How mission has been, is and should be executed?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective</td>
<td>Setting the direction for mission and evaluating theories of mission</td>
<td>Preparing people for mission and evaluating the training programs</td>
<td>Describing and Evaluating the missionary work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachmann (1945-1981)</td>
<td>34 years</td>
<td>-Theology of mission -Theology of religions -Biblical studies -Liberation theology -Christian Social ethics -Baptists; Southern Baptists -Catholic church and missions.</td>
<td>-Geographical areas (Brazil, China, Japan, India, Korea, Mexico, Nigeria, the Philippines) and people groups (American Indians) -Christian education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smalley (1982-1991)</td>
<td>10 years</td>
<td>- Non-traditional theologies (Liberation theology, Asian, African, black, and feminist theologies) with little if any missiological content, dominated by abstract theology! - Mission sending agencies (less attention)</td>
<td>- Treatment of countries (Japan, Korea, etc) -Cultural issues (indigenization and contextualization)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As it is underlined above, the missiological discourse might be directed towards establishment of theories, strategies or training for mission. However, attention on training for mission became a part of doctoral research by 1990s (Table 2.2). Using the same framework, works produced by some famous missiologists since 1990s can also be categorized as follows:

Table 2.3 The orientation of some selected books in missiology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threefold lines</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Related features</td>
<td>Missiology as a systematic reflection on the theory of God’s mission</td>
<td>Missiology as a systematic reflection on the training for God’s mission</td>
<td>Missiology as a systematic reflection on the practice of God’s mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Question</td>
<td>How mission has been, is and should be conceptualized?</td>
<td>How mission has been, is and should be taught?</td>
<td>How mission has been, is and should be executed?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective</td>
<td>Setting the direction for mission and evaluating theories of mission</td>
<td>Preparing people for mission and evaluating the training programmes</td>
<td>Describing and Evaluating the missionary work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001-2011</td>
<td>2012-2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) <em>The story of faith mission</em> (K Fiedler 1994)</td>
<td>6) <em>Comprehending mission</em> (S Skreslet 2012), chap 1,6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) <em>What is mission?</em> (A Kirk 2000), part 1, 2</td>
<td>11) <em>Comprehending mission</em> (S Skreslet 2012), chap 3,4,6,7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) <em>Interpreting contemporary Christianity</em> (O Kalu, ed. 2008), chap. 7&amp;8 out of 14 chapters</td>
<td>13) <em>Theology of mission</em> (J Yoder 2014) 2 chap out of 23 chapters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) <em>Announcing the Kingdom</em> (A Glasser 2003), 23 chapters</td>
<td>7) <em>Comprehending mission</em> (S Skreslet 2012), chap 1,6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8) <em>Introduction to world missions</em> (A Moreau et al, 2004), part 1, 2, 3, 4</td>
<td>11) <em>Comprehending mission</em> (S Skreslet 2012), chap 3,4,6,7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) <em>Invitation to world missions</em> (T Tennent 2010), 15 chapters</td>
<td>12) <em>Understanding Christian mission</em> (S Sunquist 2013), part 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10) <em>Encountering theology of mission</em> (C Ott et al, 2010), part 1&amp;2</td>
<td>13) <em>Theology of mission</em> (J Yoder 2014) 2 chap out of 23 chapters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11) <em>The mission of God’s people</em> (C Wright 2010), 15 chapters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with the ‘practice of mission’ while only some chapters within six books briefly mention the issue of the ‘training for mission’. One of the implications is that missiological education might not be as popular subject in missiology treatment as are other two aspects of ‘theory’ and ‘practice’.

Authors tend to focus on how mission is and should be conceptualized and executed while paying little attention to how mission is and should be taught. Theories are conceived but the question about how to teach them is not attractive enough. Similar to the previous observation, authors seem to be also attracted by the question about the practice of mission without making sure that the practice should be done as a result of the training about mission. How do we make sure that theories are appropriately conceptualized if these theoreticians are not well-taught about mission practice? How the mission will be strategically appropriate if those reflecting on and implementing the practice of mission are not well-taught?

Without doubt, that is the reason for scholars like Gustav Warneck and others (see Myklebust 1955, 1957) to battle for the promotion of missiology as an academic discipline. As such, missiology could not bypass its educational aspect of ‘training for mission’. Jongeneel (1999:29) hints the point while suggesting that “Missionaries and missiologists need to widen their horizon and to deepen […] their formal mission studies (concentration upon the form [and the content] of mission studies as an academic discipline).” Therefore, while recognizing the importance of the other two aspects of missiology (theory and practice), the investigation conducted in the present and the following chapters will pay particular attention on literature pertaining to how mission has been, is and should be taught.

The threefold line of understanding missiology makes the structure of the following literature exploration, starting with keen observation on how the issue under consideration is perceived within the ecumenical and evangelical wings. Such a procedure is not unimportant for this study which strives to trace and locate the prevailing Protestant missiology and missiological education in the context of the DRC where both wings used to have and still have a direct influence on the life of churches and their educational institutions. Thereafter, key emerging concepts related to the study are explored in order to determine both their relevance and scope for the present research.

---

2.3 Emerging trends in missiology from nineteenth to twenty-first centuries

As mentioned earlier, to different extent, authors from various theological traditions and through different missiological perspectives have produced scientific discourses (missio-*logia*) on how mission has been, is and should be conceived, practiced and taught. The task of selecting literature becomes even harder, not only due to massive number of works and the theological tradition through which the matter under consideration has been discussed, but also in light of the specific purpose, scope and context of the research. It is important to remind that the present study is done from an evangelical perspective in order to explore, describe and evaluate the Protestant missiology and missiological education in the context of the Democratic Republic of Congo during the missionary and post-missionary eras (1878 to present). Therefore, while recognizing the validity of some outstanding publications of the past centuries\(^\text{42}\) the effort is deployed to use the frameworks suggested by authors of the present century\(^\text{43}\).

It is however evident that these productions, though apparently recent as far as their years of publication are considered, there is no doubt that they are fruit of the past centuries. If not due to their authors’ education completed or started in the 20\(^{th}\) Century, at least due to the fact that their bibliographical sources comprise works produced in the past centuries. Therefore, while reviewing the account on how mission was, is and should be conceived, taught and executed, reference will be made to either the above selected literature or to any other scholar from the previous centuries if the necessity imposes.

2.3.1 Working time-frame

Throughout the history, mission theologies have taken various formulations, much of it due to fluctuations in both church and world struggles. From one focus to another, the church of Christ has been entrusted particular task to address human struggles and expectations. Sometimes and


depending on the context, the answer to these struggles and expectations proved either productive or limitative. In some other stances, church’s response ended up by complicating the situation. Reference can be made to the coincidence of mission enterprise and the colonial expansion. Such an historical reality served as an evidence for some people to categorize missionary work of the 19th and 20th centuries as instrument of imperialism. The Christian mission found itself in the firing line, being attacked from inside the church as well as outside. Consequently, as authors (Van Gelder 2007b:19; Bosch 1991:1) observe, the church needed a new vision toward a different kind of missionary involvement while keeping the continuity with the best of what mission has been in the past decades and centuries. Thus, there has been always a need for the re-conceptualization of the Christian mission from one period to another, and from one perspective to another.

Authors have suggested time-frame to depict the developments and changes in theologies of mission. In this century, works listed in the previous section provide some practical schemes of undertaking such a task. The difficulty arises when authors fail to distinguish between existing missiological wings (i.e. ecumenical vs evangelical), taking it for granted that a given prominent theology of mission in a period would certainly apply to all missionary contexts. Assumption in depicting theologies of mission can be a pitfall of which some researchers become victims. For instance, as one goes through the authors’ description of what theology of mission is, the general impression is that theologies of mission crafted concerning one or another part of the Protestantism is assumed to be applicable to all settings.

Another difficulty occurs when authors consciously or unconsciously omit to justify the reasons of the choice of a time-frame used to determine the beginning and the end of each period. Generalization in depicting theologies of mission can be a pitfall of which some researchers become victims. For instance, authors may set a time-frame like, early developments, Protestant beginnings, nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, late twentieth century, and entering the third millennium. However, it might happen that as one goes through the description of these periods, the general impression is that theologies of mission crafted as regards one or another part of the Protestantism become applicable to all settings.

44 See for instance note 40 on the change in the name IBMR (from “missionary research” to “mission research”).
Still there is another difficulty pertaining to the way authors allocate a paradigm only to a given period of time. **Compartmentalization** in depicting theologies of mission can be a pitfall of which some researchers become victims. For instance, in his groundbreaking *Transforming Mission*, David Bosch (1991) identifies six paradigms of mission from the New Testament to the last decade of the 20th century: New Testament, Eastern Orthodox, Roman Catholic, Protestant part 1 and Protestant part 2, and the emerging ecumenical paradigm. Bosch’s paradigm models exceed the scope of this study which intends to be a brief survey of mid-nineteenth century to present, corresponding to his fifth paradigm about Protestant part 2 (1800-2000). Unfortunately, while describing this period of Enlightenment and modern era, Bosch doesn’t exactly tell how the development of mission theologies has been progressively achieved.

To avoid the aforementioned difficulties of assumption, generalization, and compartmentalization, one would rather finds in Craig Van Gelder’s (2007b) account a clear description of such development. Other authors (Timothy Yates 1996; Howard Snyder 2002; Santely H. Skreslet 2011) have provided an overview of theories and models of Christian mission in the 20th century from 1910 to 1990. Van Gelder’s account covers a wider period than these authors.

### 2.3.2 Craig Van Gelder’s framework

Craig Van Gelder has chaired the Association of Professors of Missions (USA) as its president in 2013. Prior to that, he taught for ten years at Calvin Theological Seminary, United States before serving as professor of congregational mission at Luther Seminary, St. Paul, Minnesota, by 1998. Van Gelder holds a PhD in mission from Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, and a PhD in administration in urban affairs from the University of Texas in Arlington, United States. His other books include *Confident Witness – Changing World* (Eerdmans), *The Essence of the Church: A Community Created by the Spirit* (2000), *The Evangelizing Church: A Lutheran Contribution* (2005), *The Ministry of the Missional Church: A Community Led by the Spirit* (2007a), *The missional church in context: Helping congregations develop contextual ministry* (2007b), and one of the most recent books he has co-authored with D. Zscheile (2011) entitled *The Missional Church in Perspective: Mapping Trends and Shaping the Conversation*. Writing from Lutheran context, he is among key proponents of the Missional Church Movement. Alan J. Roxburgh (2004) describes Van Gelder as one of leading people within the missional church movement who have made available “well-developed tools, processes and resources for innovating and cultivating missional church” so that the movement stay alive.
While discussing the place of missional church conversation in the corpus of missiological development, Craig Van Gelder (2007b:12-26) sketches his account through a five-period scheme starting with the nineteenth century, the so-called great century of missionary enterprise. He states, from one period to another, while demarcating it from the previous, how key missiological concepts have come to the existence as various ways to determine the nature of the theology of mission across centuries. The first phase (1811-1910) focused on “missions” and promoted a missiology for foreign missions. The second phase (1910-1950) tended to emphasize “church and missions” leading to a missiology of foreign missions. The third phase (1950-1975) was marked by the emphasis on “church and mission” as a missiology of mission versus missions was developed. The fourth phase (1975-1995) witnessed both “convergence and divergence” between Ecumenicals and Evangelicals, and this period was marked by a quest for mission theologies to match the reconception of the world church. The final and ongoing phase (1995 to present) inaugurates the conversation on “missional church”, a way to reconnect missiology and ecclesiology.

Though Van Gelder’s time-frame seems more justifiable for our research, the difficulty one could face while going through his description relates to the reason for the choice of the beginning and the end of each period, and which specific events may have triggered such delimitation. As far as this study is concerned, such a gap needs to be filled. In the process, effort is made to get involved other scholars and integrate key insights of these mission theologies.

As one can easily observe, while the schematic Table 2.4 sheds some light on the understanding of historical developments of theologies of mission across decades and centuries, still more details need to be provided as to clarify the components of a theology of mission. Van Gelder’s work doesn’t provide much details for each phase and for each wings (Ecumenical or Evangelical) on “What, Who, Where and How” (J. J. Kritzinger et al., 1994) or “How, Wherefore, Whence, Whiter, Why, What” (G. H. Anderson, 1961).

47 Through these questions authors discuss the goal and content of mission (what), the church and the missionary (who), the context of mission (where), and strategies and models (how).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>World and missions context/ events</th>
<th>Nature of the theology of mission</th>
<th>Personalia (Year of publication)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1     | 1811-1910 | Missions  
- Colonial expansion and Great century of missions  
- Previous ecumenical conferences for foreign missions (1860, 1888, 1900)  
|  |  | A missiology for foreign missions  
- Geographical location of missions  
- Focus: Winning converts to the faith  
- Matthew 28:18-20  
- Three-selves  
|  |  | F.D.S Schleiermacher, 1811  
- G. Warneck, 1896  
- H. Venn  
- R. Anderson  
- J. Nevis  
- R. Allen  
- J.R Mott, 1910 |
| 2     | 1910-1950 | Church and Missions  
- Edinburgh 1910 conference  
- World War I & II  
- Toward dismantling of colonial system  
- Impact of IMC ’25  
- Birth of WCC ’48  
|  |  | A missiology of foreign missions  
- Focus: Still winning converts to the faith, but missiology focused on church planting, leadership development, anthropology, local cultures.  
- Call for “Partnership in obedience” between older and younger churches (Whitby ’47)  
|  |  | J.R Mott, 1910  
- IRM 1912  
- R. Allen  
- Mission programs/professors in US seminaries  
- W.E Hocking’s book 1932  
- H. Kraemer’s book 1938 |
| 3     | 1950-1975 | Church and Mission  
- Post World War II  
- Colonial system began to be dismantled  
- APM ’50 in USA  
- missio Dei at Willingen ’52  
- Merge of IMC-WCC  
- Church Growth Mvt.  
- Uppsala ’68 and Bangkok ’72-73  
- Evangelicals’ reaction at Berlin ’66 and Lausanne ’74  
|  |  | A missiology of mission versus missions  
- Trinitarian conception of mission connected to Kingdom of God but somehow to Church  
- Contextualized (and even revolutionary) theologies mostly from Third World and Western secularized/cultural theologies  
- Mission everywhere but social!  
- Mission euthanisia  
- Ending of mission programs in many denominational seminaries or changing from “mission” to “ecumenism” or “world religions” (shalom, humanization)  
|  |  | R.P Beaver’s APM 1950  
- K. Hartenstein  
- GF Vicedom  
- Radical sense of missio Dei 60s to early 70s (Shalom)  
- L. Newbigin’s 61 influence on IMC-WCC merge  
- J Verkuyl  
- JC Hoekendijk  
- TEF ’58, ’72  
- J.R Stott  
- R. Winter |
| 4     | 1975-1995 | Convergence and Divergence  
- Call for moratorium  
- Growing distance between Ecumenicals and Evangelicals  
- Missio Dei used in both sides  
- Mission everywhere  
|  |  | A missiology in search of appropriate mission theologies and the reconceptualization of the world church  
- Clear distinction of theologies of mission between Ecumenicals and Evangelicals (exclusivism, inclusivism, pluralism)  
|  |  | Lausanne Mvt.  
- WCC-CWME affirmation ’82  
- Millennial Manifesto of AD2000 in ’90s  
- F.A Schaeffer  
- JA Scherer ’87  
- D. Bosch ’91 |
| 5     | 1995-present | Missional Church (or missional ecclesiology)  
- Missional church conversation  
- West as mission locus  
|  |  | Reconnecting missiology and ecclesiology (missio Dei, Kingdom of God, and Church)  
- Local congregation “missionary per nature” being the “very context of mission”  
|  |  | Iguassu 1999 and missio Dei  
- J Matthey 2001 of CWME and 2 missio Dei  
- C. Wright ’06  
- Cape Town ’10 |

**Source:** Developed from Craig Van Gelder’s “Missiology and the Missional Church in Context” (2007b:12-27)
In fact, if theology of mission can be understood simply as “a theological reflection on the *nature* and the *task* of mission” (C. Ott, 2010:xix), or as we already defined it in the first chapter (see section 1.7.7) as the biblical and theological justification of mission work, one would expect more than what Van Gelder has briefly sketched. He doesn’t clearly elaborate on different aspects that a theology of mission might encompass in terms of *source* and *goal* of mission along with other questions raised by Kritzinger *et al.* and Anderson (see above). Nevertheless, while adopting Van Gelder’s time-frame, the following sections undertake to fill in the gap by explicitly elaborating more on the difference between ecumenical and evangelical conceptions of mission during each phase, if applicable. Along the way, key *personalia*, events or institutions that may have influenced the developments of missiology will be highlighted (See the last column of Table 2.4).

### 2.4 Missiology as a threefold scientific reflection during the period of 1811-1910

#### 2.4.1 General context

The modern missionary movement took place in the early years of the nineteenth century (Sunquist 2013:86), a period described as a great century of missions (K. S. Latourette)\(^48\). This movement reached its peak in the middle of the century. In most cases, missionaries were deployed by organizations outside the denominations. Nevertheless, it is important to observe that these movements were the continuity of prior mission initiatives wholeheartedly undertaken by committed people like William Carey and Hudson Taylor, to name a few. Another well-recognized factor was colonial expansion which, in some areas, paved the road to missionaries, while in other like the Democratic Republic of Congo, the mission enterprise reached the country before colonialism.\(^49\). It was during this century that some lasting theories on mission were formulated by influential mission statesmen like Henry Venn, Rufus Anderson, John Nevius, and Roland Allen. These eminent mission thinkers coined the three-self formula (self-governing, self-supporting, and

---

\(^{48}\) Kenneth S. Latourette (1953:vii, 1063) observed that during the period between 1815 and 1914 the church responded with vibrant expansion every time modernism attacked its growth. People in the churches were convinced that the gospel was not a treasure to be kept by established churches but a message to be shared with all people and nations. That was the reason he called that period “the great century”.

\(^{49}\) It was on his way back after meeting the British missionary David Livingstone at the Lake Tanganyika (1871) that Henry M. Stanley explored the Congo River from Stanleyville to the mouth of the Congo River at the Atlantic Ocean and spread out news about the richness of the country. This news captured the attention of mission societies. While the first missionaries of Livingstone Inland Mission reached the DRC from Britain in February 1878 followed by those from Baptist Missionary Society in June 1878, King Leopold II hired Stanley from August 1879 to 1884 to build rail road as an important step to land occupation. It is then clear that in the situation of Congo, mission preceded colonialization. For more details see chapter 4 (section 4.4).
self-propagating) which still challenging the church even today. By formulating such a theory, they sought to organize new congregations differently, as to avoid the problem of Western domination over mission fields (Van Gelder 2007b:17). So far as the development of a formal discipline of missiology is concerned, the role of the German Friedrich Schleiermacher (1768-1834) can be highlighted. Being influenced by the Moravians (J. A. B. Jongeneel 1999:27), Schleiermacher inserted mission studies as a discipline in the theological curriculum of his university of Berlin in 1811, but within practical theology.

Therefore, it is meaningful to consider 1811 as a starting point when someone plans to trace the historical roots of the development of our discipline (Myklebust 1955; Scherer 1987). Only thereafter other names will be added into the account. One can mention Charles Breckenridge who was appointed as the professor of “Practical Theology and Missionary Instruction” at Princeton Seminary in the United States in 1836. In Europe, the chair of “Evangelistic Theology” was established in 1867 at Edinburgh University and was assigned to Alexander Duff. At the University of Halle, in Germany, Gustave Warneck was appointed as professor of the chair of “Missionary Science” in 1896. The next sections discusses how mission studies were conceived and provided.

It becomes important to observe that Protestant missionary work started in the Democratic Republic of Congo during this period, in February 1878 through Livingstone Inland Mission. Not too long after, over twenty other mission societies, coming from England, Sweden and United States followed. They worked when Congo was first a private property of King Leopold II (1879-1885) and when, under international pressure, it became a Belgian colony (1885-1908). Except some details that a further chapter (sections 4.1 to 4.5) will provide on the specific case study of Protestant missionary work in the DRC, the following account on theory, practice, study and teaching of mission paves the way to the understanding of these mission concerns in both global context of mission enterprise and particular situation of Protestant missionary work in the DRC.

2.4.2 Theory and practice of mission: A missiology for foreign missions

As Van Gelder (2007b:17) observes, the focus during this period was on foreign missions. Missionaries ought to cross geographical boundaries far from their home countries. They were sent with a clear mandate of winning converts to the Christian faith. They had to announce the gospel to all nations (cf. Mark 16:15) in order to make disciples to these lost nations (cf. Matthew 28:18-20). Through numerous mission agencies, called “home mission boards”, hundreds of missionaries were strategically deployed and millions of funds from Britain, North America,
France and Germany were poured to support the cause (Sundquist 2013:86). The general observation is that, even referring back to the previous century of William Carey, mission movement flowed out of spiritual revival; institutions came after renewal (Sundquist 2013). However, during the late nineteenth century, classic mission theories emerged and were developed on the necessity of planting and establishing indigenous churches which could self-govern, self-support and self-propagate. Such a theory of mission could simply lead to a corresponding practice of mission which emphasizes preaching and church planting. It is then important to observe that social preoccupations didn’t formally make the agenda of much of mission activities.

The key phrase one would use to describe the missionary climate in the beginning of this period is spirit of unity. As Sundquist (2013:114) records, “Protestant missionary ideas were grounded in cooperation and unity” since the first missionary societies, English Baptist Missionary (1792), the Missionary Society (1795) and the Netherlands Missionary Society (1797). William Carey wanted even to convey a meeting of all missionaries in South Africa in 1810 and 1812. Sundquist (2013:115) observes that until mid-1830s cooperation and unity were part of missionary life before disappearing when denominational mission societies began to multiply. The search for denominational identity became an obstacle to missionary unity which, fortunately, was not definitively eradicated. However, the preoccupation for unity was not totally eradicated. The General Conference of Foreign Missions held in Liverpool (England) in March 1860 and was attended by mission boards and supporters, church leaders and missionaries. The account of this gathering is more expressive than any comment:

The meetings of the Conference occupied four days; a great amount and variety of information were contributed by men who had been labouring in all parts of the world; the discussions on the various plans adopted and experiences detailed were frank and free; and the spirit of brotherly regard and mutual co-operation exhibited on every side was very striking. The deliberations of the Conference were purely consultative. The object aimed at was to gather information and to compare experience. No attempt was made to judge the methods of Societies or individuals; or to press the acceptance of common conclusions. Every missionary and every society was left perfectly free to use in their own way the facts and conclusions presented by their brethren. The subjects discussed ranged over the entire field of missionary labour. It was observed, with special interest, that there was a wonderful similarity in the plans carried out, in the methods by which agencies were adapted to their different spheres of effort, and in the results which all these societies were gathering in. It was seen that with "differences of administration" there was the one Spirit; and that the same Lord over all had been rich in blessing all His faithful servants. The record of these deliberations was heartily welcomed on all sides, and was extensively circulated (Proceedings, London 1878:1, 2).

Another ecumenical meeting held in London in October 1878 and consigned the following insightful and conveying items in its agenda:
Questions which are pressed to the front by the present condition of the various Foreign Missions, and a complete understanding of which would tend to make those Missions more efficient. A careful review (for instance) of the position which has been attained, of the agencies now employed, of the resources available, and of the direction in which plans and results are moving—would furnish an excellent starting point for these new deliberations. The number, character, and growth of the Native Churches already gathered, the number, training, and strength of the Native Pastors and Missionaries available; and the degree to which, with a moderate amount of guidance from English Missionaries, these new Christian Communities may be expected to run alone, and so Christianity be firmly planted in foreign lands with a prospect of continuance, would furnish other topics of useful discussion. It might be well, also, more or less to review the position and needs of general Education, of Christian Literature, and Bible Translation, with other details of work, as well as the home methods of raising funds and securing economical administration (Proceedings, London 1878:2-4).

Both conferences held in Liverpool (1860) and London (1878) where ecumenical in the sense that they brought together mission boards, church representatives, and missionaries from different organizations and denominations. The shared concern was the need of exchanging experiences and information on how to better carry on the work of mission among non-Christians. In the process, they were also concerned about the quality of missionaries, mission activities to incorporate in their mainly role of preaching the gospel for the salvation of people of all nations, and the future of churches planted on the mission field. It is also worth noting that there were no uniformed methods and strategies, but that at the surprise of participants, some similar methods and strategies were noticed.

It was during one of the sessions of the London meeting held on October 22, 1878, while speaking of “Discovery and Christian Missions in South Africa”, that Thomas Fowell Baxton announced the following news about Congo as a new mission field under exploration:

We cannot regard our recent discoveries in Central Africa without comparing the knowledge to which they have advanced us, with the state of knowledge which prevailed at the beginning of the century… Again, we must not forget that another attempt is being made to reach the interior from the West Coast. The Baptist Missionary Society has chosen the Congo as their route towards the interior, and have already taken steps towards obtaining the best information (Proceedings, London 1878:38).

In June 9-19, 1888 the Centenary Conference on Protestant Missions of the World held in London and participants coined the concept of comity. The aim of comity was to facilitate cooperation among denominations, being a “gentleman’s agreement whereby one mission agreed not to intrude in the territory or interfere in the work of another mission in the same country” (Kane 1974:156). To maintain the spirit of the conference, a World Missionary Committee was installed. Therefore, with the adoption of comity agreement, the practice of sharing major urban areas, but dividing up
the work in more rural areas, became a standard way of operating among mission societies (Sundquist 2013:115). It was the same in the DR Congo.

Early in the beginning of the twentieth century, another missionary gathering, Ecumenical Conference on Foreign Missions took place in New York, from April 21 to May 1, 1900. The conference set the objective of “providing a forum for missionaries to discuss topics including geographical surveys of missionary work, medicine, education, evangelism, literature, and women’s work” (MRL 12). The following statement of the historical background of the conference demonstrated the problems that churches and mission boards faced:

The Conference developed out of a growing sense that the responsibility for grappling with the problems related to the world’s evangelization should not be placed wholly upon administrative boards and missionaries but on the Church as a whole. Thus, the Conference sought to amass the “united thought of Christendom” by convening thoughtful Christian men and women from all over the world who had been engaged in the study of such problems, so that they might relate their findings to the world-wide missionary movement (MRL 12). [Emphasis mine].

From the above records, few challenges to mission at a time can be featured: mission used to be affair of the mission board and missionaries; the church (local congregation) as a whole was not really involved; the situation had become a research preoccupation for some interested people, or scholars; the need for unity and cooperation in work and information was expressed. Regardless these challenges, the state of Protestant missionary work was fruitful. The appendix to the London Conference of 1878 comprised an overall report entitled “The Wide Work and Great Claims of Modern Protestant Missions: Prepared at the Suggestion of the Conference.” The very first sentence of the report demonstrates the importance of that document: “Rarely has there been presented to the Church of Christ an opportunity of learning the progress and extent of Christian work in the world” (Proceedings, London 1878:407). This seven-page report provides a thorough account of the missionary activities, experiences and results, which include the ministry of preaching the gospel to non-Christians as the priority of priorities, literary work and education of both men and women, Bible translation with a long list of versions of either Old Testament or New Testament being available in several local languages, humanitarian services rendered to natives in terms of fight against slavery, medical work, etc. It has been also pointed out that not all these activities made the core of the missionary work at the same level as the supreme cause of eternal salvation of natives.
2.4.3 Study and teaching of mission: Preparing people for foreign missions

What is not much talked about in these above-referenced minutes is how studies on mission were provided for missionary purpose. However, in such a context as the one described in the precedent section, the training for mission would likely focus on how to make a better preachers of the gospel and brave church planters who will endure the realities of mission enterprise in foreign and non-Christian territories. R. Pearce Beaver (1984:65) points out the fact that missionaries in the eighteen century, even in the first part of the nineteenth century, came to their vocation by way of revivals rather than by way of instruction about missions. It is interesting to note that in the United States for instance, this revival movement caused some college students at Princeton Seminary to initiate the Society of Inquiry on the Subject of Missions in 1813. In Beaver’s account, the society assigned itself the objective of “inquiring into the state of the Heathen, the duty and importance of missionary labors, the best manner of conducting missions, and the most eligible places for their establishment” (Beaver 1984:67). One can already see in this statement of purpose a missiological curriculum for that time. Beaver (1984:67) contends that these societies of inquiry were found in several locations and then became “the backbone of the [missionary] movement and the resources for those in the undergraduate colleges.” That reality certainly paved the way to the appointment of Charles Breckenridge as the first professor of “Practical Theology and Missionary Instruction” in the country based at Princeton Seminary in 1836.

Not all seminary professors were excited for missions. Breckenridge’s professorship could last only three years and no successor was provided. The subject disappeared from the curriculum in 1855 and did not return until 1914 (H. Conn 1983). Beaver (1984:68) reports of an appeal document which was brought from Hawaii and published in 1836 contending that twenty out of the twenty-eight missionaries of the mission society which issued the appeal affirmed that sixty-eight seminary professors, college presidents and minister had tried to discourage them from becoming missionaries. The appeal even exhorted seminary professors to all resign their posts and go out as missionaries if they were really serious about the importance of missions.

The teaching of missions in universities or seminaries was not part of the theological corpus. As said earlier, the idea came to be thought of in 1811 when Schleiermacher proposed that mission studies be part of practical theology. As Mark Laing (2009:94) points out, throughout centuries missiology has existed as an appendix which could simply be ignored or dropped anytime from the curriculum if it proved troublesome. Unfortunately this Schleiermacher’s Western design for theological education was ratified when churches in West introverted. The theological curriculum
was then exported to the majority world by missionaries to serve as the required model in theological education and seminaries. As consequence, ministers most often could go out of theological institutions or seminaries with an introverted vision of the church and its mission.

Myklebust (1955) gives the account on different possibilities of the integration of the study of missions (missiology) into the theological corpus through the establishment of courses and professorship in both Europe and the United States. The year 1811 was also significant, not only due to Schleiermacher’s curriculum proposal or due to the fact that it was when some college students at Princeton Seminary started to gather around the idea of initiating a Society of Inquiry on the Subject of Missions. According to Myklebust (1955:146), it was in 1811 that Princeton University set a plan for a Theological Seminary to be “a nursery for missionaries to the heathen.” Therefore, the seminary had the responsibility of training and qualifying youth for missionary work. As far as the North American situation is concerned, the Bible School Movement which started in 1880s became the real locus for the training of missionaries, emphasizing home and foreign missions as well as evangelism and Bible (J. Herbert Kane 1974:160). Where mission courses were provided and chairs for mission studies were established, lectureships and professorships were usually occupied by former directors of mission societies (C. Ott, S.J. Strauss, & Tennent, T.C., 2010:xxvi).

2.5 Missiology as a threefold scientific reflection during the period of 1910-1950

2.5.1 General context

Sundquist (2013:114) notes that the relationship of Christian unity and Christian missionary activity constituted one of the theological themes which punctuated the context of missionary enterprise during this period. The turn of the century marked the eve of a new era in mission theory, from the focus on missions (full stop) and church and missions. As said in the previous section, the nineteenth century was a great century for mission, missionaries’ presence was noticeable in several places in the world, the gospel has been preached and accepted by many, and local congregations were established. Now, two groups have come to co-existence, missionary group on one side and converted natives on another. On the global –non-church side, the world started to be shaken through the process of dismantlement of the colonial system, the crash of

---

50 Though Sundquist time-frame (1840s-1910) is different from ours (1910-1950), one can see, as demonstrated in the previous section (2.3.2) that what happened during our time-frame was actually the continuity of what had begun some decades before.
international conflicts with two World Wars as result, the rise of communism and secularization, and also the revitalization of the non-Christian religions in the non-Western world (Jongeneel 1999:29).

The Ecumenical Missionary Conference which held in Edinburgh, Scotland, in June 14-23, 1910 inaugurated the transition between the two eras. The quality of participants upgraded the significance of the conference. Its 1200 delegates were officials who really represented their churches and about 160 mission societies. As Sundquist (2013:117) carefully points out, Edinburgh is the only one conference that both modern-day ecumenical and evangelical leaders claim as being their heritage (see also Harold H. Rowdon, 1967:60). Also, some of the major themes of mission theories that fuel our mission thinking today derive from that conference. The Student Volunteer Movement is highly associated with this event through its leaders, John R. Mott and his colleagues whose conviction was to contemplate the evangelization of the world in their generation. This first part of the twentieth century is also marked by the organization of several worldwide mission gatherings as the direct outcome of the Edinburgh conference. The need for unity expressed several times and in various manners so far came to its realization through Edinburgh. Leaders of the ecumenical movement of the twentieth century came through the Student Volunteer Movement of the precedent century (Sundquist 2013:116).

Given the fact that the main concern of the Edinburgh 1910 was the evangelistic mandate of the church, one of the realities that the conveners of Edinburgh faced was whether or not the doctrinal aspects were a necessity and important to be addressed. This reality was so evident that the status of Catholic Latin America being considered as a “mission field” was not an agreed consensus (Sundquist 2013:118). To accommodate some Anglicans participants to the conference, some sensitive matters related to the doctrine were simply removed from the agenda. Such a position couldn’t but create the disagreement and division between Protestant missions on the concept of “un-reached people”. In his non-diplomatic assessment of Edinburgh entitled “Will we correct the Edinburgh error? Future mission in historical perspective”, David Hesselgrave (2007:125-126) argues that the difficulty that the theory of mission has encountered since the conference is due to the mistake made of not convening it based on common doctrinal agreement. This was a general point of view of many evangelicals (see also Harold H. Rowdon, 1967:66-67).

Three outcomes of the conference deserve our attention for the sake of the present research. The first to be mentioned is the establishment of a Continuation Committee whose role was to ensure the continuity and the ongoing influence of the conference. Two main components made the after-
conference organization: *Church*-related component (through Life and Work and Faith and Order) and *Missions*-related component (through International Missionary Council). Unlike the previous phase (1811-1910) where everything turned around *missions*, this second phase (1910-1950) was characterized by the presence of two entities, *church* and *missions*. The problem raised when the World Council of Church (WCC) came to merge with International Missionary Conference (IMC) in 1961\(^{51}\). Another result of the conference was the foundation of a quarterly journal, *International Review of Missions* (IRM) under the editorship of J. H. Oldham, secretary of the Edinburgh continuation committee. The first issue was released in 1912. This journal has been, and is still being a channel through which debates on the discipline of missiology are discussed. The problem arose when, in 1969, the decision was made to rename the journal by simply removing “s” from “mission(s)” due to the fact that the concept of “mission” had taken another understanding\(^{52}\). The third important outcome of the conference was the creation of International Missionary Conference in 1921 to replace the continuation committee which could not even meet before 1928 due to World War I. As already said, the situation exploded when IMC was transformed into the Division of World Evangelization Commission of WCC in 1961. The problem was more than that of daughter (WCC or church) becoming mother; and mother (IMC or missions) becoming daughter (Van Gelder 2007b:21). The real problem was felt through its implication on the mission field. As in the case of the DRC, this situation produced a dichotomy between the missions belonging to the missionaries and the church which was designed by missionaries for nationals who inherited the church that they didn’t really understand (Molo 1987:109).

Therefore, the relatedness between the above described general context and the Protestant missionary work in the Democratic Republic of Congo during this period becomes obvious. Alfred Stonelake who served in the DRC as missionary with the Baptist Missionary Society in 1900 states: “In 1911 a local Continuation Committee was formed, in order that Congo might linked up with

---

\(^{51}\) Evangelicals would prefer the verb “affiliate” rather than “merge”. Harold H. Rowdon (1967:58) demonstrates that IMC grew indirectly out of Edinburgh conference. Therefore, the incident of 1961 was that IMC affiliated into WCC, but it didn’t merge with WCC which was another institution established later in 1948. Also David J. Hesselgrave (2007). Some authors (Max Warren 1979; Sundquist 2013) use “integrate” which still shows that IMC was a separate entity. He says: “...[B]ut not until 1961 was the International Missionary Council fully integrated into the larger ecumenical movement of the WCC” (2013:122). See also the reaction and personal reflection of Lesslie Newbigin (1981:240-255) who served as director of both IMC and CWM.

\(^{52}\) The rationale of the decision of deleting “s” from “missions” on the title of the journal was provided in the editorial page of *International Review of Mission*, no 230 (April 1969:141). The key reason was to accommodate and comfort Third World readers from Asia, Africa, and Latin America who were frustrated by some negative aspects of the mission enterprise.
the World Missionary Conference, Edinburgh 1910” (1919:326). Several years later, Herbert Smith (1949:30), another missionary but with Disciples of Christ Missions, recalled Stonelake’s remark on the common feeling among missionaries: “In 1911 Bolenge was host to the General Conference of Protestant Missionaries. The Congo Continuation Committee was then formed, the first field continuation committee to be organized anywhere on the pattern set by the 1910 Edinburgh Conference and its World Continuation Committee.” By the end of 1948, thirty National Christian Councils were members of the IMC. Only the DRC and South Africa were from Africa (See list in IRM, January 1949). J.R. Mott had already visited Congo in 1934 where he attended a series of missionary conferences. Stonelake (1937:66) reports that Mott’s observations and recommendations caused missionaries to revise their theories and strategies of mission. Except specific details that a further chapter (see sections 4.2 to 4.5) will provide on the Protestant missionary work in the DRC, the following account on theory, practice, study and teaching of mission may certainly pave the way of capturing the particular situation of the discipline of missiology in the DRC.

2.5.2 Theory and practice of mission: A missiology of foreign missions

So far as the theory of mission is concerned, the proclamation of the gospel to save souls was at the core of the conviction. It was actually a continuation of the spirit of the previous century, “a culmination of what was its success in foreign missions enterprise” (Van Gelder 2007b:18). However, as the world situation underwent changes, and with the reality of having church (local congregation on mission field) on one side and missions on the other, the way of thinking and doing mission was equally affected. If in the previous phase the missiology was for foreign missions, now it becomes a missiology of foreign missions (Van Gelder 2007b:19). Though one couldn’t easily seize the nuance between “for” and “of” in Van Gelder’s own wordings, it becomes apparent that the reality of mission is no longer that of thinking about foreign missions as activities to be undertaken while crossing geographical frontiers. In addition, the presence of a local native church presumes that nationals become responsible of the destiny of their faith and local identity.

During this period, several gatherings took place as the continuity of Edinburgh conference, either through International Missionary Conference (1928 in Jerusalem, 1938 in Madras, Tambaram, 1947 in Whitby) or through other two commissions (Life and Work, and Faith and Order) which merged in 1948 to form WCC. The meetings of IMC served as a platform of evaluating existing concepts and practices about missions. They also served as a laboratory to elaborate and promote new concepts and practices about missions. The change in the world context brought the change
in the missiological articulations. Van Gelder (2007b:19) notes that the nationalism movements within many countries and the eventual decolonization of these countries increased attention on indigenous churches. The new jargon includes older churches to designate the churches in the West, and younger churches to describe churches on the mission field. At IMC conference held at Whitby, Canada, in 1947, the common phrase was “Partnership in Obedience” demonstrating how two entities church and missions should now cohabitate and relate.

The constitution of WCC in 1948 came to reinforce the institutionalization of national churches and the empowerment of local leadership. Each country was encouraged to set up a National Christian Council, a kind of federation of churches whose leadership had to be entrusted to nationals. In many places, this new situation inaugurated an era of suspicion, and in worst cases, of confrontation. At stake was actually the new comprehension of “church” and “mission”. Ecclesiology and missiology had to be redefined. It is important to note that the situation in the DRC preceded this general consensus. The Constitution of the Congo Protestant Council contained already the mention “Native National Church” and “Church of Christ in Congo” before 1948.

The focus of the newly emerging discipline of missiology was articulated around special themes such as church planting, leadership development, anthropology, and local cultures (Sundquist (2013:19). Regardless the particular position held by various streams of thinkers, missiology [as a reflection on missionary work] continued to focus primarily on foreign missions. In strictly academic setting, the term “missiology” begun to lose attention of many scholars and academic institutions to the expenses of “ecumenism” or “world religions” (Sundquist 2013:19). This situation was also polluted by a report produced under the editorship of Harvard philosophy professor William Ernest Hocking in 1932 entitled Rethinking Missions: A Laymen’s Inquiry after One Hundred Years. The recommendations of the report brought a new perspective and orientation of mission: The missionary should “be willing to give largely without any preaching,”

---

53 Due to the visit and recommendation of Dr John R. Mott in 1934 conferences of the Congo Protestant Council (CPC), the phrase “Native Christian Church” became officially “Church of Christ in Congo” in 1942. When an amendment was made to the Constitution of the CPC to change the article 2, the amendment statement was: “The words, Church of Christ in Congo without quotation marks be substituted for the words Native Christian Church.” Although the name “Church of Christ in Congo” was introduced in 1934, the year 1942 is when this new name was officially inserted into the Constitution, the year 1942 being its official birthday. (See the Preamble to the Constitution of the Church of Christ in Congo of 1979).

54 This report was initiated by seven North American mission boards and financed by John D. Rockefeller, but focused only on missionary work done in India, Burma, China, and Japan.
to cooperate wholeheartedly with non-Christian agencies for social improvement” (Hocking, 1932:326).

The basis for Hocking’s report was that there is continuity between Christian faith and other faiths. Simply put, non-Christian faiths share same values with Christian faith, both being enlightened by the same Creator. This continuity revokes any attempt to convince people of other faiths to join Christian faith. Christian mission has to be done without preaching the gospel, a sign of proselytism. Instead, it should be done as means of promoting human well-being through free social actions. Therefore, the missionary “will look forward, not to the destruction of these [non-Christian] religions, but to their continued co-existence with Christianity, each stimulating the other in growth toward the ultimate goal, unity in the completest religious truth” (Hocking 1932:44). Two more books (A.G. Baker 1934; H.V. White 1937) were published during this period, holding similar points of view. While Baker suggested a culture-centered approach with the cross-fertilization of cultures as the objective of the missionary enterprise, White submitted that the service of man is the regulative aim of Christian missions, but done through witness and friendship.

This new missiology was a challenge for IMC. In preparation of the IMC meeting scheduled for 1938 in Tambaram, India, the Dutch theologian Hendrik Kraemer, former missionary in India, was commissioned to conduct a study on The Christian Message in a Non-Christian World. Kraemer’s work based the reasoning on biblical realism, stating that “God is God and that if He is God, his Will is the Ground of all that is” (1938:68). For him, all non-Christian religions, philosophies, and world views are the various limited efforts of man to apprehend the totality of existence, whereas the Christian revelation remains hidden except to the eyes of faith (Kraemer 1938:113). As the outcome of Kraemer’s research, the IMC meeting issued a statement on “the faith by which the church lives” in non-compromising way: “We believe that Christ is the way for all, that he alone is adequate for the world’s need… We are bold enough to call men out from them [other religions] to the feet of Christ. We do so because we believe that in him alone is the full salvation which man needs” (The Authority of Faith, 1939:200).

By the end of this period, the unity promoted by Edinburgh 1910 found itself broken. Bipolarization of missiological discourse became evident between Ecumenicals and Evangelicals. One could even speak of multi-polarization due to the fact that even within each of these two
2.5.3 Study and teaching of mission: Preparing people for foreign missions

Though in the late twentieth century many changes occurred, as already said previously, the discipline of missiology prospered. Surprisingly enough, as Van Gelder (2007b:18) notes, “the theological academy was just beginning to expand courses [in mission studies], as well as the number of teaching positions for the newly emerging discipline of missiology.” The majority theological schools offered at least some courses in missions and many of them created at least one chair in the field of missions related to the teaching of these course. However, this golden period was hindered and shorten by the “demise of colonialism, the tragedy of World War II, the rise of global communism, and forces of secularization” (C. Ott, S.J. Strauss, & Tennent, T.C., 2010:xxvi). This discussion is expanded in the next chapter (See 3.5).

2.6 Missiology as a threefold scientific reflection during the period of 1950-1975

2.6.1 General context

The end of the previous phase concluded with sadness, not only for the discipline of missiology per se, but in regard to the entire global environment with consequences on Christian approach, attitude and placement vis-à-vis non-Christian world. Following World War II colonial systems begun to collapse. Many countries accessed to the political independence. In Africa, at least thirty-two countries became independent in 1960s. If there was good or bad news of independence (depending on one person or another), real sad news of assassination of the president of the United States, John F. Kennedy, followed by that of Malcolm X and Martin Luther King Jr. came to enrich the polluted world environment. The Vietnam War and the Cold War joined the list. Sundquist (2013:132) is right to observe that if “the 1950s was the lull before the storm; the 1960s was the storm.” Speaking in 1972, about “The emergence of a missionary-minded church in Nigeria”, Ian

---

55 Jacques Matthey (2001:429-430) recognizes that there are at least two understandings of the conception of missio Dei within the WCC. Arthur P. Johnston (1978:18, 302-303) criticizes John Stott (who is known as Evangelical) for having accepted the social engagement as one aspect of Christian mission. Peter Beyerhaus [evangelical himself] (cited in Bosch 1982:30) identifies six distinguishable evangelical groupings: (1)New Evangelicals, the largest (Billy Graham), (2)Separatist fundamentalists (International Council of Christian Churches), (3)Confessional Evangelicals (Peter Beyerhaus), (4)Pentecostal and Charismatic Movements, (5)Radical Evangelicals (emerged from Lausanne Congress on World Evangelical in 1974, Samuel Escobar, René Padilla, Orlando Costas, Mennonites), (6)Ecumenical Evangelicals (Festo Kivengere).
M. Hay who had served there for thirteen years alerted his generation: “The old colonial days are long gone; those “winds of change” of 1960 have reached hurricane velocity now! ...Disaster awaits those missions and individual missionaries who either will not or cannot adapt” (Hay 1972:195).

These lull, storm and hurricane which occurred in the world strongly affected not only the future of the discipline of missiology, but also that of the work of foreign missions. In North America for instance, the initiative of R. Pierce Beaver to form the Association of the Professors of Missions (APM) in 1950 inaugurated a new era for our academic discipline. The newly installed association had to address the changes which emerged in the landscape of both world mission engagement and theological discourses. On one side, the question was whether or not the mission engagement should still be described in terms of “foreign missions” with the priority of converting souls. On the other side, the preoccupation was whether or not the study of mission was still relevant to be promoted in academia.

Due to their contribution to the overall missiological environment, influential figures emerged during this period. Karl Hartenstein is known for being the first person to relate the new concept of missio Dei to what was discussed at Willingen in 1952 as Trinitarian understanding of mission. As Engelsviken (2003:482) demonstrates, none of the conference documents contained the term missio Dei as such until when Hartenstein presented his report of Willingen meeting. Another figure is Lesslie Newbigin who served as the secretary of IMC (1959-1961) when it became a part of WCC in 1961. He also served as director of the newly Division of World Mission and Evangelism from 1961 to 1965 (Harold C. Fey 2004:xiv). The incident paved the way to the bipolarization of world mission theories, opposing Evangelicals against Ecumenicals or vice versa. His writings on mission being of the essence of the church drawn from his discovery of a new cultural post-Christian environment of West influenced the theological reflection about the church and its mission. With their Church Growth movement, the American Donald McGavran and his colleagues and disciples brought a hope to the evangelical perspective of mission. Peter Beyerhaus (1972) and John R. Stott (1975) are among important figures of this period due to their evangelical voices against ecumenical theories of mission. Given their published works and theological reflections, many other influential scholars can be added to the list, Johannes Verkuyl, Johannes C. Hoekendijk, Ralph Winter, to name a few. Thanks to Theological Education Fund (TEF 1972) initiated by International Missionary Council in 1958 to raise the level of theological education in the Third World, some figures from the global South enjoyed advanced education which allowed
them to raise their voices, either through contextualized theologies or through quest for moratorium (Hesselgrave 2007:126). These figures include John Gatu who pleaded for moratorium on missionaries56 and Byang Kato who can be seen as the promoter of the African evangelicalism, etc.

As far as the DRC is concerned, one could see the immediate connection how the global trends influenced the life of Protestant missions and church in the country57. Besides the political independence acquired in 1960 with the direct implication of expulsion of missionaries and the transfer of authority to nationals, this period witnessed the establishment of the first theological institution at tertiary level. It was during this period that the first president of the Church of Christ in Congo, made the following strong and revelatory statement which was published in IRM:

It is quite some time now since the *International Review of Missions* became the *International Review of Mission*. The change in thinking revealed in this change in name characterizes also some of the thinking of the Church of Christ in Zaire (Protestant Church), for since 1969 Protestant missions have ceased to exist in Zaire. At the General Assembly of the former Congo Protestant Council in that year, Zairian churchmen decided that after almost a century of missionary endeavor in their country, missions as institutions no longer had any reason to exist, and the Church in Zaire had to assume its responsibilities for the true mission of the Church to evangelize the Zairian people (Bokeleale 1973:433).

Therefore the account below at the global level on the theory, the practice and the teaching of mission will undoubtedly shed light on forthcoming discussion about the development of missiology and missiological education in the DRC.

### 2.6.2 Theory and practice of mission: A missiology of mission versus missions

Amidst the climate of uncertainty described above, the meeting of IMC at Willingen in 1952 was determinant. It is important to remind that IMC was constituted of members who finally underwent separation in 1961 due to its merge with or integration to WCC. So far, in 1952, both “ecumenicals” and “evangelicals” were part of IMC. This meeting was an enlarged conference which was attended even by Pentecostal leaders.

---

56 Robert Reese (2014:245) recognizes that John Gatu’s moratorium on foreign missionaries and funds in 1971 provoked a debate about mission that continues to have incidence on mission theory and practice even today.

57 It is however interesting to note with J.R. Mott that “the missionary program in Congo has seemingly failed to produce and adequate native leadership and worldwide renown men” (Stonelake 1937:79).
After the disaster caused by World War II and the dismantlement of the colonial system, the church had to provide a clear definition of its nature and mission in the world. The meeting of IMC in 1952 was critical and determinant for such an expectation. The conception of a Trinitarian understanding of mission was the major outcome of the meeting of the IMC at Willingen. As Van Gelder (2007b:21) observes, this new understanding of mission provided a framework for reconceiving the nature of Christian mission with direct implication to the study of mission (missiology). It also inaugurated a shift from traditional Christ-centered mission (foreign missions) to Triune God-centered mission (mission everywhere). This movement from Christology to triune God doesn’t go without consequences. While the first emphasizes the urgency of participating in the fulfillment of the Great Commission, the second perceives a Trinitarian God involving in mission in the world. While the first understanding of mission puts the church on pedestal as an institution which conceives, plans, organizes and executes missionary works, the second contends that mission is God’s mission, who is involved in mission in the world in which the church is invited to participate.

Although the word *missio Dei* was not directly used during the Willingen meeting in 1952 as Tormod Engelsviken (2003:482) ably points out, it actually became an official theological term to describe the new understanding of mission in both ecumenical and evangelical streams. Nevertheless, as the existing massive literature from both sides reveal (i.e. J. Matthey 2003:581; M. Laing 2009:95-97), the implications of using *missio Dei* are not the same in both streams as far as mission theory, practice and teaching are concerned. There are two ways of understanding *missio Dei*. The first is creation focus, a generalized way of understanding God’s work in the world. It contends that *missio Dei* is the broader agency of God in relation to all creation and God’s continuing care of that creation, using any organization including secular ones, to provide shalom and humanization. The second is redemption focus, a specialized way of understanding God’s work in the world. It states that *missio Dei* is God’s work of redemption with the church being the primary channel through which God works in the world (Van Gelder & Zscheile 2011). While the majority of Willingen participants supported the redemption point of view, the emerging post-Willingen was mostly creation focus. J.C. Hoekendijk is known as the spokesman of such a new focus. For him, the church needed to give up its life for the sake of the world (Hoekendijk 1966). Ecclesiology was no longer connected to missiology of *missio Dei*.

Subsequently, on the WCC side, the concept of *missio Dei* underwent an evolution to the point of becoming a revolution. From the Augustine perspective of the Triune God lately echoed by Karl
Barth, the new resurgence of the term in the realm of Willingen meeting resulted in radicalization. The concept suggests that the mission “is not just the conversion of the individual, nor just obedience to the word of the Lord, nor just the obligation to gather the church; it is the taking part in the sending of the Son, the missio Dei, with the holistic aim of establishing Christ’s rule over all redeemed creation.” The radicalization came when at Bangkok in 1972-1973, the concept on missio Dei turned to strong position against the church.

On the Evangelical side, four conferences served as platforms of discussion: The Wheaton Congress on the Church’s World-Wide Mission (Wheaton 1966), the Berlin World Congress of Evangelism (Berlin 1966), Green Lake 1971, and Lausanne 1974. While the first two conferences stressed on evangelism and world mission, there was lack of sound theological rationale on the role of local church in missions (C.F.H. Henry 1967; H. Lindsell 1966). At the Green Lake convention in 1971 the issue of relationship between missions and local (home) churches in the United States, and between missions and national (receiving) churches on the mission field made the essential of the agenda. According to J. F. Shepherd (1972:20-21), the attention was primarily on “the form of the mission organization or society in its relationship to sending and receiving churches.” Participants bitterly recalled that through the history, churches produced missions and missions have produced churches, but unfortunately their success produced tensions (Gerber 1972:9). They then discussed the role of church and came up with the equation “mission-church-mission” stressing the importance of the church. However, even there, the issue was more addressed through a functional perspective than through a sound theological reflection.

Harvie Conn (quoted in B.K. Camp, 2003:227) observes that even at the Green Lake ’71 “the activism of evangelical mission thinking continued to present the picture of ‘church without theology’ and a ‘mission without theology’.” In 1974, the World Evangelical Alliance (WEA) created six commissions including “Theological Commission” with the function of reflecting on issues of evangelical theology, and the important issues concerning the churches and society in the world. The “Missions Commission” had the function of coordinating activities of evangelism and Christian humanitarianism (Leyden 1976:10). One wonders whether Conn’s critics couldn’t be

---

58 Though the gathering stressed on the importance of church, the definition of church was more functional than theological. At Green Lake, participants identified nine different ways in which the word church is commonly used (J. F. Shepherd 1972:20-21).

59 Founded in 1856, the World Evangelical Alliance stressed the full authority of the Bible, the incarnation, the atonement, salvation by faith, and the work of the Holy Spirit, while also putting the emphasis on missionary cooperation throughout the world. WEA is said to be a significant precedent for Edinburgh 1910 (Leyden 1976:10).
relativized because evangelicals through WEA were present in world missions for more than a century. Could missions be undertaken without a related theology? Did evangelicals lack a “theology of mission” or a “biblical theology of mission”? There is where one probably needs to clarify the difference between “theology of mission” and “biblical theology of mission.” One could rather agree with Forman (1977:69) that methods mission societies used, the goals they worked for, and the way they treated people are based on theories and theologies whether fully articulated or not.

With the bell which was rung from WCC side, evangelicals became more attentive to the alert. The new concept of missio Dei was not denied, but was now strictly linked with church as the tool for God’s mission. Also the social implications of missio Dei as conceived by WCC circles were yet to be addressed and defined by evangelicals. Thus came the Lausanne International Congress on World Evangelism held in 1974 in Lausanne. It was at this meeting, through the influence of John Stott, that evangelicals came up with a more structured theology of mission which could also include the social responsibility of the church. They articulated a mission theology which seeks a balance between pure proclamation of the gospel and social engagement of the church. However, in the evangelical perspective, the traditional understanding of foreign missions, reaching out to the world with the saving gospel remains as the priority. Missio Dei is understood as a salvation-based concept, and this salvation takes place through the church and its mission. Though being positive expressions of human responsibility, secular activities do not replace mission which is understood as the sole responsibility of the church (J.D. Douglas 1975:3-9). The new aspect in the evangelicalism is that the proclamation of the gospel must be done from everywhere to everywhere. Mission is not just people from the West bringing the gospel to non-Western territories.

### 2.6.3 Study and teaching of mission: Preparing people for mission in context

Van Gelder (2007b:20) observes that during this period “there was a need to reconceive the discipline [of missiology] beyond preparing persons to participate in foreign missions.” One can already see the shift which was about to occur while speaking of mission studies. The implication is that prior to 1950, mission studies aimed at preparing people for foreign missions; only those with passion for missions to reach out to non-Christians were possible candidates for mission studies. It is even important to mention here that, as already mentioned previously (see section 2.2.1), though being in existence since 1915 in the Catholic milieu, the word missiology was not accepted by the majority of Protestant constituents before World War II. The common jargon was
either “study of missions” or “school of world missions.” Even if the word missiology was finally accepted, it was not enough to solve the burning preoccupation about the nature of this discipline. As Sundquist (2013:20) points out, “there was a need to develop a more substantive theological foundation for the discipline.” One would wonder if such a project was undertaken, and if so, what the outcomes were. This discussion is expanded in the next chapter (See 3.3).

2.7 Missiology as a threefold scientific reflection during the period of 1975-1995

2.7.1 General context

Though not similar in its accent on the dualism between mission and missions that is described above, this phase constitutes a new step in the development of missiological discourse on mission. While the cleavage “ecumenicals” and “evangelicals” continued to radically grow, surprise was to see that there was a certain convergence in the general understanding of mission around the dividing concept of missio Dei and kingdom (Van Gelder 2007b:25). One can find the reason of this convergence in the formation of the American Society of Missiology few years earlier in 1973, which was made up of members from ecumenical, evangelical, and Roman Catholic traditions. The leadership of the association was alternatively assigned to people representing each group. They published together, each author reflecting from their theological perspective, and works were released by both ecumenical-related and either evangelical-related publishers. Scientific journals were also good platforms for this kind of encounters and mutual exchange of ideas. It is noteworthy that, to the best knowledge of this researcher, there is no scholarly journal in missiology or mission studies in the whole Francophone Africa. Some individual university-based journals are mostly interdisciplinary in general without external peer-review process.

---

60 Some books have been published by Orbis Books, a Roman Catholic-related publishing house based in Maryknoll, New York. The recent Edinburg Series of 28 volumes authored by scholars of all theological strands in the context of Edinburg 2010 and published by Regnum is an illuminative example. The author of this thesis enjoys a great privilege of hosting 23 volumes in his own electronic library.

One important note must be made on the contribution of Donald McGavran whose Church Growth Movement served as the key theological and methodological framework on the side of Evangelicals. Fuller Theological Seminary, founded in 1947, and its School of World Mission established in 1965, formed the bedrock of this movement. Both proponents and detractors of this movement give the account on it (W. R Shenk 1973, G. Parsons 2011). The movement was generated in the 1960s from Donald McGavran as a philosophy of foreign missions, popularized in the United States by Peter Wagner through his work at Fuller Seminary in the 1970s, and exploded through the evangelical enthusiasm in the 1980s.

Bosch who was involved in both ecumenical and evangelical global meetings, and due to his *Transforming Mission* (1991) which has become a classic work in the study of theology of mission, deserves to be mentioned here. Though conceived through Western patterns of doing theology and thinking mission, Bosch’s book has contributed to the understanding of the development of mission theories and practices from the early beginning of the church to 1990s. As any human work, the book has also faced critiques of different natures (N. Thomas, 1995; W. Saayman & K. Kritzinger 1996), from the fact that not much about African scholarship and authorship was seriously discussed, to the difficulty of applying his Enlightenment-based framework to the reality of world Christianity during the post-Enlightenment period of twentieth and twenty-first centuries. These critiques are summarized in Nussbaum (2005:140-145) and Nico Botha (2011:18-31). They relate to the book as a whole, to particular topics, and to the need of expanding or supplementing Bosch. One could also question Bosch about his missiological identity, whether his personal perspective was ecumenical or evangelical. Such critiques and many more have caused one of his students, Stan Nusbaum (2005) to publish *A Reader’s Guide to Transforming Mission: A Concise, Accessible Companion to David Bosch’s Classic Book*. The author discloses the motivation of his book: “That book [Bosch’s *Transforming Mission*] has become the most widely used mission textbook in the world, but many readers who never had the privilege of his personal teaching do not find his book as clear and easy to follow as I do” (Nusbaum 2005:xv). He even concludes his book with seven critics against his mentor (Nusbaum 2005:145-155).

As one revisits the history of Christianity during this period, it would not be an exaggeration to observe that the climate of polarization between ecumenicals and evangelicals which started since IMC integrated WCC in 1961 affected the whole Christian body in the world, even in small details. In Africa, the cleavage ecumenical-evangelical was tangibly felt through the All African Churches Council (AACC) and the Association of Evangelicals of Africa (AEA) representing the World
Council of Churches (WCC) and the World Evangelical Alliance (WEA) respectively. However, not all people supported the atmosphere of cleavage because they could find value in both sides. While some wouldn’t identify themselves as “ecumenicals” or “evangelicals”, others could see themselves as “ecumenical evangelicals” or “evangelical ecumenicals” (Bosch 1980:29; Van Gelder 2007:25; H.E. Pruitt 2009:22)\textsuperscript{62}. In the DRC, the same cleavage and tension were felt to the point that the unity of the Congo Protestant Council (CPC) formed in 1902, several years before Edinburg conference, was always shaken even before or after 1970 when the leadership of the Church of Christ on Congo was entrusted to nationals (K. Molo 1987:144-189; G. Stenstrom 2009:289-292)\textsuperscript{63}. However, according to the Constitution of the Church of Christ in Congo, whereas individual denominations have the possibility to adhere to one or another of these associations (WCC/AACC or WEA/AEA), the Church of Christ in Congo itself claims to be neutral. In practical, such a neutrality can be questionable due to the real influence of WCC on the Church of Christ of Congo as seen throughout the history.

\textbf{2.7.2 Theory and practice of mission: A missiology for convergence and divergence}

Bosch’s (1980) view of mission can be used here to depict the theory of mission of this period. Two main points of view has punctuated the debate: universalism (that mission concerns the entire world, not only Israel) and particularism (that mission concerns only Israel). While the universalistic point of view states that the Old Testament perceives the whole world as the mission locus, the particularistic point of view sees mission in the Old Testament as an activity relative to Israel. While the former point of view identifies Jesus’ mission with both Israel and Gentils (cf. Matthew 24:14; 26:13; 28:18-20), the latter confines it within the Jewish context (cf. Matthew 10:5-6; 15:24-26). Bosch (1980:66) is right to submit that particularism and universalism should not be mutually exclusive. They should rather be inclusive.

\textsuperscript{62} Without identifying himself to which stream he belongs, Bosch (1980:29) makes an interesting but non-exhaustive list of Ecumenicals (Burgess Carr, J.D. Davies, Johannes Hoekendijk, Ludwig Rutti, Richard Shaull, M.M. Thomas, Thomas Wieser, etc.), Evangelicals (Peter Beyerhaus, Arthur Jonhston, Herbert Kane, Byang Kato, Donald MacGavran, Arthur Glasser, Ralph Winter, etc.), and the category of those who would probably refuse to be categorized (Stephen Neill, Lesslie Newbigin, Johannes Verkuyl, Gerhard Rosenkranz, Hans-Werner Gensichen, Gerald Anderson, Bengt Sundkler, Eric Sharpe, Mortimer Arias, John Mbiti, Olav Myklebust, etc.). The author of the present thesis would described himself as “evangelical ecumenical” (Fohle 2011), holding first the evangelical confession of faith while being opened to learn from ecumenical insights.

\textsuperscript{63} According to the minutes of Congo Protestant Council of 1963, same factors which hindered a true unity included doctrinal differences, ecclesiastical structures, discipline, ministries, and personal interests.
Another aspect relates to whether the mission should be centripetal or centrifugal. According to Nusbaum (2005:5), Bosch was convicted that whereas “Israel’s mission was centripetal, attracting other nations to God by modeling life as a society under God’s rule, the church’s mission is centrifugal, commanding Christians to go out among the nations and spread God’s good news and grace everywhere.” This point of view however would result from a partial approach to the understanding of the whole piece of a coin, and poses the problem of polarizing mission being whether “attracting only” (centripetal mission) or “penetrating only” (centrifugal mission). Now, if one feels that the church’s mission is the continuation of Israel’s mission, the direct implication would be that foreign missions runs against God’s will. The opposite is problematic as well. If the church’s mission is seen to not have any relatedness with Israel’s mission in the Old Testament, then, the mission of being the light the world and salt of the earth (Mat. 5:14-16) departs from the real life of the church in mission. Therefore, one finds in Bosch’s reasoning a reminiscence of both ecumenical and evangelical teachings. As his student attests, Bosch was influenced by both theological streams, being involved in global ecumenical and evangelical meetings (Nusbaum 2005:4).

As usual, conferences held by both streams served as platforms to discuss and articulate the theories of mission and to propose orientations for mission practice. Van Gelder (2007b) describes this period as a time of “convergence and divergence” during which missiology is in search of appropriate mission theologies. Besides the call for moratorium on missionary presence and the growing distance between ecumenicals and evangelicals, some common words and concepts make the missiological discourse of both sides. Missio Dei is used in both sides though with specific orientations as already discussed earlier (2.6.2). The idea of “mission everywhere” is promoted in both sides, again, with some differentiation. For ecumenicals, “everywhere” would apply that mission is the responsibility of any church of any context, but it is not about churches from West sending missionaries to the non-Western areas. For evangelicals, it applies that any church from any context should deploy missionaries throughout the world. From such a debate come other concepts such as exclusivism, inclusivism and pluralism. While some would argue that Christ alone is the way for salvation (exclusivism), others would contend that God’s salvation can be offered through Christ and other means (inclusivism), and still others would insist that God’s eternal favours go beyond one religious ideology (pluralism).
2.7.3 Study and teaching of mission: Preparing people for mission in context

The above debate has certainly influenced the study and teaching of mission as each context makes the mission locus. The implication for missiological education becomes clear. For some (exclusivists), the approach will be Christo-centric, focusing on the proclamation of the gospel to people of other faiths in order to convert them to Christian faith. For others (inclusivists), missiological education would provide opportunity to learners to grasp new insights and values from other religions which could lead to God’s eternal favours. Still for others (pluralists), missiological education offers to learners an opportunity of gaining knowledge for peaceful cohabitation without attempting to undermine the freedom of others as a way to promote one’s own religion or ideology. These orientations can be easily detected through the survey of some contemporary models of missiology in theological education (See the next chapter, section 3.3).

2.8 Missiology as a threefold scientific reflection during the period of 1995 to present

2.8.1 General context

Before describing this phase, it is of utmost importance to observe that Van Gelder’s work from which the time-frame for this section derives has been published in 2007. The year 1995 is when a three-year research project undertaken by The Gospel and Our Culture Network started, from which the first book on missional church edited by Darrell Guder (1998) was published. The ongoing conversation about missional church then started. Authors drew mostly on the works of Lesslie Newbigin about culture change and how the West needed to be considered as the context for mission (Van Gelder 2007b:24-25). Therefore, “present” in the context of Van Gelder’s publication served to designate 2007 or some years later. The problem is, if Van Gelder considers 1995 to 2007 or so as being the period which is characterized by the conversation on missional church, what would that indefinite period mean to us today where our “present” in the context of this thesis is 2016? Does the conversation on missional church remain the unique preoccupation about the development of the discipline of missiology nowadays? One could also ask, even between 1995 and 2007, was the missional church the unique preoccupation? The same question could be raised even for other previous phases. Writing during the same period, C. Neal Johnson (2003) observes that “much missiological reflection today [2003] centers around the concept of contextualization.” What is the relevance of Van Gelder’s categories for us today, nine years after they were published and twenty-one years after the debate was initiated? Is the conversation on
missional church which was conceived in and for the particular Western context relevant to us in Africa?

Objectively speaking, the legitimacy of the time-frame adopted in this section depends on the response to be provided to these pertinent preoccupations. More questions could even be added. For instance, how is the consensus on major missiological events determined? Is it through a given conference or just through a publication? Lesslie Newbigin’s concerns, including that of those who used his work to initiate a conversation on missional church, were specifically in connection with the West (Europe and North America). The main concern was that the West had become the context of mission. One of direct implications was that the nature and task of local congregations in the West have shifted from being foreign missions-oriented churches to local mission-oriented communities. Therefore, local congregations in the West must see themselves as “missional” churches or congregations. They are missionaries by nature, but their mission is done within their own and immediate context of West where the majority of citizens happen to be post-Christians and where God has sent people from all over the world through migration. If yesterday the mission entailed sending out missionaries from the West to the foreign and non-Christian countries, today, the mission is the whole local congregation reaching out to their immediate communities. That is being “missional.”

If Africans identify themselves with this kind of reasoning, they join the missional church conversation using the same concepts through these aforementioned Western-based assumptions, and they literally apply them to the African context, the result is clear: Churches in Africa should be “missional” congregations which find the locus for mission already here at home without thinking of mission in terms of foreign or global missions. Our Jerusalem—regardless the existence of Judea, Samaria and the end of Earth—becomes our unique mission locus and we should mobilize our local congregations to concentrate on that mission field. Such a blind-kindness reasoning and attitude of copying and pasting ideas from others cannot be otherwise but questionable. If churches in the West were engaged in foreign or global missions in the past, and they accept to change their paradigm by focusing on home mission, what have African churches done yesterday in foreign or global missions which causes them today to resign from their God-given global mission? What should “missional” mean for African churches? Is it being missionary by nature for local or global mission? The good news for this kind of debate is that brothers and sisters from the West don’t assume their fabrics to be merely swallowed by anyone—be it from
Africa—and they don’t prevent us from conceiving mission in accordance with our realities and biblical-based convictions.

These comments suffice to submit that while adopting Van Gelder’s time-frame, the author of this thesis doesn’t adhere to that specifically Western-based meaning of missional church. However, since one of the major trends in missiological debates include missio Dei and its newly coined adjective missional as to continue the debate on the relevance of church in mission, let’s consider for now the term “present” as chronos (linear period) instead of kairos (set time)\textsuperscript{64}. It is not about 2007, but about the period which started from 1995 to 2007 onwards until today in 2016. Thus, this study considers “present” as the period comprising 2007 when Van Gelder published his work up to until when this thesis is submitted (2016). As the research continues, more clarification will emerge. However, instead of “missional church” as Van Gelder uses while categorizing this phase, the concept “missional ecclesiology” is preferable because it encompasses both “theology of Christian church” and “theology of Christian mission.” Such a theological formulation which includes these categories aligns with those described in Van Gelder’s four previous phases. The concept of “missional church” is a parcel within the whole theological reflection and discourse about missional ecclesiology.

2.8.2 Theory and practice of mission: A missiology for missional ecclesiology

The question about the theory and the practice of mission during this period has derived from the legacy of Leslie Newbigin. Much of his contribution resulted from his seminal work entitled Foolishness to Greeks (1986) where he raised the question, “Can the West be converted?” Newbigin contended that the West had gathered all the characteristics of post-Christian situation which prevailed in the pre-Christian non-Western settings. For him, such a new situation required a clear missionary engagement similar to that which prompted Western missionaries who went to non-Westen countries. He then argued that West needed to be perceived as mission locus. In another book, The open secret: An introduction to the theology of mission, Newbigin (1995) provides a thorough discourse on the understanding of mission which emphasizes key concepts such as the mission of the Triune God, missio Dei, kingdom of God and church. For him, mission

\textsuperscript{64} This researcher adopts Wright’s (2006:24) definition of the adjective missional as “something that is related to or characterized by mission, or has the qualities, attributes or dynamics of mission.” The adjective missionary would have double sense of “being entrusted a task or mission, and being sent for a task or mission.” In this sense, the mission can be here (attracting the world) or there (penetrating the world).
is “the proclaiming of the kingdom of the Father, and it concerns the rule of God over all that is and the church is actually the agent of such a mission” (Newbigin 1995:121).

As Van Gelder (2007b:27) observes, the ongoing conversation that started in 1995 around the concept of “missional church” makes a clear connection between missiology and ecclesiology. Such a connection was put aside when some influential proponents of missio Dei provoked the divorce between mission and church in late 1960s (See above 2.6.2). Now, with this reconnection, the local congregation is perceived as missionary per nature being the very context of mission. If in the past the discussion was framed around “church and mission”, now, the conversation emphasizes “missional church”. If the former formulation (church and mission) tended to introduce a dichotomy between church and mission with the temptation of giving precedence to one over the other, the “missional church” formulation leads to a different focus. It perceives the church as being missionary in its very nature. Subsequently, every context is also perceived as a missional context where the mission can be done. Every congregation becomes a missional congregation, called to participate in God’s mission within that very context.

While missional ecclesiology as described above sounds logical, the author of this thesis is still concerned about the fact that such a perception of mission overlooks the necessity of crossing geographical frontiers. Much has already been discussed earlier (See 2.8.1). The ongoing conversation on reconnecting church and mission should take into account God’s glocal mission as it has been amply demonstrated by some authors (Van Engen 2006:15; Engelsviken 2011:67).

2.8.3 Study and teaching of mission: Preparing people for mission in context

Without doubt, the ongoing conversation on theory and practice of mission has consequently influenced the teaching of mission which in general prepares people for mission in context. As surveyed in the next chapter (3.3), training institutions have struggled to accommodate missiological education in context, moving from “mission studies” to either “intercultural studies” or “ecumenical studies”. This discussion is expanded in the next chapter (See 3.3).

2.9 Some significant conclusions

2.9.1 Mission and missiology: beyond mere practical perspective

This literature survey on missiology has revealed that throughout various periods the issue of mission has not been only a practical one. It was concomitantly approached as a theoretical and
scientific reflection on mission practice. Using different categories of thought, inspired either by the Scriptures or by philosophy, mission theorists and practitioners have significantly marked the implementation of God’s mission. There has been variety of mainsteam streams in mission reflections and practices. Through this survey, one could capture the main two streams: Ecumenical and evangelicals. They represent two ways of thinking and doing mission. However, even within a given stream, not all have an agreed single-minded point of view about mission. It is obvious that multi-polarization of views has characterized the theory and practice of mission throughout centuries and across different contexts.

In his treatment of “the goal and purpose of mission”, Johannes Verkuyl (1978) had discussed the various positions which punctuated the theory of mission in the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century. One cannot easily understand mission and missiology in any context of Protestant missionary work while ignoring the findings of Verkuyl. According to the author the following goals made the essential of mission engagement:

1. The goal of saving individual souls with its many variations.
2. Ecclesiocentric goals emphasizing church planting (*plantatio ecclesiae*) as main purpose of mission.
3. The three-self formula which stressed the goal for mission of building up the corporate life of churches (self-governing, self-supporting, and self-propagation).
4. The church growth as the ultimate goal of mission. (McGavran and Fuller Seminary).
5. The goal of forming a Christian society (the Christianizing of society; need to Christianize all people; people must be made Christians) (Gustave Warneck).
6. The goal of the “social gospel” (from the United States as a reaction to the exclusive emphasis of some on individual conversion and of others on the ecclesiocentrism), seeking to bring the kingdom of God into reality in social affairs.
7. The goal of improving the macrostructures (call for mission to join the worldwide cooperative struggle for better social structures and greater human rights) to fight against economic exploitation, political and racial oppression.
8. The kingdom of God as the goal of the missio Dei (bringing the kingdom of God to expression and restoring his liberating domain of authority). For Verkuyl (1978:197), that is what God intended for the world to which he has revealed himself in Jesus Christ.
2.9.2 Mission: Its purpose, methods and locus

The debate on missiology has gone along with the goal of God’s mission in the world and the ways and means God chooses to achieve this goal. Two major questions arise from the debate: What should be the main purpose of mission and how should it be done? Verkuyl (1978:205) observes that mission methods (or means) have been often perceived through a fourfold division: (1) means of communicating the gospel, (2) means of fulfilling diaconal responsibility, (3) means of establishing fellowship, and (4) means of serving the cause of righteousness and justice.

Table 2.5 Summary of the debate on mission purpose and methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Means of mission</th>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1 Proclaiming the gospel of God’s kingdom | -Theological education  
- Bible translation and distribution  
- Radio, television, and literature  
- Planning for mission | -Ensure preparation for pastoral and missionary work  
- Provide translation, distribution and use of the Scriptures  
- Reach through media and literature  
- Stimulate gospel proclamation through mobilization of God’s people |
| 2 While fulfilling diaconal responsibility | - Education  
- Social-medical services  
- Other types of services (diaconia)  
- Church participation in movements for national development | - Prepare people to fight against ignorance  
- Ensure the close connection between word and deeds in order to liberate the whole person  
- Include disaster help, refugee help, help for political prisoners, aid to victims of unjust power  
- Participate in the whole process of development |
| 3 Through fellowship (koinoia) | - Fellowship of the Christian congregation and peaceful Christian presence | - Ensure increasing contact and fellowship between Christians and adherents of other religions |
| 4 With the intentional purpose of contributing to justice | - Quest for justice | - Equip and train God’s people for the fight for justice |


The above aspects of mission theory (sections 2.9.1 and 2.9.2) are not explicit enough about the mission locus. The question is, where should mission be done? In the context of the present study, the question on “mission field” is meaningful because it allows to check whether or not a given
church actually involves in God’s glocal mission. While in some periods the mission locus was “over there” (foreign mission), in other periods the mission field was “right here” (home mission). In his biblical theology of the church’s mission, Christopher Wright (2010) has highlighted the fact that the mission field is done from “here” (by attracting others to God) and from “there” (by reaching out through the proclamation of the gospel). Wright’s treatment follows the traditional evangelical discourse of mission involvement. The literature survey in this chapter has shown that the current tendency while speaking of “missional church” is to emphasize home mission. However, it is noteworthy that these variations of mission purpose, methods and locus are perceptible through the two main streams of ecumenicalism and evangelicalism.

2.9.3 Ecumenical and evangelical differences

The major difference between the two streams relates to hermeneutics, how they approach the Scriptures. As Bosch (1980:35) has pointed out, there has been an apparent dualism between eternal and temporal, soul and body, individual and community, religion and culture, evangelisation and social involvement, vertical and horizontal, salvation and liberation, proclamation and presence, religious and secular, church and world. One could even speak of evolution and revolution (Kane 1974:116-127). Ecumenicals start their missiological reflection from the context of suffering, poverty and injustice. They tend to draw their reflections and conclusions from the prophetic declarations of the Old Testament and the ministry of Jesus among the poor. Themes like “God’s kingdom”, “salvation today”, “shalom”, “missio Dei”, etc. don’t have the same apparent meaning that one could easily guess. These themes are used to prone social liberation, and salvation becomes the liberation of poor and other marginalized people. Evangelicals, on their side, start their discourse from the text, the Scriptures, focusing on forgiveness of sin, faith, justification, redemption, etc. It was in 1974 during the world congress on evangelization that, under the influence of people like John Stott, the social aspects officially integrated the evangelical theological discourse. Whereas ecumenicals stress the deed as the best

---

65 A good summary of the difference between ecumenicals and evangelicals is provided by Bosch (1980:35) and H.L. Pretorius et al. (1982:48-55)
66 Kane finds “evolution” in evangelical understanding of the primary motive for mission. Evangelicals have related it to the Christ’s command (Matthew 28:19-20). They have also found it in the conviction that, if we do not do mission work, the people who have not heard the gospel will perish eternally. They finally have found the motive for mission in the character of God (missio Dei). This evolution has characterized evangelical theology of mission. On the other side, Kane perceives a revolution in the ecumenical theology of mission. According to him, ecumenical theology concerns directly to wrong structures of society: racial discrimination, migratory labour, economic and political exploitation, etc.
way to mission, evangelicals would prioritize the word, that is, the proclamation of the gospel. Therefore, even if both streams use the same concepts—such as mission, *missio Dei*, missiology, salvation, world, church etc— their meaning wouldn’t be necessary the same.

Although missiological reflection has been classified as being either ecumenical or evangelical, other wings—Roman Catholic, Orthodox, Pentecostal and charismatic—can relate to these two major streams. This thesis has been undertaken from an evangelical perspective, but while learning from the positive aspects of the ecumenical focus. As said above, many evangelicals have moved from being purely “spiritual-salvation” radical to more balanced perspective while stressing the inspiration and the authority of the word of God, and valuing the nature and mission of the church in the accomplishment of God’s mission. It is then the conviction of this author that the church is the channel through which God’s multifaceted wisdom will benefit to people of all nations and social categories (cf. Ephesians 3:10). The church is a primary agent of God’s mission (C. Wright 2010).

### 2.9.4 Missiological education as the missing link

One of the significant insights for this chapter, even considered as its starting point, was the discovery of “mission education” as a missing link in the common treatment of missiology. Until now, the prevailing definitions of missiology do not highlight the fact that, as a science or discipline, missiology encompasses the educational aspect. If the truth is that people of God perish due to the lack of knowledge (Hosea 4:6a), that God can reject someone due to the refusal of God’s knowledge (Hosea 4:6b), and that people in God’s mission should be transformed by the renewal of their mind or intelligence (Romans 12:1, 2), missiological education becomes even pressing need today. This discovery is so important and meaningful that during the history of mission and missiology explored in this chapter, people of “knowledge” have been both a blessing and a threat to God’s mission. When, due to the extreme human knowledge, the mission underwent hard times, the same way, through knowledge, mission got relief.

One example is the confrontation of 1930s on whether or not mission could be done with proclamation of the gospel inviting people of other faiths to embrace the Christian faith. Another example is the debate about *missio Dei* which occurred since 1952. When, due to the extreme human knowledge, the mission experienced the rejection of “ecclesiology” in missiological discourse at the expense of the world which should set the agenda for mission, valuing secular and non-Christian organizations, through knowledge, the recovery of “missional ecclesiology” has
made the mission agenda of these days. There is need of promoting missiological education to prevent people from being confused. For instance, the concept of “missional church” in the ongoing conversation has brought confusion to many African scholars today. The term “missional” has become a passe-partout word, most often employed incorrectly by many unformed users. Without taking into account its main Western source and context of its creation, many African users may not realize its main implication that the setting of a local church in the West makes the context of mission today.

The question is, if that is the case, who is supposed to do mission work in such a new context of West? Western people themselves only or non-Western (in our case African) people also? If both actors (Western and Africans) apply, the term “missional” would have two meanings. On the one hand, applied to Western (doing mission in the West), “missional” would be about “local mission”. On the other hand, applied to Africans (going to the West), “missional” would designate “global mission”. Therefore, to be faithful and consistent to the concept of missio Dei, the adjective “missional” should apply to both local and global mission of the church. As discussed in this chapter, the use of a word can bear various meanings, and education is needed to prevent the church in African and its scholars to always serve as the promoters of the carbon copies of our brothers and sisters of other contexts. This enduring admonitory statement by Alan Tippet (1987:xvi) would be the best way to conclude this chapter:

Missiology is not a static thing. It grows. It adapts. It relates to the ever changing world. Yet in every new situation it must also retain its own internal integration… No person can ever know all there is to know about missiology, because it is always an ongoing entity, relating afresh to new form of social, cultural and other kinds of change. This will continue until the end of the age.

The next chapter focuses on the understanding of some important conceptual and philosophical considerations in secular and theological education in order to better brainstorm the nature of the expected missiological education needed to fully address the research problem of the present study.

During the period of data collection for this study, the researcher came across several cases of inappropriate and confusing use of “missional”. One example is when a topic for a thesis reads like this: “An analysis of mission work of [name] in 1750 in India” or “Mobilization to missional involvement in [name of the church]”. One could wonder what the term “missional” would mean in these two cases.
CHAPTER 3
CONCEPTUAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN MISSIOLOGICAL EDUCATION

3.1 Introduction

Whereas the precedent chapter explored the trends in missiology as a scientific reflection on Christian mission throughout various periods and theological traditions, this chapter focuses on the educational aspect of missiology. The previous chapter contended that missiological education has not attracted much attention and related literature is not as bourgeoning as that of theory and practice of mission. If one tries to find interconnection between mission education and mission practice, the main questions would be: To what extent has a missio Dei or the lack of it in the whole of theological education influenced missiological education and mission practice? Through which educational and conceptual frameworks has missiological education been offered? To what extent is missiological education and research really serving the churches? Some aspects of the first question were addressed in the previous chapter, and the remaining aspects along with the two other questions make the essential of investigation in this chapter.

3.2 The concept of missiological education

For some scholars, “missiological education” might not be an appropriate wording while discussing the issue of training people for church ministries. For instance, when this thesis project was presented and discussed at its early stage, suggestions were given to simply replace “missiological education” with “theological education”. Therefore, the title of the present thesis would have been “Transforming missiology: an alternative approach to theological education”. The suggestion contended not only that ”theological education” is the common wording for the process of preparing people for the church ministries, but also that missiology represents only a small parcel within such a process. As one can observe, the above suggestion raises the whole issue of whether or not missiology can be perceived as an independent or dependent discipline in theological corpus. This section mainly addresses the following two questions: What is “missiological education” and why is it necessary to use such a phrase? How have scholars understood, conceived and offered missiological education?
3.2.1 Understanding missiological education

As already stated in the first chapter (section 1.7.4), the concept of missiological education is preferred to that of theological education due to the main reason of staying focused. While theological education encompasses the traditional academic corpus of biblical theology, systematic theology, historical theology and practical theology, missiological education would simply emphasize the study about mission. For the purpose of this research, missiological education is the process by which the church, through its training institutions, prepares God’s people to accomplish God’s global and holistic mission at the tertiary educational level. It is, however, important to observe that, due to the below discussion, this provisional definition is questionable and susceptible to further readjustment. The question is, what is it that makes something missiological education or missiological reflection?

Edgar (2005) raised the same question while discussing the issue of “the theology of theological education.” To conceptualize an education that is theological, Edgar observes that scholars and educators would diverge or converge in what makes the focus of such an education. At least six foci determine what people would emphasize while defining the essence of a given education, namely content, purpose, method, ethos, context and people. Applied to the education that is missiological, these features become clear criteria of categorization among institutions which provide missiological education.

The content relates to the education that is specifically about missiology, about mission. The difference will then depend on whether the focus is on God’s mission (missio Dei) or on the mission of the church (missio ecclesiae). The purpose is about the expected outcomes of the education that is missiological, that is, whether to produce missiologists, missionaries or missional leaders. The method has to do with the process of educating, whether it is through academic research or the student’s personal search. The ethos relates to the DNA which permeates the educational process, whether spiritual commitment or intellectual curiosity. The context refers to the locus or setting from and through where the education takes place, namely the academy, the church, or the wider community. The people are about whether the faith of those involved in the education defines and orients its content.

It is then obvious that while some missiological theorists and educators would put the emphasis on one or other of these features, still all could agree that the particularity of their missiological education is significantly defined and determined by what they think of its content, purpose,
method, ethos, context and people. Thus, missiological education includes all the above and it takes the colour that these features instil into the concerned missiological perspective. Later in this chapter, some case studies are presented and could even serve as reference terms for any evaluative work which purposes the in-depth examination of the type of missiological education offered in one or another setting.

3.2.2 Missiological education in theological curriculum

The place of missiology in the theological curriculum has prompted debates among scholars. Following the tremendous work by Myklebust (1955, 1957), some conference papers and published articles on the issue have enriched the debate. The difficulty to allocate mission studies within the theological corpus is due to historical, theological, cultural and philosophical factors. The precedent chapter, and this one, provide accounts on how the situation which occurred in the past has made a history of mission studies being sometime in the centre or in the periphery of the preoccupation of both the church and theological institutions, and most of time absent from the preoccupation. This situation was also conditioned by theological convictions about the conditions of humanity and non-Christian religions in the light of God’s salvific work. The cultural heritage was equally critical since it characterizes the profession and practice of faith, being envelop in which God’s written revelation passes from one generation to another. Finally, philosophy (or worldview) that people hold about present and future life becomes a compelling determinant for mission engagement in theory or practice. Literature that discusses the place of missions in theological curriculum takes into consideration one or more of these four factors. However, not much has been said about the relationship between missiology and theology as academic disciplines.

Attention is given here to the fact that the relationship between missiology and theology would help address the issue of locating missiological education in the theological curriculum. This is still an on-going discussion among scholars, but an important concern for missiologists as far as the future of their discipline is at stake. For instance, recently while wondering whether or not missiology could serve as the “queen” of theology, Nussbaum (2013:57) submits that the compartmentalization between theology and missiology would simply become an ungodly obstacle to the spread of the good news of Jesus. For him, there is a need for new conversation on the matter. Though Nussbaum’s observation might hold some truth, one could also allege that such a conversation is an old one, but depending on the context, it can be either recurrent or a new one. It can even take other perspectives. While in some stances the suggestion would be that of making
missiology as dependent discipline, other contexts would plead for its independence, still others would recommend its integration into each traditional discipline of theology (Bosch, 1991).

The same way there was a question whether or not theology could be the queen of sciences68, there has been a concern to determine whether or not missiology should be considered as the queen of theology. In this thesis, the preference is on the use of terminologies which provide more options such as daughter, mother and sister. Bosch (1991:6) gives account of how the common understanding in the past perceived mission as being mother of theology. That means the work of mission generated theology. Such a statement should not pose any problem since both history of church and of missions provide sufficient evidence on the fact that theology proceeded from the work of mission. It is important to mention that Bosch talks about “mission and theology” but not “missiology and theology”.

There is a need to expand the discussion by focusing on missiology, which, as demonstrated earlier, is a discourse about mission, similar to theology being a discourse about God. The question is not about which relationship should exist between theology and mission, but on the extent to which the relationship between theology and missiology would have influenced the theory, the study and the practice of mission by students of theological institutions. In fact, if missiology was considered as daughter of theology, its status and role would not be the same as if it was understood as its mother or sister. If discussed in terms of the theological corpus, the immediate perception would be that theology is mother of missiology. Nevertheless, while brainstorming this reality, one could reach the point where the relationship between missiology and theology needs more clarification. The above mentioned three possibilities – daughter, mother or sister– emerge from this kind of reasoning and would constitute the reason why missiology has been struggling to find a stable place in theological academia.

---

68 The medieval university system was designed to produce clerics. Thereafter in high middles ages (1000-1300) the modern university system came to the existence with the immediate consequence that the education moved from monasteries and cathedrals to become a public matter. Theology was then the queen of the sciences because most education was for the church, and the subjects of study culminated in theology. Also, theology was perceived as originated “from divine revelation rather than natural observation or deduction” (Edgar 2005:208). To be of value, a subject had to enable theological thought. As a queen, theology had the pre-eminence and could easily dismiss any subject of science going against faith. Since the enlightenment period, with reason replacing revelation as a channel of knowledge, theology had to justify its place in the academia. At the present time theology holds a lower status in the modern world, and the science is recognized as the real princess of the modern age.
(1) Missiology being the daughter of theology simply means that one could not speak of missiology without aligning it within the theological corpus. From this perspective, missiology is perceived as not existing by itself and not having a status of a discipline. In this line, one could refer to the statement that “missiology is applied theology” (Pratt, et al., 2014:67). According to the authors, missiology is “deed” (practical side) and theology is “belief” (theoretical side). What man does (missiology) reveals what man truly believes and values and whatever man may say (theology). To expand their thought, the authors argue:

> As evangelical Christians, theology is simply an account of what we believe God has revealed to us in his Word about the things he regards as essential for us to know regarding the ultimate questions of life. Missiology is a description of what we believe we have been called by God to do in the world and how we believe we ought to do it. As followers of Jesus, we regard ourselves as under the authority of God. Therefore, theology should control missiology, and our missiology should flow from our theology. [Emphasis mine] (Pratt, et al., 2014:67).

(2) Missiology being the mother of theology is equal to the fact that one could not speak of theology if there was not missiology. Theology would have come to the existence due to missiology, that is, study on the mission of the church. Even without using the word “missiology”, theology proceeded from the outcome of a reflection about what the church was intended to be and to do on the earth. It is actually a “missiological” reflection which could be implicit, not having a well-articulated curriculum, but its outcome was the need to establish studies in theology. Therefore, missiology can be seen as mother of theology.

(3) Missiology being the sister of theology means that both disciplines have a common ancestor but each having its particular purpose. The ancestor could be the church through which both disciplines have emerged and to which they apply their findings and owe their existence. Therefore, if they are not twins, missiology would then be either old or young sister to theology. Being old sister means that there was an implicit missiological reflection on what should the church do to prepare people for the ministry (theology). Being young sister means that an explicit discipline of missiology came late after the establishment of studies in theology.

Though literature on the future of missiology as discipline does not exactly discuss the issue in these “parental” or “familial” terms, there is no doubt that the relationship between missiology and theology will determine the future of missiology. In his introduction to issues in missiology, Pentecost (1982) attempts to draw the relationship between missiology and other disciplines, including theology. Though his concern was to demarcate theology from disciplines of social
sciences, Pentecost (1982) suggests that theology, as these other disciplines like anthropology, sociology, psychology and communications, be in the service of missiology. Theology is then perceived as being part of multiplicity of disciplines which contribute to the field of missiology. Conn (1983:2) states that “bad theology produces missionary decline.” The situation is worth considering when one thinks of Bosch’s (1991:498) admonition that “Every branch of theology – including missiology – remains piecework, fragile, and preliminary. There is no such thing as missiology, period. There is only missiology in draft.” People at Fuller Theological Seminary, the alma mater of the modern missiological education in the United States, would say that missiology is dynamic but not static (Martin, 1974; Tippet 1987). If for Pentecost missiology is put at the core as it receives the service of theology and other disciplines, the above statement by Bosch distils the idea that missiology is one of the branches of theology. Elliston (2011:5) expresses this interplay, pointing to how theology and missiology most often appear to be in conflict of interest despite their shared mandate regarding God’s mission: “theology and missiology are then inextricably linked with missiologist considering theology to be a subset of missiology. And, the theologian often considers missiology as a subset of theology.” The author suggests that theology be understood as “the outworking of people’s thinking about how to interpret God’s revelation and his action among them as God is working to accomplish his mission” (Elliston, 2011:5).

This volatile status of missiology becomes even alarming in the African context. Kasdorf’s (1994:64) observations about the state of missiology in Africa (from 1968 to 1993) is revelatory of a persisting malaise. Of the 76 theological schools in Africa, 13 have created a chair or department of missiology, 11 of them are located in South Africa alone. The author believes that the reason of such a malaise may be twofold: (a) The concept of missiology tends to be regarded as having imperialistic and western overtones. (b) Many government-sponsored institutions have substituted the departments of theology/missiology for departments of religious studies. Kasdorf concluded his discussion with five questions, of which the fourth is still valuable, even today. This question is: “Will missiology be able to sustain its present status of recognition as an academic discipline by the worldwide church when it is being ignored by the secular academics and marginalized by theologians and other academicians at the seminary level as Myklebust’s research points out?” Myklebust (1955; 1989) had actually concluded in his extensive research on the study of missions in theological education that the main problem lies in the ambiguity to subject matter of missiology. Missiology is still in need of more clarification about its nature and its task. Therefore, Kasdorf’s question and Myklebust’s conclusion should resonate loudly to both theological institutions and missiologists in Africa in general, and in Francophone Africa in
particular, given the fact that the issue on mission involvement of the church needs to be elucidated.

In a recent study Amanze (2010) identifies various types of associations through which theological education has been promoted in Africa. While some of these associations promote theological education from ecumenical perspective, others promote theological education of specific ecclesiological ideologies. Other associations focus on theological education as the study of religions. Still others promote missiology through theological education, the latter being considered as a channel through which the mission of the church becomes the core of the preoccupation. However, as far as mission studies are concerned, this last category finds audience in English speaking countries of the continent while in Francophone Africa a strong and stable association for mission studies is still missing. In such a context, the question about the relationship between missiology and theology might shed some light on the relevance of missiological education in theological corpus. De Gruchy (2013:43) alerts that when theological education departs away from its missiological orientation, it loses touch with the world and it turns inwards. De Gruchy’s statement is reminiscent of what Bosch (1991:494) has already pointed out while saying that “Just as the church ceases to be church if it is not missionary, theology ceases to be theology if it loses its missionary character.” The following section explores the relevance of such statements.

3.3 Contemporary models of missiology in theological education

The term “theological education” may be interpreted in different ways (Ian S. Markham, 2010:158; D. Balia & K. Kim, 2010:151). It could designate “Christian education”, that is the formation of religious identity and character within the Christian community. It could also be “laity formation”, helping the non-clerical body for church ministry. It could also relate to “ministerial training”, the specialist education for those entering the professional ministries of the church. Carried out in the African context, this study focuses on “ministerial training”, an education which purposes the

---

69 Réseau de Missiologie Evangélique pour l’Afrique Francophone (REMEAF) founded in Bangui, Central African Republic in 2007 is the only professional association which could fill the gap. According to its website, REMEAF was founded during a consultation held at Faculté de Théologie Evangélique de Bangui (FATEB), March 2-3, 2007 under the leadership of Dr Moussa Bongoyok, the then Head of the Department of Missiology. Participants to the consultation included among others Abel Ndjerareou, Kwame Bediako, Moussa Bongoyok, Philippe Dikoufiona, Nupanga Weanzana and Mossai Sanguma. The latter two are from the DRC. Unfortunately, since the inception of REMEAF, not much has been done to promote missiology and missiological education in the context of Francophone Africa.
training of church ministers through schools or faculties of theology. As Amanze (2009:122) observes, theological institutions exist in Africa to meet the need for well-trained church ministers. The majority of graduates of these institutions serve either as full-time or as part-time ministers in their churches. However, theological education is then vital, not only to churches in the African context, but also to the future of world Christianity (Werner, et al., 2010:xxv).

The nature of theological education is not monomorphic but takes on different forms. While some theological institutions are denominationally-affiliated seminaries, others are non-affiliated schools of theology, still others are attached to affiliated and non-affiliated universities either under the faculty of theology or through the department of religious studies. Regardless of the form that it takes, theological education prompts many questions. For instance, while reviewing The Handbook of Theological Education in World Christianity, Oxley (2010:432) pinpoints some crucial preoccupations relevant to this study on missiological education and which can be paralleled with the six features mentioned previously by Edgar (2005:215):

1. **People**: Who is theological education for – everyone, or those chosen to perform special functions within the life of the church?
2. **Content**: What do we learn – a tradition, skills, attitudes, relationship?
3. **Purpose**: When do we need theological education – before exercising our ministry/discipleship, or while we practice?
4. **Context**: Where is the primary location of theological learning – the academy, or where we live out our faith in church and community?
5. **Method**: How do we learn theologically – traditional academic study or reflective practice?
6. **Ethos**: Why do we learn theologically – equipping people for the existing ministries and institutions of the church or transforming people so that the church may be transformed?
7. What makes theological education ecumenical – the variety of students and faculty, content and style of curriculum?

An important question that Oxley didn’t raise, much more crucial even for this study, is whether or not theological education is a guarantee for a fruitful ministry. In fact, some studies have shown that “the better the theological education, the less effective the congregational leadership” (Markham, 2010:157). Experience has proved that some congregations managed by graduates of well-applauded training institutions were not launching effective and fruitful ministries. Earlier in precedent chapters, the same concern was raised as to know if missiological education is a
guarantee for mission involvement of graduates and their churches. The outcome of this research would probably provide some contextualized conclusions based on the strict setting of the study.

In general, as already stated above, missiology (or mission studies) has always been provided in the context of and through theological education. At Edinburg 1910 World Missionary Conference, two of the eight commissions dealt respectively with education in relation to the Christianization of national life (Commission III) and the preparation of missionaries (Commission V). The conclusion was that “theological education is an indispensable element of any Christian mission, both past and future” (Werner, 2011:92). The book authored by W.H.T. Gairdner (1910) in December of the same year of the Conference of Edinburgh 1910, provides a detailed account and a clear interpretation of the whole conference. Introducing his account on the Commission V, Gairdner (1910:215) sketches a summary of the discussion in the precedent days and highlights the importance of “the men sent (missionaries) and the church that sends (missionaries’ home churches)”:

If this be the task before the Church; if the evangelisation of all the world, the Christianising of the nations by a gospel presented in its fullness [sic!] and its universality, by an education as profound as spirit and as wide as life, through daughter-churches raised to the measure of the stature of the fullness [sic!] of Christ : if THIS be the task before the Church, then what manner of men must they be who are sent to set their hands to it, and what manner of Church must that be which sends them! [Emphasis original].

The Conference of Edinburg 1910 underscored the importance of the preparation of the missionaries (being sent or to be sent) and the nature of church that sends them as strategic stakeholders for the fulfilment of its mission. How the church is led and how it acts in terms of mission involvement, becomes very critical. In other words, theological education and missionary preparation were perceived as key ingredients for mission involvement of the church. Such a reaction derived from the observation that missionary preparation was not generally viewed as being part of theological curriculum. In many cases, it would be a separate sort of training outside the formal theological corpus.

A century later at Edinburg 2010 Conference, one of the eight commissions focused on “theological education and formation”. Of seven questions assigned to this commission only two didn’t deal directly with church mission involvement. The first question reminded of the preoccupation of the Conference of Edinburg 1910: “How can every member of the people of God be motivated and empowered for mission?” Another question came in a twofold-formulation: “How can the study of missiology become an integral part of the theological curriculum? How can
mission perspectives be integrated into every theological discipline?” (Balia & Kim, 2010:266). The report stated that though the interlinkedness of church, Christian mission and theological education was highlighted in many publications in the 20th century, its concrete implementation remains a constant task for all churches and theological institutions (Werner & Kang, 2011:159). One of recommendations was to set up a working group within International Association for Mission Studies to explore common strategies and joint action about theological education for the mission of the Church.

At Cape Town 2010 Conference, the third congress of Lausanne movement, evangelicals rang the same bell calling action through partnership within the body of Christ. The section through which the call was substantiated had the title “theological education and mission.” For the participants, “theological education is part of mission beyond evangelism.” Therefore, “the mission of theological education is to strengthen and accompany the mission of the church.” Subsequently, the partnership requires that, on one hand, church and mission agencies leaders acknowledge the missional nature of theological education, and on the other hand, theological educators ensure that academic activities must serve the mission of the church in the world. The commitment concludes with a strong appeal to theological institutions to conduct a “missional audit” of their curricula, structures and ethos as to ensure that they truly serve the needs and opportunities facing the church with contextual relevance (Cape Town Commitment, 2010).

Despite such a resonance from both wings – ecumenical and evangelical – there is always divergence in their focus. While the preoccupation of the ecumenical document entitled the Edinburg 2010 was “theological education and formation”, the evangelical document has labelled the Cape Town 2010 preoccupation more precisely as “theological education and mission”. Consequently, though the preoccupation about the relatedness of theology and mission may apply to both sides, the ultimate objective of theological education may not be the same. Whereas Edinburg 2010 speaks of “theological education and formation”, Cape Town 2010 is concerned with “theological education and mission”. It is all about either “formation” or “mission”. A collective panel of both sides could bring more light on the relatedness between these two key concepts.

As previously discussed, theology and missiology correlate. Hence, missiology is not to be seen as a non-theological branch of studies even when managed as an independent department or a faculty (school, institute, or centre). However, depending on the location, the tradition or the philosophy of each training institution, missiology has been undertaken, not without reasons,
through different names. These names include ‘mission studies program’, ‘ecumenism, science of mission, and religious studies’, ‘school of world missions’, ‘intercultural studies’, and ‘world Christianity.’ As Verkuyl (1978:1) has observed, the selection of a name for a discipline is crucial because it displays what one perceives as the most distinctive feature of his/her field of study. Various names assigned to the discipline of missiology undoubtedly reflect the beliefs and the philosophy which underpin and condition the learning and training process within each related institution. The following lines review some case studies. Although they represent a very limited sample, these models contain major elements of the whole spectrum of missiological education at tertiary level.

3.3.1 Mission studies

While some scholars perceive mission as “all that is done by the church and by Christians to serve God” (McKim, 1996:175), others would understand it through five general tasks regarding economic, social, religion, political and juridical concerns (Ferguson & Wright, 1998:435). ‘Mission studies’ is then a generic and common name to designate training for Christian mission. When Gustave Warneck, even his precursors, battled for a training program which could focus on the work of the church throughout the world, the general idea was to provide the science of mission in order to reach out to the world with the gospel (Pierard, 1984:1157; Gensichen, 1998:718; Verkuyl, 1978:1). He placed the theology of mission at the heart of the classical theological disciplines (Terry et al., 1998:3). Regardless of the connotation that such a training could bear, as discussed in the previous chapter, it was all about preparing harvest workers who would across geographical frontiers to preach the gospel and to save souls.

In the same line, “mission studies” serves as label for current scholarly institutions. Oxford Centre for Mission Studies (OCMS) based in Oxford, England, is an example. Committed to train “mission scholars and practitioners to become a key resource to the church in mission in contemporary contexts of complexity and diversity”, the Centre exists to “equip leaders, scholars and institutions to bring holistic mission effectively and intelligently to the nations” (Website). Its research degrees program consists of two stages, namely the pre-university “OCMS Stage” and the University Stage. The OCMS stage extends from admission into OCMS up to registration with Middlesex University, London, for a research degree. The first stage is a period of induction into mission studies research with the purpose of helping students identify areas of study and get ready for university registration. The second stage allows candidates to continue, finalize and defend their research projects through Middlesex University. While most candidates join OCMS as
“formal students” (for degree-based studies on holistic mission), others study as “research associates” (for independent research on some aspects of holistic mission). OCMS then aims at developing post-graduate training institutions in the global south from an evangelical perspective. Its programs allow students to remain active in their ministries throughout their studies as to ensure that their research is culturally relevant and contextually informed.

OCMS organizes conferences, publishes the journal *Transformation: An International Journal of Holistic Mission* and imprint versions of Regnum Books, in order to promote mission theology and strategy in the growing churches of the Two-Third World. In doing so, the Centre hopes to give voice to those from the south and to make this voice be heard in other parts of the developing world. For instance, through its publishing house, Regnum International, the Centre has initiated and coordinated the Edinburgh 2010 Series which has released 28 volumes\textsuperscript{70}. According to the editors, these publications were initiated to reflect the ethos of Edinburgh 2010 and to make a significant contribution to on-going studies in mission. The hope is to encourage conversation between Christians of different traditions and collaboration in mission.

Uppsala University, Sweden, can be mentioned here as an extra example. Missiological education is provided under the name “Studies in Church and Mission” to prepare those who plan to become a priest, a pastor, a teacher or those who want to pursue a career in the cultural sector (Website). Through the threefold framework of Church history, Ecclesiology, and Mission studies, students focus on the study of the Christian church in its different confessional forms in different eras and contexts. They also pay attention to the reciprocal influence between church and society, putting the emphasis on the driving forces behind the development of confessional identities and on the ecumenical movement. This taught Master program values greater unity between Christian groups, and as one can realize, the accent is put on critical and speculative reflection. Students analyse the church as expanding movements in present time as well as in the past and its encounters with cultures, political systems and different religions. The emphasis is put on the interreligious dialogue and non-European interpretations of Christian faith.

3.3.2 Ecumenism, mission, and religious studies

"Ecumenism, mission and religious studies" originated from Germany. The University of Hamburg is mentioned here due to the fact that one of the two pioneers of mission studies in the

\textsuperscript{70} Contributors to these 28 volumes were recruited among scholars from all over the world representing Ecumenicals, Evangelicals, Roman Catholic, Orthodox and Pentecostals.
Democratic Republic of Congo, namely Mushila Nyamankak, was an alumnus of this institution. He completed his studies in New Testament in 1983 at the University of Hamburg. Once back home, he attempted to establish a new department of “Ecumenism, Science of Mission and Religious Studies” within the Congo Protestant University but the project would not be accepted until in 1997, when the governing board authorized the creation of a new department under the above name.

This survey focuses on the Academy of Mission at the University of Hamburg that was established in the 1950s as a place for the theological formation of missionary candidates (Website). However, due to the change of the world context in the 1960s, its function also changed and the Academy became a theological institution providing theological education in a global perspective. Today, it contributes to the development of intercultural education in the field of Protestant theology, helping students from Africa, Latin America, Asia and Oceania work through their doctoral research projects. In addition, the Academy of Mission is also a place where international conferences take place, hoping to be a laboratory for ecumenical theology where subjects relevant for the Protestant world are discussed. Domains of interest for research and conferences include the dynamics of charismatic and evangelical movements in global and local perspectives, globalization, questions of justice and peace. All admitted candidates are obliged to reside in the facilities made available by the Academy in order to share in life in the Academy community and to attend all required lectures and conferences.

The Academy awards scholarships to non-Western theological students preparing a doctoral research project in Protestant Theology at Hamburg University under the condition that the proposed topic is accepted by a professor in the Faculty of Protestant Theology. Besides the requirements of mastering one of the classical languages (Hebrew, Greek and Latin) and German, the study program comprises two phases. The first phase of two years is devoted to completion of the German language culminating in the presentation of a research project. The second phase of two more years focuses on writing a complete dissertation either in German or English under the guidance of a supervisor. Once accepted, the dissertation is published in the series “Studies in Intercultural Theology at the Mission Academy” (SITMA).

At Lund University, Sweden, the Faculties of Humanities and Theology provide missiological education through the Centre for Theology and Religious Studies under the name “Church and Mission Studies” (Website). This taught program is undertaken at the first (Bachelor) and the
second (Master) cycles. Students are required to take several courses in traditional theological curriculum including “Missiology and Ecumenics”.

The Ecumenical Institute at Bossey, Switzerland, is another example in this category. Founded in 1946, this institute is described as an international centre for encounter, dialogue and formation of the World Council of Churches. It brings together people from diverse churches, cultures and backgrounds for ecumenical learning, academic study and personal exchange (Website). It specializes in ecumenical theology, missiology and social ethics. The teaching staff represent diverse theological, cultural and confessional backgrounds. The institute and its diplomas are recognized by the University of Geneva. These include a one year of Master of Advanced Studies in Ecumenical Studies (MAS in Ecumenical Studies), a non-residential 5-year Doctorate in Theology (with mention Ecumenical Studies) conducted jointly with the Autonomous Faculty of Protestant Theology of the University of Geneva.

### 3.3.3 School of world missions

The concept of “world missions” has always been understood as “the efforts of Christian churches, groups, and individuals to proclaim the Christian gospel throughout the entire world” (McKim, 1996:306). The denomination “school of world missions” is to be understood in that sense. It was the innovation of Fuller Theological Seminary, founded in United States in 1965. According to Ralph Winter (quoted in Parsons, 2011:56), the School of World Missions was a ”mid-course correction” to get back to the initial idea that the founder Charles Fuller had about creating a School of Evangelism. The original vision of Fuller was to train evangelists and missionaries to spread the faith (Parsons, 2010:56). It is important to mention that Fuller Theological Seminary was founded in 1947 during a period when an increasing number of global ministries were established throughout the world and that movement needed well-trained workers (Parsons, 2011:54). Based on that premise, the following purposes of the School of World Mission were designed (Parsons, 2011:54):

1. Prepare men to fulfill the Great Commission in the midst of change peculiar to our age.
2. Provide a theology of missions for all seminary students looking toward a pastorate.
3. Bring Christian nationals to the school as students and teachers to provide opportunities for mutual exchange.
4. Develop a team of research specialists to study and provide a center of thought and information regarding World Mission

Church growth was the key concept of this school. Even the US Centre for World Mission that Ralph Winter founded in 1976 after having left Fuller’s School of World Mission, aligned with
the same vision of preparing people for evangelism and mission throughout the world. Such a vision for global outreach was the leit motiv of any US-based schools of theology and their related training institutions abroad bearing the name "school of world mission" or "centre for world mission". This orientation was mostly common within the so-called evangelical fellowship. Through its faculty members Fuller's School of World Mission has influenced the Lausanne Congress in 1974 in a special way (Parsons, 2011:63). In 2003 Fuller changed the name of this school from “School of World Missions” to “School of Intercultural Studies” (Fuller Seminary’s Website).

3.3.4 Intercultural studies

Since 2003 the School of Intercultural Studies (SIS) has become the new name for missiological education in the United States and in other related institutions throughout the world. Again, as for "school of world missions", the SIS has found its first place at Fuller Theological Seminary before being duplicated in other schools related to the Association of Theological Studies in North America. The school’s name was changed to address the concerns of many graduates that, in a changing global environment, the school’s former name created obstacles for their work. The program is conceived to serve as a resource for the growing non-Western Christian missionary movement with the conviction that God is calling “Christians of every continent and culture to the task of making Jesus-Christ known and loved throughout the world” (Fuller Seminary’s Website). Based on the assumption that in each situation the church is to be shaped in a way that affirms and utilizes the most positive aspects of the culture without forcing people to become "foreign" in order to become followers, the school intends to equip students as “servant leaders who mobilize the global church for the purpose of God” (Website).

At Fuller Seminary, the SIS strives to prepare students holistically to serve a world in need, whether the students’ mission field is an unreached group of people, an urban neighbourhood, or the marketplace. Faculty members are missiologists, committed to “a gospel-centered curriculum that is in tune with diverse shifting global realities” (Website). The training programs include Master of Arts in Intercultural Studies, Master of Theology in Missiology, Doctor of Ministry in Global Ministry and Doctor of Missiology in order to prepare students for intercultural ministry, international development and other missionary vocations. Courses include the theological, historical and biblical basis of the Christian faith; it also include studies in the areas of theory of intercultural ministry, evangelism, the growth of the church, non-Christian religions, leadership development, globalization and international development. Delivery methods include experiential
learning, lectures, readings and research. PhD in Intercultural Studies is offered through the Fuller’s Centre for Missiological Research (CMR) and provides candidates the opportunity to design, develop and complete a research project under the guidance of faculty advisors. Candidates undergo a tutorial-driven process that integrates a wide range of missiological disciplines. Through the Global Research Institute post-doctoral non-western Christian scholars spend six months at Fuller Seminary to research and write materials to further the intellectual and spiritual mission of the church in their own geographical areas.

Students are comprised of missionaries, mission organization leaders, local church pastors, lay leaders in mission and professional tent-makers. Through intercultural studies, students are trained to meet the challenge of ministering in an increasingly complex, multi-ethnic and multinational world. Those studying international development could also hold positions in peace-building, child rights and transformational development.

As said earlier, many institutions related to the Association of Theological Seminary (ATS) like Asbury Theological Seminary and Biola University, provide missiological education through the label “Intercultural Studies”. In 2003 Dallas Theological Seminary organized a department of “world missions and intercultural studies” with the purpose of “focusing the attention of all Seminary students on Christ’s mandate to make disciples among all nations” (Catalog, 2003). A comparative study could be done to surface the commonalities and divergences which exist among them, and to what extent the same spirit which characterized the same institutions while using “School of World Missions” would prevail or not.

3.3.5 World Christianity and mission

Boston University is known for adopting the study of “World Christianity and Mission” (WCM) as the name for its mission studies program (Website). The study at WCM is done through Boston Theological Institute (BTI)\textsuperscript{71} and provides students with the opportunity of having access to other institutions. In addition to taking courses with the faculty in the School of Theology, students are encouraged to take courses in other departments such as Anthropology, Religious Studies, History, Theology and Sociology. Due to its cross-disciplinary nature, the study at WCM can be pursued through three different PhD programs at Boston University, namely (1) PhD in History and

\textsuperscript{71} BTI is an association of ten university divinity schools, schools of theology and seminaries in the Greater Boston area, United States. Enrolling in one institution allows the students to study at all of them. According to its website, the BTI “enables faculty, students and the public at large to engage in robust interreligious dialogue, learning, and community.”
Hermeneutics with concentration in Mission Studies; (2) PhD in Practical Theology with concentration in Evangelism and Missiology; and (3) PhD in Missiology offered in conjunction with Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary. In addition, the Graduate Division of Religious Studies offers a PhD in Religious Studies which includes the study of world Christianity through its texts and traditions. Therefore, the study of WCM at Boston University is not done in a single way. It provides prospective students with three possibilities.

According to Dana L. Robert, director of the Centre for Global Christianity and Mission (CGCM) through which the School of Theology offers the study in WCM at Boston University, the rationale of such a program is due to the new landscape of Christianity. Having become a worldwide faith with believers distributed across the continents, world Christianity requires studies which support and understand the global Christian community through critics, reflection, faithful witness and thoughtful engagement with multiple cultures (Website). She had already stated elsewhere that “for international students, the study of world mission becomes a way to analyze the histories of their own forms of Christianity” (Robert, 1989:200). Hence, missiological education at Boston University emphasizes research and critical analysis in world Christianity, while being provided only at doctoral level.

At the University of Edinburgh, Scotland, mission studies are offered in the School of Divinity through the Centre for the Study of World Christianity which offers taught Masters and supervised research degrees at the Masters and PhD levels. However, because an appropriate Masters level degree is recommended as a prerequisite for doctoral studies, PhD students usually audit some Masters classes in the Centre or other areas of divinity at the beginning of their studies. Their areas of interest include the history of Christian missions, new missionary movements from the global south, Pentecostalism, current missiological issues such as inculturation, ethnicity, gender and inter-faith relations (University of Edinburgh’s Website). The Centre was established by professor Andrew Walls, former missionary in Sierra-Leone, and current core staff includes Brian Stanley. The late Nkwame Bediako from Ghana was one of the alumni of the Centre.

3.3.6 Missiology

Some universities keep the word “missiology” on the name of their department, research group or degree72. The University of South Africa (UNISA) has a Department of Christian Spirituality,

---

72 The situation is the same at the North-West University, Potchefstroom Campus, South Africa (www.nwu.ac.za). However, besides the fact that Fuller (or any other institution) offer programs in
Church History and Missiology offering programs through three research areas, namely (1) Christian Spirituality; (2) Church History; and (3) Missiology. Missiology is then defined as “the systematic and critical study of the missionary (world changing) activities of Christian churches and organisations” (Website). Mission is understood at UNISA as “the cutting edge of a Christian community, that is, its attempts to change the world through projects of evangelism, healing, teaching, development or liberation” (Website). This department is well-known due to the fact that it was initiated and chaired by the late David Bosch, and thanks to its distance learning, the students come from various countries within and outside the continent. In addition, UNISA through this department publishes the journal *Missionalia*, which is classified among the leading journals in mission studies. Missiology at UNISA is entirely a research-based degree offered at undergraduate (Bachelor), Master and doctoral levels.

From the university’s website, this department exists to do the following:

1. Develop quality scholarship that integrates research, teaching and organic participation in communities.
2. Foster interdisciplinary and interreligious cooperation.
3. Design teaching in such a way that students have to engage with their communities.
4. Provide interactive learner support.
5. Encourage participation in the disciplinary societies in Africa and the world.

North-West University, Potchefstroom Campus, South Africa, is another institution which offers mission studies under the name “missiology”, a research-based degree at Master and Doctoral levels. At Bachelor level of theological corpus, a few subjects on mission are taught as a part of the whole curriculum. The focus of the program lies on the “understanding and reaching out to people from different backgrounds with different philosophies of life who do not know the Lord or his Word, and developing a sympathetic apologetic and holistic way to answer their questions and views from the Gospel” (Website). The threefold objective of the study program includes (1) furthering the Reformed approach to holistic mission, (2) studying the church in mission and new church planting in different contexts, and (3) building out Christian apologetics in the light of global trends. From the above formulation of the nature and the purpose of the study program, one can easily notice the evangelical orientation of missiological education at North-West University through which the present research is undertaken.

Intercultural Studies, some of their degrees bear the word “missiology” (e.g. Doctor of Missiology). Redcliff College in England offers a Master of Arts in Contemporary Missiology (www.redcliffe.ac.uk). Though using the description” world Christianity and mission”, Boston University offers a PhD in Missiology.
3.3.7 Synthesis

These few case studies indicate that some theological and missiological educators are aware of the need for educating the church for its mission and are offering various solutions to fill the gap. From the above accounts, one gets an idea on how missiological education has been diversely provided in and through the current context of theological education. This survey did not intend to be an in-depth and critical examination of theological and philosophical foundations, curriculum content and the outcomes of these programs. While surveying data available mainly through Internet search related to the nature, purpose, activities, and expected learning outcomes, some broad conclusions can be drawn.

While some models of missiological education embrace altogether formal (curriculum-based), non-formal (through seminars, conferences, discussions), and informal (through communal and fellowship living, mentoring, accountability) teaching-learning strategies, others emphasize only one or two of these strategies. Whereas some develop an explicit curriculum (with academically defined study subjects and expected outcomes), others are characterized by implicit curriculum (using mostly non-formal and informal activities). While some use taught programs, others focus on research programs and still others use online or distance programs. Some combine two of these delivery methods, taught and research programs, or online and research programs. Whereas some models admit students for full-time study programs, others organize the learning through a part-time mode. While some stress rigorously theoretical and scientific activities, others stress on being prepared to impact mission reflection and practice on the ground, still others try to combine both approaches. Whereas some interpret missiology as current developments in world Christianity and interreligious dialogue, others consider it as channel to teach mission-related topics as well as methods of mission. While some prepare students at undergraduate, graduate and postgraduate levels, others focus on doctoral level only. Whereas some envision mission from a holistic perspective of liberating the all human beings, others emphasize the priority of preaching the gospel to save souls, still others combine both aspects as they also put more weight on either one. While some design their programs specifically for Two-Third-World scholars and church leaders, others offer programs in a non-designated way, allowing candidates from any part of the world to take their studies.

Irrespective of these variations, the common feature is that these missiological programs are provided directly or progressively in and through the context of accredited affiliated or non-
affiliated theological institutions. However, while some of these programs have been initiated as appendixes (or external body) to the existing theological institutions, others emanate directly from a given theological institution. To help surface some aspects overlooked by this survey, an in-depth analysis could take into account the six features Edgar (2005:208-217) discussed earlier, and the typologies of theological education and philosophies of education that follow.

3.4 Missiological education in the light of typologies of theological education

3.4.1 From Athens typology to Antioch model

Some authors (Kelsey, 1992; Banks, 1999; Edgar, 2005) have engaged in discussion about the nature and the purpose of theological education and about what it is that constitutes excellence in theological education. The use of typologies has been common to these authors as an attempt to clarify the debate. In *Between Athens and Berlin: the theological education debate*, Kelsey (1992) introduces a dual typology to synthesize and organize various points of view. The general characteristic is the geographic representation of approaches of theological education. Kelsey uses Athens and Berlin to respectively portray the classical model and the vocational model of theological education. In his *Reenvisioning theological education*, Banks (1999) adds the typology of Jerusalem to describe the missional model of theological education. In an article entitled “The theology of theological education”, Edgar (2005:208-217) suggests the typology of Geneva to depict the confessional model of theological education.

The essential of the debate lies on what scholars think of how, through which context, for what purpose, for which learning outcomes and through which teaching-learning process, theology and theological education are understood and practiced. Typology here is to be understood as an approach to or a model of theological education. Table 3.1 provides a summary of the typologies’ functionality.

---

73 Since any scientific study ought to have its object and methods, these variants certainly suggest the change in both content of the discipline and the approach to the discipline. For instance, writing a history of Christianity in Central Africa is obviously a matter of church history for an African theologian according to the prevalent theological structure. The same work would become a matter of mission history for a European theologian. While analysing the thoughts of a Congolese theologian is an issue of missiology in a German context, the same study would be a matter of systematic theology for a Congolese scholar according to the prevalent theological structure (Dehn & Werner, 2010:583).
Table 3.1: Typologies of theological education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol, Context, and Model</th>
<th>Purpose (Goal)</th>
<th>Expected Educational Outcomes</th>
<th>Learning Ethos (DNA of the educational process)</th>
<th>Theology is then perceived as…</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Athens</strong>&lt;br&gt;Academy&lt;br&gt;Classical model</td>
<td>Transforming the individual (Spiritual formation for personal development)</td>
<td>The production of transformed graduates (Holiness, moral, spiritual transformation)</td>
<td>Classical education through Theologia (not knowing about God, but knowing God)</td>
<td>Intuited wisdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Berlin</strong>&lt;br&gt;University&lt;br&gt;Vocational model</td>
<td>Strengthening the church (Ministerial training for a rational ministry practice)</td>
<td>The production of theoretically aware and practically effective ministers</td>
<td>Reflective practice through Scientia (research and scientific rigor)</td>
<td>Way of thinking and applying theory to life and the church</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jerusalem</strong>&lt;br&gt;Community&lt;br&gt;Missional model</td>
<td>Converting the world (Missional end in order to transform the world)</td>
<td>The production of graduates who live for mission</td>
<td>Reaching the ends of the earth through Missiology (that transforms the learning process but not only the content)</td>
<td>Missiological (or missional)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geneva</strong>&lt;br&gt;Seminary&lt;br&gt;Confessional model</td>
<td>Knowing God (Confessional training while informing through the tradition)</td>
<td>The production of graduates who know God through a particular tradition</td>
<td>The maintenance of tradition through Doxology (using the creeds, confessions, the means of grace)</td>
<td>The process of knowing God</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Drawn from the works by Kelsey (1992), Banks (1999), and Edgar (2005)

As one could observe, these approaches are Western-based and none of them holds the monopoly of excellence and of the whole purpose of the education that is theological. Each approach represents a reduced parcel of the entire edifice. Unfortunately, as Banks (1999) argues, his two models are irreconcilable and theological educators are in need of producing a negotiated scheme. Nevertheless, Edgar (2005) is correct to contend that many theological programs today, even in Africa, are a mix of these models and the nature of the mix makes a particular program distinctive. Even the contemporary models of missiological education surveyed in the previous section, provide programs offered through one or another of these typologies and mixing elements from these models. The mix could be about the context, the purpose, the expected outcomes and

---

74 Edgar (2005:217) has provided a survey questionnaire which could be used to outline the nature of the prevailing education. Though mostly focused on theological education, the survey could also be adapted as to apply to missiological education.
learning process. For instance, a Baptist theological institution could be of the Geneva model while combining elements of Athens, Berlin and Jerusalem. Therefore, not only the mix makes it distinctive, but also the emphasis put on one or other element of the context, the purpose, the expected outcomes and learning process. For that reason, one could suggest a fifth typology that combines these elements because it appears that no single model encapsulates the whole picture of theological education. While reviewing Kelsey’s book, Molyneux (1994:128) concludes with a concern for African theological educators:

Theological educators in Africa, reading the book, will however be gratified to realise that the problems that they grapple with (overarching purpose of theological education, curriculum content, the balance between theory and practice, the concern to do justice at one and the same time to the source and also the multiple demands of contemporary pluralistic society) – all these are not peculiar to them but are being wrestled with by their colleagues in other parts of the world.

For the purpose of this study, there is a need for another typology, instead of being content of the fact that the challenge is general and not peculiar to Africa. Not striving to find solutions to the educational problems in Africa shouldn’t be seen as gratification. Therefore, following the same “tradition” of geographic representation (or symbol), this researcher submits that Antioch could better serve as an illustration of the fifth model (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1: The fifth typology of theological education

![Figure 3.1: The fifth typology of theological education](source: The author of this thesis)

As far as missiological education is concerned, the typology of Antioch conveys the purpose of providing education for God’s glocal mission better. Jerusalem was not really a good model for
reaching out to the world as Banks’ typology might suggest. The mission engagement of the church in Jerusalem was not intentional (Acts 8:1-4); it was rather prompted by the persecution. Antioch is known as the point of departure of the missionary movement of Paul and others. The church in Jerusalem sent out Peter and John to Samaria (Acts 8), followed by the team of Paul and Barnabas to Antioch (Acts 11) only to witness what the Holy Spirit had already accomplished respectively through Philippe and other disciples who fled the persecution. The model of Antioch also stresses the multicultural nature of the church which existed in that city, though from various origins, members of the Antioch church were opened to the voice and direction of the Holy Spirit for God’s mission. Interestingly enough, Paul and Barnabas who just arrived from Jerusalem, were allowed by the church members to be their representatives in the mission field. Their identity was not a pretext for undermining them as it could have occurred elsewhere in the context of tribalism.

Missiological education in the Antioch model would combine some elements of models from Kelsey, Banks and Edgar (Table 3.2).

Table 3.2: Antioch model of missiological education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Antioch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>Transforming education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td>Higher education: Community of learning and serving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose (Goal)</td>
<td>Knowing God for his mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Personal development for God’s mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strengthening the church for God’s mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Challenging any mission-mindless tradition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected outcomes</td>
<td>The production of transformed graduates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The production of theoretically aware and practically effective graduates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The production of missiophiles (with love for God’s mission)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The production of graduates who know non-denominational God</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning ethos</td>
<td>Personal experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Applied reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Missional theology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Denominational identity in the service of God’s glocal mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theology is…</td>
<td>The process of experiencing God for his glocal mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thinking about what God’s mission purposes and applying theory to the context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Missional (that is for the sake of missio Dei)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evaluating and orienting tradition in the light of God’s mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missiological education is…</td>
<td>The process through which the church and its educational institutions prepare learners for God’s glocal and holistic mission through theory, training and practice of mission</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author of this thesis
In the Antioch model, the context of education is higher education, a community of learning and serving which combines in priority elements of University, Academy and Community. The context of Seminary which stresses ecclesial specificity comes at the end to serve as a case study at the service of the whole of God’s glocal mission. A denomination or confessional community is not the end of God’s mission. Instead, it is a means or a channel for God’s glocal and holistic mission. The purpose of knowing God becomes meaningful only as the knowledge allows the learners to know what God does in general and what he purposes to accomplish for the humanity and the whole creation through the church. The expected outcomes are illustrated through the production of graduates who are transformed in mind and character, being theoretically aware of God’s glocal mission and practically effective for the sake of God’s mission. The learning process includes personal experience, applied reflection, missional identity in the service of God’s glocal mission. The theology becomes then a process of experiencing God, thinking about what his mission purposes, applying theory according to the context, and challenging the ecclesiastic traditions for the sake of missio Dei. As already said, even in this model (typology or approach), a given missiological program may hold its distinctiveness based on the extent to which it emphasizes one or another element of the context, the purpose, the expected outcomes and learning process. Therefore, using one or another learning process, an institution can be missiological but more or less classical, vocational, missional and confessional as it emphasizes personal development, reflective practices, denominational identity, or strengthen the churches for God’s glocal mission. Such a situation might enclose or disclose the real face of a given missiological education.

3.4.2 Another face of theological education in the African context

The promotion of theological education in Africa resulted from the initiative of the International Missionary Council (IMC) which established the Theological Education Fund (TEF) during its General Assembly held in Achimota, Ghana, from December 28, 1957 to January 8, 1958. The purpose was to raise the level of theological education in the Third World (Ward, 1960:137). It is historically safe to say that TEF emanated from the Edinburgh Conference of 1910 as Protestant missionary societies and other church leaders met to discuss the urgency of reaching out to the world in their generation. IMC served as the continuation committee and through some of its gatherings (e.g. Jerusalem in 1928 and Tambaram in 1938), participants lamented the level, scope and quality of ministry training in the so-called “younger churches”, i.e. churches of Third World countries. There was a deep concern regarding the state of the church ministry and about the growing awareness of the urgent need for reform in its training. From several regional studies
commissioned by IMC on the state of ministerial training, the one in Africa was published in 1954 (Bates et al., 1954). Shortage of personnel, lack of infrastructures (buildings, libraries, well-structured programs) and of training materials were among the findings. It was then clear that nothing could satisfy Africa other than making its theological education comparable to that in Europe and America (Ward, 1960:139).

According to Berquist (1973:244-246), the consensus was that the national churches of the Third World could best raise their standards of ministerial training by duplicating the patterns of the Western theological seminaries. The truth is that the prevailing theological education in Africa even today is a kind of carbon copy of the Western system. However, one could ask how a purely African theological education would look. This researcher doesn’t see any problem in the fact that the Western type of theological education, the existing one and the only one available at the hand of missionaries, could serve as a working framework. The problem is how it could be contextualized in light of the local situation and needs preparing the church and its members for God’s global and holistic mission.

As mentioned above, TEF has to be regarded as one of the outcomes of the Edinburgh Conference of 1910 through its concern of building up local church leadership in order to accomplish the fourth and missing self out of the so-called three-self formula (self-administrating, self-supporting, self-propagating). The need was for self-theologizing to help the younger churches to contextualize its ecclesiastical organization, teaching and thinking. Moreau (2012:406) observes that contextualisation has garnered attention and controversy even among evangelicals. Some authors, mostly from the evangelical stream (Hesselgrave, 2007:126), perceive the role played by TEF negatively, being a source of cultural theologies based on a loss of biblical authenticity. These cultural theologies include Liberation Theology in its various forms (Minjung theology in Korea, Black Theology, Theology of Ontology and Time, Third Eye Theology, Theology of the Pain of God, Water-Buffalo Theology and Yin-Yang Theology). Other authors, from ecumenical side suggest that the WCC should “reinvent an institution like the TEF tradition to serve the purpose and role TEF fulfilled” (Pobee, 2010:344).

As far as Africa is concerned, theological education has gained its importance due to the growth and the need of churches. The growing churches have infused the need for more advanced theological education (Amanze, 2009:122). It is generally known that the main aim of theological education in Africa is to provide and secure ministerial formation of church members. People enter theological institutions to be trained for church ministry. According to Pobee (2010:344), rather
than being only a scientific quest, theology in Africa is also a service to the church’s mission. Nevertheless, Pobee’s insight doesn’t automatically solve the problem because the concept of *mission* has often been relativized.

Depending on the theological tradition through which it is offered, theological education can be in the service of evangelism essentially, or in the service of social, economic and political engagements as well. In general, while the evangelical theological education serves the church’s mission of proclaiming the gospel, ecumenical theological education would probably include all activities which serve the social interests of human beings. Whereas the first educational orientation stresses the individual’s well-being and the vertical relationship with God, the second emphasizes the collective well-being and the horizontal relationship of peace among people. The real problem arises while positing only on one or another of these two extremes. Therefore, one could detect more positions between the two extremes, either moving closer to evangelical tradition or to ecumenical tradition.

The above remark makes it clear that theological education in Africa is not only one as the title of this section may have suggested, but it is plurality. It is not only influenced by both Western culture of individualism and African culture of community as Pobee (2010:339) argues, but it is also shaped by various confessional legacies inherited from Western denominations. For instance, in the *Handbook of theological education in World Christianity* (2010), which is made up of three parts, an entire third part deals with theological education from denominational and confessional perspectives. The long list includes theological education in Orthodox churches, in the Roman Catholic Church, in the Anglican churches, in Lutheran churches, in Reformed churches, in Methodist churches, in Baptist churches, in evangelical theological schools and in Pentecostal churches.

Even in such a categorization, the reality on the ground may reveal a variety of hybrid theologies. Among the reasons, for instance in the DRC, one can suggest the fact that Protestant missions have worked in partnership to provide theological education with the possibility of promoting one’s own theology. Amanze (2009:122) notices the same trend elsewhere in Africa when he indicates that “the need for well-trained church ministers necessitated the ecumenical cooperation of the churches in a particular country or region.” Another reason relates to the books and other training materials available which are actually a product of various theological traditions but perceived by African users as being from one indispensable source. One can even find with amazement many students from Protestant theology using books produced by Catholic scholars as valuable tools for
their own Protestant theology. Without doubt, theological education in Africa becomes a mixture of cultural and confessional expressions which might not make the task easy. It is a multiform artefact which necessitates to be revisited and re-oriented. Pobee (2010:339) is somehow right to argue that theology in the African context is not a finished product, but an edifice under construction.

A final observation relates to the role of the African theology in regard to mission engagement of African churches. One of the recent accounts of the African theology with its conjunction to theological education is authored by Amanze of the University of Botswana. In an article entitled “Paradigm shift in theological education in Southern and Central Africa and its relevance to ministerial formation”, Amanze (2009:120-131) describes the changes that have taken place in theological education in post-independent Africa. The author argues that, having been Euro-centric, theological education during the colonial period failed to address the pressing challenges of colonial oppression, poverty, patriarchy and those related to political, cultural, social, religions and economic issues. It was rather a male-dominated, anti-cultural and Western-oriented theology.

After having provided the historical account of the origin and expansion of the church in Africa, the role of theological education and the nature of the curriculum of traditional theology and its failures, Amanze briefly evokes the various theologies that are currently taking shape in Africa. In this regard, the author underscores the place of African theology in both theological education and the church. Amanze then proposes that African theological discourse should address the following issues, namely: (1) the need to take African culture seriously; (2) the demand made by women in church and society for equal opportunities in the ministry of the church; (3) the need for the church to play an active role in the fight against HIV and AIDS; (4) the need to fight against global warming and depletion of natural resources; (5) the need to develop a theology of liberation for those who are oppressed; and (6) the need for the churches to engage in socio-economic development (Amanze, 2009:125).

A close look at the job description that Amanze and many other African theologians design for African theology depicts it as a theology without global mission. Amanze’s article displays the root cause of African theology not being a missional theology. For instance, after having observed that in the past theological education tended to emphasize the exclusive nature of Christianity at the expense of other, Amanze (2009:129) rejoices on the fact that “there has been a more move towards a multi-faith approach in theological education” and that “people have become aware that the different religions prevalent in Africa today are to stay.” He then submits that there should be
a multi-faith theological curriculum in order to forge peaceful coexistence and to enhance religious
tolerance (Amanze, 2009:130). Amanze proposes furthermore that the course syllabi should cover
the life of the founders of the different religions, their teachings, beliefs, rituals, practices, sacred
places and symbols and the relation of each of these religions with other religious groups. While
the content of such syllabi is recommendable, the critical question still is that of the ultimate
purpose of doing these studies. If for Amanze and others, the purpose is to promote and enhance
religious tolerance, then such a simplistic motivation would cover this implicit implication: “No
more evangelization of people of other faiths!” Therefore, such a theology would simply be a new
version of Hocking’s point of view that shook the mission enterprise with the publication of his
book in 1932 as already discussed in chapter 2 (section 2.5.2).

Amanze’s submission contradicts the strong conclusion of his article that “theological education
carried tremendously to the growth and expansion of the church in Africa” (Amanze,
2009:131). How could Amanze expect the church to experience the growth and expansion without
a passion for mission and evangelization? Which kind of theology would have prompted such
growth and expansion if not a theology that is intentionally missional? If today there is a need for
a new African theology, a compromising theology, shall people continue to dream for the growth
and expansion of the church in Africa or rather for the euthanasia of the church of Africa? It then
becomes clear that African theology has not much contributed to the engagement of African
churches to God’s glocal mission. In another article, Amanze (2010:346) has demonstrated that
few training institutions in Africa promote missiology through theological education. Such a
theology will certainly lead to the weakening, if not the euthanasia, of the African church. One
could perceive an urgent need for bringing back missional theology into theological education in
Africa.

3.5 Missiological education in the light of philosophies of education

Any teaching-learning process is a result of a given or a mixture of philosophies of education. Therefore, educational philosophy conditions the curriculum (what is taught), instruction (how curriculum is taught) and assessment (how learning is measured) (Gutek, 2005). Throughout the history, classical philosophies of education have prevailed due to variety of situations, worldviews and beliefs. As Jones (2008:1) points out, a brief sketch of the philosophers’ worldviews would demonstrate how their beliefs about education influenced the teaching and learning cycle regarding curriculum, instruction, and assessments in education today. While some philosophies are based on an ideal (idealism) or a reality (realism), others are articulated around the age (andragogy) or
the gender (feminism), still others on the personality or the morality, and others on the process or the result (reconstructivism), even on religious convictions. For the strict purpose of this study, the focus is put on learning theories of adult education as discussed by contemporary educators and educationalists. This choice is dictated by the age of the beneficiaries of missiological education, and also by the interest of examining the outcomes of such an educational program with special reference to the current international trends in higher education. The conviction is that the result of missiological education would depend on what is taught, how it is taught, and how learning is measured. With this in mind, the following four themes are explored, namely learning theories of adult education, threefold mission of higher education, the transformative purpose of higher education, and the Bolognization of educational system.

3.5.1 Learning theories of adult education

Education has traditionally been perceived as a pedagogic relationship between the teacher and the learner; the teacher decides what the learner needs to know, and how the knowledge and skills should be taught. For example, discussing the urgency of shaping the academic enterprise in the context of Christian education, Sanderson (2002:383) has this to say: “It must be clearly understood that the primary role is the teaching role. [Emphasis added]. One of the threats we face in Christian higher education is the temptation of trying to become all things [both teacher and scholar].” This general understanding of the primary role of teaching, but not researching, is common in many places. It emphasizes the learning approach which is based on the priority of the teaching responsibility of the instructor even at higher education level. With Malcolm Knowels’ (1970) research on andragogy, there has been a revolution in education on how people learn. However, different individuals have different understandings of andragogy. While some consider andragogy as a pedagogic discipline, others view it as an autonomous science within the framework of the general sciences of teaching and learning, still others perceive andragogy as a method, skill, theory, or model of adult learning (Klapan, 2002). As Peterson and Ray (2013) observe, there were also three other meanings for adult education, namely (1) the process by which adults continue to learn after completing formal schooling; (2) organized activities for adults offered by a variety of institutions to accomplish specific educational objectives; and (3) a movement or field related to this learning.

---

75 The title of the 1970 edition presents andragogy and pedagogy in an antagonistic way. The book was revised and updated in 1980 under the title The modern practice of adult education: From andragogy to pedagogy in which Knowles took another direction of seeing andragogy and pedagogy as steps in a process (teaching-learning continuum).
Knowles’ initial theory didn’t answer the question, “what is adult about adult education?” Also, there was no clear idea on what can or cannot be considered as adult education (Ralf St. Clair, 2002:4). As a result, there was semantic confusion. While contradicting Knowles, Mohring (1989:6) even suggested that andragogy could rather be replaced by teleiagogy because the Greek word *aner*, from which andragogy derives, means adult male and not adult of either sex, while *telios* is the Greek word for the English adult. He also argued that despite its roots in the word *pais*, in antiquity, the common understanding of the word *paideia* had to do with culture and the education not only of children but also of adults (Mohring, 1989:5). Mohring’s proposition failed to win the battle, and as many other neologisms, has disappeared from common use. However, more works have expanded the discussion on how teaching could and should be provided. It has been noticed that Knowles has finally moved from perceiving andragogy as the antithesis of education for children to conceiving it as the idea of a continuum through which someone (any learner) moves from one level of educational commitment and performance to another (Clair, 2002:3; Peterson & Ray, 2013). The following statement that Knowles (1980:43) made ten years after the first edition of the same book is eloquent:

So I am at the point now of seeing that andragogy is simply another model of assumptions about learners to be used alongside the pedagogical model of assumptions, thereby providing two alternative models for testing out the assumptions as to their "fit" with particular situations. Furthermore, the models are probably most useful when seen not as dichotomous but rather as two ends of a spectrum, with a realistic assumption in a given situation falling in between the two ends. For example, taking the assumption regarding dependency versus self-directedness, a six-year-old may be highly self-directing in learning the rules of a game but quite dependent in learning to use a calculator; on the other hand, a forty-year-old may be very dependent in learning to program a computer but completely self-directing in learning to repair a piece of furniture. As I see it, whenever a pedagogical assumption is the realistic one, then pedagogical strategies are appropriate, regardless of the age of the learner-and vice versa. [Emphasis added]

As Knowles (1980:59) proceeds in his reasoning, he suggests that the andragogical process involves the following phases which must drive the education processes:

1. Adult learners need to know why they need to learn something; there is a need to formulate directions of learning (objectives).
2. Adult learners need to learn experientially; there is a need to develop a design of activities.
3. Adults approach learning as problem-solving; there is a need to conduct a diagnosis (planning) and rediagnosis (evaluation) of needs for learning.
4. Adults learn best when the topic is of immediate value; there is a need to establish a climate conducive to adult learning.
In this study, pedagogy and andragogy are not seen in Knowles’ initial dichotomist way, but rather as a continuum in the training-learning process of either gender. Discussion takes into account various educational philosophies which have affected and are still affecting the teaching-learning process. Among the most prominent educational philosophies of adult learning experience, one can mention *gogical* formulations of educational approaches. Besides Knowles’ *andragogy*, some educationalists have suggested many other neologisms ending by *gogy* to which Courtenay and Stevenson (1983) have referred as *gogymania*. Peterson and Ray (2013) have discussed the evolution of these neologisms showing why some of them survive while others disappear. A word or phrase ceases being a neologism either by disappearing from common use or by aging. While pedagogy and andragogy are no longer neologisms due to their age, many of other newly crafted educational terms could not survive and have disappeared from common use. Some of them didn’t gain the status of neologisms. For instance, *metagogy*’s trademark was cancelled in 2010 (Peterson & Ray, 2013:84). Another example is Mohring’s *teleiagogy* mentioned above.

Reynolds and Stringer (n.d.:1-23) and Peterson and Ray (2013:85) indicate some of these approaches from selected authors: *gerogogy* (Lebel in 1978), *humanagogy* (teaching human beings by Knudson in 1979), *geragogy* and *eledergogy* (teaching old adults by Yeo in 1982), *synergogy* (students-interdependent learning by Mouton & Blake in 1984), *anthrogogy* (by Trott in 1991), *ergonagy* (by Tanaka & Evers in 1999), *heutagogy* (by Hase & Kenyon in 2000), *metagogy* (teaching about teaching by Lavoie in 2000) and *ubuntugogy* (by Bangura in 2005). Being affected by the same *gogymania*, Reynolds and Stringer (n.d.: 1-23) ended up by introducing their concept of *mesagogy* as a transitional stage between pedagogy and andragogy that would embody the struggle both teachers and learners experience in moving beyond pedagogical assumptions and techniques.

The whole issue is about the relationship which exists and should exist between the instructor and the learner and the development of the teaching-learning process. Table 3.3 summarizes, on the one hand, the evolution of the contribution of the instructor, moving from close support to synergy via moderate support and the consulting role. On the other hand, it highlights the contribution of the learner’s moves from receiving to synthesizing via accepting and internalizing. According to Reynolds and Stringer (n.d.: 6), educational approaches move from making the learner passive to

76 All these authors are quoted in Peterson and Ray (2013:85) where one could get related bibliographical details.
active, from making the learner dependent to independent. This continuum in the teaching and learning process has been the research subject for theorists of adult education.

**Table 3.3 Teaching and learning continuum: Moving from pedagogy to heutagogy**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instructor Contribution</th>
<th>Close Support</th>
<th>Moderate Support</th>
<th>Consulting Role</th>
<th>Synergetic Venture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>PEDAGOGY</strong></td>
<td><strong>MESAGOGY</strong></td>
<td><strong>ANDRAGOGY</strong></td>
<td><strong>HEUTAGOGY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiving Learners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accepting Learners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internalizing Learners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthesizing Learners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** Adapted from Laton, *et al.* (n.d.:6). *From pedagogy to heutagogy: A teaching and learning continuum.*

Based on Grow’s (1991) Staged Self-Directed Learning (SSDL) model, Laton *et al.* (n.d.:9, 10) provide an explanation of the student progression. According to these authors, *receiving learners* are accustomed to *pedagogical methods*. Pedagogy being the art or science of educating children, whereby the educator assumes responsibility for deciding what will be learned and when it will be learned (Hinchey, 2004). This practice implies that students have neither the means nor the ability to learn on their own. As pedagogy connotes teacher’s authority and control, the students’ role is to acquire basic facts and concepts presented by the instructor. At this stage, they are *dependent learners*. They learn through such methods as rote memorization, reading assignments and attending lectures. They are dependent upon the instructor and are generally passive learners with limited development. Most often, they have little self-confidence in their ability to apply the information. They may not be motivated to learn and might be dissatisfied or frustrated with the current situation of their learning process.

*Accepting learners* are accustomed to *mesagogical methods*. Mesagogy is a model that introduces a stage of development between pedagogy and andragogy. From *meso* in Greek, it refers to middle or intermediate. Hence, mesagogical learners are beyond pedagogical learning — being largely dependent upon the teacher — and are focused on *becoming* andragogical, motivated largely by their own needs and desires to learn. Students exhibit emerging self-confidence and motivation. They comprehend the relationship of facts and concepts taught. They are interested learners.
Although still dependent upon the instructor, these learners show some interest in learning and application. They now accept the teacher’s instruction and advice as applicable to them.

**Internalizing learners** are accustomed to andragogical methods. According to Cyr (1999), after European adult educators had developed andragogy as a new theoretical model of adult learning in 1960s, Malcolm Knowles introduced and expanded the concept to North American adult education literature in 1968. He then compared andragogy (the art and science of helping adults learn) with pedagogy (the art and science of teaching children), which was the traditional teaching method for all learners, regardless of age, prior experience, or developmental level. This educational concept was introduced as a new way of approaching adult education and provided distinctions between how adults and children learn. Subsequently, andragogy, and the principles of adult learning that were derived from it, transformed face-to-face teaching and provided a rationale for distance education based on the notion of self-directedness (Hase & Kenyon, 2001).

At this stage students have taken personal control of learning. Although still dependent upon the instructor for some information, these learners prefer to interact with the teacher and take direct responsibility for how learning will be conducted, what learning will occur and why learning is important. They seek to apply learning, integrating new concepts and values into their mental schema. They are involved learners and as such they are confident, committed, and motivated to learn because they now recognize the validity of the information and how it applies to their particular situation.

**Synthesizing learners** are accustomed to heutagogical methods. Heutagogy emerged in Australia in 2000 (Blaschke, 2012:67) and is learner-centered as opposed to teacher-centered learning. The triggering argument for the rationale of heutagogy has been summarized by Hase and Kenyon (2001:7): “People know how to learn; they did it from birth until they went to school. It’s a question of helping them remember how to do it. We need to help people have confidence in their perceptions and how to question their interpretation of reality, within a framework of competence.” The key concept of heutagogy is self-determined learning. It assumes that people have the potential to learn continuously through their lifespan and in real time by interacting with their environment. Therefore, a heutagogical approach recognizes the need to be flexible in the learning where the teacher provides resources but the learner designs the curriculum, not just the learning process, by negotiating the learning (Hase & Kenyon, 2003). This stage is characterized by students’ expectation of success. They are self-directed learners. They have developed to the point of accountability for their decisions and actions, as well as the creation of new and unique
applications of learned concepts. Full responsibility for determining sources, flow, content, and outcomes of the learning experience is assumed by the learners. The student-instructor relationship (if an instructor is needed) is now one of interdependence, where challenges are met through mutual inquiry.

Ingalls (1972) identified seven steps in the development, organization and administration of programs applicable to any adult learning situation (be it a higher education lecture-room, a project team in the workplace, or a volunteer committee within a community agency). (Table 3.4). The focus here, however, is the higher education lecture-room.

**Table 3.4 Ingalls’ seven steps in managing adult education**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actions</th>
<th>Steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>1. Setting a climate for learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Need of accessible, physically and psychologically comfortable surroundings;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Need a sense of organizational structure (e.g. lesson plan and agenda)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Establishing a structure for mutual planning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Need to be taught the skills to work collaboratively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Need to promote interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>3. Assessing needs, interests, and values.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Need to commit to something which meets their interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Need to clarify values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Formulating objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Steps 1-3 help adult to find problem, and from step 4 they move to problem solving.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Designing learning activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-For adults, learning is an internalizing process; learning only what is wanted and in response to their needs, interests and values.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. Implementing learning activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-The steps 1-5 are simply an intellectual exercise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Step 6 is where the learning process reaches its peaks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>7. Evaluating results (reassessing needs, interests and values)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-There are two sides of evaluation: the hard (quantitative) and the soft (qualitative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Evaluating knowledge (capacity to demonstrate what has been acquired), experience (capacity to communicate personal learning experience), and power (capacity to relate knowledge and experience; application of knowledge to real life)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** Captured from Ingalls (1972). *A Trainer’s Guide to Andragogy.*
The evolution, even the revolution, which one could perceive in these various approaches focuses on the training-learning process. It is based on a desire to go beyond the simple acquisition of skills and knowledge as a learning experience. As the student moves from one cycle of study to another, or depending on the expected outcomes of a subject or a field of study, it becomes evident that the choice of a given approach should be appropriately rationalized. These approaches can undoubtedly apply to theological education in general and to missiological education in particular if provided for the purpose of preparing students for the cause of *missio Dei*. Questions that arise may include the following: Does missiological education in a given context exist to teach students through pedagogical, mesagogical, andragogical or heutagogical approaches? Which result should be expected as the outcome of missiological education while using one or another of these approaches? To what extent does the missiological curriculum help students move from one step to another in the teaching-learning continuum? These questions require more inquiry on the transformational role of the nature, purpose and outcome of higher education as the attention should be directed to how these approaches can be used to teach factual knowledge, to enhance attitudes and to develop skills.

### 3.5.2 Threefold mandate of higher education

Given the fact that missiological education in the context of this study is conducted at tertiary level – the level of adult learners – it is important to capture some perspectives about the *raison d’etre* of a university as they might apply to missiological education. If provided and managed for the purpose of *missio Dei* and how the church has to join God in his mission, missiological education is expected to be a fruitful enterprise. One way of distinguishing between fruitful and unfruitful higher education institutions, relates to what extent one or another higher education institution not only pays attention to providing teaching, promoting research or serving the community, but also how these objectives are actually implemented in the training-learning process. While some higher education institutions could be described as teaching-universities (teaching-only institutions), others would stand for research-universities (research-only institutions), while still others would be known as community-oriented universities. If standing alone, none of these three categories represents the ideal university. In fact, when the University of Bologna was established in 1088 in Italy, being known as the first university in the history (Sanz & Bergan, 2006), people probably did not anticipate the evolution that it was about to experience in both its nature and functions. As Mugabi (2015:187) has put it, not all the three functions of teaching, researching and serving the community were in the agenda of the University of Bologna.
From the earliest medieval period, universities were perceived as teaching-only institutions which focused on interaction between the master (instructor) and the scholar (student), the latter strongly depending on the former. At the beginning of the 19th century, mainly through the influence of the Humboldtian University of Germany, research emerged as a second function of the university, promoting the learner’s freedom. Later on, with the founding of land grant universities and colleges in the United States, the mission of the university was broadened into community engagement. At the beginning of the 20th century, community engagement gained further importance when six civic universities were established in six provincial cities in England — Birmingham, Liverpool, Leeds, Sheffield, Bristol and Manchester — to promote scientific research, practical professional training, more open access and regional development (Mugabi, 2015:187). Therefore, the ideal university is not judged by a label that is glued on a notice-board or a brochure. Instead, it depends on whether the university keeps these three functions in “constant tension with each other at different levels” (Altbach, et al., 2009:139). In the context of this study, one could raise the concern of finding out how theological institutions value and manage such a tension.

The crucial question might be about the understanding of these three functions. Teaching, research and service to the community might not be understood the same way. Sanderson (2002:384) previously mentioned for her statement of prioritizing teaching, was correct to suggest that suitable definitions of scholarship must be explored as an important first step. By “scholarship” Sanderson was actually talking of research. Her preoccupation applies to the other two functions, namely teaching and service to the community. They require a clear understanding.

Skip Bell’s (2005) research on the Seminary Professorate in Association of Theological Schools (ATS) provides a tangible example on how higher education institutions implement the above threefold function of a university in mission studies. ATS forms a community of schools, commonly called seminaries, sharing a collective vision for graduate theological education. Many ATS seminaries are part of a university community, while others exist independent of any linkage to a university. At the time of Bell’s research, defining and applying criterion for scholarly research when considering rank advancement was problematic. The purpose of his research was to surface criteria for rank advancement in graduate theological education used in the United States and

---

77 It was established by Wilhelm von Humboldt and was based upon Friedrich Schleiermacher’s liberal ideas about the importance of freedom, seminars and laboratories. Like the French university model, it involved strict discipline and control of every aspect of the university.
Canada by ATS seminaries. ATS seminaries were selected, 20 with linkage to a university and 20 independent of such an affiliation. The sampling took into account diversity of region, size, student body and denominational tradition. Through the literature survey, the researcher identified three major trends of how professors on the one side, and the seminaries on the other, consider teaching, research and service to community for rank advancement. The questionnaire was returned by 159 seminary professors from 39 ATS member schools. Fifty-seven respondents served seminaries affiliated with a university and 102 from non-affiliated seminaries. Among the variables were departments of mission studies and other departments of theology.

The result was eloquent. In the department of missions or ministry (as Bell called it), according to respondents’ perception, the emphasis given by seminaries in rank advancement decisions scored 53.3% for teaching, 26.2% for research and 20.5% for service, when in other departments, the score was of 51.7% for teaching, 28.2% for research and 20.1% for service. The inference from Bell’s research is that the departments of missions or ministry within ATS seminaries valued more teaching than research or service. It was the same in other departments, though their appreciation for research was a bit higher than in the department of missions or ministry. Although the research was mainly about rank advancement, another aspect of the inquiry revealed the importance that ATS seminaries assigned to the three components of the mission of a higher education institution.

Further research could be carried out to address some missing aspects in Bell’s research. For instance, to determine to what extent the teaching-learning approaches (pedagogy, mesagogy, andragogy and heutagogy) used to prepare students were effective enough to achieve the expected learning outcomes. Research could also be done to determine the extent to which the research projects were either quantitate or qualitative and how their outcomes were in the service of the community. Furthermore, to triangulate Bell’s research, both students and deans of academic affairs could be selected as respondents. As direct beneficiaries of their professors’ performance, students would have contributed with input whether or not the training was mostly teaching-based, research-based or service-based, and if any of these priorities was needed. Deans of academic affairs would have provided the researcher with official data to determine the reasons of their emphasis on one or another criterion among the three. To check the fruitfulness of the department of missions, research could be done to assess its outcomes given the fact that these seminaries seem to not keeping the three functions in balance. What is true is that, although these three functions are not kept in balanced, they still are in constant tension. ATS seminaries have directly, through exchange programs, or indirectly, through their alumni, influenced many theological
institutions throughout the world. By 2005 when Bell’s research was carried out, almost all ATS seminaries had changed their mission programs from being schools of world mission to intercultural studies or world Christianity. This change has also affected many ATS-related theological institutions around the world. Research could be done to actualize and confront Bell’s findings with current international trends dictated by the Bologna Process whose influence is tangible in many countries in the world. In many countries of Francophone Africa, theological institutions are required to align their training programs with the Bologna Process for accreditation.

3.5.3 The transformative purpose of higher education

The etymological meaning of education conveys the idea of impacting and acquiring knowledge through teaching and learning (Encarta, 2007). Thus, education denotes the process of both putting new knowledge into the learners and helping them come out of themselves. However, as Shaw (2014) observes, education is first about learning rather than teaching. Applied to theological education, it is about a maturation process in students so that they can in turn facilitate the same process in others (Plueddemann, 1994:57). According to Sidorkin (2011:523), education is a set of methods to make learning more efficient, faster and more focused than it would have occurred naturally, learning that is enhanced, organized and structured. For Reardon (2002), education is that process by which new ways of thinking and behaving are learned; as such a very significant component of the transition-transformation processes, the process by which what might be and what people themselves can become, could be glimpsed. From these definitions, one can depict education as a transformative process by which the learner and his/her community are affected for the best. Unfortunately, the experience has shown that the existing educational efforts have not always succeeded. That is why the concepts of “outcomes-based education” and “problem-based education” have emerged.

In higher education, this process can be done either as in training for “a specific profession” through practical professional training or in “scientific training” through scientific apprenticeship (Van der Walt, 2001:131-133). While some theorists and commentators conceive education in a dualistic perspective of theory/science versus practice/profession, the conviction here is that, if undertaken to achieve well-oriented and thoughtful actions, higher education in the context of this study should not be carried out neither as visionless professional studies nor as an impractical scientific exercise. Puett (2005:263) thinks that traditional methods of education have not typically aimed to affect constructive social change due to the fact that they tend to promote assimilation rather than transformation. Only the intellectual needs of students, rather than the emotional and
spiritual dimensions are stressed. In many locations in Africa, transformative education seems not to occupy the essential place. A holistic approach suggested by Puett would be an alternative to the current educational system. Education must be a tool of transformation and not of mere assimilation.

Two inferences can be drawn from the above observations. On the one side, visionless professional studies are provided to students without helping them to develop a personal vision and the skills relative to their professional integration; students take training programs which cause them to desperately apply for jobs in which their performance would not even fit. On the other side, an impractical scientific exercise would simply provide students with theoretical knowledge which fails to address the actual needs and struggles of the community; students take training programs to propose sophisticated answers to non-asked questions. Therefore, the necessity of providing vision-based professional training or practical scientific studies rests at the core of education for community transformation. Such an education would certainly aim at raising proactive transformers of unfruitful paradigms rather than producing mere conformers to the existing paradigms.

Using Van der Walt’s above categories 2001:131-133), at least three kinds of higher education can be laid out, namely (1) higher education for practical professional training, (2) higher education for scientific apprenticeship, and (3) higher education for combined training strategies . In other terms, while some training institutions would target the “hand” (acquisition of skills), and others the “head” (acquisition of knowledge), still others would embrace both “hand” and “head”. For rare cases, the focus on the “heart” (formation of the character) would hardly make the educational agenda. Therefore, the fourth type of higher education institutions is missing in many secular educational systems in the world, which includes the formation of students’ character. In general, this has been mostly promoted by Christian-based training institutions due to their stress on the ethical side of the personality formation.

Nevertheless, it is also appropriate to observe that the fact of being a Christian-related institution does not de facto make it a setting for community transformation. Much needs to be done in the process. It requires a strong cultivated sense of responsibility, engagement and accountability within and outside the learning community. Sanderson (2002:385) proposes that the students must actively engage in conversation with instructors in the classroom or in the offices, but also outside the campus with the entire community. To cultivate a transformative learning community, this suggestion will require more work to create structures that bring not only students and instructors
together, but also the rest of the community, along with scheduled events that address needs and meet the interest of many stakeholders (e.g. church, secular society, parents, students themselves, etc.). Sanderson (2002:389) is correct to assert that the Great Commission compels man to enter the world which will receive Christ at the hands of graduates who are prepared to live and work anywhere in the world to where Christ leads them. Engagement with the community is the way to transform it. But such an aspiration requires another manner of educating.

3.5.4 The Bolognization of educational system

The Bologna Process or Philosophy of education is the educational reform which started within the context of the European Union in 1999 when Ministers of Education met at Bologna, Italy (European Communities 2009)\textsuperscript{78}. Suffice it to precise that only twenty-eight of the signatories were Ministers (Ireland’s signatory was a civil servant); not all the signatories represented countries (Belgium provided both Flemish and Walloon representatives) and most importantly, the Bologna meeting had been preceded by a meeting of Ministers from France, Germany, Italy and the UK held at the Sorbonne in 1998 (McMahon, 2008). The main objective was to harmonize the educational system within the European Union and, by 2010, to create a common European Higher Education Area (EHEA) and to ensure transparency and accountability in the educational system. This reform was planned in three phases, Bologna I dealing with Bachelor programs (of three years for 180 credits), Bologna II addressing the Master programs (of two years for 120 credits) and Bologna III relating to Doctoral programs (from a minimum of three years for 180 credits).\textsuperscript{79} In this process, the workload is defined through a framework comprised of two semesters per year. One semester covers 60 credits and one credit is composed of 25 to 30 hours divided between contact hours and research hours. According to prescriptions of the Bologna reform, the learner should spend more time working alone or in group than attending a magisterial lecture. Therefore,

\textsuperscript{78} The six action lines of the Bologna Declaration were designed to promote the mobility of teachers, researchers and students, to ensure that teaching was of a high quality and to embed a European dimension into higher education. These action lines are (1) the introduction of easily recognizable and comparable academic degrees and a shared diploma supplement to improve transparency; (2) a system based essentially on a first three-year cycle and a second two-year cycle (Master’s level) built on the first; (3) the European Credit Transfer System (ECTS) so that credits can be accumulated and transferred; (4) the elimination of obstacles to freedom of movement to enhance mobility; (5) cooperation on quality assurance; and (6) increase the European dimension of study in higher education.

\textsuperscript{79} European Credit Transfer System (ECTS) is a system that allocates credits to course units describing the student’s workload required to complete them. Credits reflect the quantity of work each course requires in relation to the total quantity of work required to complete academic study.
of 25 to 30 hours, the lecture has to likely take 10 hours and the remaining 15 or 20 hours are devoted to the student’s personal or collective directed activities.

Both pros and cons evaluative works on the Bologna Process have been carried out within and outside Europe. Speaking of possible negative effects of the Bologna Process, McMahon (2008) highlights the most dramatic change facing those countries that previously had long (five years) first degree cycles leading to a Master degree and that have required to introduce a Bachelor degree program of three years duration. This significant shortening of degree program undoubtedly affects the scope and/or the quality of the degree. Consequently, when taken in conjunction with the requirement that the first degree must have relevance to the labour market, one can expect that employers in many countries will experience a radically different type of university graduate starting employment. To overcome such a situation, the Bologna agenda recommends compulsory internships and integration of professional-oriented courses into the first cycle.

Though there is no official position in the United States for the equivalence of the new European bachelor’s degree, there are indications that U.S. graduate schools are likely to be opened to the new three-year degrees and that they are willing to consider candidates with strong academic records (World Education Services, 2007). A survey conducted in 2005 by the Council of Graduate Schools revealed that 78% of the institutions that responded, indicated that they would consider holders of three-year degrees for admission to graduate programs under specific conditions, while 22% require four-year degrees (World Education Services, 2007:3). As for Doctoral programs, Altbach (2004:268) indicates that although the United States borrowed the basic concept of Doctoral studies from Germany in the 19th century, adapting it to meet American conditions, the United States, has not been much influenced by other countries. Instead, the influence flows largely from the United States to the rest of the world. Nevertheless, as authors (McMahon, 2008; Gleeson, 2011) have argued, it is true that the impact of the Bologna agenda will continue to gain adhesion and produce rejection.

From the literature one can also see in the Bologna Process a mixture of educational strategies from both Europe and North America in order to make the European educational system more competitive both within and outside the Union. Besides the quality assurance to monitor and ensure the quality of the teaching-learning activities from internal and external perspectives, other key

80 The term quality assurance refers to all the policies, on-going review processes and actions designed to ensure that institutions, programs and qualifications meet specified standards of education, scholarship and infrastructure. According to European Association for Quality Assurance in Higher Education
concepts include outcome-based education and problem-based education, whereby the teaching-learning process moves from subject-oriented courses to content-oriented modules, and from teacher-centered education to learner-centered education (European Communities, 2009). These concepts are discussed in further sections below. Meanwhile, it is important to stress that, though it originated from the European Union, the Bologna Process is not limited solely to Europe as McMahon’s (2008) article tends to show. Due to the tied relatedness between European nations and their corresponding past-colonized countries, this educational system has strongly affected Sub-Saharan African nations in general and those in Francophone Africa region in particular. Accreditation of any training program, including theological education, has even been subsumed to adherence to the Bologna Process. Bernhardt (2010:584) speaks of “Bolognization of theological education” and demonstrates how in its German context, all theological programs had to align with this educational agenda.

In the East African Community (EAC) where the author of this thesis has been active in the educational reform meetings on behalf of his university, the Act which integrated Inter-University Council for East African Community (IUCEA) set at its core an education for transformation. The author has observed that, in general, IUCEA’s documents on harmonization of higher education system and on quality assurance are mostly the carbon copy of those produced in the context of the Bologna Process in Europe. The argument is that there is no need for reinventing the wheel. For instance, according to the Act, the roles and functions of IUCEA include “promoting internationally comparable higher education standards and systems for sustainable regional development” (IUCEA, 2015). From this statement of roles and functions, IUCEA articulates its mission as to “promote strategic and sustainable development of higher education systems and research for supporting East Africa’s socio-economic development and regional integration” (IUCEA, 2015). These statements can be easily paralleled with those postulated in the context of Europe. Therefore, the International Leadership University (ILU) located in Burundi, and where the author of this thesis serves as academic dean and quality assurance director, had to comply with some specific requirements related to the Bologna Process to keep its membership with

(2005), standards and guidelines include internal and external assessment of the training-learning activities. Guidelines for internal quality assurance within a higher education institution include six features: (1) Policy and procedures for quality assurance; (2) Approval, monitoring and periodic review of program and awards; (3) Assessment of students; (4) Quality assurance of teaching staff; (5) Learning resources and student support; (6) Information systems; and (7) Public information.

81 “Bolognization of theological education” is borrowed from “Bolognization of theological education in Germany and Switzerland” by Bernhardt (2010:584-593).

82 EAC includes five countries, namely Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Rwanda and Burundi.
IUCEA. However, for various unjustifiable and justifiable reasons including a lack of libraries and infrastructures, reluctance to change, lack of qualified instructors, Internet inaccessibility and dominance of the English language, many countries in Sub-Saharan Africa are still reluctant to accept the Bologna Process. Some of these reasons are discussed by McMahon (2008) in the context of European countries and they can apply to the African context as well.

In the Democratic Republic of Congo which makes the locus of this study, the situation is not different (Apindia, 2009:102-110; Nyama, 2009:71-78; Journal Officiel, 2014). The prevailing higher education system was initiated and organized based on the Belgian model of three cycles of *Graduat*, *Licence* and Doctorate. The first three-year cycle of *Graduat* inaugurates the tertiary level of post-secondary studies. Admitted to this cycle are candidates who have successfully passed the state examination, a system which started in 1976. The second two-year cycle of *Licence* builds upon the first cycle and gives the right to further studies. Most often, not all graduates of this cycle are admitted to the next level of studies. The majority of university-educated graduates active in both public and private workplaces belong to this category which is considered as the key for Doctorate studies. The third cycle is Doctorate, comprising two stages, namely the first stage of two-year theoretical and research seminars passed upon presentation of a research document of up to 200 pages, and the second stage of three to five years consecrated to thesis research, writing and defence of not less than 400 pages. Some students are even encouraged to produce a Doctoral thesis in two or three volumes. While the Bologna Process requires a minimum of eight years to complete a doctoral program, the above described program would expect a candidate to cover a minimum of ten years.

Among challenges that this educational system poses in the context of the DRC, three major challenges can be highlighted here. Firstly, this system of “Graduat-Licence-DEA-Doctorate” no longer exist elsewhere, not even in Belgium from where it originated. When students move to other countries, they always face the challenge of integrating the educational system of the new milieu, in most cases, being obliged to start from scratch. There is loss in terms of years, energy and consideration. Secondly, the above described educational system emphasizes a theoretical approach, most of the time relying on out-dated scientific productions of the West where professors were educated. There are proved stories about course notes of more than 30 years still being repeated and used by professors. In rare cases, a bibliographical list of core texts is provided; where such a list exists, books used in many cases are more than 30 years old. Thirdly, this system has hindered initiatives to embrace important educational reforms, including the Bologna Process.
whose international impact, even over the Belgian system, is obvious. More than 12 years since the Congolese Ministry of Higher Education has suggested the educational reform in 2004 (*Ordonnance-loi* n° 81-025), and regardless of the recent Bologna-carbon copy of official instructions released in 2014 (*Journal Officiel*, Loi-cadre n° 14/004), the implementation of this new educational system has not yet gained the adhesion of higher education institutions in the country. Meanwhile, the tendency in the prevailing situation is to evaluate education based on quantity (extended duration of studies, big number of courses to be taken, number of pages of dissertation, etc.) rather than on quality and innovation. Further chapters (5 and 6) of this study will demonstrate whether or not the same situation applies to theological education in general, and to missiological education in particular. Meanwhile, discussion on major concepts which characterizes the Bologna process sheds some light on the concern.

### 3.5.4.1 Outcomes-based education

The concept of a curriculum traditionally included two elements which are (1) the content or what the students studied, and (2) the examinations which were designed to assess the extent to which the students had learned the content. This concept has expanded to include the learning methods and educational strategies adopted and later to include the aims and objectives of the program. According to Gleeson (2011:1), outcomes-based education (OBE) means “clearly focusing and organizing everything in an educational system around what is essential for all students to be able to do successfully at the end of their learning experiences” (Spady, 1994:2) It is an approach in which decisions about the curriculum are driven by the outcomes the students should display by the end of the course. It is a “results-orientated thinking” rather than an “input-based education” where the emphasis is on the educational process and where educators are happy to accept whatever is the result (Harden, *et al.*, 1999). According to Spady (1994:8), the key elements of sound OBE include the definition of outcomes, the design of curriculum, the delivery of instruction, the documentation of results, and the determination of advancement.

OBE has been subject to critics. Several educators and educational theorists have questioned the validity and effectiveness of OBE. Speaking from his Australia context, Berlach (2004) found in OBE an obsession with accountability where everything requires proof, speaking in terms of outputs (or exits) rather than inputs, focusing not on content to be acquired, but on outcomes to be achieved. Holt (1994, quoted in Berlach, 2004) states that OBE advocates misunderstand education because education is not a product defined by specific output measurers; it is rather a process of the development of the mind. Schlafly (1994 quoted in Berlach, 2004) puts it even more
strongly saying “Outcome-based education is not education; it is experimentation. It is not academic; it is psychological”. Berlach (2004:1) also adds the following:

Few teachers, I would venture to say, joined the profession with the idea of becoming indentured servants to the OBE agenda. Not only has their job description changed but with it, their status. What students want has somehow become more important than what teachers want. OBE is all about the ‘stakeholders’, not about teachers. The ‘stakeholders’ rather than the educational providers, are now the educational experts.

The truth is that traditionalists will not perceive OBE positively since it suggests the paradigm shift regarding the role of instructor and student, the teaching-learning process and environment, curriculum design and development and the responsibility of other stakeholders.

One of the features of the Bologna Process is the emphasis on competences – the expected outcomes or the result of the training-learning activities. In a joint quality meeting held in Dublin in 2004, the complete set of shared “Dublin Descriptors” was set out to differentiate the three Bologna cycles of Bachelor, Master and Doctorate while indicating the progression steps between them (Joint Quality Initiative, 2004). Given the need of having a framework of comparable and compatible qualifications, and drawn upon national frameworks of various countries, these descriptors are the fruits of a long process and are based on five competences, namely (1) acquiring knowledge and understanding; (2) applying knowledge and understanding; (3) making judgements; (4) making insightful communication; and (5) learning skills (Table 3.5). As one can observe, the focus is on acquiring and applying theoretical knowledge through critical thinking with ability in communication and learning skills.

Table 3.5 The Dublin descriptors of three cycles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cycles</th>
<th>Bachelor</th>
<th>Master</th>
<th>Doctorate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Competences</td>
<td>3 Years – 180 Credits</td>
<td>2 Years – 120 Credits</td>
<td>3 Years – 180 Credits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition of knowledge and understanding</td>
<td>have demonstrated knowledge and understanding in a field of study that builds upon and their general secondary education, and is typically at a level that, whilst supported by advanced textbooks, includes some aspects that will be informed by knowledge of the forefront of their field of study</td>
<td>have demonstrated knowledge and understanding that is founded upon and extends and/or enhances that typically associated with Bachelor's level, and that provides a basis or opportunity for originality in developing and/or applying ideas, often within a research context</td>
<td>have demonstrated a systematic understanding of a field of study and mastery of the skills and methods of research associated with that field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applying knowledge and understanding</td>
<td>can apply their knowledge and understanding in a manner that indicates a professional approach to</td>
<td>can apply their knowledge and understanding, and problem solving abilities in new or unfamiliar</td>
<td>have demonstrated the ability to conceive, design, implement and adapt a substantial process of</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 121
Making judgements

| Their work or vocation, and have competences typically demonstrated through devising and sustaining arguments and solving problems within their field of study | Environments within broader (or multidisciplinary) contexts related to their field of study | Research with scholarly integrity, have made a contribution through original research that extends the frontier of knowledge by developing a substantial body of work, some of which merits national or international refereed publication |

| Have the ability to gather and interpret relevant data (usually within their field of study) to inform judgements that include reflection on relevant social, scientific or ethical issues | Have the ability to integrate knowledge and handle complexity, and formulate judgements with incomplete or limited information, but that include reflecting on social and ethical responsibilities linked to the application of their knowledge and judgements | Are capable of critical analysis, evaluation and synthesis of new and complex ideas |

| Can communicate information, ideas, problems and solutions to both specialist and non-specialist audiences | Can communicate their conclusions, and the knowledge and rationale underpinning these, to specialist and non-specialist audiences clearly and unambiguously | Can communicate with their peers, the larger scholarly community and with society in general about their areas of expertise |

| Have developed those learning skills that are necessary for them to continue to undertake further study with a high degree of autonomy | Have the learning skills to allow them to continue to study in a manner that may be largely self-directed or autonomous. | Can be expected to be able to promote, within academic and professional contexts, technological, social or cultural advancement in a knowledge based society |


Subsequently, in outcomes-based education, “product defines process” (Harden, et al. 1999:8). It is about “product before process” (Gleeson, 2011:1). For instance, while planning for a missiological training program, the question should be, “what sort of missiologist, missionary or missional leader will be produced?” rather than “what should be the education process?” Therefore, the educational outcomes are clearly articulated and they determine the curriculum content and its organization including the teaching methods and strategies, the courses offered, the assessment process, the educational environment along with the curriculum timetable and its evaluation framework.

3.5.4.2 Problem-based education

The guiding principle here is an education that addresses the real problem faced in and by the community. An education that lacks to deal with the real issues or challenges of the society will simply result in becoming a sterile academic exercise. It will rather prepare students to provide sophisticated answers to non-asked questions. Such a reality has prompted scholars to underscore the value of problem-oriented learning (POL) or problem-based learning (PBL). Cunningham and
Cordeiro (2006:354) define it as “an instructional approach that uses typical problems of practice as the context for an in-depth investigation of core content.” For Savery (2006:12) it is “an instructional (and curricular) learner-centered approach that empowers learners to conduct research, integrate theory and practice, and apply knowledge and skills to develop a viable solution to a defined problem.” These definitions underscore the fact that PBL is an instructional approach, but not an end in itself. As such, it needs contextualization and actualization to fit the learners’ needs and interests. It requires a strong sense of commitment and sufficient participation on both sides of the instructor and the learner who must move from theory to practice. According to Dolmans (2005) reviews conducted in the early 1990s and since 2000 demonstrated not only that students and instructors were highly satisfied with PBL, but they also demonstrated that PBL stimulates students towards constructive, collaborative and self-directed learning.

There has been a concern, however, to determine the superiority of PBL over traditional curricula. Reports on a systematic review and meta-analysis on the effectiveness of PBL used in higher education programs have not proved convincing evidence. Despite this lack of evidence, PBL has been adopted and utilized in various contexts, from elementary schools to universities and professional training centres, within different disciplines of studies (Torp, & Sage, 2002). However, research has revealed that failure to achieve the expected learning outcomes is due to several factors including the following (Savery, 2006:11):

1. confusing PBL as an approach to curriculum design with the teaching of problem-solving;
2. adoption of a PBL proposal without sufficient commitment of staff at all levels;
3. lack of research and development on the nature and type of problems to be used;
4. insufficient investment in the design, preparation and ongoing renewal of learning resources;
5. inappropriate assessment methods which do not match the expected learning outcomes defined in problem-based programs; and
6. evaluation strategies which do not focus on the key learning issues are implemented too late.

Several authors (quoted in Dolmans et al., 2005 and Savery, 2006) have identified important elements which characterize PBL, including the following:

1. Students must have the responsibility for their own learning.
2. The problem simulations used in problem-based learning must be ill-structured and allow for free inquiry.
3. Learning should be integrated from a wide range of disciplines or subjects.
4. Collaboration is essential.
5. What students learn during their self-directed learning must be applied back to the problem with reanalysis and resolution.
6. A closing analysis of what has been learned from work with the problem and a discussion of what concepts and principles have been learned are essential.
7. Self and peer assessment should be carried out at the completion of each problem and at the end of every curricular unit (for both cognitive and motivational self-regulations).
8. The activities carried out in problem-based learning must be those valued in the real world.
9. Student examinations must measure student progress towards the goals of problem-based learning.
10. Problem-based learning must be the pedagogical base in the curriculum and not part of a didactic curriculum.

A summary of these characteristics is done by Dolmans et al. (2005) through a set of four learning principles. They maintain that PBL has the potential to prepare students more effectively for future learning because it is based on four modern insights into learning, namely constructive, self-directed, collaborative and contextual. Therefore, the learning activity should be the following:

1. A constructive process in which students actively construct or reconstruct their knowledge networks. When trying to explain the phenomena in the problem students should determine what they already know about the problem, what they do not yet know and which questions still need to be answered, and which ones require study.
2. A self-directed process whereby learners play an active role in planning, monitoring and evaluating the learning process. Teachers are facilitators who stimulate students towards self-directed learning.
3. A collaborative process in which two or more learners interact with each other and, in some circumstances, some types of interactions occur that have a positive effect. Motivational and cognitive self-regulations of each group members influence tutorial groups.
4. A contextual process which takes place in a given context or in a well-located situation. The context is taken into account for application.
For this thesis, one could wonder about the relevance of PBL in missiological education. If
missiology is an applied science as discussed previously, this instructional approach could help
students lead their churches toward God’s mission.

3.5.4.3 From subject-oriented courses to content-oriented modules

The basic principle of the Bologna reform is that “orientation toward content and acquiring
competence is to replace conveying knowledge of subjects in isolation” (Bernhardt, 2010:587).
Instead of focusing on traditional subjects, the learning process emphasizes the acquisition of skills
and competences generated by a well-defined content of a module. For instance, in classic
Protestant theological corpus, the most important subjects are Old and New Testaments, church
history, history of theology, systematic theology and practical theology. In most programs the
theological curriculum is made up of these subjects. Now, with the Bologna philosophy, the
curriculum is made up of modules, each module being a unit of study. Modules are built upon one
another. While some modules are compulsory, other are electives or optional. Optional modules
allow students to pursue their own interests as they also strive to develop their personal emphasis
according to their area of research or concentration.

The study under the Bologna system is much more structured than in the previous practices. For
each module the following features are to be well-defined: The module description (nature,
rationale and purpose), the pre-requisites (foundational learning), the content, the goals for
learning (expected outcomes), the forms of instruction (showing clearly the instructor’s and
learner’s specific role) and the type of assessment (formative and summative).

3.5.4.4 From Teacher-centered learning to learner-centered apprenticeship

A detailed comparative discussion about teacher-centered and learner-centered approaches is
conducted in a collective document entitled Student centered learning: An insight into theory and
practice edited by Attard. According to this document teacher-centered learning has to be
organized by others who make the appropriate associations and generalizations on behalf of the
learner (Attard, 2010:)

The work by Barr and Tagg (1995:13-25) on paradigm change shows the difference between
“instruction paradigm” and “learning paradigm” whereby the mission and purposes of education,
criteria for success, teaching/learning structure, learning theory, and nature of roles of instructor
and student take different forms and orientations (Table 3.6). For the authors education should be
aimed at transformation of the learners in order to make them agents of transformation. Though their work was based on undergraduate education, the authors’ suggestions are likely to be relevant to any level of tertiary education.

Table 3.6: Comparing educational paradigm – From teaching to learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction Paradigm</th>
<th>Learning Paradigm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mission and Purposes</strong></td>
<td><strong>Mission and Purposes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide/deliver instruction</td>
<td>Produce learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve the quality of instruction</td>
<td>Improve the quality of learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achieve access for diverse students</td>
<td>Achieve success for diverse students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Criteria for Success</strong></td>
<td><strong>Criteria for Success</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of entering students</td>
<td>Quality of exiting students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality and quantity of resources</td>
<td>Quantity and quality of outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of faculty, instruction</td>
<td>Quality of students, learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teaching/Learning Structure</strong></td>
<td><strong>Teaching/Learning Structure</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time held constant, learning varies</td>
<td>Learning held constant, time varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covering material</td>
<td>Specified learning results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-of-course assessment</td>
<td>Pre/during/post assessments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree equals accumulated credit hours</td>
<td>Degree equals demonstrated knowledge and skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Learning Theory</strong></td>
<td><strong>Learning Theory</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning is cumulative and linear</td>
<td>Learning is a nesting and interacting of frameworks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning is teacher centered and controlled</td>
<td>Learning is student centered and controlled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The classroom and learning are competitive and individualistic</td>
<td>Learning environment and learning are cooperative, collaborative and supportive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nature of Roles</strong></td>
<td><strong>Nature of Roles</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty are primarily lecturers</td>
<td>Faculty are primarily designers of learning methods and environments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty and students act independently and in isolation</td>
<td>Faculty and students work in teams with each other and other staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers classify and sort students</td>
<td>Teachers develop every student’s competencies and talents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5.4.5 Field education

Field education has been discussed by scholars in the context of theological education. On an empirical study conducted about the purpose and shape of theological field education within theological education, Beisswenger (1996) reported of forty-two people who responded to a questionnaire with the following result:

- 42% indicated the integrating of academic study with practical issues of ministry;
- 14% indicated the development of skills for the work of ministry;
- 14% indicated the integrating of what students know with their personhood, life in the spirit, and professional skills in the work of ministry; and
- 5% indicated the development of pastoral identify and appropriate sense of pastoral authority.

As one can infer from these findings, for many, the primary purpose of field education in theological education is to integrate academic study with practical issues of ministry which include professional skills and personal spiritual life. The research also asked the respondents if they could anticipate changes in field education in the next decades. The concept of integration as the primary goal persisted. The integration was understood in the context of the research as “bridging the gap between academic perspectives and ministerial perspectives” (Beisswenger, 1996:53). However, Beisswenger (1996:51) suggests that further research was needed to determine whether the integration does serve as the governing purpose and goal in field education. Beisswenger’s suggestion applies to the context of this research on missiological education. The question would then be, “Is field education important for missiological education? If yes, what is the primary purpose of field education in missiological education? How can field education be undertaken?”

Even without an empirical research on the issue in the context of the DRC, one could already answer to these preoccupations based on the following general comments provided by participants to Beisswenger’s research:

Field educators perceive a problem of fragmentation within theological education. The student’s academic studies are not clearly related to their social existence in ministry. Knowledge learned in the classroom is not closely related to the requisites for situations of ministry. The knowledge in the classroom, it appears, needs to be related to the tasks of preaching, caring, educating, administering, and advocating (Beisswenger, 1996:53).

As stated in the first chapter, the same observation has triggered the present research. The assumption was that if Protestant theological education in the DRC was really in the service of
God’s glocal mission, the Church of Christ in Congo and its related communautés would have been more active in the mission field at the global context than they are today. Undoubtedly, one of the reasons would be the lack of relatedness of academic studies to the social existence in the ministry of students. This situation would have caused theological education to be irrelevant for the mission of the church. The problem of fragmentation between knowing, being and doing is permanent in any setting. This problem has prompted models of theological education in Berlin, Athens, Jerusalem, Geneva and Antioch as already discussed earlier in this chapter (section 3.4.1). Therefore, field education is perceived as a way to address the recurring issue of fragmentation within theological education. The same problem can apply to missiological education as well. In fact, the critical question would be to know if field education will appear in a given missiological curriculum as one of the important teaching units, in which form will it be, how will it be designed and assessed by the instructors and how will it undertaken by students.

3.6 Concluding considerations

The literature survey carried out in this chapter investigated key features of a productive education, taking into account both conceptual and philosophical elements. Such a purpose emerged from the findings of the precedent chapter where missiological education for missio Dei was identified as one of key determinants for both theory and practice of mission. Therefore, the chapter included literature from both secular and theological educators focusing on higher education with application to missiological education. The findings of this literature review can be sketched in the following two categories: (1) missiological education and theology, and (2) missiological education and higher education.

3.6.1 Missiology in the context of theological education

Missiology has always been offered in the context of theological education, either in the setting of a seminary or within a university-affiliated program. The survey of the literature has prompted some significant insights.

1. Understanding missiological education as a process which is done through an intended content, a purpose, a method, an ethos, a context and a people. These features are defined by the providers of a given study program, and make a missiological discourse different from other discourses. The question remains to know what is that makes a discourse really missiological. The answer to this concern will justify the raison d’être of missiology and its related educational activities.
2. Missiological education in theological education has been subject to several studies whose findings have shown that theological institutions tend to lose missional essence. Instead of being in the service of the mission of the church, the prevailing theological education in many instances failed to assign an honorable place to missiology. The question is still to know the relationship which could be developed between missiology and theology. Is missiology mother, sister or daughter of theology? The answer to this question will certainly determine the future of missiology and missiological education regarding its place within the theological corpus.

3. Contemporary models of missiology in theological education have been designed in various ways in different countries and institutions. In general, research centres established in a context of university, are the channels through which missiological education is provided in many places, focusing on graduate and postgraduate levels. Missiological education becomes more a research-based study program than a traditional coursework. The critical question is whether such a model can be duplicated and fruitful in contexts like in the DRC where the traditional coursework is still the common approach to education.

4. Missiological education and typologies of theological education constitutes a strategic approach to a study program which purposes the involvement in God’s glocal and holistic mission. Unfortunately, the existing typologies have proved insufficient to the training of people for God’s glocal mission. This gap has called for a new model, and the author of this thesis has proposed the Antioch model.

3.6.2 Missiology in the context of higher education

Because missiological education is undertaken in the framework of higher education, the following conceptual and philosophical features are determinant as they underscore the importance of productive education:

1. Learning theories of adult education has undergone a continuing development which caused educationists to deconstruct and construct existing theories. The truth however is that an adult teaching-learning process requires an appropriate curriculum, methods and learning settings. Consequently, missiological education shouldn’t be provided without these requirements.
2. The threefold mandate of higher education relates to providing teaching, promoting research and serving the community. Experience has shown that many institutions have the tendency of uplifting one or two of these mandates at the expense of others. To be relevant and fruitful, missiological education should use these three mandates as a three-leg chair to install a mission-mindset in the life of students and their respective churches.

3. The transformative purpose of higher education underscores the fact that an educational activity which fails to bring transformation loses its raison d’être. This transformative endeavor is concerned with the students, the instructors, the training institution itself and the community in which the institution is established and from which students come. The question is to know whether missiological education could apply its transformative purpose in a given context.

4. The Bolognization of higher education has become a must and missiological education is not exempted. Experience has learned that the implementation of the Bologna process has been delayed in many places for several reasons. The critical question, even for this thesis, is to know how missiological education can be “bolognized” (without being Europeanized, or becoming irrelevant to the context of a given country), without losing the ultimate purpose of promoting God’s glocal mission.

The following chapters will explore the above preoccupations through historical (chapter 4) and empirical (chapter 5) surveys before proposing a model of missiological education (chapter 6) that takes into account all these preoccupations.
CHAPTER 4
MAPPING THE HISTORICAL ROOTS OF THE PROTESTANT
MISSIOLOGY AND MISSIOLOGICAL EDUCATION IN THE
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO

4.1 Introduction

The previous chapter discussed the conceptual and philosophical considerations in missiological education. It was demonstrated that missiology in general, and missiological education in particular, is underpinned by doctrinal and philosophical exigencies while also being influenced by both international and local contexts. This chapter focuses on the particular context of the DRC, the immediate setting of the present study. It is an historical survey and a missiological analysis of the Protestant work in the DRC as it may have paved the path for missiology and the missiological education along the way. It is an attempt to provide a broad description of the various forms that missiology and missiological education have taken in the history of the Protestant Missions and Church in the DRC in order to better understand and interpret the current situation of missiology and missiological education in the country. While exploring these historical features, effort is made to stick to the main subject under consideration, “the historical roots of the Protestant missiology and missiological education in the DRC,” highlighting key facts, events, institutions and people as they would have influenced the missiological three-fold lines of conceiving, teaching, and doing mission. This objective aligns with our working definition of missiology as being a scientific and applied reflection on how mission is and should be conceived, taught and done.

The chapter could otherwise have been entitled “The study of missions in theological education” (Olav G. Myklebust 1955, 1957, vol 1 & 2) or “Missions and theological education” (Harvie M. Conn & Samuel F. Rowen, 1984). For several reasons including our working definition of missiology, the use of the word missions as it is explained shortly below, the fact that this chapter is an attempt to move beyond mere theological education, and also due to historical realities of the DRC, I prefer the formulation “the historical roots of the Protestant missiology and missiological education in the DRC.” If missiology encompasses “conception, training, and doing” of God’s

---

83 See Chapters 1 (section 1.7.3) and 2 (section 2.2.2).
mission, then the missiological education would only be a parcel of the whole package to the extent that the conception and the doing of mission influence the training for mission.

Three sets of questions undergird our investigation:

1. **The theory of God’s mission**: What is actually God’s mission? To describe the Protestant missiology as a reflection on the **theory of God’s mission**, two important guiding questions are: “What is the nature and the purpose of the church according to you, your mission society or your church?” “How could the nature and the purpose of the church be described?”

2. **The practice in God’s mission**: How should God’s mission be accomplished? To describe the Protestant missiology as a reflection on the **practice of God’s mission**, two important guiding questions are: “What are the methods and strategies used by your mission society or church to accomplish the purpose of the church?” “What could be the effective methods and strategies to accomplish the supreme task of the church?”

3. **The training for God’s mission**: How should the training for God’s mission be provided? To describe the Protestant missiology as a reflection on the **training for God’s mission**, two important guiding questions are: “What are the methods and content used by your mission society or church to teach about the nature and the purpose of the church?” “What could be the effective methods and content to teach about the nature and the purpose of the church?”

In fact, what someone conceives is relatedly taught in one way or another, verbally or through actions. What Protestant missionaries and nationals in the DRC have said and done in regard to the nature and the purpose of the church is actually an important part of the teaching they would have provided, intentionally or not. All the same, what someone teaches consequently would come from what that very person thinks and does. What Protestant missionaries and nationals in the RDC would have taught about the nature and the purpose of the church certainly proceeded from their conception and practice of mission. As matter of fact, “the study of missions in theological education” (Myklebust) or “missions and theological education” (Conn & Rowen) in the particular context of this thesis cannot be well-captured without considering the prevailing missiology of the time, both at global and local level. As it will clearly appear in this chapter, the story about missions, church, and mission-related courses in the DRC has actually been a developmental process which cannot be understood separately if someone hasn’t to distort the whole picture of the subject under study.
Thus, the purpose of this chapter is to trace the development of Protestant missiology in the DRC as to facilitate the comprehension of how missiological education (or mission-related courses and programmes) closely related to the historical facts and events which punctuated the nature and the task of Western missions and their related national churches. Writing an historical account of several missions and churches in one chapter requires tact, concentration, and discipline as long as materials to be sorted out come by thousands. For such a limited research scope, only key insights can be selected. Effort is made to capture the conception, the teaching and the practice of mission throughout the long period of the formal missionary presence in the DRC (1878-1970) and then during the national leadership of the national church (1970-2016). So far as the DRC makes the essential of this study, data will be integrated to this chapter only if they would contribute to the description of the nature and the task of Western missions and their related national churches.

4.2 Important terminologies

Before moving forward, it is now important to clarify the use of mission, missions, missionary(ies), mission-related courses, and church in the particular context of this chapter on the DRC. Besides their general use, the above terms bear specific meanings. In the history of church in the DRC, mission was mostly used to designate Western mission organizations or the mission station where missionaries settled. In this chapter, I will use Mission (with capital letter and sometime in plural) for that purpose. The Church (with capital letter always in singular) will be used to designate the national church which resulted from the work of Missions. However, various local churches which made the national Church will be identified by either local denominations or communautés. The use of local denominations is important because each Mission which usually represented one or more Western mainline churches (Baptist, Methodist, Presbyterian, Reformed, etc) has produced at least one or more related local denominations. For instance, there were two distinct Methodist church in Katanga and Kasai provinces, while Mennonite church was found in Kasai and Bandundu. These local denominations were officially entrusted administrative autonomy in February 1960 due to the political situation and events which accompanied the independence movements in the country. The Church in the DRC got its “autonomy” before the political independence was given to the country on June 30, 1960. With this “precipitated” autonomy,

I use this term provisionally and with prudence because from my understanding of the history, already in 1938, nationals were invited to hold their first Protestant Christian Convention in parallel to Missionary conference, twenty-two years before the independence. However, one can also research on the reason which triggered the organization of that Convention, and whether these Conventions continued or not.
nationals took over the leadership of the work from Missions, and the inherited work became *Églises* (Churches). Therefore, there was transfer of legal papers between Mission and *Église* (Church). For instance, “Mission Évangélique de l’Ubangi” (MEU)\(^{85}\) became “Église Évangélique de l’Ubangi” (ECU)\(^{86}\). These *Églises* bore the status of denominations and, later, changed the name to *Communautés* when, not without reason, all Protestant churches in the DRC united under one *Église du Christ au Congo*\(^{87}\) in 1970. Much details will be given about it in this chapter.

Though this thesis doesn’t understand the work of biblical mission as the exclusive responsibility of Western Christians, in order to be consistent with the history, the word *missionary(ies)* in this chapter will be used only for Western missionaries. Later, in subsequent chapters, distinction will be made by using other terms like “Western missionaries” and “Congolese missionaries” etc.

Due to the fact that the use of *missiology* as an academic discipline was not common in the DRC before 1990s, I prefer to use *mission-related course(s)* or *programme(s)*. The point is that though not using the academic controversial concept of *missiology*, courses related to evangelism, world religions, or alike, were provided in Bible Schools or Institutes initiated by both Missions (before 1960), or in partnership (between 1960-1970), or by Churches/Communautés (after 1970).

To be well-captured, the history of the Protestant missionary work in the DRC can be traced through some existing frameworks as in any account of the history of missions. Nevertheless, authors diverge in their subdivision of the treatment of the history of Missions. Some frameworks are reviewed before selecting one to be used for the particular purpose of this study.

4.3 Discussion about frameworks to understand the missionary work in the DRC

4.3.1 An analysis of existing frameworks by McGavran, Riddle, Johnson, and Fieldler

Any researcher wishing to grasp the evolution of Protestant Missions in the DRC from a missiological perspective would find the book *Zaire: Midday in missions* by McGavran and Riddle (1979) as a valuable tool. The book was published in the context of the celebration of the centenary of *Protestant* presence, but not *Missions* presence, in the DRC. As said earlier, the use of “Missions presence” couldn’t be politically correct in an environment where “missions” were believed to

\(^{85}\) Mission Évangélique de l’Ubangi means Evangelical Mission in Ubangi.

\(^{86}\) Église Évangélique de l’Ubangi means Evangelical Church in Ubangi.

\(^{87}\) The Church of Christ in Congo.
cease existing a decade earlier, since the last meeting of the Congo Protestant Council in 1969. Also because missionary enterprise has been charged of collaborating with colonialism. Nevertheless, an objective historical account of Protestant Missions in the context of the DRC would probably paint a different picture.

McGavran and Riddle suggest a framework of four stages in order to apprehend and sketch the real situation of missionary work in the DRC and in any land: exploration, occupation, people movements, and completion (McGavran & Riddle 1979:26). What they call “exploration” is actually more than mere investigation. It includes preliminary activities of identifying a land and starting the first evangelistic and humanitarian services. For some Missions in the DRC, this period could last longer than twenty years. During the second stage of occupation, a permanent location is found and developed. More missionaries are recruited to join the work, and different services are established. The third period of people movement inaugurates the era during which tribes and clans come to faith, having churches amidst them in small villages, schools develop and national leaders multiply, occupying position of authority.

According to authors, the final stage is when the work of Christianization of a country is completed [sic] by making a great part of the population Christian. In authors’ words, it’s during this period that “nationals are sent abroad to play their part in world evangelization.” In this stage, the church of Christ bears two forms: institutional form (the national denominations) and dynamic form (missionary society). As they conclude their description of stages, McGavran and Riddle make a challenging point about some missionaries and nationals’ tendency to confuse the difference between these stages ignoring that each of them has its realities and requires a particular way of conducting affairs. One can question this categorization of conceiving the national church as static and the mission society as dynamic. Many people might find in this categorization the root of lack of mission mindset most mainline related churches in Africa; while Western missions are seen dynamic, involved in God’s mission worldwide, the national churches accept the call of being static, institutions which have to keep what has been inherited from missionaries.

Though not specifically dealing with the DRC, Alan Johnson (2001:136) provides another framework worth considering in tracing the history of missions. He speaks of emerging paradigm and also suggests four stages, moving from pioneer to participation via paternal and partnership stages. During the first two stages (pioneer and paternal), the reality of the missionary is done within the respective context of unreached people and reached people. Meanwhile, the author thinks that it might be natural [sic] to undergo a parenthetical period of paternalistic stage. Once
The paternalistic stage has been over, two more stages come across (partnership and participation). The stage of partnership and that of participation give opportunity to both parts to play a role in the common business of the Kingdom.

These two four-stage models of understanding the missionary work by McGavran, Riddle and Johnson raise some crucial questions in the context of the DRC where over fifty mission groups from different geographical, ecclesiastical and doctrinal backgrounds finally came to unite under the consultative umbrella of the Congo Protestant Council: How similar, different or interchangeable are these frameworks? If used in one given country, like the DRC, how should we date each stage? To which extent are these two models relevant to our understanding of the development of missiology and missiological education in the DRC and its impact on the mission engagement of the Church?

These questions could be addressed elsewhere in a different work. The context of this chapter imposes that only the third question be examined. The study is more concerned about the work generally done by Protestant missions in the DRC than other studies could focus on a particular mission group. The history teaches that more than fifty missions reached DRC in different periods and they established their works in different “mission fields” or different grounds following the Comity policy. In the process, one or another group of missionaries certainly would have experienced one or another of the four grounds of Jesus’ parable (cf. Matthew 13:4-8). Some would have scattered seed “along the path,” others “on rocky places,” still others “among thorns,” and the luckiest “on good soil.” McGavran and Riddle (1979:26) recognize that their first stage for some missions in the DRC took eight years while others endured for twenty years. This is the reason for authors to finally admit that they could not set the beginning and the ending times of any of their four stages because “there is a wide variation in dates […]of stages] since no two regions of Zaïre are exactly the same in point of development” (McGavran & Riddle 1979:68).

88 The Comity generally represented a “gentleman’s agreement whereby one mission agreed not to intrude in the territory or interfere in the work of another mission in the same country” (Kane 1974:156). This policy had a positive effect on the missionary work in terms of unity and cooperation, but it has left a negative effect on the missionary involvement of nationals in mission beyond their direct environment. Bradly N. Hill (1985:175-178), a former missionary to the DRC couldn’t hesitate to state that once invaluable tools of efficient evangelization without conflict, the comity policy finally became counterproductive. It only served to perpetuate the religious disorder inherited from Western denominationalism. Comity-related churches remained “rigidly immobile within their walls of comity” (Hill 1985:179). Klaus Fiedler (1994:365) observes: “Because the whole country was divided up by comity agreements, missionary work would have meant working abroad, but the churches could not afford that, and the indigenous church principle, as applied by faith missions, meant that ‘white’ money could not be used for black missionaries.” Also Robert P. Beaver (1962).
Explaining why missions preferred Western part of the country, Alfred Stonelake (1919:314) finds the reason in difficulties missions encountered in moving to other parts of the country: “Difficulties of travel… coupled with the unfriendly attitude of the natives.” Several years later, giving an account of the situation of Protestant missions in 1960s, Crawford (1969: 17) reports that while some missionary structures dissolved, others were in the process of reducing their involvement, and others in the process of integrating into the national churches. Therefore, it is fair to contend that stages in missionary work were not the same for all mission groups. Since this study does not deal with one single mission group, McGavran and Riddle’s stages do not seem applicable to our effort of describing the missionary work in the DRC as a whole with implications for the missiological education in the country.

The same observation applies to Johnson’s scheme. As far as mission societies in the context of the DRC are concerned, it is even difficult to distinguish when one could speak of partnership or participation between Missions (in their diversity) and the Church in Congo (in its diversity as well). For instance when the Congo Protestant Council made the decision to found the Church of Christ in Congo, another group of missionaries and nationals decided to set up the *Conseil des Eglises Protestantes au Congo* (CEPCO) in February 1971 because they were more interested in their own autonomy rather than in an organic unity (Garrard 2013:134). Up to now some churches, like Seventh Day Adventist, have never been members of the Church of Christ in Congo. Likewise, some other churches, even though members of the Church of Christ in Congo, as the denomination connected with the Baptist Missionary Society, would prefer to use on its official letter headline only the mention “Culte Protestant au Congo” instead of “Eglise du Christ au Congo, Communauté…” as required by the constitution of the Church of Christ in Congo. Thus, Johnson’s scheme can work in a context of a single group as he states himself that his diagram “illustrates the new missiological framework within the context of a single people group” (Johnson 2001:136, Emphasis mine).

The third framework to understand missionary work could be that of using the two kinds of missions: denominational missions and interdenominational missions. In his published doctoral research, Klaus Fiedler (1994:9) identifies two eras in missionary movements anywhere in the world. The era of denominational classical missions inaugurated by William Carey in 1792 through his *An Enquiry into the Obligation of Christians to Use Means for the Conversion of the
Heathen, and the era of interdenominational faith missions inaugurated by Hydson Taylor in 1865. Fiedler (1994:10) would even prefer to call them otherwise as respectively “classical missions” and “post-classical missions”, the latter, called also “faith missions”, being the main concern of his book.

Thus, according to the author, two missionary traditions have set the path to all missionary movements. The first is based on the initiative of William Carey who went to India, and the second relates to the work of Hydson Taylor who went to China. Mission through the first model, denominational, is attached to a given denomination. The Baptist Missionary Society (BMS) becomes the prototype of denominational missions, whereby the missionary engagement is well organized within the denomination which sends its sons and daughters overseas to perpetuate the work started at home. In this way, there is the Baptist Church in Great Britain, and there should be the Baptist Churches through the work of Baptist Missions outside of Great Britain, in India, the DRC, Kenya, etc. On this line come Methodist, Reformed, Presbyterian, Lutheran, Mennonite, etc.

Similarly, Mission through the second model, interdenominational, is not attached to one single denomination. China Inland Mission (CIM), now Overseas Missionary Fellowship (OMF), becomes the reference of interdenominational missions, whereby mission engagement is undertaken by faith, without too much prior organization in terms of financial support as it is mostly the case with denominational missions. A group of missionaries, coming from different local churches and denominations coalesce for mission adventure outside of their countries. They serve in different capacities and churches are not necessary named after a mainline traditional church at home.

If Fiedler’s framework coincided in other countries, the situation in the DRC was different. Mission organizations which served in the DRC were either “denominational missions,” “non-denominational missions” or “interdenominational missions.” As Stonelake (1919:314; 1937:35) observes, the Livingstone Inland Mission (LIM), a non-denominational mission group, not Baptist Missionary Society (BMS), reached the country first in February 1878. The founders of LIM, H.

---

* Further in his book, talking about the “comity policy”, Fiedler (1994:192) recognizes that “Zaire, in particular, with its plurality of classical missions, faith missions, non-denominational missions and denominational evangelical and Pentecostal missions, had an extremely well-functioning comity system.”
Grattan Guinness and his wife\textsuperscript{91}, were inspired by Hudson Taylor’s thinking of world mission and his experience in China (McGavran & Riddle 1979:52). Within a year the mission was rapidly set up and the first missionaries were recruited and deployed to Congo. This conglomerate of missionaries could not last longer and, six years later, split into two different groups. There were the American Baptist Foreign Missionary Society (ABFMS) on one side, and the Swedish Covenant Mission (SCM) on the other side. Still they all were influential members of the Congo Protestant Council which was transformed into the Church of Christ in Congo several years later. The Baptist Missionary Society joined the game six months later. The reality is that in the DRC interdenominational mission preceded the denominational mission\textsuperscript{92}. Also, they didn’t even come as classical or post-classical, nor “with faith” and “without faith.” They were all challenged by the discovery and left their respective countries by faith as God was providing.

To some extent, Fiedler’s framework could be a good way to understand the missionary work in the DRC if each Mission group kept its identity of being “denominational” or “interdenominational” from home country. However, given the widely accepted aspect that Protestant missions in the DRC have decided to work in a spirit of unity, bringing together denominational, non-denominational and interdenominational missions, one could not easily notice the difference between the three groups. As early as in 1902, missionary held their first Conference of Protestant missionaries, attended by missionaries representing the eight mission societies of that time (H.W. Coxill 1945:274)\textsuperscript{93}. The shared idea was to provide a platform “not only for spiritual inspiration and worship, but also to discuss common problems connected with their work and how best, collectively, they could serve Christ and Congo” (Coxill 1945:273). This unity was also forced by the climate of antagonism faced on ground; antagonism conspired by Roman Catholic missions and the Belgian government against Protestant missions. Authors (A. Stonelake 1919, H. Anet 1921, 1936; P.H.J. Lerrigo 1936; H.W. Coxill 1945; O.J. Davis 1954;)

\textsuperscript{91} Dr H. Grattan Guinness was the founder of the non-denominational East London Institute for Home and Foreign Missions in 1872, and the pioneer of this organization in the DRC was H. Craven who landed at Banana a few days after Grenfell and Comber of Baptist Missionary Society (BMS) had left. He settled on a hill-top at Palabala, a month or so before the arrival of the first permanent missionaries of BMS. According to Stonelake (1937:35), efforts to carry the gospel into the interior were a first pursued by the LIM.

\textsuperscript{92} For instance, taking the example of the London Missionary Society (LMS) and the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions (ABCFM), Kane (1974:151) observes that “the earliest society [in the 19th century] were interdenominational.”

\textsuperscript{93} While Coxill (1945:274) reports that participants represented eight mission societies, McGavran and Riddle (1979:66) contends that there were rather seven mission societies. What is true is that not all mission societies were represented.
R.M. Slade 1959; G.W. Carpenter 1961) have documented this unfortunate situation. These realities “helped to draw the Protestants of Congo closer together” (Coxill 1945:275). For these various reasons, the agenda of the first Conference of Protestant missionaries included issues such as “education, native evangelists, polygamy and the church, uniformity in translations, relations with the government, etc.” (McGavran & Riddle 1979:66).

One might straightforwardly observe that the conference went beyond mere fellowship by tackling the issues related to mission methods and strategies, and doctrinal problems. These issues and problems could compromise both the missionary work that time and the future of the church in Congo. Though back home from their respective denominations missionaries could have held some different points of view, the context and realities of their work on ground in the DRC imposed to the majority of them another conduct of more openness and cohabitation. For instance, the Evangelical Free Church from United States started its work in the DRC in 1922 before being joined by the Evangelical Covenant Church in 1937. Though being different denominations in the United States, these two churches made one denomination in the DRC until the year of their split in 1970 resulting in two national denominations, Communauté Evangélique du Christ en Ubangi (CECU) and Communauté Evangélique de l’Ubangi-Mongala (CEUM). The latter is my church of origin through which I heard about Jesus and have served as pastor for dozens of years before being set apart for an interdenominational ministry in 2003. I attended the theological school started by the above two American denominations with my colleagues of the other church. We used the same books on “evangelical” doctrines and pastoral ministry upon the completion of our theological studies. We then duplicated the same teachings in our respective local denominations.

This was a common experience in several places in the country to the point that the nationals were not as aware as their missionaries could be about some particularities in the identity of their related Western missions. The implication is that the differentiation of “denominational missions,” “non-denominational missions” and “interdenominational missions” was not apparent except for the interdenominational ministries which didn’t own local churches. Among them one can name Campus Crusade for Christ, Scripture Union, Bible Translation Society, etc. These were actually interdenominational in the context of the DRC. The remaining represented local denominations such as different branches of Baptists, of Mennonites, of Methodists, of “Evangelicals”, etc.

The above three frameworks, though useful in some cases and for other purposes, do not seem applicable to the present study. The next section describes our working framework.
4.3.2 Toward a new framework to understand missionary work in the DRC

As one seeks to understand the missionary work in the DRC and its implication for the missiological education in the country, and in regard to the above discussion, the idea of thinking of a new framework surfaces. Taking into account the realities of missionaries’ struggles which caused them to consider openness and cohabitation as best strategies for missionary work, also knowing that the global trends influenced the missionary work in the DRC as they were in other part of the world, a framework made of crucial global and local events could be useful (Figure 4.1).

In addition to the frameworks discussed in previous section, there might exist others. Mission historians could think of general world historical events working plan, like colonial period, World War I and II, independence, etc. Others might consider Missions-State or Missions-Church relations, when others, as in this thesis, would relate the missionary work in the DRC to the global mission history (Table 4.1).

Table 4.1 Possible timeframes to understand missionary work in the DRC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Periods</th>
<th>F1 MISSIONS-STATE RELATIONS</th>
<th>F2 MISSIONS-CHURCH RELATIONS</th>
<th>F3 MISSIONS AND GLOBAL MISSION TRENDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1878-1908 Under Free State (the rule of King Leopold II)</td>
<td>1878-1902 From one mission to several missions working in solo to the 1st Congo Protestant Conference of missions</td>
<td>1878-1908 From the 1st mission to the 1st pastoral training school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1908-1948 Under the Colonial non-friendly Belgian government</td>
<td>1902-1924 From the 1st Congo Protestant Conference of missions to the Congo Protestant Council</td>
<td>1908-1911 From the 1st pastoral training school to Congo Continuous Committee (influenced by Edinburghb1910)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1948-1960 After the recognition of Protestant schools (Toward the independence of the country)</td>
<td>1924-1928 From the Congo Protestant Council to the mission 50th anniversary (1878-1928)</td>
<td>1911-1928 From Continuous Committee to the mission 50th anniversary (1878-1928)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1960-1970 The first decade of the independence of the country (Transitional period for mission: CPC under Congolese leaders)</td>
<td>1928-1960 From the 50th anniversary to the transfer of leadership</td>
<td>1928-1952 From the mission 50th anniversary to 1952: IMC Jerusalem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1960-1970 From the transfer of the leadership to the birth of CCC</td>
<td>1952-1961 From IMC Willingen conference to the merge of IMC and WCC at New Delhi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>1961-1970 From the merge of IMC and WCC at New Delhi to the birth of CCC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Depending on the subject under consideration and the framework one uses, the information can be differently stressed. An example of this is seen in the four works of Dr John R. Crawford, a former missionary with the Baptist Missionary Society in the DRC. While researching for this thesis, I
came across four of his works. The first, “Protestant Missions in Congo” (1966), a 15-page paper published in the *International Review of Missions*, vol. 55, pages 86-95. The second, “Protestant Missions in Congo, 1878-1969” published by LECO Press, Kinshasa, 1969. The third, “Protestant Missions in Congo, 1968-1969” published in 1981 in the United States by agreement with LECO Press, Kinshasa. The fourth, “Protestant Witness in Congo” a-25 unpublished document probably written in 1969 but before the birth of the Church of Christ in Congo. Though the four documents provide the account on the Protestant missionary work in the DRC, readers will find different points of focus in the treatment of the information. These are what this thesis designates as “frameworks.” The outlines of Crawford’s documents depend on the focus area of each document. In one, he likely refers to the global events. In another, he stresses the attitude of the colonial government. In another, he puts emphasis on the future of the Church in Congo. Still in another he demonstrates the reaction of nationals, member of the Church of Christ in Congo, against missionaries. Irrespective of framework to be used, the most important fact is the objectivity and consistency in the treatment of the information. In general, each document usually has a focus, or a framework through and around which the discussion is undertaken.

The point at stake in this section is to demonstrate the importance of setting the framework of understanding the development of missiology and missiological education in the DRC. The main argument is that, as we have already demonstrated in the previous section, not all frameworks can help understand what, why and how the missiology and missiological education would have taken one or another form in the history of missions in the DRC. The truth is that in one single document, different chapters or sections can be produced through different frameworks. One can even see it in the above mentioned Crawford’s documents. Later on in this chapter, another framework will be used to discuss the missiology and missiological education in the DRC during the post-missions period (1970 to present). In the history of missions in the DRC, besides what has been previously discussed, the following framework can be considered.

**4.3.3 Timeframe referring to missions and global mission trends**

As far as the missiological education in the context of Protestant Missions in the DRC is concerned, the framework which refers to global mission trends presents several advantages. One of the main advantages relates to the fact that Protestant Missions in the DRC from the beginning were motivated by and linked to global mission trends, and along the way, the missionary work in the DRC was influenced and affected by the global mission trends. It has been reported that the discovery of David Livingstone by Henry Morton Stanley made the DRC internationally known.
Not only the person of Livingstone was the most important event, but also what Stanley discovered during his trip in the interior of the DRC and on the Congo River. For him, it was a rich land one could prefer to visit or to settle in, a land of “heathen” people. Writing from a Baptist context probably for Baptist constituents, Stonelake (1919:314) sees this situation as a divine providence for God’s mission in the DRC:

The commencement of missionary work in Congo coincided with the discovery by Stanley of the course of the river. It is a significant example of God’s over-ruling providence that the Baptist Missionary Society in September 1877 publicly accepted the challenge of Mr Robert Arthington to begin work in Congo, only three weeks before the proclamation of Stanley’s discovery did so much to prepare the way for its accomplishment.

Historically, the Baptist Missionary Society was preceded by Livingstone Inland Mission, rapidly formed due to Stanley’s report (Falk 1979:375). The same, the work in Katanga province by the Garanganze Evangelical Mission, a non-denominational mission, was motivated by the news about Livingstone (McGavran & Riddle 1979:52, 55).

Even after the first Protestant missionaries had arrived, their work was not done without international awareness, mostly as, according to authors (Stonelake 1919; Anet 1921, 1939; Lerrigo 1936), missionaries faced the rude treatment of natives by both King Leopold II (up to 1908) and by the Belgian government (from 1908 to 1938). Protestant missionaries rang the bell and their sound was heard, attracting the attention of worldwide political powers and civil societies around the world. It then becomes obvious that Protestant missionaries realized that their mission went beyond the simple fact of preaching the salvation. It should not be an exaggeration to guess that the teaching on the responsibility of the Church of Christ, according to the majority of Protestant missionaries that time, entailed different aspects including the fact of helping natives to enjoy freedom. As we will discuss further, the question could also be raised whether the natives’ freedom should be the final end of the missionary work or not. Subsequently, the missionaries’ theology of mission is to be understood in light of the context of their work.

Throughout the years, the Protestant missionary work in the DRC was closely enlightened, if not influenced, by the World Mission Conferences, a direct result of the Edinburg Conference in 1910. Stonelake (1919:326) makes it clear: “In 1911 a local Continuation Committee was formed, in order that Congo might linked up with the World Missionary Conference, Edinburgh 1910. Any action taken by this committee has to be submitted to the General Conference for approval”. What Protestant missionaries in the DRC started in 1902 through their first General Conference in
Leopoldville (Kinshasa) is developed through global mission gatherings held outside of the country, in Edinburg (1910), in Jerusalem (1928), in Tambaran Madras, India (1938), in Whithy, Ontario, Canada (1947), in Willingen, Germany (1952), in Achimota, Accra, Ghana (1957-58), and in Mexico City, Mexico (1963). The General Assemblies of the World Council of Church held in New Delhi, India (1961) and in Uppsala, Sweden (1968) had also a significant impact on the Protestant missionary work in the DRC (See Figure 4.1).

Suffice it to say that the framework which is used to explore the development of missiology and missiological education during the period of Western Missions in the DRC is the framework which uses glocal mission trends as *fil conducteur* (guidelines). It will be demonstrated that the understanding of the nature and the task of the Church and Missions was not only what missionaries initially brought from their home churches, but also a mixture of newly acquired insights through new encounters: what they had learned before joining the mission field, what they gleaned from their experience on ground, what they continued to discover through readings and conferences, etc. From my own experience of serving as missionary in the Central African Republic and now in Burundi along with my ministerial visits in many places of the world, it would not be an exaggeration to state that the understanding of mission task by Protestant missionaries didn’t remain static. One can also observe the same change in their teaching. For instance, in a thoughtful article published in 1936 on the future of Protestant Missions in the DRC, P. H. J. Lerrigo (1936:231,232) reports on the following life-changing account in the life and ministry of some missionaries:

> The older and more thoroughly organized missions have made serious efforts both to coordinate their work and to keep in touch with the Government, but some of the newer missions pursue their course with little regard for the programs and practices of other missions and pay a minimum of attention to the Government itself…Many of those even whose preconceived theories laid no emphasis whatever on education *have come to realize that the training of mind and heart is part of the Gospel message*, and are asking for counsel on how they may best develop the educational services which they find it impossible to avoid establishing for the peoples in the areas where they work. [Emphasis mine].

This kind of account on the transformation of missionaries’ mindset is inevitable in the whole history of missions all over the world. Even the apostle Peter underwent the same transformational experience in his mission work. The most of his obvious experience resulted from his encounter with Cornelius. After having seen God’s work in Cornelius’ life with a direct impact on his household, Peter couldn’t hesitate to confess: “I now realize how true it is that God does not show
favoritism but accepts men from every nation who fear him and do what is right” (Acts 10:34,35, NIV). Mission and missiology should bring transformation.

Another account is from John Gration who served for several years with African Inland Mission in the DRC and in Kenya. Gration (1984:297) shares his experience of how he gained a new perspective on the contextualization of the gospel message in these terms:

I recognized that I had delivered many prepackaged boxes of biblical truth to my Zairian students… Furthermore, the delivery system fostered a mentality of theological dependency that matched the colonial context. Through my deepening understanding of what contextualization was saying to missions and churches alike… I had no choice but to return to the church in Zaire with this new word.

The literature review which follows will probably trace these realities. Based on the reasons yet to be stated below, the main literature to review is made of papers or articles written by Protestant missionaries who served in the DRC, or by some mission statesmen who worked closely with Protestant missions in the DRC. To keep the study focused, only documents connected with the local and global mission trends will be reviewed. This work is an attempt to set the tune for further in-depth works relating either to one particular denomination, or one province in the DRC, or one particular theological institution, or for a very limited or extended timeframe, etc. Here, the focus is on Protestant Missions from the time they set up the first pastoral training school in 1908 followed by the establishment of a permanent committee in 1911 due to the influence of the Edinburg Conference held in 1910. This section will conclude with the eve of the official proclamation of the Church of Christ in Congo in 1970.

4.4 Protestant missions, mission and missiological education in the DRC (1878-1970)

4.4.1 From one mission to several missions: Revisiting their history

The Protestant missionary work started in the DRC in February 1878 through the Livingstone Inland Mission, a mission society rapidly formed as response to Stanley’s report on his discovery of David Livingstone and the rich land of Congo (Stonelake 1919:314; Coxill 1945:273; Falk 1979:374). As the word spread out, several other mission societies followed the step, representing denominational, non-denominational and interdenominational bodies until 1969 when, according to Bokeleale (1973:433) missions as institutions ceased to exist.

The use of their on the subtitle is significant. I don’t pretend to trace the historical steps without facing some hesitation. The hesitation on telling the story of someone else is a normal feeling when
the objectivity is required at its maximum. Consequently the major duty here is to review the missionaries’ story in order to revisit their history and to learn what has been thought and done in regard to missiology and missiological education. In one of his important books entitled Changing frontiers of mission, Wilbert R Shenk (1999:41), the historian of missions, states that “although they were frequent participants in discussions of missionary principles, missionaries contributed little to the literature of mission theory”. Where Shenk’s observation applies, the reason is obvious. Whether missionaries were not academically qualified enough to attempt such a demanding enterprise of coining theoretical insights, or simply because, though being academically well equipped, the enormity of the task on ground along with all the struggles they faced, time and the context of the work could not allow them to “waste” time in theorizing. Nevertheless, so far as the Protestant missionaries in the DRC are concerned, Shenk’s observation does not apply. Most published books and articles used in this section originated from missionaries. In a paper published when the missions were described as being under attack, Ralph D. Hyslop (1964:460) wonders whether the picture painted in missionary literature about missions, mostly written at headquarters of mission boards, could be the same if it was produced by missionaries on the field or by national pastors and laymen. His wonder is legitimated by the fact that a report from eyewitnesses would generally be more reliable than a second-hand account from a distant author.

Here emerges also the debate about whether missiology as a reflection on mission comes before or after mission (Ralph Winter 1997:169-185). To put it differently, could a missionary be treated as missiologist or not? Which kind and size of a writing (published or unpublished) can be recognized as an authorized channel of mission theory: a one-page original reflection paper from a mission practitioner or a hundreds-page researchable thesis from a scholar? Shenk, and theoreticians of research methodology, would probably answer in affirmative for both cases since in any scientific research, the primary sources, or first-hand accounts, are mostly recommended regardless their size. Just after having made the above statement, Shenk (1999:42) acknowledges that although many missionaries were not able to produce mission theories, some of them, like John L. Nevius who served as missionary in China was among the few mission theoreticians. Some Protestant missionaries who served in the DRC are to be counted among them. Most of us probably remember the book Missionary, Go Home! by James Scherer (1964) as one of the books on mission theory in 1960s. Maybe, not many know that another book, Missionary, Come Back! by Arden Almquist (1970), a missionary to the DRC, was released few years later as another face of the same mission coin. While in Missionary, Go Home! the cry was that the national church should be handed over to the local leadership, through Missionary, Come Back! the cry came out to insist
that the church, being Lord’s new family, needs God-given gifts from both Western and African Christians. The latter book promotes the mission theory of a responsible, but brotherly partnership in mission.

While recognizing that sometime missionary literature, be it from the mission field or from the headquarters of mission boards, was either informational or promotional, still one can use and cross-check them as to get meaningful insights about the overall scenario. The conviction here is to learn from missionaries’ own story. Therefore, the effort is made to keep track of what missionaries have written, as long as the content sheds some light on their understanding of mission and mission-oriented education before objectively making any assumption. Moreover, the plan is to first of all understand the educational background of missionaries, their mutual comprehension of mission and missionary task, some key spotlights of their mission-oriented training ministry, and the essential legacy of their work to the national church.

The review of the following literature constitutes the backbone of this section. If one desires to let Protestant missionaries who served in the DRC speak of their story, there are two valuable sources of information: Interviewing with them or reading their writings (letters, journals, articles, and books). Because at this stage, the first source is not available, most of them having been with the Lord, or for rare of the surviving their memory has been weakened, the most available source are their writings. Two significant writing sources are the Congo Missions News (CMN) and the International Review of Missions (IRMs) launched both the same year in 1912. While the former was a local periodical for specifically the Protestant work in the DRC until 1972 when the government regulation in the country prohibited the publication of religious journals (C. Irvine 1978: vi), the latter was, and still is, a well-appraised international platform for discussion about mission(s).

4.4.2 The significance of the Congo Missions News and other CPC Publications

Speaking of the nature and the content of the Congo Missions News (designated from now as CMN), Stonelake (1919:326) contends that this periodical was “highly valued by the missionaries as a medium of fraternity and help in mutual service.” He also adds that the CMN has been perceived by missionaries as “a means of securing a consensus of opinion on the ordinary problems of missionary work, and of obtaining the benefit of the experience, council and help of the missionaries of long standing, it is invaluable” (Stonelake 1919:327). Later in his book on Congo: Past and Present, Stonelake (1937:63) shared the reaction from a South African professor, J. du
Plessis who applauded CMN in the following friendly words: “Your paper is in many ways unique. Though missions in South Africa are now more than one hundred years old, we have not attained to the happy position of possessing a paper which represents the views of all the missions on the field.” Du Plessis’ reaction was published in CMN (41:13). However, it is not unimportant to note that CMN was “prepared especially for missionaries and their supporters” (Coxill 1945:275). Therefore, one could see in it as an instrument for marketing and fundraising rather than pure scientific platform for objective and impartial discussion. Therefore, someone who searches first-hand (though sometimes subjective) information about what Protestant missionaries in the DRC used to think, say and do about mission and the mission-related training, s/he’d better drink from the CMN fountain. Unfortunately the researcher was not able to find copies of this important collection at the headquarters of the Church of Christ in Congo. The internet search through Worldcat revealed however that a collection of CMN was available in forty universities and colleges around the world including Yale University, University of Chicago, Boston University, and Harvard University. A good collection can be found in two universities and one institute in South Africa with a restricted access.

Besides CMN, the following publications pertaining to the work of Protestant missions in the DRC are worth mentioning, and researchers willing to collect first hand data will find in them as valuable sources of information.


2. **Christ and the Congo: Findings of conferences held under the leadership of Dr John R.A Mott, chairman of the International Missionary Council**, Léopoldville, Mutoto and Elisabethville, 1934.


---

*According to SACat, the national catalogue of South Africa Congo Mission News can be found at the following three institutions: (1)University of Pretoria, Merensky Library, for issues of 1914-1935; (2)South African Institute of Race Relations, Johannesburg, for issues of 1929-1956; and (3)University of the Witwatersrand, Waterreiersl Library, Johannesburg. The search on WordlCat indicates that at least 10 other libraries in the world hold this journal.*
4. **Series of Congo Protestant Council minutes**, each year from 1940 to 1970, except the year 1946 which had two minutes.


### 4.4.3 The significance of the International Review of Mission(s)

For the evident reason of tracing the connection between the Protestant missionary work in the DRC and the global mission trends, the *International Review of Missions* (designated from now as *IRM*s) is selected as the most official and reliable source of information since these articles were either presented during the World Mission Conferences or just submitted to the editors through scrutiny of the Congo Protestant Council. Since the first World Mission Conference held in Edinburg, 14-23 June 1910, mission societies were challenged not only to reach out the whole world with the whole gospel in their generation, but also to profit from the benefit of the unity. At Edinburg, one of the biblical references was John 17:21 (“That all of them may be one... so that the world may believe”). In the DRC, the call has fallen on a good soil. Reference has already been given to what Stonelake (1919:326) has reported, that “in 1911 a local Continuation Committee was formed, in order that Congo might linked up with the World Missionary Conference, Edinburgh 1910.” Concluding his report on the Protestant missions in the DRC, Stonelake’s words show the link between the two entities, “Congo” and “Edinburg”:

> It is earnestly to be desired that an influential deputation may be sent to represent the Edinburgh Conference at the next Congo conference in November 1921, in order to examine the conditions at first-hand and to help the missionaries to solve the problems and face the tasks with adequate forces of workers and equipment (Stonelake 1919:330).

Another evidence of the link “Congo-Edinburgh” comes from H. Wakelin Coxill. Writing as the Secretary of the Congo Protestant Council in 1945, Coxill (1945:274) almost repeats Stonelake’s remark on the common feeling among missionaries in the DRC: “In 1911 the Congo Continuation Committee was formed, probably the first field committee to link up with the Continuation Committee of the Edinburgh Conference of the 1910.”

The first issue of IRM was launched in 1912 under the editorship of Oldham (1912:1) who defined the primary purpose of this newly initiated journal as a way to “further the serious study of the facts and problems of missionary work among non-Christian peoples, and to contribute to the building up of a science of missions.” For that very scientific reason, the editor insisted that IRM
had the ambition of being more than a collection of papers. It tended to be an “organ of a comprehensive, systematic, and united effort to study missionary problems” by promoting “Christian fellowship and foster the spirit of readiness to learn from one another” (Oldham 1912:5,6). Another crucial function of IRM was to serve present and future missionaries, and to stimulate authors to learn from the past and to engage in a scientific enterprise of producing thoughtful papers through which the journal had to:

study and sift the vast body of experience that has been accumulated in different mission fields, and make it available for the direction of present work; to aim at reaching large guiding principles, based on a thorough and fearless examination of the facts; and to test all methods with a view to securing the highest efficiency (Oldham 1912:2).

Authors have demonstrated the significance of IRM as “a means of international exchange of ideas and information within the new discipline of ‘missionary science’” (Brian Stanley 2011:149), in advancing “learning about mission strategy, methods of evangelization and mission theology” (Stanley H. Skreslet 2011:160). Brian Stanley observes that IRM brought a fresh orientation in missionary periodicals. While most missionary publications were produced with the primary function of informing and rallying support for missions, IRM was designed primarily for the benefit and edification of the mission professionals themselves (Stanley 2011:149). This reality highlights the significance of IRM as a channel through which missiological reflections were developed and disseminated, not only by great scholars of the time, but also by practitioners who were on ground. In 1987, IRM celebrated its 75th anniversary. The celebratory issue of IRM was released, and Philips Potter, one of the former editors, wrote a review of some important articles published from the inception of the journal in 1912, mentioning only articles written by influential scholars such as Roland Allan, Kenneth Latourette, Emil Brunner, Kraemer, etc. In a recent article released during the celebration of IRM’s centenary, Andrew Walls (2011:181-188) confronts Potter’s attitude through an article entitled “Missions or Mission? The IRM after 75 Years” in which he provides a section on “What was and was not reviewed in 1987.” The following statement from Walls shows that other contributions, including those from the Protestant missions in the DRC, were ignored despite amount of insights they contained:

Mission societies underwent convulsive experiences such as the withdrawal of missionaries from China, and a short period in Congo evoked comparisons with the Boxer Rising. The winds of change in Africa, where there often were slow transitions from missionary to national church leadership, blew with a strength that became irresistible (Walls 2011:185).
In 1969 the Congo Protestant Council held its last joint “Missions-Nationals” meeting which consecrated the end of Missions in the DRC as the initiative to form the Church of Christ in Congo started. With this decision, the Congo Missions News couldn’t survive. The very same year the International Review of Missions also made the decision to drop “s” from “mission” (IRM 1969). Therefore, International Review of Missions [IRMs with “s”] became International Review of Mission [IRM without “s”]95. This change was actually the result of a long theological discussion which started at the World Missionary Conference at Willingen, Germany, in 1952. The discussion continued throughout the years at Achimota, Ghana, in 1958 when the agreement was made to merge the International Missionary Conference and the World Council of Churches. The first merged meeting of New Delhi in 1961 followed by Mexico City, Mexico, in 1963, were enough to bring change. The common theological conviction was that the mission has its origin in the Triune God and belongs to him, though he uses the churches and the missions or sending agencies as instruments in the interim period. These temporal instruments should be ready to submit themselves to changing realities and needs. Missio ecclesiae (man-made missions) should be ready to concede its right to missio Dei (God-made mission). The church receives its existence from God’s mission and receives its responsibility of world mission from the same God (William Hogg 1987:488, Wolfgang Gunther 2003:528-530). This concept did not go without misunderstanding and critics (Arthur Glasser 1983, Tormod Engelsviken 2003). The second chapter of this study has already discussed them.

Pastor Jean Bokeleale Itofo, who served as the general secretary of the Congo Protestant Council (1968-1970) prior to being elected the first president of the Church of Christ in Congo96, could entitle his article published in IRM in 1973, “From Missions to Mission.” The first paragraph of his article is revelatory of the connection between the Protestant realities in Congo and the global mission trends:

It is quite some time now since the International Review of Missions became the International Review of Mission. The change in thinking revealed in this change in name characterizes also some of the thinking of the Church of Christ in Zaire (Protestant Church), for since 1969 Protestant missions have ceased to exist in Zaire. At the General Assembly of the former Congo Protestant Council in that year, Zairian churchmen decided that after almost a century of missionary endeavor in their country, missions as institutions no longer had any reason to exist, and the Church in Zaire had to assume its

95 Though the official abbreviation has always been IRM, for the purpose of stressing the change, I prefer to use IRMs for all issues published before 1969 and IRM for those which came after 1969.
96 Pastor Jean Bokeleale Itofo has served as the president of the Church of Christ in Congo for twenty-two years (1970-1998) and died in 2002, four years after he stepped down from the leadership of the Church of Christ in Congo.
responsibilities for the true **mission** of the Church to evangelize the Zairian people (Bokeleale 1973:433).

Much will be said about the significance of Bokeleale, his ministry and thoughts, in relation to the development of missiology and missiological education as one can already see some spotlights from the above quote. For the moment, suffice it to stress the link “CMN-IRMs”. One might be impressed by the permanent reference to the Edinburg conference and the frequency of news about Protestant Missions in the DRC in this leading missionary journal of the post-Edinburg. George W. Carpenter, a former missionary in the DRC, was even the secretary of the International Mission Council which was established in 1921 as a continuing committee of the World Missionary Conferences.

The following articles are selected due to the light they shed on this study. With reference to the framework used to understand the missionary work in the DRC, one might detect the relationship between these articles, the global mission trends and the understanding of mission, missionary task, and the training for the missionary task of the church. Along the way, other books and articles written by missionaries or nationals on the missionary work of this period (1908 to 1970) are used to supplement with any valuable information.

1. **“The missionary situation in Congo,”** a 16-page article published in the *International Review of Missions (IRMs)*, vol. 8, 1919:314-330, authored by Alfred Stonelake. The paper was prepared after the Edinburg conference of 1910, after Protestant missionaries in the DRC have already initiated their General Conference in 1908 and their permanent committee in 1911, and also in the context of World War I (1914-1918).

2. **“Congo Native and Belgian Administration,”** a 10-page article published in *IRMs*, vol. 30, 1921:196-206, authored by Henri Anet. This article coincided with the establishment of the

---

97 According to the editor of *IRM* (1919:422), Rev Alfred Stonelake went to DRC as missionary with the Baptist Missionary Society in 1900 and “has taken a leading part in connection with the recent successful development of co-operation among Congo missions.” Referring to the recommendations of the World Conference of Missions in Edinburg (1910), Stonelake proposed to the General Conference of Protestant missionaries in the DRC that a continuing committee be established. The permanent committee was launched in 1911 before being transformed into the Congo Protestant Council in 1928 following another World Conference of Missions held the same year in Jerusalem (McGavran & Riddle 1979:66).

98 According to the *IRM*’s editors (1921:293), Rev Henri Anet held a doctorate in Social Sciences from Brussels University. By the time he wrote this paper, he was pastor of the Belgian Church and General Secretary of the Société belge de Missions protestantes au Congo. This paper is the result of an
International Mission Council (IMC) in 1921 to serve as continuation committee for the World Mission Conferences (WMC). Delegates to WMC were representing National Missionary Councils around the world, and later on National Christian Councils. In the case of the DRC, these two councils are respectively the Congo Protestant Council and the Church of Christ in Congo.

3. “Protestant Missions in Relation to the Future of Congo,” a 7-page paper published in *IRM*s, vol. 25, 1936:227-234, authored by P. H. J. Lerrigo. This article was published between the two World Mission Conferences held in Jerusalem (1928) and in Tambaran, Madras, India (1938). For the first time in the history of WMC, the one thirds of the audience was made of the delegates from younger churches. In Tambaran, the stress was on indigenization, the call for local theology. Lerrigo’s article can shed some light on how missionaries were thinking of the nature and the future of the work they initiated in the DCR.

4. “Protestants in the Belgian Congo,” a 6-page article published in *IRM*s, vol. 34, 1945:273-279, authored by H. Wakelin Coxill. This article was published in the context of World War II, between Tambaran (1938) and Whithy, Ontario, Canada (1947). On the world political side, nations were divided, causing destruction and lost in terms of human beings and infrastructures. On the religious side, mostly for delegates to the Whithy conference, the call was a new “Pentecost” of unity, raising awareness for world mission as it was in Edinburg (W. Gunther 2003:524). This article will shed light on the unity of the Protestant missionary work in the DRC and Missions’ position vis-à-vis the colonial government. Coxill was the second General Secretary of the Congo Protestant Council, and it has been said that his service “was especially valuable in relating Protestant Missions to the colonial government during the years after World War II” and due to his leadership, the colonial chartered and subsided Protestant schools in 1948 (McGavran & Riddle 1989:66). Moreover, his article shows the connection of his vision for the Protestant Missions and Church in the DRC with the overall spirit of the

---

99 According to *IRM*’s editors (1936:286), Rev P. H. J. Lerrigo, MD, was by the time of the publication of his paper, the Home Secretary of the American Baptist Foreign Mission Society. He had an experience of medical mission service in Belgian Congo. His article was written following his visit to the DRC. Editors add: “The problem of which he writes—the status of the non-Roman missions—is a pressing one.”

100 According to editors (1945:351), Rev H. Wakelin Coxill was the General Secretary of the Congo Protestant Council by the time his article was published.
World Mission Conferences of his time. He would say, “The Congo Protestant Council has a
great responsibility… It must continue to foster and encourage true Christian fellowship and
understanding and seek to help not only missions, but the whole Church of Christ in Congo to
move forward and upward…seeking to relate the Church of Christ in Congo to the great
Church of Christ in all the world” (Coxill 1945:279).

41, 1952:301-309, authored by H. D. Brown. This article was published the same year of
the Willingen conference, Germany (1952) where the concept of missio Dei emerged as a new
way of thinking mission. There was a shift from “missions” to “mission”, a preparation to the
change even in the name of the International Review of Mission(s) in 1969. Mission societies
were criticized in several places as being at the service of the colonialism. For instance, all
missionaries were expelled from China; and the independence movements started in several
countries in the world. Willingen made clear to churches that “mission is an essential part of
their innermost being” (W. Gunther 2003:528). Enlightened by such a statement and the spirit
of his time, Brown’s article is a courageous indictment of the missionary work in the DRC.

6. “Co-operation in Christian Literature Production in Belgian Congo,” a 6-page article
published in IRMs, vol. 54, 1954:414-420, authored by George W. Carpenter. This article
was published between the Willingen (1952) and Achimota, Accra, Ghana (1957/58). It was
in Ghana that the decision of integrating Missions within the Church was made. The theology
of missio Dei in Willingen had already paved the path, “mission” shouldn’t be thought as a
human movement, but as God’s sovereign initiative. Everything human should disappear and
leave its place to divine. While “missions” (with “s”) were seen as connected with the
colonization, only the “Church” was God’s instrument to accomplish his ultimate “mission”
(without “s”). The decision was made to merge the International Mission Council with the
World Council of Churches, the former representing “missions” and the latter representing the
“Church.” It was during this conference that Evangelicals took the decision to quit any meeting
organized by the World Council of Churches (W. Gunther 2003:531). The Lausanne
movement which took place in 1974 was preceded by some conferences by evangelicals in

101 The editors didn’t provide the information about the author who was speaking from his on ground
experience as missionary.
102 Rev George W. Carpenter, PhD, was then missionary in the DRC with the American Baptist Foreign
Mission Society. While in the DRC, he was in charge of Christian literature, production and
distribution for the Congo Protestant Council (Coxill 1945:278).
1966 and 1968. Hopefully, Carpenter’s article will shed some light as to how this spirit would have influenced the Protestant Missions in the DRC.

7. “Educational Development in the Belgian Congo,” a 7-page article published in IRMs, vol. 43, 1954:421-428, authored by Orval J. Davis. The context of Davis’ article is the same as the previous article by Carpenter. The author provides an overview of educational system in the Belgian Congo from elementary primary school to the emergence of university level program initiated by Roman Catholic through Louvanium. He furthermore discusses how the prevailing landscape of educational system was a challenge to Protestant missions in the process of preparing the eve of the Church of Christ in Congo. He then stresses the necessity of co-operation among Protestant missions as they were obliged to meet prescribed standards set by the government.

8. “Whose Congo?” a 14-page article published in IRMs, vol. 50, 1961:271-285, authored by George W. Carpenter. This article was published the same year during the General Assembly of WCC in New Delhi, India (1961). At the international level, there was already division between “evangelicals” and “ecumenicals.” This article may provide some light on the implication of such a climate in the local setting.

9. “Protestant Missions in Congo 1960-1969,” a 9-page article published in IRMs, vol. 55, 1966:86-95, authored by John R. Crawford. The article was published after the world mission conference of the WCC held in Mexico City, Mexico in 1963. With its theme of “God’s mission and our task,” this conference strived to consolidate the result of the preceding conferences, Willingen (1952), Achimota (1957/58) and New Delhi (IMC/WCC) in 1961 (W. Gunther 2003:531). The slogan was “mission in six continents,” not at all a duty of “foreign missions.” This article may also provide some light on the implication of such a climate in the local setting, as discussion to terminate Protestant Missions in the DRC was already in the agenda of meetings on the Congo Protestant Council.

103 According to IRM’s editors (1954:480), Orval J. Davis was missionary in the DRC with the Evangelical Christian Covenant Church by the time he wrote this article.

104 According to IRM’s editors (1961:371), Rev George W. Carpenter, PhD, was formerly missionary in the DRC with the American Baptist Foreign Mission Society, and by the time he wrote this paper he was the Secretary of the International Missionary Council (IMC).

105 The editors didn’t provide the information about the author.
4.4.4 Educational background of missionaries

The reality in any educational system is that instructors teach the way they were taught and only what they know. One cannot give what he/she doesn’t have. Such a reality is also applicable in the context of mission, missiology and missiological education in the DRC. Protestant Missionaries who served in the DRC were mostly from North America (USA and Canada), Great-Britain, and Scandinavia (Swede and Norway). Some Belgian missionaries came but without a lasting work, except the fact that a liaison office was established in Belgium in 1922 to assist Anglos-Saxon and Scandinavian missionaries to learn French and other subjects such as the history of Belgium and the Congo, colonial legislation, African ethnography and Bantu linguistics (Anet 1939:420). Such an opportunity came after almost half century since the missionary work had started in the country in 1878. It is possible to imagine the outcomes of the missionary work in those years in regard to the intellectual development of Protestant Christians in comparison to Catholic Christians.

Undoubtedly the best way to trace the educational background of missionaries would be to understand the context of the educational system of their respective countries of origin. Some authors (Myklebust, 1955, 1957 vol. 1 & 2, Beaver 1984) have produced valuable works on the issue. Therefore, this section deals with the question to sketch the educational background of missionaries prior to joining the DRC and its implication to the promotion of mission, missiology, and missiological education. The question is important because the understanding of mission and missionary task by nationals would also depend on what missionaries conveyed through their life and ministry. As said previously, what missionaries have said and done in regard to the task of the church is actually an important part of the teaching they would have provided, intentionally or not. All the same, what they would have taught about the task of the church certainly proceeded from their conception and practice of mission.

Some writings lament the level of missionaries who served in the DRC, implying that the outcomes of their work would have depended on the efficiency or the level of their own education. The issue becomes more interesting, even challenging, when one comes across the recommendation made by Dr John R. Mott to the Congo Protestant Missionary conference held in Leopoldville (now Kinshasa), in 1934. According to Stonelake (1937:66), one of Mott’s recommendations was a “suitable preparation of missionaries for the task.” Mott arrived at his recommendations after having attended a series of regional missionary conferences in Congo during which he collected data. His observations included the fact that “the missionary program in Congo has seemingly failed to produce an adequate native leadership” and “worldwide renown men” (Stonelake
One wonders if missionaries could do more than what their academic capability had allowed. The following warning statement from Coxill (1945:279) made some years after Stonelake’s book is also revelatory of the prevailing malaise:

While it is of first importance that all missionaries have these spiritual qualifications that are essential in all truly Christian undertakings, other qualifications are also required to enable God’s servants to serve the people of Africa to-day. The best possible training of missionary candidates should be sought. Africans are demanding higher standards of education and of living. Missionaries must be able to help them to attain such standards with love, sympathetic understanding and ability. [Emphasis added].

Seven years after Coxill’s admonition, Brown (1952:301) conducted what himself called “a critical examination of the Church in Congo”. Without directly and openly pointing to the responsibility of missionaries, this critical examination demonstrates “the patent weakness” of the Church, which is actually the fruit of the missionary work. Nevertheless, Brown (1952:309) concluded with a revelatory appeal about the educational background of missionaries:

There is thus much still to be done before the Church in the Congo achieves adult stature. It is incumbent on the mission boards to help strengthen the growth of the Congo Church by sending missionaries whose training and convictions give them an adequate conception of the place and function of the Church and who will bring to the native Church gifts of evangelism, teaching and administration. [Emphasis mine].

The above situation applied to many places. Kane (1974:151) notes that directors of mission societies believed that mission fields in Asia deserved the better educated candidates than in Africa. The main reason was their conviction that China and India had more sophisticated people with superior cultures, and Africa was without history and civilization. Subsequently, “second rank” missionaries were sent to Africa when the better educated ones were entrusted the work of mission in Asia. He furthermore observes that missionaries from Germany and Scotland were much better trained, having university educational level, the same as the early missionaries from the East Coast in United States. They were therefore able to establish some prestigious educational institutions on the mission field, especially in the Middles and Far East. On the other side, missionaries from England and many of so-called “faith mission” and non-denominational from United States were not so well educated, being in general laymen, not ordained ministers. Missionaries with a higher education were sent to Asia, while those with less education found their way to Africa (Kane 1974:154).

Referring to literature produced during this missionary era of 1960s, one could immediately evoke an issue of International Review of Missions which featured the problematic questions of
missionary preparation, on the one side, and of theological training, on the other hand. Because this section is more concerned with the first preoccupation, two articles by H.A. Wittenbach (1960:405-410) and A.R. Tippet (1960:411-419) are worth mentioning. Wittenbach reported on the increasing insistence by leaders of the national churches that missionary recruits should receive training in the new country to which they were called, and by the church with which they were called to serve. The author mentioned that the same issue was already raised during the meeting of the IMC at Tambaran in 1938 where participants recommended that “the national and regional Christian Councils of the receiving countries explore ways of providing supplementary missionary training on the field” (quoted in Wittenbach 1960:405). Even at the Willingen meeting of the IMC in 1952 the recommendation was that missionary training must include preliminary training from home country before sailing, on the mission field during the first term of service, and in their home countries again during the first furlough.

While reflecting on “probing missionary inadequacies at popular level”, Tippett (1960) indicated that these inadequacies were caused by and were perceptible through three areas: (1)The prevailing curricula which focused more on mental exercise and failed to match the training with its ultimate validity and applicability in a missionary ministry. For instance, course on “world religions” or “comparative religion” couldn’t help the future missionaries to really deal with what they were about to face on the ground. They had to discover for themselves by trial and error. (2)The prevailing curricula were based on the questionable quality of basic texts for study which failed to really address and appreciate the real problem. For example, the course on “child psychology” was taught to missionaries when on the mission field they were mostly dealing with adults. (3)The prevailing curricula failed to facilitate the identification of future missionaries with the people to whom they were sent out. According to Tippett, that reality was reflected in the manner in which new missionaries set about their task when they arrived on the field. Very few could realize to what extent their first years on the mission field were part of their previous training period.

In the DRC, to the best knowledge of the author of this thesis, missionaries underwent training on the mission field only to acquire a sound knowledge of the local language and some issues related to the culture, religions and customs. However, this training was mostly designed and provided by older missionaries. As Wittenbach (1960:408) reported, new missionaries in this formative period used to live in a predominantly Western community and not among the people with whom their service was to be given. It is undoubtedly true that such a training program, if designed and offered by nationals, could have had a different accent. The same way, missionaries’ educational
background and worldviews had conditioned their interpretation of African culture, religions and customs, nationals’ worldviews could also have provided a more balanced perspective. As far as the context of the Protestant missionary work in the DRC is concerned, such an undertaking was not possible at a certain point for some evident reasons. One reason could be the aforementioned presumption that Africans were not civilized and knowledgeable enough to offer any intellectual and developmental insights to missionaries. To use Tippet’s (1960:411) formulation, they didn’t have the mental capacity to comprehend the academic concepts of their more educational missionaries. The Catholic priest and missionary in the DRC, Placide Tempels, developed the Bantu philosophy in 1949 to contradict such a view. On the Protestant side, George W. Carpenter, formerly missionary in the DRC with the American Baptist Foreign Missionary Society, wrote the following remark while serving as the Secretary of the IMC:

Yet the will and the capacity are there [in the people of Congo]. They are an element of strength in the African character which the West had consistently under-rated, perhaps partly because centuries of African slavery etched the idea of African inferiority so deeply in the white man’s mind that he has not yet been able to rid himself of it. In the case of many Congolese this first-rate human endowment has been moulded, matured and liberated by the influence of the Christian Gospel. This is true both of Roman Catholics and of Protestants, for the grace of God is not confined to any one channel (Carpenter 1961:280).

One could also evoke another reason of the assumption that nationals were not educated enough to hold any theological and ecclesiological articulated belief. Even for Protestant missions, this assumption was not totally absent. For a long time, nationals couldn’t be part of major decisions about the Protestant work in the DRC. It is reported that nationals gathered for the first time in a general assembly in 1938; sixty years after the Protestant work started in the country in 1878 (Mahaniah 1981:23). This reality prompted Molo (1987) to observe in a doctoral thesis that the Church of Christ in Congo was designed by missionaries without the active participation of nationals. Nationals were however obliged to inherit and lead a church that they didn’t design its structures (Molo 1987:109). Therefore, missionaries couldn’t expect to further their training on the mission field under the mentorship of nationals.

One thing is certain that many missionaries rather took opportunities to further their studies during the furlough in their countries of origin. As it was noticed in the previous chapter (section 3.3), many institutions (i.e. Fuller Seminary) provided continuing education to missionaries and mission leaders. Without doubt, in such a context where missionaries had a limited educational background, the debate on missiology and missiological education would be done at a lower level, inferencing discussion themes only from the daily practice of mission activities, learning “by trial
and error” (Tippet 1960:412). However, one could find the specific case of the Protestant missions in Congo slightly different. As demonstrated in previous sections, there was a close relatedness between Protestant missions in Congo and the global trends (through Edinburgh and its related international structures like IMC). Reports and reflections from Congo missionaries were published in the influential mission journal *International Review of Missions*. Some of Congo missionaries held administrative and leadership positions at IMC. Such a reality could imply that some missionaries would have gone through an appreciable education. Therefore, inferences on missiology and missiological education could be easily drawn from either their mission experiences or their reflective reports. Nevertheless, in regard to what the aforementioned authors have contended, the general impression is that the majority of Protestant missionaries who were based in the DRC didn’t foster missiology and missiological education for and at global level.

4.5 Some roots of missiology and missiological education in the RDC

4.5.1 Protestant missiology in the DRC: Theory and practice of mission

The main concerns here are, how Protestant missionaries who served in the DRC would respond to the questions: “What is the supreme task of the church according to you or your mission society?” “What should be the supreme task of the church?” “What are the methods and strategies used by your mission society to accomplish the supreme task of the church?” “What should be the effective methods and strategies to accomplish the supreme task of the church?” This section combines both theory and practice of mission because they are actually twins. Theory leads to practice, and the practice apply the theory.

Writing about “The missionary situation in Congo”, Alfred Stonelake (1919) drew the landscape of missionary work in the DRC. He made a point that despite the fact that there were about fifteen mission societies, with various stages of development and progress, Protestant missions shared in many respects a common policy: “They are distinctly evangelical, preaching ‘Christ and him crucified’ in the language of the people or in one of the lingua franca considered effective for the purpose. All the missions demand public confession of sin, repentance towards God, and faith in our Lord Jesus Christ” (Stonelake 1919:317). Commenting on the church life, the author stated that the standard of church membership was high and mighty forces were at work “for the evangelization of that dark land” (Stonelake 1919:318). Along with the proclamation of the gospel, Protestant missions in the DRC promoted also education. Stonelake (1919:318) to add: “Education must necessarily have a prominent place in any mission work among backward races. Whenever
a native preacher goes into a village to settle he conducts an elementary school, in which reading, singing, memorizing and often writing play an important part.” Stonelake (1919:321) observed that, “It is safe to say that nearly all our missions have failed to recognize sufficiently the value of agriculture… [which could] foster the principle of self-support for the work of the Church.” He furthermore added that “It is a discouraging fact that our Protestant missions have never more than touched the great centres [cities] of Congo” (Stonelake 1919:328). For the author, the battles are not won in small villages but at the strategic points of greatest importance. He also pointed out the fact that, as regards Islam influence, “the whole outer portion of our field is still untouched by Protestant effort” (Stonelake 1919:329). Apart from the pejorative and judgemental linguistic style of Stonelake (“dark land” and “backward races”), one could derive from these statements the same theology of mission which prevailed at Edinburg 1910 where “the evangelization of this generation” was the motto. It is noteworthy that the missionary work included both evangelization and education though much was still to be done.

Few years after, Henri Anet authored two articles on “Congo native and Belgian administration” (1921) and “Protestant missions in Belgian Congo” (1939). Anet was pastor of the Belgian Church and General Secretary of the Belgian society for Protestant missions in Congo based in Brussels. He was concerned with the mistreatment of natives in general, and Protestant missions in particular by the colonial government. He reported that a commission of seven members was formed in 1908 “to watch in all the territory of the colony over the protection of the natives and the betterment of their moral and material conditions” (Anet 1921:198). Of the seven members of the commission two were Romans Catholic bishops and two Protestant missionaries. From their meeting of 1919, the commission urged the Government to take measures to stop the progress of diseases, apply methods of social hygiene, to help and favour the work of the missionaries who were perceived as auxiliaries of the medical service (Anet 1921:202). However, the reality on the ground is that Protestant missions didn’t enjoy the same treatment as the Roman Catholic Church. In his second article, Anet (1939:415) provided an account on Protestant missions in which he noticed that equal treatment was relatively granted to both Roman Catholic and to Protestant missions. One could also learn from this article that there was cordial collaboration between the Protestant missions and the authorities before the founding of the Independent State in 1885. This relation changed when Protestant missionaries protested against the abuses regarding the system of forced labour that the Independent State adopted as a way to address its financial situation. It is safe to say that some Protestant missions in the DRC included some humanitarian services in their evangelical activities.
This reality is discussed in articles by P.H.J Lerrigo (1936) and Wakelin Coxill (1945). Lerrigo made a visit to the DRC and his article was published as a report to his experience while visiting Protestant missions. He contended that “the future of Congo will depend less upon economic and industrial factors than upon the development of the life and character of its people” (Lerrigo 1936:227). For Lerrigo, these two elements constitute the task of missions: the development of life and the development of character of people. Based on what he experienced during his visit, he then recommended that a conference between the Government and Protestant missions be held to address the following issues: (1) relation missions and government should be developed; (2) Protestant education philosophy and system should be reformed through a more unified system; (3) the question of finance to be solved due to depression which characterized the world; and (4) the status of Protestant natives as “foreigners” should change. The question was however to know if missionaries were qualified for such a dialogue. The general impression was that some mission societies denied the fact that the training of mind and heart was part of the Gospel message (Lerrigo 1936:232).

The truth is that the mission theory of the Protestant missions in the DRC underwent a gradual development due mainly to local circumstances and to global imperatives. Their mission theory was not static. Things became even clearer as the time came to pass, as local needs became more obvious, and as the global trends prevailed. Lerrigo (1936:232) observed: “One of the handicaps of the past has been the lack of coherence in the evangelical movement in Congo: the difficulty of inducing groups of diverse origins to see eye to eye in major matters of policy.” The initiative of the Congo Protestant Conference of missions in 1902 which culminated in the formation of the Congo Protestant Council (CPC) in 1924 was an effort to bridge the aforementioned incoherence (Stonelake 1919:326). Writing in 1945 as the Secretary of the CPC, Wakelin Coxill provided not only a global overview on the nature and task of this institution, but also a discussion on the life of missions and the church with a proposition of new strategies for mission work. He indicated that by establishing the CPC missionaries sought occasions to get together, not only for spiritual inspiration and worship, but also to discuss common problems connected with their work and to find how they could serve Christ and the Congo (Coxill 1945:273). The responsibility of the CPC included to help the mission work together, view the field and task as a whole, and encourage one united Protestant Church in the country (Coxill 1945:275). As one goes through this article, insights on theory of mission become clearer. The author called for new methods and strategies in doing mission: literature, medical service, education, leadership training, and women ministry.
Although these services were carried out even in the past, Coxill’s proposition was to encourage Protestant missions to go extra mile, and for those who used to focus only on evangelization, to embrace and develop these new strategies. He then concluded with a plea that the Congo Protestant Council ought to help not only the missions, but the whole Church of Christ in Congo to “move forward and upward in the knowledge and love of Jesus Christ and in effective service for him” (Coxill 1945:279).

The world context of after two world wars can be perceived as root cause of such an insistence to get the national church (or people) on board. Commenting on a book entitled Knowing the Africa and published in 1947, Newell S. Booth (1948:93), bishop for Africa of the Methodist Church (USA), insisted that “If missionaries are to be successful in realizing the goal of their work, cooperation with the African in the development of the Kingdom of God, it is essential that they should know the African.” After having recognized the importance of other parts of the world as they became so attractive in terms of mission personnel and funds, Booth (1948:93) reinforced his plea: “But the fact remains that for a wise strategy in building the ecumenical Church of Christ, strong in all the world, Africa should be given a higher priority than she has enjoyed in mission counsels in the past.” Coxill and Booth’s concerns about missionary work in Africa and the future of the church in Africa distil the general malaise that the continent underwent for several decades. In the previous section (4.4.4), mention was made of the quality of missionaries sent to Africa in comparison to those sent out to Asia for instance. In their respective pleas, the above mentioned authors also mentioned the fact that the deployment of missionaries had to do with funds and services, such as education, medical program, literacy, etc. For them, much was needed to be done for Africa.

It was in this general context that H.D. Brown, another missionary based in the DRC, released his “critical examination of the Church” with the main purpose of “understanding its weaknesses” for the task ahead (Brown 1952:301). Brown proposed to conduct an examination of the Protestant Church (in singular). It is clear that the examination was about the result of the work done by the Protestant missions, but not the work of the Protestant church itself since it didn’t yet exist as an autonomous entity. Everything was still under the direction and control of missionaries. Brown recognized that by the time he was writing his article the existing local churches “were under the oversight of a missionary sent from a foreign country” (Brown 1952:302). His final

---

It is important to remind that Booth’s article was published the same year of the birth of the World Council of Churches, slightly before it was officially launched during Amsterdam 1948.
recommendation made it clear: “It is incumbent on the mission boards to help strengthen the
growth of the Congo Church by sending missionaries whose training and convictions give them
an adequate conception of the place and function of the Church and who will bring to the native
Church gifts of evangelism, teaching and administration” (Brown 1952:309). In other words, the
work examined by Brown was actually the fruit of the work done by foreign missionaries.
Therefore, the title of his article “The church and its missionary task in Congo” could otherwise
be framed. The best title could have been, “The Protestant missions and their missionary
task in Congo.”

Despite this important observation, Brown’s reflection is commendable because it sheds some
light on the prevailing theory and practice of mission. For instance, the author defined missionary
as “every activity in which the Gospel is preached and men are called to a life of repentance, faith
and Christian action” (Brown 1952:302). For him, African pastors, evangelists and catechists
deserved to be called “missionaries” due to what they did through preaching the Gospel and calling
people to repentance. He however observed that “while there is definitely a missionary activity in
the Congo Church, it is confined to the borders of each station and often within that station area,
tribal divisions remaining separate” (Brown 1952:302). The mission by Africans was strictly local.
He also indicated that the common policy among missions working in the Congo was to throw the
support of the evangelistic aspect of the ministry to local people while education and medical
service were entrusted to foreign missionaries. In other words, if missionary work existed in the
Congo Church, it was about preaching within the immediate area of the preacher. If there was any
local financial participation to mission, it was to support the pastoral workers. For the author,
“behind this [situation] lies a general ignorance of the Scriptures… the ministry is poorly trained,
the people are still less instructed, and so nothing can be done until some force from the outside
can work effectively” (Brown 1952:304).

The following observation by Brown speaks more than any comment:

The factors contributing to the failure of the Congo Church to be missionary are many. First we may cite the fact of an untrained ministry. Very few Congo pastors
have had more than nine years’ schooling at the very most, and the great majority
of them have had five years or less… The Congo Church is weak in oecumenical
vision. Only the few, well-instructed [sic!] African leaders realize anything at all
of what is taking place in the Church as it exists all over the world… The Congo
Church is weak not only in oecumenicity but in any comprehension of the world
outside… Lack of awareness of the world’s great needs, making it impossible to
appreciate the resultant call for Christian service, contributes to the lack of the
missionary witness in the Congo Church” (Brown 1952:304).
The above assessment by Brown not only shows the reasons for the Congo Church to be mission-minded, but it also surfaces the conception of what mission was in theory and practice. Preaching was not a new understanding of mission, but the addendum from Brown was the global aspect of the Christian mission. For him the mission of the Congo Church shouldn’t only be local, but also global. The only one problem is that the Congo Church was trained only for the local aspect. For him, preaching, education, and medical services were the responsibilities of the Congo Church to be performed inside and outside the country. This revolutionary understanding of the Church and its missionary task was not common in the DRC. It was a point of view of the minority. As Brown pointed out, a general ignorance of the Scriptures was the root cause of the situation. As matter of fact, even if Brown didn’t state it clearly, this ignorance came from the foreign missionaries. This assumption is confirmed by what he finally suggested that the Congo Church needed “missionaries whose training and convictions give them an adequate conception of the place and function of the Church and who will bring to native Church gifts of evangelism, teaching, and administration” (Brown 1952:309). Without doubt, had Brown’s conception of mission be promoted, the Church of Christ in Congo would have been active in both local and global mission.

Later after Brown, George W. Carpenter (1961) and John R. Crawford (1966) produced valuable accounts of the general landscape of the mission theory promoted in the DRC. Their two articles were written during the transitional period of after independence when foreign missionaries were already obliged to leave the country. For that reason, ideas contained in these articles should be understood as either the continuation of what already existed as described above, or as wishes which could or not occur. Carpenter’s reflection was more on the responsibility of the church to form the consciousness of people of a given nation. He stressed the notions of “freedom”, “self-control”, “liberation” and “the Kingdom of God.” These notions matched with the context of dismantlement of colonialism and independence of formerly colonized nations. In general they were speculative concepts which characterized the missionary and missiological vocabulary after the meeting of IMC at Willingen in 1952. The following statement from Carpenter reveals his conception of the mission of the church:

The Church, as bearer of this Gospel, is not called to align itself with the coercive structures of society as one more instrument of social control. Its concern is rather to widen the area of human freedom and deepen its content, to help men and women make wise choices and decisions as children of God and responsible members of society. Its power lies not in the organizational leverage it can exert,
but in the common commitment of the whole people of God scattered throughout society and their capacity for spontaneous action together (Carpenter 1961:284).

One could find in Carpenter’s reflection a brand new and uncommon theoretical construction. Far from helping the Congo Church to do mission as per Brown’s above proposition, Carpenter’s reasoning is actually a local-centered mission that the Church of Christ in Congo retained as the leadership moved from Western missionaries to African church leaders. Coming to Crawford (1966), the structure of his article perpetuated the traditional threefold mission of the church: (1) evangelistic work, (2) education and training, and (3) medical and relief work. He concluded his article with an ambiguous observation:

The missionary picture in Congo is no longer as encouraging as it was five or ten years ago...The important thing, however, is that the Church is in Congo, and will remain there, even if every missionary has to leave. The Church exists, proclaims the Gospel and ministers in the name of Christ. We may not expect that the Church in Congo will do everything the missionaries have tried to do, or do it with the same technical and theological skill. But we may expect that the Church will seek to be obedient to the will of God... The future is uncertain. We may suppose that missionary effort will continue in many areas, probably in most. Medical will probably diminish; educational work will grow. Theological schools will continue to raise their standards... The details of the future are in the hands of God (Crawford 1966:95).

The above lines summarize the legacy of the Protestant missions. When the Church of Christ in Congo came to the existence in 1970, the concept of mission was glued to what foreign missionaries left behind: mission as preaching the Gospel and, depending on the possibility, doing some education and medical services, but in the local context. Without doubt, such an understanding and practice of mission made the content of the training corpus.

4.5.2 Protestant missiology in the DRC: Training for mission

The main concern here is, how Protestant missionaries who served in the DRC would respond to the questions: “What are the purpose, the content and the methods used by your mission society to teach about the supreme task of the church?” “What should be the purpose and the content, and the effective methods to teach about the supreme task of the church?”

Writing in 1937, Stonelake (1937:108) informs that *Ecole des Pasteurs et Instituteurs* founded in 1908 at Kimpese was the highest type of Protestant school in Congo. The purpose of the school was to train “those actually engaged in and pledged to the work of educational evangelization”
The study schedule allowed students to take class for three hours in the morning and one-and-a-half hours in the evening for five days (Monday to Friday) and nine months per year. Though the author didn’t explain what he meant by “educational evangelization”, the general motivation for training local people was to make them preachers of the gospel in their immediate context. The following quotations from former missionaries in Congo disclose Stonelake’s idea. An excerpted paragraph of an official circular of the Congo Protestant Council (September 15, 1936, quoted in Stonelake 1937:147-148) stated:

These young churches have grown so that they are pleading for more adequate light and leading. They want to know how to organize their village and church life on a Christian basis, but do not know how. The time has come for missions to change their methods, and to lead out, rather than send out alone, trained teachers, and help plant them in their own soil. We must ever put our main emphasis on the education of the native heart-life by putting first the preaching and teaching of the Gospel of the Cross, the availability of the kingdom to all, and the fact that abundant and eternal life is not derived from economics and schools, but from a living faith in the living Christ (Congo Protestant Council, 1936).

Stonelake (1937:145), one of the leading mission leaders of that time, provided the following comment on the same issue:

The great need of the churches is for Christians of more disciplined intelligence and more sustained application, such as the three-year course of teacher-training is calculated to produce. Indeed, there should be such an institute as Kimpese in each province. This matter is a part of the present spiritual challenge, and it is urgent.

In his published report as the Secretary of the Congo Protestant Council in 1945, Coxill (1945:277-279) depicted the landscape of educational activities of Protestant missions:

For their part, the Protestant missions realize that they have much to do, as have the Roman Catholics, to improve the quality of their work, particularly in the field of education. The standard now attained by some of the missions at many different centres is good, considering the present development of the Congo, but that of other missions is decidedly poor. The Church of Christ in Congo suffers on this account, and more and more missionaries are alive to the fact that evangelism alone, in such a country as the Congo and at such a time as the present, is not enough. The Congo Protestant Council is seeking to help and advise missions in their educational programmes, but the problem resolves itself into one of personnel and adequate funds. The Protestant missions need immediately far more men missionaries, many of them fully qualified in educational work… If our churches are to be strong and self-propagating, both pastors and lay members must have opportunity for growth and training. Christian schools form the natural agency for it. [Emphasis added]
As already discussed in the previous section, Brown’s (1952:303) article stigmatized the fact that the training of nationals was not adequate for the intended work and that it was a way to only prepare mission-mindless people.

The factors contributing to the failure of the Congo Church to be missionary are many. First we may cite the fact of an untrained ministry. Very few Congo pastors have had more than nine years’ schooling at the very most, and the great majority of them have had five years or less. This detracts not all from their discipleship and devotion, but it seriously limits their horizons and effectiveness in sharing with the foreign missionary in the missionary task (Brown 1952:303). [Emphasis added].

According to Carpenter (1952:79), though there were over three hundred ordained Protestant pastors in the DRC, not one of them had had full theological training equal to that of a European or an American could receive. As one goes through the above Brown’s overall examination of the church and its missionary task in Congo, several points to ponder become transparent. However, it is important to remind that Brown’s examination was actually on missionary work in Congo rather than on the Church in Congo. He actually evaluated the work that Missions were transferring to the local Church. Suffice it to highlight the following insights: (1) There was “untrained ministry.” Though there could be some trainings around there, according to Brown, the training was not appropriate to the global mission of the church; (2) The training offered was not only poor in terms of breadth, but also in terms of missionary vision; the training focused on a local ministry of preaching to immediate audience.

In 1953 the International Missionary Council commissioned an interdenominational team to evaluate the work of preparing Africans for the leadership of the church. The report released by the commission under the title Survey of the training of the ministry in Africa (1954) reported numerous weaknesses and problems in the preparation of Congolese leadership (Crawford 1969:14). Crawford makes it clear that the tendency at the beginning of missionary work in the DRC was poor, not harmonized, and the process of transferring the leadership to nationals through training was not speeded up. The following statement sets it without complaisance:

Increasingly, the evangelization of the people has been entrusted to Congolese Christian. It is natural that a Congolese, prepared for and dedicated to the task, can reach his own people far more effectively than a foreigner. Training for the pastoral task, however, has varied markedly from mission to mission. Originally working for apart from one another, most of the Protestant missions have been woefully lacking in intelligent foresight in preparing men to take over from themselves the functions of preaching and pastoral at a reasonably high level (about nine year’s total schooling) were the Institut Morrison in the Kasai and the Ecole de Pasteurs et Instituteurs at Kimpese (Crawford 1969:14).
This paragraph is excerpted from Crawford’s section on Protestant witness in Congo during the colonial period (1908-1960). In light of the above statement and of the overall history of the Protestant Missions in the DRC, seven important insights are worth mentioning: (1) The reason of the training was to help students reach out to their own people; (2) The training was actually a “pastoral” training, but with the purpose of reaching out to their own people; (3) The training for the pastoral task varied from one mission to another; (4) Whereas some schools were founded by one mission, others were initiated by a group of missions; so, the training also varied from one group of founders to another; (5) While some schools were started by one Mission, they later on became a joint effort of several Missions; (6) Missionaries have changed their mindset, from working separately to serving through joined venture in training nationals for the preaching and pastoral ministries; (7) Though some Missions could organize some training programs, the “high level” (about nine years of total schooling) waited for a long time before being initiated.

The above mentioned school were founded in 1908, thirty years after the arrival of the first missionaries in 1878. The Ecole de Pasteurs de Kimpese (EPK) was a joined effort of the American Baptist Foreign Mission (ABFMS), the Baptist Missionary Society (BMS), and the Swedish Covenant Mission (SMF). While the extension of EPK to Kinshasa has become the Université Chrétienne de Kinshasa (UCKIN), the site of EPK in the province of Bas-Congo, serves today the Université de l’Alliance Chrétienne (UAC). These two universities were also included in this study. Though Crawford mentions only two schools, the history teaches that other schools were founded along the way. For instance, the Disciples of Christ Congo Mission (DCCM) founded Institut Chrétien Congolais (ICC) in 1927 at Bolenge (Mandaka). One year later, the Congo Balolo Mission, CBM, (a Swedish Baptist Mission) founded in 1919 and the Evangelical Mission in Ubangi, MEU, (from the Evangelical Free Church of America) founded in 1922 joined DCCM to enlarge the school into Institut Chrétien Congolais (ICC). Today, the site of ICC serves the Université Protestante de l’Equateur (UPE), one of the selected universities for this study.

It was in 1928, when meeting for the celebration of the 50th anniversary of the Protestant missionary work in the DRC that the Congo Protestant Council (CPC) initiated the discussion about establishing a higher education institution. According to Munayi (2014), the project faced many challenges including the monopoly of the government regarding the provision of higher education and the lack of resources within Protestant missions to carry out such a project. It was after fourteen years that H.C. Hobgood, missionary with the Disciples of Christ Congo Mission, raised the same question in a letter addressed to the CPC in 1942. The same answer was given as
in 1928. Twelve years later, in 1954, due to the aforementioned survey of the IMC, the CPC finally made a decision to start a Protestant University which opened in 1956. The discussion to establish the faculty of theology for the ministry of the church arose in 1958, the decision was formally made in 1959, and the first class opened in 1960. One can tell from this account that the issue of training more qualified people for the church ministries was not easy to handle. It took eighty years (1878-1958) for the issue to be responsibly discussed and addressed. Out of around 40 Protestant mission societies which operated in the DRC, only four were committed to found a faculty of theology at higher education level. Despite the recommendation of Dr John Mott in 1934 (see section 4.4.4) to produce an adequate native leadership, the majority of Protestant missions seemed reluctant to the project. Research could be done to find out the profound root causes of such a situation.

When the Church of Christ in Congo was officially born in 1970 succeeding to the Congo Protestant Council, the above mentioned faculty of theology known today as Protestant University of Congo had graduated less than three students with such an advanced degree for the church ministries in the whole country (Munayi 1984). It is safe to state that the legacy of Protestant missions in terms of preparing Congolese for God’s glocal mission was poor, and the Church of Christ in Congo, its related communautés along with theological institutions reflect today the outcomes of such a legacy.

4.6 Protestant church, mission and missiological education in the DRC (1970-2016)

4.6.1 Understanding the legacy of Protestant missions in the DRC

One could set differently the period of the eve of the National Church in the DRC, choosing for instance 1960 (when Missions entrusted the responsibility of Congo Protestant Council to nationals) as the starting year. The very historical fact is that the autonomy entrusted to the national church was, in the sight of observers, an interim responsibility until when all Protestant churches made the critical decision to unite under one national church in 1970. Prior to that, Missions were still holding some critical and final decisions, mostly for the matters pertaining to their possessions. Nationals could operate as watchmen, keeping missionary possessions on place and dealing with other matters relating to the maintenance of the church life. One can without hesitation guess that this transitional period was a time of frustrations on both sides, and sometimes a time of confrontation between the two parts. In his article entitled Protestant witness in Congo, John R Crawford (1969:17) assigns to the period of 1960-1967 the title some-how emotional, “Witness in
chaos.” The following comment shows that Crawford wrote his paper sometime in 1970 but before the birth of the Church of Christ in Congo\(^{107}\), describing what he calls “disparate picture of Congo Protestantism”:

> The day of the younger churches has come. Certain of the older missionary structures have dissolved; others are in the process of reducing or integrating into the national churches. Various churches hold their assemblies and make decisions; some invite missionaries as observers, others as voting members. There remain a few regions where foreign missionaries definitely hold the guidelines; there are more, and larger, areas where Congolese make decisions, and the missionary seeks to implement.

The aforementioned situation couldn’t be otherwise for those, as McGavran and Riddle (1979:26) advise, would have confused the realities of the four stages of Missions. According to Mahaniah (1981:25), the Congo Protestant Council in which key leaders were nationals played a *consultative role* between 1960 and 1970, whereas by 1970, the newly born, the Church of Christ in Congo, was entrusted the *executive function*. Before 1970, nationals worked as members of consultative body. After 1970, they acted as members of an executive association. That day, after a meeting which went late up to 4:00AM, the official declaration was “Today, the Mission is over, and the Church is born!”

By saying that the Church is *born*, one would hope that they didn’t say the Mission has *died*! However, taking into account the climate in which the meeting was held and the time it took for the final decision to be taken late [*and early!*] at 4:00AM for a non-stop meeting, one can reasonably guess that even if the statement was “Mission is *over,*” the spirit of the declaration could be “Mission has *died.*” Later in an article published by *International Review of Mission* in 1973, the president of the Church of Christ in Congo simply said, “For since 1969 Protestant missions *have ceased to exist in Zaire*” (Bokeleale 1973:433, Emphasis added).

Writing during the chaotic period as stipulated above, Crawford (s.d.: 20) explains the real climate which conditioned the birth of the Church of Christ in Congo:

> Within the disparate picture of Congo Protestantism appear several diverse tendencies, with consequences and implications which are not yet analyzed. One is a leaning towards an organic union of major churches desired and initiated by Congolese church leaders, with some serious discussion taking place. There is also a tendency to overleap traditional “comity” agreements, with the result that several churches may find themselves working side by side in almost every urban center. Tribal patterns occasionally are repeated in ecclesiastical structures. (The BMS work has divided into three distinct churches on tribal

\(^{107}\) In his undated paper, Crawford says on page 21: “The meeting of the Congo Protestant Council in 1969 indicated a new trend in the life of Protestant work in Congo.”
and geographical lines). There is a continued dependence on the mission societies, particularly for educational leadership and funds.

Another paragraph provided by Crawford (s.d:21,22) demonstrates the existing real status of Missions after the birth of the Church of Christ in Congo:

The meeting of the Congo Protestant Council in 1969 indicated a new trend in the life of Protestant work in Congo. An overwhelming expression of opinion and desire on the part of the Congolese Christians indicated their own feelings concerning the desire that the mission organizations be fully integrated into the life of the National Church and its various branches. Following this, several of the major Protestant mission organizations have become fully integrated into the life of the local churches and the transfers of legal personalities to the Congolese churches are in the processes of being made… Increasingly, missions will be operating within the scope of and under the leadership of Congolese Christians.

This reality of Mission to be whether “over” or “died” would undoubtedly have affected the theology of mission of the Church of Christ in Congo, because at a time the idea of mission included both mission organization and the task of being a church in mission. The first [mission organization] came to the existence in the DRC in 1878 because of its understanding of the church as a Christian community for and in mission. Therefore, when the first [mission organization] is rejected, the second [church in mission] cannot survive. Undoubtedly, such an understanding of Mission and Church couldn’t go without influencing the missiological education and the missionary involvement of the local denominations.

At the global level, as mentioned in chapter two (section 2.6.2), the integration of the International Missionary Council (IMC) into the World Council of Churches (WCC) in 1961 brought a change to the landscape of mission theory and practice. IMC represented Missions and WCC represented Churches. With the fusion of IMC and WCC, Mission was diluted into the Church and became one of its commissions. Therefore, IMC became the “Commission of Evangelism and World Missions.” It was during this global environment that the Church of Christ in Congo was officially proclaimed in 1970, after a long process of difficult transition. Missions had to disappear as to leave the place to the national Church.

108 Due to the visit and recommendation of Dr John R. Mott in 1934 conferences of the Congo Protestant Council (CPC), the phrase “Native Christian Church” became officially “Church of Christ in Congo” in 1942. When an amendment was made to the Constitution of the CPC to change the article 2, the amendment statement was: “The words, Church of Christ in Congo without quotation marks be substituted for the words Native Christian Church.” Although the name “Church of Christ in Congo” was introduced in 1934, the year 1942 is when this new name was officially inserted into the
The leadership for the future of this new born church was then entrusted to [or taken away by?] pastors and laypeople over everything that missionaries initiated and developed. As days and years have passed, several questions arise about the nationals’ understanding of the nature and the task of the church according to the reading of the Scriptures. Forty-six years (1970-2016) of grass-root church leadership and management, forty-six years of accountability, forty-six years of continuing the mission entrusted to disciples on the Mount of Olives (Acts 1:12) more than two millennia ago, forty-six years of taking over the work (and its spirit) that Western Missions entrusted to the national Church on that year of 1970. How have been the mission-related training activities? Waiting for the findings of empirical research in the next chapter, the attention here is directed to some historical trends which characterized the foundation of the Church of Christ in Congo. These trends will facilitate the comprehension and the interpretation of the forthcoming data of empirical investigation.

4.6.2 From several churches to one church: Revisiting our history

If the use of their history was meaningful in the previous survey on Protestant missions (4.4.1), that of our history here is not naïve. The author of this thesis feels part of the story. Having given his life to Christ and having participated in God’s mission during this period, he feels a sense of responsibility to revisit our history that is still made. With humility, the urgent task for those who decide to invest in reconstructing the history of the Church of Christ in Congo will be to check and double-check information from available documentation and some personal experiences before objectively drawing conclusions. The scope of this thesis doesn’t allow more space for such an undertaking. It is however important to briefly sketch important guidelines for the task.

The history of the Church of Christ in Congo cannot be understood without taking into account the legacy of Protestant missions as described in the previous sections. The remaining parts of the history flow out of the preceding account. The formation of a national church is to be understood as a turning point in the process of getting local people involved in God’s glocal mission. However, the nature of the church put in place has influenced its task. Historians will discover that the situation changed depending on how the conception of ecclesiology also varied. Molo (1987) has conducted an outstanding study on the issue. Suffice it to observe that the first period of seven

Constitution, the year 1942 being its official birthday. (See the Preamble to the Constitution of the Church of Christ in Congo of 1979).
years (1970-1977) of the existence of the Church of Christ in Congo was a transitional period of establishing a national church. One could then identify three eras in the post-mission history: (1) The ante-Episcopalian era under pastor Bokeleale (1970-1977), (2) the Episcopalian era under bishop Bokeleale (1977-1998), and (3) the post-Bokeleale Episcopalian era (1998 to present).

The installation in May-June 1977 of pastors Bokeleale Itofo, Boyaka Inkomo and Assani Baraka as Bishops by a Bishop from the Lutheran Evangelical Church of Germany has brought a new wave of understanding and leading the Church of Christ in Congo (Mahaniah (1981:26). Introducing the Episcopalian system implicated that the church is one under a centralized hierarchy in which officials are not delegated by their churches of origin. Consequently, before 1977, nationals working within the structures of the Church of Christ in Congo used to have the status of “church-mandated officials.” They were selected and recommended by their churches of origin to hold any available position in that national executive association.

After June 1977, officials could join any structure of the Church of Christ in Congo even without being selected and recommended by their churches of origin. This practice resulted in the broken unity which was inspired by the 1970 meeting, the day the Church of Christ in Congo was born. Some Communautés decided to quit the association. Further studies can be done to find out whether the situation has changed along the way or not, and how it would have influenced the missiological education and the missionary involvement of local denominations. Besides the approach used further in chapter 5 to map missiology and missiological education in the context of theological institutions, two more settings can be suggested. The first possibility is to explore issues about the mission of the Church of Christ in Congo using its official documents such as Constitution and minutes of the meetings of the National Synod. The second possibility could be to explore the historical development of the department of mission in the structures of the Church of Christ in Congo and its related Communautés.

In the process of retracing missiology and missiological education within the Church of Christ in Congo from its inception in 1970, one should take seriously the following questions into account:

1. **The theory of God’s mission**: What is actually God’s mission? “What is the nature and the purpose of the church according to you and your Communauté?” “How could the nature and the purpose of the church be described?”

2. **The practice in God’s mission**: How should God’s mission be accomplished? What are the methods and strategies used by your Communauté to accomplish the purpose of the
church?” “What could be the effective methods and strategies to accomplish the supreme task of the church?”

3. **The training for God’s mission**: How should the training for God’s mission be provided? “What are the methods and content used by your communauté to teach about the nature and the purpose of the church?” “What could be the effective methods and content to teach about the nature and the purpose of the church?”

It is not unimportant to submit that those engaged in the above duty should expect some technical and critical problems which could affect the reliability and the validity of their findings.

**4.7 Problems to expect in reconstructing the historical facts and events**

The task of reconstructing the historical development of Protestant missiology and missiological education in the DRC becomes even more arduous due to some practical and technical problems any researcher would encounter. While practical problems refer to facts and events which cannot be well captured unless the social, cultural and political backgrounds are understood, technical problems are facts and events which required scientific rigor in focusing on the subject under consideration. To conclude this chapter, it is important to layout these different problems a researcher would certainly encounter while retracing the historical facts and events on Protestant missiology and missiological education in the context of both Missions and Church in the DRC.

**4.7.1 The problem related to the reliability of the source of information**

The first set of problems relates to the reliability of the source of information. Generally speaking, two sources are worth mentioning. The written source and the oral source. These sources pose both practical and technical challenges to any historian of mission on one side, and to the historian of church on the other side.

The written historical accounts have been mainly produced by Western missionaries and also, in some extent, by local researchers. While available literature by Western missionaries was mostly produced in English, French and Swedish, covering the timeframe of 1878 up to 1970s, the literature authored by Congolese can only be retraced after 1960s, mostly done in French, trade languages (Lingala, Swahili, Kikongo, Tshiluba) and vernacular languages (more than 400). However, these accounts need to be understood with caution as to preserve the fairness of the information. One can identify at least two tendencies within each of the above two categories of
writers, be it Western missionaries or Congolese. While some missionaries could strive to produce research and evidence-based accounts, complying with the scientific rigor, others would probably have offered non-documentated stories for their home countries in order to secure their support. For the first case, the written accounts usually comprise detailed bibliographical references which allow cross-checking, whereas the latter falls short of written evidences.

Orality has been proven to be most available source of information in Sub-Saharan Africa. The situation in the DRC is not different. First-hand accounts are provided orally by those who witnessed historical facts and events which punctuated the life of mission and the church. Among the accredited informers one can enlist peasants who worked in the compound of missionaries, some as cooks, other as cleaners, still others as transporters. From the compound, the same people happened to be key leaders in the church, serving as catechists, deacons, or teachers. They knew what the real life of missionaries was, and could even participate in some hidden agendas of missionaries’ decisions. For some hard situations, they could even be used as bouclier humain, being put in front of hard decisions which were initiated by missionaries. One or another tribe could be advantaged or disadvantaged when it comes to task distribution, favour sharing, ministerial training, leadership development or appointment. They might have known why such ethnic group would have been more favoured than others; for which reasons people were trained in one or another school (biblical, theological or secular).

Therefore, in reconstructing the history of missiological education, the researcher should be aware of these realities. Depending on the scope and perspectives of the research, s/he ought to overcome language barriers either by learning them or by requesting the service of the natives. How could informers make the difference between missiological education and any other kind of education (biblical, theological and secular) in those past days?

4.7.2 The problem related to the availability of the source of information

Due to several reasons, including series of wars that the country has undergone, the written sources are not always easy to access locally. For instance, in researching for this study, the researcher couldn’t find the Congo Mission News in any of church offices in Kinshasa. Unlike the above remark, oral sources also represent a big challenge to the historian of missions and of the church. As the generally known say by Apante Ba contends, once an African elder passes away, a library has been burned. There is a serious problem of the availability of the source of information while
researching for the development of missiology and missiological education in the DRC. But such a problem can be overcome by using some techniques adopted in this thesis.

**4.7.3 The problem related to the interpretation of the information**

The interpretation of a historical fact might depend on the educational background and the penchant of the interpreter. For instance, while retracing the historical development of missiological education, some prerequisites are needed on missiology and its different concepts. Otherwise, one wouldn’t see missiological education during the period preceding its implementation in the DRC in 1990 when Nzash U Lumeya started his Centre Universitaire de Missiologie in Kinshasa. The penchant also can disorient the understanding of historical facts as they would have occurred in one or another situation. For instance, while compiling data on the split of a mission organization or a local denomination (or church), the selection and categorization of the information can be biased if the researcher or the informer are tempted to take the side of one or another part. The following problem (4.7.4) can also serve as example of this kind of historical problem.

**4.7.4 The problem related to a plurality of Western missions and local communautés**

There was a multiplicity of Western mission organizations working in the DRC to the point that groups within the Mennonite, Baptist or Methodist traditions could be two or more; some from the same country of the origin, others from different countries of origin. Some divisions which occurred in missionaries’ countries of origin affected their work in the mission field, either by causing the split of missionary groups or through the abandonment of the missionary work started in the DRC. Whereas some were divided from their country of origin, others experienced the split while serving in the DRC.

Similarly, there was, and the situation is still occurring, a multiplicity of local churches (communautés) originated from either the work of Western missions or simply due to division within the communauté. This situation might put the researcher in a position of confusion while trying to decide on an important information. For instance, the Mission Evangélique en Ubangi (MEU) worked in the Northern part of the DRC, in three administrative districts of Mongala, North-Ubangi and South-Ubangi. Historically, MEU was founded in 1922 by Titus Johnson, an American missionary who separated from African Inland Mission (AIM) in the North-Eastern part of the DRC. Instead of going back to his country, the missionary decided to initiate an independent
mission which became MEU. His first mission station was built in 1922 in Karawa, in North-Ubangi. Later on, the work expanded to South-Ubangi, with a mission station built in Tandala, in 1924. In the United States, Johnson was member of the Evangelical Free Church. Due to the consequences of the World War I, Evangelical Free Church was no longer able to support the work in the DRC and searched for partnership. The Evangelical Covenant Church (ECC) joined MEU in 1937 and was assigned the North-Ubangi as mission field, taking over Karawa which historically started in 1922. The Evangelical Free Church (EFC) remained in Tandala mission station which started in 1924. The two missions organized joined projects including a Bible Institute and a Seminary. The latter is where I went for my undergraduate studies.

Along the way, conflict occurred between missionaries of the two branches, Tandala and Karawa, which also involved local people. In 1970, MEU was divided in two local denominations: Communauté Evangélique du Christ en Ubangi (CECU), working with the Evangelical Free Church and based in Tandala; and Communauté Evangélique de l’Ubangi-Mongala (CEUM), connected with the Evangelical Covenant Church, based in Karawa. Coming back to my point on the problem facing the historian of mission and church in the DRC, the following situation becomes difficult to handle by the historian. In 1997, there was a debate because the local denomination affiliated with the EFC, now in Tandala (which was started in 1924) organized its 50th anniversary when Karawa (which started in 1922) was no longer part of the EFC since ECC took it over in 1937. In an unpublished document I wrote in 1997, I raised the question to know whether the EFC could or not “own” the 50th anniversary. What would be the best way to give a historical account? Should it be the 50th anniversary of MEU or of the work of Titus Johnson in the DRC? Or, should it be simply considered as the 50th anniversary of Karawa mission station? In both case, who should be part of the enjoyment? Only CECU which was connected to EFC, the original church of Titus Johnson? Or only CEUM which related to ECC, the US-based denomination that took over Karawa mission station from EFC? Similar stories can be found in many places in the DRC.

4.8 Concluding Remarks

This chapter dealt with the historical development of missiology and missiological education in the DRC. The prevailing frameworks couldn’t help capture such a development due to the diversity of Protestant missions and their establishment in the country in different periods. A threefold framework based on timeframe was suggested, that takes into account Mission-State relationship, Missions-Church relation, and Missions and global mission trends. The impact of colonization,
Edinburgh 1910, and decolonization affected the way of understanding the mission of the church by Protestant missionaries who were based in the DRC. The same impact affected the mission practice and the promotion of training for the mission of the church of Christ. To reconstruct the historical development of missiology and missiological education, writings by missionaries served as valuable sources of information. Threefold lines of missiology defined in chapter 2 as mission theory, practice and education were used as fil conducteur to capture such a development. This chapter has made it clear that in general, the legacy left by the Protestant missions to the Protestant church in Congo didn’t allow missiology to be well-articulated and missiological education to be part of the prevailing theological curriculum. While Western missionaries had some understanding of God’s global mission, a vision which was not much communicated during their ministries on the mission field, the emerged national church simply inherited a vision of God’s local mission. The Church of Christ in Congo and its related 82 communautés today have not been intentionally present in world mission at global level.

The next chapter focuses on the current status of missiology and missiological education in theological institutions in the Democratic Republic of Congo as far as God’s glocal (both local and global) mission is concerned.
CHAPTER 5
MISSIOLOGY IN THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION IN THE DEMOCARTIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO: EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION AND FINDINGS

5.1 Introduction

The interest for this study arose from an observation on the reality of the Democratic Republic of Congo as being a less “missionary-sending country” at the global level, while housing several tertiary theological institutions and churches in full bloom. The assumption was that missiology and theological education in such a context needed to be revisited. If graduates had a training which encompasses a personal and profound inner conviction for missio Dei, they would realize the power of transforming missiology. While being subject to change, their missiology would also be an activity susceptible to bring change to their life and churches. Whereas some literature states that mission engagement in the history has been the fruit of revival rather than that of formal theological education, others recognize the crucial role that theological institutions might have in the process of mission articulation and engagement.

Through the review of theoretical, educational and historical literature, the precedent chapters (2 to 4) explored and discussed how the prevailing perception of missiology and missiological education in various historical contexts (including the Protestant mission in the DRC) was determinant in the theory, training, and practice for mission. Therefore, the purpose of this concurrent mixed method study was to better understand how the prevailing missiological training programs in the DRC align with the preoccupation of providing missiological education for God’s glocal mission. The key question was about how the prevailing missiological education in the DRC aligns with the purpose of missio Dei. To address such a preoccupation, some sub-questions were formulated as they help tackle some specific aspects of the central question.

This chapter describes the research design to surface the current situation of missiology and missiological education in the DRC. It also displays, interprets and analyses the findings. As John Creswell (2009:74) suggests, it is important in research to clearly state the nature of the study to avoid any unintended confusion. The following lines elaborate more on the nature of this research.
5.2 Research design

The study is prominently a qualitative inquiry done through case study using the descriptive method. Authors relate the qualitative research to two fundamental beliefs, namely (1) events must be studied in natural settings; that is, understanding requires field-based research; (2) a researcher cannot understand events without understanding how they are perceived and interpreted by the people who participate in them (Tuckman & Harper, 2012:388). It is important to substantiate such a choice before getting to the procedures of data collection and analysis.

5.2.1 The nature of this research

In his book entitled Introduction to Missiological Research, Edgar Elliston (2011:67) indicates that missiological studies can be descriptive, experimental or evaluative. He also observes that while the first and the third are used extensively in missiological research, the second is used less often. Nevertheless, descriptive research is neither the appendage of the discipline of missiology, as Elliston tends to assert (2011:67), nor specifically for practical theology (Smith, 2008:225). Being a scientific method which purposes the description of one or more characteristic of a group of people, as Smith (2008:226) recognizes it, descriptive research can apply to other scientific disciplines as well because it is about “making reality known” (Smith, 2008:226).

Authors contend that in some cases, descriptive research requires quantitative data, and in others it uses qualitative data (Vyhmeister, 2009; Elliston, 2011:67). One could observe that these types of research can also be undertaken through mixed approaches which use data collected through both quantitative and qualitative methods even in a single work. Nevertheless, the reality is that a mixed approach would always be either prominently quantitative (QUAN+qual) or qualitative (QUAL+quan) (Creswell, 2003:213)\textsuperscript{109}. It is not possible to have pure quantitative research without integrating some elements from qualitative, and vice versa (R.B. Johnson & A.J. Onwuegbuzie, 2004; J. Creswell, 2009). As Tuckman and Harper (2012) put it, “no researcher can ever carry out a totally systematic (qualitative) or totally objective (quantitative) study.” In this study, the researcher chooses to rely on a prominently qualitative mixed method.

\textsuperscript{109} QUAL+quan stands for “prominently qualitative research using some elements of quantitative inquiry”; and QUAN+qual means “prominently quantitative research using some elements of qualitative inquiry.”
Creswell (2003:213-219) identifies six major strategies in collecting data for a mixed method research, and these strategies are of two categories, namely those which allow the investigators to collect quantitative and qualitative data in phases (sequentially), and those which help them collect both quantitative and qualitative data the same time (concurrently). This study used one of the following three concurrent strategies. The concurrent triangulation strategy which gives the same priority to both quantitative and qualitative inquiries, and data analysis is done separately before comparing data results. The concurrent nested strategy gives the priority only to either one of quantitative or qualitative inquiries, and the analysis of findings is done based on the priority, either quantitatively or qualitatively. For the concurrent transformative strategy, the priority can be equal between the two methods in data collection and analysis, but in practical application, the priority may be given only to either one of quantitative or qualitative inquiries. Due to its purpose, this study used concurrent nested strategy. The qualitative and quantitative data collection was done in the same phase (concurrently), having the qualitative method as priority and quantitative method with less priority, being embedded (nested) within the predominant qualitative method.

In this perspective the descriptive approach collected data through interviews, questionnaires, a survey and case studies in order to explain the phenomenon through journalistic questions (“who”, “what”, “when”, “where” and “how”). Therefore, though prominently being of qualitative nature, this study benefited also from some quantitative insights through questionnaire and statistical data from published documents.

Creswell (2009:181-183) outlined the characteristics of qualitative research, and the following features are summarized to substantiate how the researcher in this study strived to comply with them:

1. Qualitative research takes place in the natural setting of the study. For this thesis, the researcher visited some universities and had interaction with participants of the study.
2. Qualitative research uses multiple methods that are interactive and humanistic. It adopts and uses one or more strategies of inquiry as guide for the procedures in the study. As stated further, data collection for this study was done using different methods while taking into account ethical considerations.

They are (1) sequential explanatory strategy, (2) sequential exploratory strategy, (3) sequential transformative strategy, (4) concurrent triangulation strategy, (5) concurrent nested strategy, and (6) concurrent transformative strategy.
3. Qualitative research is emergent rather than tightly prefigured. Caution has been taken during this study to closely watch significant aspects of the research outcomes arising from the research.

4. Qualitative research is fundamentally interpretive. Effort was deployed to not take any aspect of the outcome for granted as far as the research problem and purpose were concerned.

5. Qualitative research views social phenomena holistically. Without involving to detailed account and analysis, arising matters were, however, approached with consideration of the theological and historical background surveyed in the precedent chapters.

6. Qualitative research allows a systematic reflection on who has been researched on, his or her biography and how it shapes the study. The conviction for this research was that people, including their actions and declarations, constitute crucial elements to facilitate the understanding of the issue under consideration.

7. Qualitative research uses complex reasoning that is multi-faceted and simultaneous. The study had already engaged in theological, philosophical and historical reasoning in the precedent chapters. The same spirit continued in this and the remaining chapters.

Without expanding the list Tuckman and Harper (2012:387) assign five characteristics to qualitative research:

1. The natural setting is the data source, and the researcher is the key data-collection instrument.

2. Such a study attempts primarily to describe and only secondary to analyze.

3. Researchers concern themselves with process, that is, with events that transpire, as much as with product or outcome.

4. Data analysis emphasises inductive methods comparable to putting together the parts of puzzle.

5. The researcher focuses essentially on what things mean, that is, why events occur as well as what happens.

The researcher of this study was cautious of these guidelines either while conducting literature review in the precedents chapters or in collecting and analysing data for the empirical investigation reported in this chapter.
5.2.2 Understanding descriptive research applied to this study

Authors have discussed the purpose, characteristics, values and limitations of descriptive research. Speaking from missiological perspective, Elliston (2011:68) indicates that descriptive research in missiological studies generally serves to develop theory. For the author, developing theory means describing what has been or is true in a situation while providing an explanation of the phenomena. The process also includes showing from the patterns of what has been described how to predict what is likely to happen in the future and to suggest a basis for action based on the description of the phenomena. According to Isaac and Michael (1971 quoted in Smith, 2008:226), descriptive research serves four main purposes, namely (1) to collect detailed information that describes existing phenomena; (2) to identify problems or justify conditions and practices; (3) to make comparisons and evaluations; and (4) to determine what others are doing with similar problems or situations and benefit from their experience in making future plans and decisions. Therefore, theoretical outcomes of descriptive research should serve (1) to explain the phenomena under study; (2) to provide bases for action; and (3) to provide bases for testing theory (Elliston, 2011:69).

A given missiological situation might require more than one research method in order to fully understand the issue. Descriptive research “allows the combination of multiple methods in order to describe better the situation” (Elliston, 2011:68). Therefore, descriptive research is supported by a wide range of methods which include historical research, survey research with questionnaires and interviews, participant observation, ethnographic descriptions, applications of grounded theory, exegetical studies, case studies and theological research (Elliston, 2011:68). Some of the above listed methods have contributed to the present study, namely theological research in chapter two and three, historical research in chapter four, case studies with questionnaires and focus groups in this chapter. As said previously, the aim of this study was to describe the phenomena related to missiology and missiological education in the DRC better in order to surface theory that could be used to either solve the problem or be tested in further research.

Leedy (1993:187) has identified the following characteristics of descriptive research to which the present study strived to conform:

1. It deals with a situation that demands the technique of observation as the principal means of collecting the data. Precedent chapters (1 to 4) were designed to generate in-depth insights which could facilitate the observation process applied in this chapter.
2. The population for the study must be carefully chosen, clearly defined and specifically delimited in order to set precise parameters for ensuring discreteness to the population. Further in this chapter, effort is done to meet this requirement.

3. It is particularly susceptible to distortion through the introduction of bias into the research design. Particular attention should be given to safeguarding the data from the influence of bias. This chapter will provide details on the validity and reliability of instruments used in the research.

4. Although it relies upon observation for the acquisition of the data, that data must then be organized and presented systematically so that valid and accurate conclusions can be drawn from them. Based on the research questions formulated in the first chapter, the structure of the result presentation, interpretation and analysis will be organized accordingly.

Authors have also pointed out some limitations of descriptive research of which this researcher was aware. For instance, based on a medical-related perspective, Grimes and Schultz (2002:145) caution that there are things that descriptive studies can and cannot do, one of them being the fact that they are concerned only with description without regard to causal or other hypotheses. From practical theology perspective, Smith (2008:229) echoes the voices of other authors contending that descriptive research cannot be used for prediction and control purposes; neither to establish a causal relationship between variables. Reflecting on missiological research, Elliston (2011:68) indicates that the issue is mostly on the generalizability of the findings if the research used case studies, interviews, etc. The author of this thesis was aware of these limitations. Effort was made to consider the question “why” and to make any prediction or generalization with caution, leaving further studies the possibility of testing the emerging theory. The study focuses on exploration, description and critical analysis based on the theological, philosophical and historical discoveries of the precedent chapters.

5.2.3 The choice of case study

This study was based on case studies, which are defined diversely. While some authors define it “straightforwardly” (Flyvbjerg, 2013:169) as “an intensive analysis of an individual unit stressing developmental factors in relation to environment” (Merriam-Webster’s dictionary 2009), others do it in a “highly problematic” (Flyvbjerg, 2013:169) way. An illustration of the latter is derived from the Penguin Dictionary of Sociology, which defines a case study in the following terms:
The detailed examination of a single example of a class of phenomena, a case study cannot provide reliable information about the broader class, but it may be useful in the preliminary stages of an investigation since it provides hypotheses, which may be tested systematically with a larger number of cases.

As Flyvbejerg (2013:175) demonstrates, this definition echoes the prevailing judgement of undervaluing case study. There have been five misunderstandings about case studies, which Flyvbejerg has examined and refuted. He brightly demonstrates that the misunderstandings below which have been adopted for a long, time should be abandoned.

1. **General, theoretical knowledge is more valuable than concrete case knowledge.** The author has demonstrated that “predictive theories and universals cannot be found in the study of human affairs. Concrete case knowledge is therefore more valuable than the vain search for predictive theories and universals” (Flyvbejerg, 2013:175).

2. **One cannot generalize on the basis of an individual case; therefore, the case study cannot contribute to scientific development.** The author has demonstrated that “one can often generalize on the basis of a single case, and the case study may be central to scientific development via generalization as supplement or alternative to other methods. But formal generalization is overvalued as a source of scientific development, whereas ‘the force of example’ and transferability are underestimated” (Flyvbejerg, 2013:179).

3. **The case study is most useful for generating hypotheses, while other methods are more suitable for hypotheses testing and theory building.** The author has demonstrated that “the case study is useful for both generating and testing of hypotheses but is not limited to these research activities alone” (Flyvbejerg, 2013:179).

4. **The case study contains a bias toward verification, that is, a tendency to confirm the researcher’s preconceived notions.** The author has demonstrated that “the case study contains no greater bias toward verification of the researcher’s preconceived notions than other methods of inquiry. On the contrary, experience indicates that the case study contains a greater bias toward falsification of preconceived notions than toward verification” (Flyvbejerg, 2013:190).

5. **It is often difficult to summarize and develop general propositions and theories on the basis of specific case studies.** The author has demonstrated that “it is correct that summarizing case studies is often difficult, especially a concerns case process. It is less correct as regards case outcomes. The problems in summarizing case studies, however, are due more often to properties of the reality studied than to the case study as a research
method. Often it is not desirable to summarize and generalize case studies. Good studies should be read as narratives in their entirety” (Flyvbejerg, 2013:195).

Given the purpose of this research, the debate on the above misunderstanding and Flyvbejerg’s examination and conclusions are crucial to raise here. The choice of case study to discuss the critical issue of the present thesis should not be underestimated as Flyvbejerg has amply demonstrated. Instead, it provides the opportunity to discuss the issue in depth with the possibility of understanding more deeply the unit under study in order to make thoughtful conclusions and generalizations. Table 5.1 below highlights the strengths and weaknesses of case studies.

### Table 5.1 Strengths and weaknesses of case study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Depth</td>
<td>Selection bias may overstate or understate relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High conceptual validity</td>
<td>Weak understanding of occurrence in population of phenomena under study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding of context and process</td>
<td>Statistical significance often unknown or unclear.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding of what causes a phenomenon, linking causes and outcomes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fostering new hypotheses and new research questions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** Adapted from Flyvbejerg (2013:179).

It is in the light of these strengths and weaknesses that one could stress the need of opting for complementarity between case study and statistical methods, knowing that what the former cannot achieve, the latter will (Flyvbejerg, 2013:179). The mixed methods – the combination of some elements of qualitative and quantitative research approaches – originated from the need of making greater sense out of the numerical findings. However, this new solution has prompted controversies among researchers. Creswell (2013:101-133) identifies eleven key controversies and questions being raised in mixed method research. Much of them relate to definition, philosophical debates and the procedures for conducting study. Creswell then suggests that a research can be done using a given method, and be redone using another method. On their side, Teddlie and Tashakkori (2013:137) have observed that in their own research, they found that information gleaned from narratives generated by participants and investigators, often proves to be the most valuable source in understanding complex phenomena.
As the debate continues, the option in this study is to use the case study of the Democratic Republic of Congo while benefiting from some elements of quantitative inquiry wherever need was, in order to reach a more comprehensive understanding of the issue under consideration.

5.2.4 Research questions

In the first chapter, the research questions were simply listed without being substantiated. This section explains what the study exactly purposed to discover. What are different specific aspects of the problem for which the study purposes to get answers? Why is each of these aspects important for the research? The researcher addresses these questions, not only as to stick to the particular focus of the study, but also in order to maintain the harmony between the chapters of the study and progressively shed more light on the issue under consideration (Table 5.2).

Designing research questions for qualitative research is different from quantitative research. Quantitative research uses “why” or “to what extent” to pose questions with words which assume directional orientation such as “affect”, “influence”, “impact”, “determine”, “cause” and “relate” (Creswell, 2003:107). The findings of literature review explored in the precedent chapters along with the purpose of this study, have caused the researcher to revise the research questions and to keep them relative to the nature of the research, that is, qualitative research. The explorative purpose of the present study was to build theory about missiology and missiological education in the context of the DRC. Future research could then undertake to test it through a more quantitative study.
Table 5.2 Schematic presentation of the research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Central question</th>
<th>Research questions</th>
<th>Aim and objectives</th>
<th>Research method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Central question</td>
<td>How does the prevailing missiological education in the DRC align with and contribute to the purpose of God’s global and holistic mission?</td>
<td>The main aim of this study is to make a missiological evaluation of the missiological education provided by Protestant universities in the DRC as to determine to what extent it contributes to mission engagement of graduates and their churches.</td>
<td>This historical, theological and educational study is done from the perspective of the evangelical tradition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q.1</td>
<td>Through which paradigms of theology of mission and for which reasons missiological education has been provided in the DRC?</td>
<td>Based on Scriptural revelation, to study and evaluate the arguments of the selected Protestant universities.</td>
<td>Literature analysis, survey, and focus group are done to evaluate past and present points of view.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q.2</td>
<td>To what extent has a missio Dei vision or the lack of it in the whole of theological education influenced missiological education and mission practice?</td>
<td>To determine, study and evaluate the extent to which the selected Protestant universities would contribute to missio Dei.</td>
<td>Literature analysis, survey, and questionnaire are done to ensure analysis, interpretation and synthesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q.3</td>
<td>Through which educational and conceptual frameworks have missiological education been offered in the DRC?</td>
<td>To determine, study and evaluate the arguments of the selected Protestant universities.</td>
<td>Literature analysis, survey, and focus group are done to evaluate past and present points of view.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q.4</td>
<td>To what extent is missiological education and research really serving the churches in the DRC?</td>
<td>Through statistical studies, to determine and study the level of relatedness of mission education on church engagement in God’s global mission</td>
<td>Questionnaire and documentation analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.5 Research instruments

The first chapter briefly sketched the information about the research plan. The intention here is to move a bit deeper regarding the data collection. As mentioned earlier, authors suggest that in a qualitative studies the researcher spends a considerable time in the natural setting gathering information. For this study, data were collected through participant observation, documentary research, questionnaires, some informal interviews and focus groups.
5.2.5.1 Participant observation

The researcher conducted participant observation. Creswell (2003:185) defines this method as a process through which the researcher collects data by “taking field notes on the behaviour and activities of individuals at the research site”, recording activities at the research site either in an unstructured or semi structured way. The present study did not seek to explore behaviour as per Creswell’s definition, but to surface the state of missiology and missiological education in the DRC theological institutions. It was necessary to approach some leading Protestant theological institutions.

Neuman (2000) insists that some factors should be taken into account for the selection of the site and the information to observe. He then underscores three factors relevant to choosing a field research, namely richness of data, unfamiliarity and suitability (Neuman, 2000:352). For this study, the researcher ensured that data where rich enough to provide needed information, that new unknown data were discovered to broaden the researcher’s understanding and appropriate data were accessed to make the research relevant. With regard to the procedures of observation, Neuman (2000:352) indicates that researchers of qualitative studies pay attention, watch and listen carefully as they use all the senses, being sensitive to what is seen, heard, smelled, tasted or touched. The researcher himself becomes an instrument that absorbs all sources of information. To avoid possible disruption that technology often causes or questionable impression people could have had, this researcher did not audiotape or videotape any interaction with people but managed a notebook to jot down any interesting and relevant verbal or written information.

Based on some specific criteria to be explained below, five Protestant theological institutions were visited by the researcher. The first institution was the Protestant University of Congo, which, as already explained in the first chapter, makes the backbone of this research. Besides previous occasions the researcher used to have to visit this University to use the library, to give a conference, to attend thesis defence and to connect with faculty members, the researcher spent three months in Kinshasa, from May to July 2015. During that time of research, participant observation occurred. Activities included using the library, attending thesis defences specifically in the area of mission studies, conducting two focus groups with Bachelor (Licence) and Master (DEA) students, interacting with professors and research teams and getting some official documents (meeting minutes, program handbooks, etc.).
The focus group was conducted through a conference on *Missiologie comme une discipline en et de transformation: défi aux institutions théologique protestantes avec référence à la République Démocratique du Congo* (Missiology as a transforming discipline, challenge to Protestant theological institutions with reference to the Democratic Republic of Congo).

The researcher spent also three to five days visiting four more institutions. On the occasion of the celebration of its 25th anniversary (1990-2015), the *Centre Universitaire de Missiology* (University Centre for Missiology), located in Kinshasa, launched a conference and the researcher was invited to speak on *Pour une évaluation quantitative et qualitative d’une formation missiologique de niveau Universitaire* (Conducting a quantitative and qualitative evaluation of a training program in missiology at university level). During that time, the researcher had opportunities to learn many things about the institution through questions asked and suggestions made by participants, mostly students and alumni.

From 17 to 20 October 2015, on his request, the researcher was given opportunity to visit the campus of Université Libre des Pays de Grands Lacs (Great Lakes Free University) located in Goma, the Eastern part of the country. This university doesn’t offer programs in mission studies, and by the time the research was done, the general impression was that of reluctance to missiological education. The focus group session was conducted through a conference on *Missiologie comme une discipline en et de transformation: défi aux institutions théologique protestantes avec référence à la République Démocratique du Congo* (Missiology as a transforming discipline, challenge to Protestant theological institutions with reference to the Democratic Republic of Congo). The conference was attended by theology students and faculty members. Other informal contacts and interactions were made by either students or faculty members.

Under the same conditions, similar activities (observation, conference, focus group, informal interaction) were conducted in Bukavu, in two more Protestant universities. From 3 to 5 December 2015, the researcher visited Université Evangélique en Afrique (Evangelical University of Africa) and from 5 to 7 December 2015 the visit took place at Université Libre des Pays de Grands Lacs (Great Lakes Free University) located in Bukavu. More visits could have been done in other places if the financial capability allowed. However, the researcher used some colleagues to administer the research questionnaire in such areas as Université Méthodiste du Katanga (Methodist University of Katanga) near Lubumbashi, Université Shalom de Bunia (Bunia Shalom University), Université Evangélique de l’Alliance (Alliance Evangelical University) in Boma, and Université
Protestante de l’Equateur (Protestant University of Equator), near Mbandaka, and Université Protestante au Coeur du Congo (Protestant University in the Heart of Congo), in Kananga.

5.2.5.2 Documentary research

Two documentary sources, primary and secondary, were used to collect data. Elliston (2011:31) specifies that, while secondary sources are those written about the subject, primary sources are the subject or participants. In educational research, journals and books are primary sources because they contain the original work, or raw materials (Tuckman & Harper, 2012:53). In historical research, primary sources include text and other media, oral history, relics and quantitative data (Gall, et al., 2010). Missiology being an interdisciplinary field, this study combined missiological research, educational research and historical research on how the Protestant theological institutions of Congo view and practice missiology and missiological education. Program handbooks, websites, minutes of meetings, journals and books were consulted when available to the researcher.

5.2.5.3 Questionnaires

As indicated previously, this study is prominently qualitative using concurrent nested strategy. Based on the fact that authors recognize the importance of mixing method procedures by integrating some elements from other types of research, for instance QUAL+quan, the researcher found it useful to design a research questionnaire without however giving to “QUAL” and “quan” equal priority. Although the questionnaire is a technique of quantitative research, it was used in this study to help get greater understanding on the issue under consideration. As Creswell (2003:218) states, “this model [concurrent nested strategy] uses one data collection phase during which both quantitative and qualitative data are collected simultaneously… It helps gain broader perspective as using the different methods as opposed to using the predominant method alone… The data collected from the two methods are mixed during the analysis phase of the project.”

Speaking of what questionnaires and interviews measure, Tuckman and Harper (2012:387) state that these data collection methods allow the researcher “to measure what someone knows (knowledge or information), what someone likes and dislikes (values and preferences), and what someone thinks (attitudes and beliefs).” In this study, the questionnaires helped to collect data from geographical areas where the researcher could not reach in order to complement the data collected through the documentary method. For instance, it was not possible to visit the Alliance Evangelical University in Boma, Western Congo; the Methodist University of Katanga in
Mulungwishi, Southern Congo; the Protestant university of Lubumbashi, Southern Congo; the Protestant University in the Heart of Congo in Kananga, Central Congo; the Protestant University of Equator in Bolenge near Mbandaka, Nord-Western Congo; Bunia Shalom University in Northern-East Congo; and the Methodist University of Maniema, Kindu, South-Eastern Congo. Therefore, through email, some colleagues helped administer the questionnaire.

The questionnaire was designed using open-ended questions to allow respondents to express their ideas and opinions. Wherever a non-open-ended question was asked, the possibility of sub open-ended question was provided (See Annexure A and B).

To ensure the reliability of the questionnaire, a pilot-test was taken by a group of students in Burundi, and by theology students in Kinshasa. Clarification was provided to improve the understanding of unclear questions.

5.2.5.4 Some informal interviews and focus groups

Creswell (2003:86) indicates that in qualitative research, interview encompasses some options like face-to-face (one on one, in-person interview), telephone (researcher interviews by phone), and group (researcher interviews participants in a group). This study collected data mainly through focus groups with students following conferences that the researcher conducted, and through informal interviews with available professors to get their feedback on the discussion of the conference.

5.2.6 Population

In social science research, the research population represents a set of individuals, cases or objects which make the setting of the research (Mugenda & Mugenda, 2003:41). In general, a research population consists of individuals, cases or objects with some common observable characteristics. For instance, Christian universities make a population. Even within a population, one can also find a particular population that has some characteristics that differentiate it from the other population. For instance, Protestant universities with the characteristic of being Protestant within a population of Christian universities, differ from Catholic universities, which also form part of the population of Christian universities. There are then two kinds of population in a given research project, namely the target population (Protestant universities) and the accessible population (Protestant universities offering missiological education). Because it is often impossible to study the whole of the target population, researchers usually identify and define an accessible population through
sampling, for example, Protestant universities that offer missiological education at Master and Doctoral levels.

5.2.6.1 Target population

The target population is “the population to which a researcher wants to generalize the results of a study” (Mugenda & Mugenda, 2003:41; Tuckman & Harper, 2012:267). In this research, the Protestant universities in the DRC were the target population. More than 20 Protestant higher education institutions (faculties of theology and universities offering theological education) operate throughout the country. This category makes the target population, but not the accessible population. Due to limitations in terms of finance and time, the researcher did not intend to visit and conduct participant observation in all of them. However, the results of the research can be generalized to any Protestant university of any category within the DRC mostly due to the following three reasons.

The first reason of generalizability relates to the fact that the Church of Christ in Congo (CCC) serves as an umbrella to the Protestant denominations in the country. All 82 denominations are members of CCC and meet regularly either for the National Executive Committee or for the National Synod (General Assembly of CCC). Organizational structures, which operate within CCC are duplicated at each denominational level. These structures include department of evangelism and mission, department of theological education, etc. They serve as channels for collaboration and action between Protestant churches. This situation develops a context for collaboration and provides an opportunity for easy access to data. For instance, while conducting this study, the researcher enjoyed the opportunity of doing participant observation in the headquarters of the CCC in Kinshasa, interacting with key church leaders from many provinces of the DRC, and using the archives and exploring minutes of important meetings of the CCC. Records of the Protestant educational system were available through minutes and other documents.

The second reason is the existence of the Association of Theological Institutions (ASTHEOL) whose office is housed by the Protestant University of Congo (PUC). This association is made of Protestant theological institutions serving in the DRC and in other countries in the Central African region. The rector of PUC serves as chairperson of ASTHEOL. It was easy for the researcher to get in touch with him and to access documents and minutes, which provided important qualitative data.
The third reason is the organization of the educational system in the DRC. As mentioned in the previous chapters, regardless of its nature (public, private or religious-based) every higher education institution is regulated by the ministry of higher education. Since 2004, the educational reform process has harmonized the study programs for all fields of studies, including theology, but not missiology. It was, therefore, easy for the researcher to access the study programs for theological education.

5.2.6.2 Accessible population

As indicated above, the accessible population derives from the target population based on clear definition and criteria. There should be a rationale for defining and identifying the accessible population for a research project. This rationale must be based, not only on some theory, or previous studies or professional experience (Mugenda & Mugenda, 2003:42), but also on the research context and the researcher’s experience and reality.

The Protestant University of Congo (PUC) was the accessible population and served as a platform for a grounded research. From its inception in 1959 as the first university-level Protestant institution, the PUC has served as *alma mater* for theological education in the country, along with the reputation of being the unique higher education institution, which provides mission-related studies at Doctoral level for all Protestant churches in the country. Eighty-two Protestant denominations work under the umbrella of the Church of Christ in Congo and are scattered throughout the country. Some institutions train candidates from two to five of these denominations, and almost all faculty members of these institutions are alumni of the PUC. Therefore, and in addition to three reasons described in the previous section on the target population, insights derived from this university are likely to be representative of the landscape of theological education in the country.

To get the same degree of attention as that of PUC in treatment, an institution among those represented in the map (Figure 5.1) or listed in Table 5.3 had to align with the following requirements: (1) missiology is recognized as a subject in its own right (separate chair/department), or is combined with some other subjects (Systematic Theology, Biblical Theology, Church History, Practical Theology, Religious Studies, Ecumenism, etc.); (2) missiology is part of the core curriculum, or it is offered as an elective from Bachelor (Graduat) to Doctorate levels; (3) the institution admits students from at least seven of previous eleven DRC provinces or from at least
one-third of eighty-two denominations (*communautés*)\(^{111}\). None of these institutions has met the criteria, but they were referred to, as they would have brought a particular insight into the study.

**Figure 5.1 Some key Protestant universities in the DRC**

![Map of the Democratic Republic of the Congo with stars representing some Protestant universities.]


The first two criteria are adapted from Myklebust (1989:87) in his insightful article “Missiology in contemporary theological education: a factual survey.” Myklebust did not consider the educational levels, which is an important element for this study and the context of higher education in the DRC where graduate studies start from *Graduat* to Doctorate. The significance of the third criterion lies on the configuration of the Church of Christ in Congo where in each province there is at least ten denominations. Most often schools, which are started by one single denomination tend to serve its own students. This third criterion assures that the whole country is represented.

\(^{111}\) When this research started, the DRC had 11 provinces. It was only in November 2015 that the government decided to implement the plan of decentralization of the country, increasing the number of provinces to 26. This decision has been judged as an ill-made decision due to several reasons including the fact that the election of the governors of these newly created provinces was not possible and the required infrastructures for these provinces were not available. As far as the Church of Christ in Congo is concerned, the political decentralization has not yet been completely applied to the church organization. Therefore, the researcher could not abruptly change the design of the study.
Table 5.3 Tertiary theological education in the DRC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>University</th>
<th>School Creation</th>
<th>Became University</th>
<th>Mission Studies</th>
<th>Bachelor (Licence)</th>
<th>Master (DEA)</th>
<th>Doctorate (Doctorat)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Université Méthodiste du Katanga</td>
<td>1951</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Université Protestante au Congo</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Université Shalom de Bunia</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Université Evangélique de l’Alliance Boma</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Université Protestante au Cœur du Congo</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Université Evangélique en Afrique</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Université Protestante de l’Equateur</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Université Libre des Pays des Grands Lacs</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Centre Universitaire de Missiologie</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Université Chrétienne de Kinshasa</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


It is important to insist that the preoccupation of this research is on missiological education rather than on theological education. Though the Protestant University of Congo started with traditional theological education programs (systematic theology, biblical theology, church history and practical theology), it has finally added some aspects of missiological education in 1997. The researcher explored the following: (1) historical background; (2) curriculum and the delivery systems; (3) relation to the Bologna Process; (4) reference to the threefold mission of the University; (5) educational philosophy and the learning process; and (6) theology of mission. These elements were also explored through literature analysis.

The questionnaire was designed to match the threefold aspect of missiology, namely mission theory, mission education and mission practice. Only theology students of advanced level (*Licence* and *DEA*) and the deans of the faculty of theology received the questionnaire. Students’ inputs were significant for the study since they are on the ground and are the primary beneficiaries of the educational activities.
5.2.7 Variables

Etymologically speaking, a variable is a quantity that can vary (e.g. from low to high, negative to positive, etc.), in contrast to constants that do not vary (i.e., remain constant). Assuming that the researcher X conducts research on a topic and gets data from respondents Y and Z. The respondent Y is a Doctorate holder woman from a Protestant university located in Bukavu. She speaks Swahili, English and Topoke. The respondent Z is a Bachelor holder man from a Protestant university located in Mbandaka who speaks Lingala, French, and Ngbaka. The research questionnaire is designed in French and then is translated into English. To the respondent Y the researcher administered the questionnaire in Swahili, and the respondent Z used the French version.

As the researcher processes the returned questionnaires, he/she should be aware of the variables which influence the answer. Variables are what make the difference in these two respondents. Some of the variables might be independent while others will be dependents. In the case of respondents Y and Z, independent variables are their gender and their nationalities. The dependent variables would be their educational background and their language skills. As one can realize, these dependent and independent variables would certainly influence and affect the answers form both respondents Y and Z. While analysing, interpreting and discussing the findings, the researcher X should make these aspects clear and take them into account.

The main variables in this research were the following: whether or not the respondents were missiology students or professors; whether or not the university had a department of missiological studies; whether or not the university is “evangelical-oriented” or “ecumenical-oriented”; and whether or not the university is a denominational-based or interdenominational-based. Some of these variables were dependent (variables that are explained by other variables), for example having or not having a department of missiological studies; being students or professors in the department of missiological studies. Other variables failed in the category of independent variables (those that explain other variables), for example being an evangelical or an ecumenical university; being a denominational or an interdenominational university; being a student that belongs to a church which emphasizes evangelization or to a church which promotes social actions.

5.2.8 Validity and accuracy

Validity refers to the credibility and trustworthiness of instruments, data and findings in research. While “validity of data” is used for quantitative studies, “accuracy of findings” is used for
qualitative studies. Authors in mixed methods advocate for the use of validity, procedures for both the quantitative and the qualitative phases of the study (Creswell, 2003:221). Therefore, the concept of validity applies to the instrument, to the data and to the findings. The researcher should sketch what he/she did to ensure instrument validity, data validity and finding validity. *Instrument* validity refers to the question “are the instruments that were used to measure something valid?” In other terms, was the questionnaire appropriate enough to address the research question? As one can observe, the validity of data is tied to the validity of instruments. *Data* validity refers to whether or not the information gathered can lead to a valid conclusion, for instance is it valid to conclude that English speakers are more insightful than French speakers just because the respondent Z in the above example (section 5.2.7) gave more insightful answers than the respondent Y? For the qualitative data, researchers are requested to mention the strategies used to check the accuracy of the findings (Creswell, 2003:221).

To ensure authenticity and credibility of data, the researcher of this study designed a questionnaire which required that the respondents (for both students and instructors) provide details of their university, names and email addresses, department within the faculty of theology and research area. To ensure trustworthiness of the findings, the researcher asked his colleagues to administer the questionnaire before meeting for the conference and meeting the focus groups. In addition, during the gathering of focus groups, the researcher asked participants to evaluate the questionnaire.

During the meeting of the first focus group, three reactions were received, namely the questionnaire was clear, provocative and opportune. The general impression was that the questionnaire was clear, that is, understandable. However, the questionnaire was also provocative and opportune. By provocative participants felt that the purpose of the questionnaire was to stimulate them to think and provide their personal points of view about a discipline which is not promoted by their university. It was provocative because it encountered their worries about a faculty of theology not having a department of missiology. Therefore, the questionnaire was provocative in the sense that it stimulated them towards reflection and it provided them with the opportunity of echoing their voices. Thus, the questionnaire was opportune. From that first focus group, the researcher used these three concepts to check the reliability of the questionnaire. The question was “How did you find the questionnaire: clear, provocative, and opportune? Explain.” Reactions from all focus groups were almost similar, except where the question was to know
whether students were independent, dependent or interdependent in their learning process. Verbal explanation was provided for clarification.

5.3 Data analysis

Analysing data for quantitative, qualitative and mixed methods is not done the same way. Even for the mixed research itself where there are simultaneous triangulation and sequential triangulation, one could analyse the data differently. Creswell (2003) has provided valuable details about the process.

Given the nature of the selected research method – mixed method using concurrent nested strategy – data transformation was the main approach of this study. According to Creswell (2003:220) data transformation is the approach through which the research quantifies the qualitative data:

This involves creating codes and themes qualitatively, then counting the number of times they occur in the text data (or possibly the extent of talk about a code or theme by counting lines or sentences). This quantification of qualitative data then enables a researcher to compare quantitative results with the qualitative data. Alternatively, an inquirer may qualify quantitative data. For instance, in a factor analysis of data from a scale on an instrument, the researcher may create factors or themes that then can be compared with themes from the qualitative database (Creswell, 2003:221).

This study used the quantification of the qualitative data, drawing inferences from the occurrences of important data mentioned in the statements, interaction or in focus groups. Steps in analysing data followed Creswell’s (2003:190) recommendation of (1) preparing the data for analysis; (2) conducting different analyses; (3) moving deeper and deeper into understanding the data; (4) representing the data; and (5) making an interpretation of the larger meaning of the data. Since the researcher lacked the skills in using qualitative software programs (e.g. NVIVO), the process of data analysis was done manually through coding.

The first coding related to participants. A letter was assigned to each group of participants in the study as follows:

S for students within the faculty of theology;
I for instructors within the faculty of theology;
A for educational administrators within the university; and
P for pastors (church leaders).
The second coding pertained to important themes related to the four research sub-questions formulated in the first chapter:

RQ1 – paradigms of theology of mission;
RQ2 – Theological education and missio Dei;
RQ3 – educational and conceptual frameworks; and
RQ4 – missiological education and research.

5.4 Ethical considerations

Although this research did not required sensitive issues, the researcher made sure that participation in the conference and in the focus groups be voluntary. It was the same for the research questionnaire, which was administered by colleagues of the researcher and assistant researchers as to avoid influencing the responses. It was clearly set to respondents that their names will not be mentioned in the thesis. Wherever the researcher went for conference and for meeting the focus group, permission was duly granted by the authorities of the university. The process was facilitated by the recommendation letter that the North-West University issued to serve the purpose of this study.

5.5 Findings presentation and interpretation

As already mentioned, data collection was done mainly through participant observation, documentary research, questionnaires and exploiting focus groups. Participant observation was conducted in five sites, namely the Protestant University of Congo, the University Centre for Missiology, the Free University of Great Lakes Goma, the Free University of Great Lakes Bukavu and the Evangelical University in Africa. The documentary data came mostly from the Protestant University of Congo which serves as alma mater of theological institutions in the DRC, with official information from the Ministry of Higher Education of the DRC. The questionnaire was administered to theology students in advanced degrees (licence and DEA) and to some theology professors. The questionnaire was sent to nine other universities, and the research team on the ground helped administer the questionnaire. The focus groups gathered in the above listed institutions where the researcher delivered academic conferences to theology students and professors as a strategy of data collection. Qualitative data collected lead to the following
conclusions corresponding to the four sub-questions announced in chapter one (section 1.3) and schematized earlier in this chapter (section 5.2.4).

5.5.1 Paradigms of theology of mission

The first research question was to find out key paradigms of theology of mission of leading theological institutions which offer some degrees in missiology or mission studies in the DRC. In chapter 1 (section 1.7.7) “theology of mission” was defined as the biblical and theological justification of mission work. Such a definition leads to more specific questions such as “Why does the church exist?” “Why does the church engage in mission?” “What then is ‘mission’?”

The research questionnaire contained the two following questions which aimed at getting more precise reactions on the issue: (1) Give two biblical references which, according to you, better justify the existence of communautés of the Church of Christ in Congo. (2) Which activities should the department of mission of these communautés perform and where should these activities be done? During the meetings of the focus groups, a straightforward question was the following: “From your point of view, why does the church exist?”

The biblical texts as reported in Table 5.2 were suggested though there was no sub-question asking the respondents their interpretation of the concerned passages. However, while reading them, one can imagine the message behind. While some provided two biblical references, others, due to practical reasons yet to be explored, could only provide one biblical reference. Some others could not provide any biblical reference. To get more insights, another question was asked where the respondents had to comment on the mission engagement of the churches in the DRC. These comments could provide more hidden thoughts. Still, some respondents failed to add any comment (Table 5.4).

Table 5.4 General perception on the biblical justification of the existence of the church

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biblical references</th>
<th>Comment on the mission engagement of the churches in the DRC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UPC – N(10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mat. 9:35 and Mat. 19:21</td>
<td>Communautés should ‘have’[sic] missio Dei and holistic mission; no conflict.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mat. 28:19</td>
<td>Mission engagement should take into account the current societal situation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mat. 28:19-20</td>
<td>Need for contextualized mission for the salvation of the whole person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mat. 28:16-20</td>
<td>Pastors work for their personal interests rather than for the mission of the church</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acts 1:8 and 2 Cor. 5:20</td>
<td>Need for unity and partnership among church in order to achieve holistic mission</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To justify the existence of the church, respondents refer mostly to the New Testament, quoting Matthew 28, one of the most quoted biblical chapters in mission. There is no reference to other most quoted passages like Mark 16:15-20, Luke 24, John 20:21. References from other books of the New Testament are not commonly used in mission discussion. These include Matthew 13:47-50, Mark 1:17, 35-39, 1 Timothy 1:3, 1 Corinthians 12:4-11, Galatians 2:1-10, etc. It could have been interesting, time allowing, to get respondents’ interpretation of these biblical texts with regard to the nature and the mission of the church. Most interesting is a quote from Mark 28:1 probably due to confusion with Matthew 28:18ss quoted by the same person. One reference from the Old Testament relates to Isaiah 61:1, the foundational source of Jesus’ mission statement in Luke 4:17-21. It magnifies the work of the Holy Spirit and the mission of liberation. It is also interesting to note the difference between respondents from PUC, the so-called alma mater of theological education in the country, and those from other universities. There is no reference to Old Testament
from PUC respondents, most of them quoting Matthew 28 and one quoting Acts 1:8. While also being attracted by Matthew, some respondents from other universities seem to struggle with the issue of biblical justification for the existence of the church. There is obvious lack of precision in the citation of biblical passages. It is important to observe that these respondents are from universities which do not have a department of missiology although they offer some courses on evangelization.

To triangulate the finding of Table 5.2, a list of actions to be undertaken by the church was provided and participants had to tick on all assertions that were applicable. Table 5.3 illustrates the trends which exist within Protestant universities as far as mission activities are concerned.

**Table 5.5 Actions that the church is supposed to perform as part of its mission**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actions that a church from the DRC should accomplish to demonstrate its raison d’être</th>
<th>N(10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>UPC</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evangelization in other provinces within the DRC</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evangelization in urban cities within the DRC</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evangelization in rural villages within the DRC</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evangelization outside the DRC</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Church planting in other provinces within the DRC</strong></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church planting in urban cities within the DRC</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church planting in rural villages provinces within the DRC</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church planting outside the DRC</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social actions (education, medical services, development/relief) in other provinces within the DRC</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social actions (education, medical services, development/relief) in urban cities within the DRC</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social actions (education, medical services, development/relief) in rural villages within the DRC</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social actions (education, medical services, development/relief) outside the DRC</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5 indicates that three trends are mostly suggested to be taken by the departments of mission: (1) evangelization in other provinces within the DRC; (2) church planting in other provinces within the DRC; and (3) social actions in rural villages within the DRC. Their vision of mission of the Church of Christ in Congo echoes what Bokeleale (1973:433) has already said several years before: “The Church in Zaire had to assume its responsibilities for the true mission of the Church to evangelize the Zairian people.” [Emphasis added]. The difference here is that church planting in other provinces within the country and social actions in rural villages are highly recommended than in Bokeleale’s statement. In addition, as Molo (1987) has brightly demonstrated in his thesis, Bokeleale could not recommend that a *Communauté* initially
established in one province could move to other provinces to plant churches. This point of view even appears in Table 5.4 where one comment reads “Communautés shouldn’t plant churches where other churches already exist.” During the gathering of the focus groups, the following comments were made as responses to the questions: “Why does the church exist?” and “Which other activities could the churches undertake as mission endeavour?”

- “Training people for environmental care and management.”
- “Funding projects such as farming and literacy.”
- “Caring for environment and ecology.”
- “Caring for street children, young mothers, and unemployed youth.”
- “Performing social actions for Pygmies.” [A marginalized people who live in the forest in eight countries of the central African region.]
- “Caring for the whole person.”
- “Bringing the light to the world by assuming the prophetic role against injustice.”
- “Reminding political authorities of their role of ensuring human rights and freedom.”
- “Working for the liberation of oppressed people.”

One could perceive in these comments a strong orientation to the work of the church within its direct milieu and focusing on social actions involvement. This creation focus is reminiscent of the second aspect of missio Dei discussed in chapter two (section 2.6.1).

5.5.2 Theological education and Missio Dei

The purpose of the second research question was to find out the extent to which missio Dei vision or the lack of it in the whole of theological education has influenced missiological education and mission practice in the DRC. In chapter 1 (section 1.7.6) missio Dei was defined as “God’s glocal and holistic mission to save humankind in Christ through the sent church.” Central to this definition is the preoccupation about the role of the triune God (Father, Son, and Holy Spirit) and the church, and the geographical sphere of such a mission. In addition, as far as theological education is concerned, an important concern relates to the typology of theological education which would better serve God’s mission (see chapter 3, section 3.4).

The research questionnaire contained three questions to allow respondents to elaborate more on their understanding of the relationship between God’s mission and theological education focusing on the place of missiology in theological education: (1) What is the state of missiology in your
faculty of theology? (2) From your point of view, which mission-related courses could have been added to the prevailing theological curriculum to allow students to engage in God’s mission? (3) Which actions should be taken by the department of mission of each Communauté within the Church of Christ in Congo in relation to God’s global and local mission?

At the Protestant University of Congo (PUC) the answer about the state of missiology was clear because this university organizes a department of mission science, ecumenism and religious studies. Founded in 1959 as a faculty of theology, this institution became “Protestant Faculties in Congo” due to the launching of other programs like Faculty of Management and Administration and Faculty of Law, before getting the status of a full-chartered university in 1990. PUC grants degrees at Bachelor (licence), Master (DEA), and Doctorate levels despite the fact that it has not yet formally integrated the Bologna educational system. Degrees are still graduat (3 years), licence (2 years), “DEA” (2 years) and Doctorat (3 years) in theology.

The department of Mission Science, Ecumenism and Religious Studies was created in 1997 after several attempts by Professor Mushila Nyamankank who was appointed as the first head of the new department. Being an alumnus of Hamburg University in Germany from where he graduated in New Testament in 1983, Mushila wanted his University back in the country to add this new department to the traditional theological departments as it was in Hamburg University. It was after 14 years of struggles that he could convince the university’s authorities to allow the existence of this new department whose objective was to help students learn how to address issues that their churches face in the society. Thereafter, Mushila became the Dean of the Faculty of Theology while chairing the Department of Mission Science, Ecumenism and Religious Studies. It has been said that this department experienced growth and expanded its influence during Mushila’s deanship.

The program handbook contains details which not only distil the organization of the teaching-learning process, but also the educational philosophy of this study program. According to the educational system in the DRC, the first two cycles of study, graduat and licence, do not grant specialized degrees. However, at licence level, every student gives an orientation to his/her studies. For instance, one could choose Old Testament or Mission Science, Ecumenism and Religious Studies. During these two years the student takes all courses scheduled to all students regardless

---

112 Much of the following information derives from a personal interaction the researcher had with Mushila Nyamankank in Kinshasa on May 11, 2015.
their study orientations. Among these courses two or three relate to each theological study (Old Testament, New Testament, Systematic Theology, Church History, Practical Theology, and Mission Science Ecumenism and Religious Studies). At DEA level students take some research seminars on their specific area of studies. DEA and Doctorate programs are mainly research-based.

Several monographs (mémoires de licence) and theses (thèses Doctorales) have been produced by the students of the department of Mission Science Ecumenism and Religious Studies. Unfortunately, the researcher could not find neither Mushila’s own thesis (said to be written in German) nor any of the students’ works in the university library except a recent thesis presented by Kalombo under the supervision of Mushila. After his retirement, Mushila assigned all his courses to Kalombo who can be considered as Mushila’s successor, not in administrative matters, but in perpetuating the teachings of his mentor. In addition, the researcher had several opportunities to attend the defence of works produced by licence students in June 2015. Prior to attending the defence, the researcher was granted the opportunity of meeting with licence and DEA students whose studies were done within this department. A research questionnaire was administered to them by one of the researcher’s facilitators and the researcher conducted the focus group discussion.

Besides the PUC, other universities were either included in the research questionnaire administration or visited by the researcher. As said earlier, during these visits, focus group discussions were conducted with licence students who have completed three years of graduat and were at that time studying either in the first or second year of licence. It is important to mention that only one institution, Centre Universitaire de Missiologie (CUM), grants degrees in missiology at Bachelor (licence) level. PUC and three other universities\(^{113}\) offer courses in mission at licence level but they grant degrees in theology (not in missiology). Therefore, in the DRC one university (CUM) offers mission programs and grants degrees in missiology at Bachelor (licence) level. One university (PUC) offers in a department of mission science degrees at Bachelor (licence), Master (DEA) and Doctoral levels but grants degrees in theology. Four more universities with each a department of mission (or missiology) offer degrees in theology at either Bachelor (licence) level only (Université de l’Allicance Chrétienne) or at Bachelor (licence) and Master (DEA) levels.

---

\(^{113}\) These are Université Shalom de Bunia, Université Méthodiste du Katanga in Mulungwishi, and Université de l’Alliance Chrétienne in Boma.
Table 5:6 Universities offering some programs in mission studies as of December 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Universities</th>
<th>Bachelor (Licence 3+2 years)</th>
<th>Master (DEA 2 years)</th>
<th>Doctorate (3 years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Université Protestante au Congo</td>
<td>Yes (2 years)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centre Universitaire de Missiologie</td>
<td>Yes (5 years)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Université Shalom de Bunia</td>
<td>Yes (2 years)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Université de l’Alliance Chrétienne</td>
<td>Yes (2 years)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Université Libre des Pays de Grands Lacs</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Université Méthodiste du Katanga</td>
<td>Yes (2 years)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When going deeper into the inquiry about the relatedness of *missio Dei* and theological education, one could get the impression that most theological institutions in the DRC are in need of strong expression of such a relatedness. Several conceptual and philosophical considerations of chapter three (precisely from section 3.3 to 3.5) have shown that the presence or the absence of a vision for *missio Dei* in a curriculum is likely to affect the outcome of theological education in regard to the mission involvement of the graduates. Even at a theoretical level, this outcome can be noticed through the students’ reflection. As displayed in Table 5.3 above, respondents seem to minimize the global aspect of God’s mission as they mostly focus on “mission within the DRC”. In addition, as said previously (see section 5.5.2), the attraction to the creation focus of *missio Dei* gives the impression that the redemption focus (missional ecclesiology) is still an option to explore. This situation can also be shown through the biblical justification of the mission work of the church (Table 5.4) where respondents’ vision of God’s mission is limited to the same few selected verses.

### 5.5.3 Educational and conceptual frameworks

The third research question was about identifying key elements of educational and conceptual frameworks through which missiological education has been offered in the DRC. In chapter one (section 1.7.4), “missiological education” was defined as “the process by which the church through its training institutions prepares God’s people to accomplish God’s glocal and holistic mission.” Aspects of definition raise the following preoccupations: (1) Can missiological education lead to mission engagement of graduates and their churches? (2) Through which educational approach such a result can be expected (teacher-dependent, self-dependent or interdependent learning)? (3) What are the prevailing philosophies of theological education?
The research questionnaire was designed in such a way that students could give their points of view about the educational approach through which they took their studies. In chapter 3 (sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.4.3), the discussion on adult teaching-learning process was concluded with the note that this process can be teacher-dependent, self-dependent or interdependent learning. Table 5.7 below indicates the major trends.

Table 5.7: Perception of students on the prevailing educational approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Educational approach</th>
<th>N (52)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teacher-dependent learning</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The students depend on what the instructor proposes through the course syllabus and notes. He/she then explains before assigning some homework to students who will finally sit for an exam. Therefore, students are too dependent.</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-dependent learning</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The students make their own course notes out of the course syllabus produced by the instructor who will however provide some explanations of the course. The students will be assigned homework and sit for the final exam. Therefore, students are somehow independent.</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interdependent learning</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The instructor and the students discuss the course syllabus and the students conduct personal research to provide course notes before producing a personal reflective paper and sitting for the final exam. Therefore, students and the instructor are plus or minus interdependent.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.7 indicates that the prevailing educational approach is teacher-dependent learning through which students mostly rely on what the instructor proposes through the course syllabus and the notes that he/she provides. Responding to the same question, one professor mentioned that in a few cases they encourage students towards self-dependent learning process. This comment from a professor could justify the score of 11 out of 52 respondents (Table 5.7) in students’ perception. Nevertheless, in general, the teacher-dependent process is mostly used and students depend largely on the instructors. Therefore, since one cannot give more but only what he/she has, in this case one could not expect more than what instructors have. As far as missio Dei is concerned, what instructors know about it, and the conviction that they have about it, will eventually determine what they will deliver to the students. At a university which did not have a department of missiology, the researcher met a professor of theology after the conference to get his feedback. The following comment is eloquent:
“I am trying to discover new things. What I know is that there is internal (home) mission, and there is external (foreign) mission. The problem that your discipline raises is to know ‘what is the definition of missiology today?’ ‘What distinguishes mission to evangelization?’ ‘What is the broad: is it theology which includes missiology, or missiology which includes theology?’ What you are doing through this kind of conference is good because making yourself known to others who don’t know is already enough.”

If asked to talk about missiology, mission or missiological education, this professor would simply share what he knows as summarized in the above quote. Students would only know what their professor tells them if they are teacher-independent. Without doubt, the outcome would be different if the educational approach promotes “self-dependent learning” or “interdependent learning”.

Respondents were also asked to provide comments about their perception of the educational approach of their university. The following comments were given by those who thought that “teacher-dependent” was the common learning practice within their faculty:

- “Students depend on instructors’ points of view because it is said that students’ points of view are not taken into account.”
- “Students depend on instructors because they are the ones having knowledge.”
- “Students can do any research unless they receive bibliography from the course syllabus provided by the instructors.”
- “It is unavoidable to depend on the instructor because he/she is the one who knows how and where to lead the students.”
- “Because this is the way courses have been always taught.”
- “This is a traditional methodology which doesn’t allow student to self-direct and self-evaluate through participation in the design of the course and the learning process.”
- “Because we have many courses in a short timeframe.”
- “Because students don’t have sufficient time for research.”

It was also important to know whether missiological education can lead to mission engagement of graduates and their churches, or if it could bring any change in regard to the conception and the practice of missiology. During a focus group session, the participants reflected on the question, “If missiology had its birthplace in the DRC and if it was well-managed, what could have happened with reference to the following features?” The researcher provided a worksheet to each group of
five to seven members. Participants were all *licence* (Bachelor) and Master (DEA) students in the Department of Missiology, and their reflections were based on their personal experience. This group discussion was held after the researcher had delivered a speech on “missiology as a transforming discipline” with reference to the Francophone Africa in general, and to the DRC in particular (Fohle 2014). Compared with the responses to the research questionnaire returned before the conference, the results of the group discussion display a big improvement in their thinking. They became more aware of the issue with the conviction that, if undertaken through a certain educational philosophy and approach, the outcomes of missiological education could have been different (see Table 5.8). The researcher and his research assistant could clearly observe such a transformation in their reflection.

**Table 5.8: Perception of students on possible outcomes if missiology was well-promoted in the DRC**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Missiological features</th>
<th>Possible outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Missiology</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The discipline of missiology…</td>
<td>Could have:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- been mandatory in all theological education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- become a department in each faculty of theology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- led to the setting of a regional office for missiological studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- experienced a breakthrough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- been valued in each theological institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- consistent content (but not an instable content)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- led to academic publications on the subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- led to regular academic and professional conferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Provide Quality Teaching</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courses on missiology…</td>
<td>Could have:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- been well-designed and scheduled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- been taken into account in theological institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- been allocated more credit hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- been specific enough (but not confused with other study areas)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- been dynamic (but not static, without improvement)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- been more practical (rather than too speculative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- been well-designed (well-articulated and well-elaborated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- been more contextualized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- been taught by various missiologists (not the same people)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructors of missiology…</td>
<td>Could have:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- been all missiologists (who are qualified in this field of study)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- been ready to become missionaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- been mission-minded theologians (using their areas of expertise for mission; e.g. NT at the service of mission like David Bosch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- been scholars of this field of study (missiology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- been given opportunities of professional development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- been fully committed to the promotion of this discipline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- been members of professional associations of mission studies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Students of missiology…

Could have:
- been men and women of mission calling
- been sent out for mission work of their respective churches
- been on the ground to transform the community
- been more attracted to study under this department
- been cared for by their churches
- had an impact on the ground (due to their practical skills)
- been many in this department, with a clear vision of the future
- been more interested to missiological studies
- influenced their churches towards mission engagement

Promote Incentive Research

Research in missiology…

Could have:
- been deepened (well-undertaken with in-depth reflections)
- led to scientific interaction between scholars (instructors and students)
- led to many publications (valuable books and articles)
- been more advanced and promoted
- been well-oriented according to missiological various areas of research
- led to publications of international audience
- led to effervescence for missiological research projects
- led to theological institutions acquire well-equipped, appropriate and updated library in missiology
- led to easy access to the electronic library in missiology

Serve Meaningfully the Community

Protestant churches in the DRC…

Could have:
- become mission-minded churches
- become laboratories for mission and for missiology
- been transformed and committed to missio Dei
- become active in mission
- been well-informed and trained about mission
- become more committed to and competitive for mission
- become missionary churches
- led ECC to have more impact both inside and outside the country
- facilitated intercultural interaction in order to minimize the prevailing climate of tribalism

To check the above statement of transformation in the mind set of participants, the researcher asked another group of participants to provide their feedback after having listened to the speech on “missiology as a transforming discipline.” The question was, “What did you learn for the first time that you would never forget?” The following reactions came from respondents, who were all students at licence (Bachelor) level in a university that did not have a department of missiology:

- “I now realize that missiology could be at the intersection of all theological disciplines.”
- “If our university accepts the existence of a department of missiology, then it will not be
a specialization at licence [Bachelor] level because in our educational system specialization is for Doctoral studies.”

-“I can now say something about mission as it relates to missiology.”

-“We are all called to be missionaries.”

-“I can say that missiology is a hinge of all theological disciplines; it is the crossroad of other disciplines of theology.”

Even if one could not agree with all these statements, the point is that due to their exposure to the issues about missiology, participants in the focus groups have gone through transformational experience. At least their way of perceiving missiology has been transformed after a 2-hour conference and a 2-hour focus group session.

5.5.4 Missiological education and research

The fourth research question was concerned with the extent to which missiological education and research really serve the churches in the DRC for its glocal mission. In chapter 3 (section 3.5.2), “missiological education” was discussed in the light of any tertiary education which has a threefold mandate of providing quality teaching, promoting research, and serving the community. Linked to such a mandate are the following questions: (1) What model of missiological education has been provided in the DRC? (2) What is the purpose of providing missiological education? (3) How are research projects helping churches to solve their daily struggles for God’s glocal and holistic mission?

The research questionnaire was submitted to the faculty of theology to inquire the list and description of courses and to professors of theology to supplement the list of courses they would strongly recommend to their university. As indicated in Tables 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 in sections 5.5.2, 5.5.3 and 5.5.4, the students’ perception communicate the realities of teaching and research in missiological education in the DRC. In chapter one (section 1.2), observation was made that even the official benchmark of university programs in the DRC doesn’t mention missiological studies. Courses offered at the Protestant University of Congo in the Department of Mission Science, Ecumenism and Religious Studies relate mostly to reflection on what the church can do in the society where it operates. They would mainly be oriented toward prophetic mission of denunciating injustice and promoting freedom. In general, wherever the mission-related program exists, courses are taken as theological common courses by all theology students. It is only at the
licensure level that two or three courses are designated to those who have chosen a mission-related program.

During focus groups sessions with students, the question was raised to know which department among the prevailing ones prepares students for the church ministry. Is it Old Testament? New Testament? Church history? Systematic theology? Practical Theology? According to Munayi (1984), professor of history at the Protestant University of Congo, the main purpose of the faculty of theology was to train students for pastoral ministry in the local church based on the Scriptures. Even when this faculty became part of the university in 1990, this objective was not changed. In general, students were prepared for the church ministry. Therefore, the following question becomes worth considering: Which department better prepares students for the church ministry?

Figure 5.2 Theological education and church ministry

During the focus group sessions students realized that the prevailing theological curriculum was either A or B (Figure 5.2). On the one hand the scheme A means that all departments directly prepare students for church ministry. Therefore, none of the licensure graduates could pretend to having specialization in any of the disciplines (OT, NT, CH, ST, and PT). Each department contributes to the future of church and pastoral ministries of the students. The danger is when a student overvalues his/her specialization in systematic theology or any of these other disciplines at licensure level. As consequence to such a claim, many graduates of the prevailing theological curriculum have been reported for having unfruitful church and pastoral ministries.

On the other hand, the scheme B means that the very department which prepares students for church ministry is Practical Theology. Consequently, other disciplines (OT, NT, CH, and ST) contribute to that purpose through Practical Theology. Therefore, students pursuing other disciplines of theology would be prepared for teaching and research ministries or any other duty
apart from pastoral ministry. The truth is that all graduates from any of the existing theological disciplines in the DRC end up by being assigned church and pastoral ministries. This debate is still going on and more research is needed while involving professors of theology who were not in the focus group. Meanwhile, suffice to observe that the above two schemes demonstrate the focus of the prevailing theological curriculum, namely to prepare students for church and pastoral ministries within their own context.

As one could realize, missiology or mission-related studies are out of the agenda in many theological institutions in the DRC. Through the returned questionnaire, several reasons were suggested, including the following:

- “Due to the existing curriculum in our faculty of theology which doesn’t provide a room for missiology or mission studies.”
- “The problem is that missiology is not clearly defined to state how different it is from practical theology.”
- “Because practical theology is at the core of any theological education, preparing people for church ministry.”
- “Maybe due to lack of qualified professors in the area of missiology.”
- “Because ‘mission’ is included in theology; it is one of theological disciplines.”
- “The problem is that the curriculum pertaining to missiological studies has not yet been designed.”
- “Missiology is not really important in our faculty of theology because it is already represented through the department of practical theology.”
- “Missiology doesn’t have any impact as other disciplines (or departments). It is not attractive.”
- “This concern of having missiology as one of the departments is not an interesting preoccupation for the management committee and the governing council of our university.”
- “Missiology is a practical discipline… already in practical theology.”
- “Missiology is more about church… Practical theology has already that function.”
- “Many mission-related courses have already been taught through other departments. There is no need of having a new department.”
- “Missiology in a portion of practical theology, and the latter has the role of implementing what other departments teach. There is no need for having a new ‘practical’ department.”
“Missiology is just a course as any other course in theology. Its place is in practical theology.”

Professors of theology at a university, which doesn’t have a department of missiology or mission-related programs returned the questionnaire with the following comments:

-“Missiology doesn’t have a particular status in our faculty of theology.”
-“Missiology in not perceived as one of essential disciplines of our faculty of theology.”
-“Our problem is that missiology is not clearly defined to state how different it is from practical theology.”
-“Missiology is rather a discipline within the department of practical theology. However, our faculty of theology is planning to have a department of missiology but at Master (DEA) and Doctoral levels.”
-“Missiology is taught as a discipline within the department of practical theology because we didn’t have qualified professors in the area. But now that we have them we will start the process of establishing a department of missiology.”

Even where the department of mission-related programs exists, the following comments send out some messages:

-“Missiology is a part of the department of Mission science, ecumenism and religious studies. However, the course ‘missiology’ is an optional course and students have the freedom to take or not take it.”
-“It is true that missiology is not yet clearly defined to state how different it is from practical theology.”
-“I am not sure if we really have a program handbook on missiology in our department.”
-“Missiology is a mandatory course because all disciplines of theology are linked to it.”
-“Missiology is not yet well-defined; it is still confusing and not well-understood.”
-“Missiology is just a 30-hour course taught only at graduat level, and it is a part of the department of Mission science, ecumenism and religious studies.”
-“In missiology, one can learn how to reach the unreached people.”

Without doubt, the above statements from students and professors distil a climate of persisting malaise about missiology, assigning to it a status of an unstable discipline. During one of the focus group sessions participants enrolled in final year of licence and those undertaking DEA (Master)
mission-related program, shared their research titles with the researcher. It was not a surprise to observe that these research topics would be done either under practical theology or under systematic theology. There is still a preoccupation to know what is that makes a research really missiological.

5.5.5 Summary of the findings

From the above findings, the following elements become obvious and need to be broadly highlighted:

- Many theological institutions in the DRC are still operating under the traditional fourfold pattern (biblical theology, systematic theology, historical theology, and practical theology) established by Frederick Schleiermacher in 1811 and vulgarized by missionary work of the 19th and 20th centuries. Missiology is still absent in many institutions, and wherever a related program is offered there is still a need for more clarification in terms of definition, research methodology, learning outcomes, training structures, teaching-learning methods.

- Mission theory is still a critical issue to address. Many students as well as some professors are still struggling with the formulation of theology of mission, that is, a biblical and theological justification of the mission engagement of the church. While criticizing the missionary theory and practice of the past centuries, the justification of the raison d’être of the church by respondents is still based on the same selective and isolated biblical references such as Matthew 28 or Acts 1:8. Sometimes these biblical references are quoted only to be given another meaning. There is a hermeneutical problem.

- Mission education represents another aspect of the problem that many theological institutions face in their threefold mandate of providing quality teaching, promoting incentive research and serving the community. Almost all Protestant universities, as other higher education institutions in the country, are still having difficulty to join the Bologna Process, a new agenda for higher education despite the legal Acts (ordinances and decrees) released by the government. The teaching-learning process is still strongly teacher-centered and subject-centered.
Mission practice from these theological institutions is, in general, assimilated to work performed by Western missionaries, charging it with some pejorative clichés such as mission being an instrument of imperialism, or a mere activity of proselytism, etc. For many respondents mission is not only preaching the gospel and planting churches, but also and mostly, it is about what the church can do to the people and to the society of its immediate context. This may include, for instance, speaking out against injustice and poverty, engaging in interreligious dialogue without the pretention of converting people of other faiths, involving in social activities such as education, development, ecology, etc.

A direct implication of the above findings is that God’s glocal mission is still a field of exploration for both theological institutions and churches. This reality is portrayed in the existing reports on theological education in Africa and in the mission engagement of African churches. While focusing on how these issues relate and apply to the DRC, the facts are important:

- Theological institutions in the DRC seem to have ceased to be fully in the service of God’s glocal mission. The 8th National Congress of Evangelism and Mission of the Church of Christ in Congo, held in Kinshasa 2-9 August 2015, has lamentably stigmatized this reality. As part of this study, the researcher was invited to deliver two conference papers at national level. The first was designated to the key denomination leaders at the main office of the Church of Christ in Congo on Leadership and mission engagement of the church: case of the Church of Christ in Congo (Kinshasa, June 2015). The second was delivered during the above mentioned 8th Congress on When theology ceases to be in the service of evangelism (Kinshasa, August 2015). These papers are in the process of being submitted to some journals for publication.

- Missiology, which could help face and address the above challenge, has not been well-promoted through well-designed curricula, appropriate publications and bibliographies, professional associations of missiology, fora and conferences in missiology. However, it is an undeniable and historical fact that the DRC is the birthplace of the Protestant missiology in Francophone Africa. The author of this
thesis produced a paper which demonstrates such a reality: *Missiologie comme une discipline en et de transformation: Défi aux institutions théologiques protestantes de l’Afrique francophone avec référence à la République Démocratique du Congo* (Transforming missiology as a challenge to Protestant theological institutions in francophone Africa with reference to the Democratic Republic of Congo). This paper was used as an introduction to the focus groups for the present study designed for students and professors of theology in many Protestant universities. The paper was finally published in the national-based theological journal of the Protestant University of Congo, *Revue Congolaise de Théologie Protestante* (See Annexure D).

- **The Church of Christ in Congo through its 82 communautés has not been intentionally present in the global mission.** Since its inception in 1970 as a legacy of the Protestant mission societies, this federation of Protestant churches distils a clear tendency of being more “institutional church” than “missional church.” While conducting research for this study, the researcher couldn’t find official records on the mission involvement of the Church of Christ in Congo or that of its affiliated communautés at global level. As part of this study, the researcher has published an article on “Understanding and evaluating the participation of Francophone Africans in world mission: Congolese working in Burundi” (*Evangelical Review of Theology*, July 2015). (See Annexure C).

The following chapter will suggest and discuss possibilities of transforming missiology for a fruitful missiological education.
CHAPTER 6
TOWARDS A TRANSFORMING MISSIOLOGY FOR A FRUITFUL
MISSIOLOGICAL EDUCATION

6.1 Introduction

Some meaningful indications on the initial observation, which triggered this study, have surfaced through the empirical investigation reported in the precedent chapter. The observed reality of the Democratic Republic of Congo was that this “well-Christianized” nation tends to be a mission-less country at the global level despite the fact that it houses several tertiary theological institutions and churches in full bloom. The assumption was that a revisit of missiology in theological education would undoubtedly lead to some discoveries susceptible to build significant theories about missiology and missiological education. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to better understand how the prevailing missiological training programs in the DRC align with the preoccupation of providing missiological education for God’s glocal mission. The key question was “How does the prevailing missiological education in the DRC align with the purpose of missio Dei?”

Based on the findings of the precedent chapters (two to five), this chapter concentrates on providing theoretical insights and analysis on transforming missiology for a fruitful missiological education. It is a missiological reflection on the root causes of the current status of missiology (section 6.2), on the need for a transforming missiology (section 6.3), on the attributes of missiology (section 6.4), on the tripartite concern of missiology (section 6.5), and on a model of study program for missiological higher education (section 6.6). Root causes derive from a meta-analysis of the findings of the empirical investigation; attributes designate what missiology is as a discipline; the tripartite concern of missiology conveys the idea of being a systematic reflection on the theory of God’s mission, on the training for God’s mission and on the practice of God’s mission. The chapter intends to be a reflection to solve the research problem and to pave the path for future research. According to Encarta (2007), a reflection is “careful thought, especially the process of reconsidering previous actions, events, or decisions.” Therefore, references will be done either to the findings of the precedent chapters (from one to five) or to any valuable missiological insights and inputs from other scholars and authors.
6.2 Profound root causes of the current status of missiology

Four important themes related to the four research sub-questions formulated in the first chapter were generated, highlighted and discussed to address the research problem of this study, namely (1) paradigms of theology of mission; (2) theological education and missio Dei; (3) educational and conceptual frameworks; and (4) missiological education and research. The interpretation and analysis of the findings related to these themes have displayed the reality that in general much is needed to be done as to align the prevailing theological education with the purpose of God’s glocal mission. However, a meta-analysis of the above reality, based on the theoretical and empirical findings of this study, prompts the argument that there are more profound causes, which would have contributed to such a situation. One could discern the following five root causes of the current status of missiology and missiological education in the DRC: (1) historical legacies; (2) theological convictions; (3) educational factors; (4) ecclesiastical structures; and (5) economic and political reasons.

6.2.1 Historical legacies

As discussed in chapter 4, the Protestant missions that pioneered the work in the DRC have left a legacy of poor and belated leadership development of nationals despite countless encouragements of the Edinburgh 1910 conference and its continuing committee, the International Missionary Council. Two factual evidences can be mentioned and sketched here.

Firstly, it took 30 years for mission societies to set up the first pastoral school at Kimpese. The Protestant work started in the DRC in 1878 and the first school was established very late in 1908. In addition, the quality of the training was so low that Brown (1952:303), one of the missionaries in the DRC, could not hesitate to observe that the first factor, which contributed to the failure of the Congo church to be a missionary, is the fact of an untrained ministry. By the time he published his article, “very few Congo pastors have had more than nine years’ schooling at the very most” (Brown 1952:303). The eve of the first faculty of theology in 1959 was the fruit of IMC’s Theological Education Funds project as proposed in Bates’ (1954) report. One could also observe that this newly established training institution was structured according to the existing fourfold pattern of theological education which ignored everything about mission. Historians have indicated that the purpose of that theological institution was to prepare qualified ministers to serve the church in its work of serving people of Congo. The general secretary of the newly formed
Church of Christ in Congo, pastor Bokeleale could state that “the true mission of the church [in Congo] is to evangelize the Congolese people (Bokeleale, 1973:433).”

The second evidence of the historical legacy could relate to the educational background of missionaries who served in the DRC. Many of them, if not the majority, have been themselves of low educational background in mission studies. Chapter 4 (section 4.4.4) has provided some evidences of it. Since one gives only what he/she possesses, the missionary legacy for missiology and missiological education could not be expected to be beyond the capacity of missionaries themselves. For instance, after his visit to the DRC in 1934 where he attended two Protestant missionary conferences, Dr John Mott came to the conclusion that Protestant missions in the DRC failed to speed the process of transferring the leadership to nationals and to raise internationally renowned people (section 4.5.3). The general impression and legacy is that “mission” was for Western missionaries and “church” for nationals.

6.2.2 Theological convictions

Theological convictions would have played an important role in the state of missiology and missiological education in the DRC. Much of that situation could derive from the opposing coexistence of ecumenical and evangelical streams at both international and local levels. The historical legacy of theological convictions can be described according to two main periods.

The first period of ante-WCC can be set from 1910 to 1948. This period was one of shared theological conviction that the supreme task for the mission of the church was to reach out to the world with the message of the gospel. Since the Conference of Edinburg in 1910, this conviction was generally shared by missionaries, by leaders of younger churches on the mission field and by leaders of missionary societies in the West. During this period, the International Missionary Council (IMC) was an asset for the promotion of such a conviction. As already demonstrated in chapters 2 and 4, there was a close relatedness between the Congo Protestant Council (CPC) and the IMC. Though the spirit of unity characterized the Protestant work in the DRC due to several reasons, including the fact that Protestant missions were constantly under the threat of the colonial regime and the Roman Catholic Church, some structures of the Protestant missions were modelled after the recommendations of the Conference of Edinburg 1910 and its continuing committee. Many Protestant missionaries based in the DRC published their reflections in the *International Review of Mission(s)*, which was edited by the IMC. Some among them were involved in the leadership and managerial positions of the IMC.
The second period started in 1948 when WCC came to existence, and mostly when the WCC and the IMC emerged in 1961. This period was the starting point of the bipolarization of theological convictions about mission. While evangelicals would continue with the spirit of the Conference of Edinburg 1910, ecumenicals would rather shape new directions for missions, which actually were already insinuated by the Conference of Edinburg 1910. Literature has shown that alongside the preoccupation of evangelizing the whole generation, some participants also raised the concern of social engagement by the church as being part of its mission. The radicalization of ecumenical movement against the proclamation of the gospel as being the essential element of missionary enterprise came to comfort theological teachings of mission that value humanization as the purpose of mission. These two points of view influenced mission, missiology and missiological education at both international and national levels. This bipolar reality came to its pick when finally evangelicals set for the creation of what has become “Lausanne Movement” in 1974. In the DRC, these two convictions, ecumenicalism and evangelicalism, have also polluted the climate of understanding and of collaboration. Though the Constitution of the Church of Christ in Congo promotes neutrality regarding these two theological convictions, the ecumenical movement has been the most influential organization for the Church of Christ in Congo and its services (ECC, Procès Verbal du Comité Exécutif National, 1994). The related theological trends have left a legacy of not having an agreed point of view about mission, missiology and missiological education in the country.

6.2.3 Educational realities

Educational realities have meaningfully influenced the state of mission, missiology and missiological education in the DRC. Besides what has been said earlier (section 6.2.1) about the educational background of missionaries, which might have shaped the theory and practice of mission, one could point to the general standard of the educational system in the DRC. Beginning from the earlier context of colonialism up to the post-colonialism period, authors have lamented the low quality of the Protestant educational system. While the Catholic educational system was said to be of high quality, the Protestant system could not prepare students to hold an influencing leadership position at both local and international levels. Authors have attributed this situation to the colonial policy, which favoured Catholic missions and granted them subsidies for their educational programs. It was only and painfully in 1948 under international pressure that the Protestant educational programs were granted some subsidies.
Such a legacy affected the complete intellectual environment of the Protestant missions. One could probably find in this environment the reason of the delay in transferring the leadership to nationals. As discussed in chapter 4 (see section 4.5.2), authors indicate that the formation of the first Protestant theological institution in 1959 was the result of a long and painful process, which would even affect the relationship between missionaries and nationals. This climate of misunderstanding caused nationals to have a bad image of whatever falls under the label of “mission”, including “mission studies” which were easily interpreted by many as being an instrument of the Western imperialism. How could a Protestant theological institution in such an atmosphere plan any department or training program about “mission” or “mission studies”? Therefore, if there could have been a better way of speaking of “mission”, the only possibility would be to promote the ecumenical understanding of mission as reminded in the previous section (section 6.2.2). Mission is humanization, liberating people from political oppression and social inequalities, valuing the local culture and living in peaceful relationship with people of other faiths without any attempt of converting them.

In addition, educational philosophies and practices influenced also the teaching-learning process. Education was perceived as a means of indoctrinating effort, which discourages an independent thought or acceptance of other opinions. Even at the higher education level, the educational approach was teacher-centred rather than learner-centred, subject-oriented rather than content-oriented, pedagogy-oriented rather than andragogy-oriented. These concepts were amply explored in chapter 3. In such an educational environment, students are mostly dependent on whatever instructors conceive and impart. If there is nothing of “mission” or “missiology” in the instructor’s mind-set, nothing different could be expected from the graduates of such a learning system, and from the church that they would serve after their studies.

6.2.4 Ecclesiastical structures

In the DRC the understanding of mission and missiology, the practice of missiological education cannot be well captured without taking into account the debate, which punctuated the formation of the Church of Christ in Congo. In his Doctoral thesis, Molo (1987) amply surveyed and analysed this debate, demonstrating how the ecclesiastical structures that were adopted in 1970 shaped a unique ecclesiology of the Protestant church in the DRC. As one revisits missions and church history in the DRC, it becomes obvious that the post-missionary Protestant missions and church were actually the result of what started during the missionary era through the creation of the Congo Protestant Council whereby mission societies of various ecclesiastical traditions came to work
together. The debate centred on the question whether the unity of the church in the DRC could be “structural” (with consultative role) or “organic” (with executive role). While the first suggests that the Church of Christ in Congo is a consultative federation of autonomous churches, the second insinuates that churches from various traditions should keep their autonomy but under one official representative leadership comparable to the Roman Catholic Church.

Recent accounts of this debate can be found in the official documents of the Church of Christ in Congo (ECC, *Procès Verbal du Comité Exécutif National*, 1996, 1997, 1999). These documents report on the negative implication that the debate has on mission engagement of the Church of Christ in Congo and its related communautés. For instance, during the celebration of the 30th anniversary of the Church of Christ in Congo held in Kinshasa, October 1-8, 2000, the theme was *Unité de l’Église du Christ au Congo, Paix et Développment* (The unity of the Church of Christ in Congo, Peace and Development). Eight presentations were delivered by professors of the Faculty of Theology of the Protestant University of Congo. As the formulation of the theme and of each presentation suggests, none of these eight presentations dealt expressively with “mission” of the church. Furthermore, it was during the meeting of the National Executive Committee of the Church of Christ in Congo held on the same occasion, that Dr Diafwila who went with his family to serve in Canada was judged as deserter rather than being considered as missionary (ECC, *Procès Verbal du Comité Exécutif National*, 1999:16-17, 2000:17).

Subsequently, a closer look of the history of the relationship between missionaries and nationals would rather suggest another interpretation about the coexistence or non-coexistence of “mission” and “church”. As already discussed earlier (section 4.6.1), what was at stake was whether or not the “mission” (missionaries’ institution) could coexist with “church” (nationals’ institution). With the foundation of the Church of Christ in Congo in 1970, the final decision was that mission organization was over and the church organization took over. This decision had undoubtedly affected the theology of mission. In the 19th century and the first half of the 20th century, mission included both “mission organization” and the task of being a “church in mission”. The “mission organization” from the West came to the existence in the DRC in 1878 due to the understanding that the church *per essence* is a community *for* and *in* mission. Therefore, if “mission organization” is dismantled, the concept and reality of “church in mission” becomes questionable. This questionability is so real that the concept “mission” could not bear a clear meaning within the Church of Christ in Congo and its related communautés. For instance, the words *mission intérieure* (home mission) and *mission extérieure* (foreign mission) which existed in some earlier versions of
the constitution to define the mission of the Church of Christ in Congo disappeared from the recent versions (See ECC, *Constitution* 1970, 2004, 2014). For a long time the department of evangelism and life of the church did not explicitly include the word “mission” until as recently as 1998. Even with the inclusion of “mission”, a close survey of the minutes of the Church of Christ in Congo about its nature, ministries and projects indicate that “mission” is not the preoccupation for many church leaders and members. The structures of the church do not provide conditions for mission involvement of the church.

Another aspect is the missionless bureaucratization of the church structure where, as Crawford (1966:93) had observed, the ablest men were removed from the pastorate into administrative positions. It is however noteworthy that the administration *per se* was not a bad thing. It was needed in a period when Western missionaries were departing from the country. The church needed a capable and fruitful managerial leadership to ensure its future. Unfortunately, as in any other human situations, the focus on administration without equal attention on God’s glocal mission caused the Church of Christ in Congo to become a more “maintenance-church” than a “missional-church”. Similar observation could also be made of the focus on the implicit suggestion of Crawford to concentrate on pastorate as far as, according to Brown (1952:303), the pastoral ministry was mostly focused on local scope. In general, both pastoral and administrative ministries in the context of the DRC were more for local mission than glocal mission. The focus was only on the local ministry of the church instead of being on both its local and global ministries together.

6.2.5 Economic and political factors

Economic and political factors have influenced the state of mission, missiology and missiological education in the DRC from the beginning of the missionary work to date. Writing after the independence of the DRC, Crawford (1966) observed that economic factors and status played a part regarding recruitment to the ministry. According to the author, these factors caused the church to suffer from a lack of consecrated and well-trained men. After independence, many catechists left their work to seek better life in cities. Even today, the church ministry is not a paying service except when focusing on the prevailing prosperity gospel. Theological education in general and missiological education in particular, is not an attractive field of study based on the reason that it does not ensure financial and material return. The situation could not be otherwise since the human tendency has been often to concentrate on current difficulties and problems. Disciples faced the same problem when the Samaritan harvest was ready (John 4). Jesus and his disciples had the choice between focusing on their famine and take time to eat or lifting up their eyes to watch and
minister to the Samaritan harvest. Jesus taught a missiological lesson to his disciples that amidst difficulties and challenges of their daily life they should not forget to lift up their eyes, to see and to minister to the harvest (John 4:35).

In the DRC, Protestant work had always faced challenges, which caused the church to focus on them with the temptation of overlooking God’s glocal and redemptive mission. Apart from the experience of Western missionaries during their pioneering work under the unfriendly colonial regime, the Church of Christ in Congo underwent the same temptation of side lining the global aspect of God’s mission. A good look at official documents such as the minutes of meetings of the Church of Christ in Congo and its related communautés would lead to the conclusion that most often these meetings focused on challenges, difficulties, and problems faced locally (ECC, *Procès Verbal du Comité Exécutif National*, 1996, 1997, 1999). One could even find the same trends through different versions of the constitution of the Church of Christ in Congo, moving from mission as proclamation of the gospel throughout the world to social engagements as the true mission of the church (See ECC, *Constitution* 1970, 2004 and 2014). Various themes of national meetings of the Church of Christ in Congo from 1971 to 2015 display clearly the same orientation.

The economic and political situations have caused the DRC to continually being a contrasting place of wealth with economically, socially and politically unstable population. Recurrent army conflicts and wars since the independence have hindered the development of the country and that of its population, destroying any hope one could attempt to expect and keeping people in a pessimistic environment. This situation has then become both psychological and normal. The affected psychology of the inhabitants of the country –including church leaders and members—has put them in an environment where abnormal becomes normal. In such an environment, the church is likely tempted to abdicate its God-given vision of doing mission both locally and globally. The church and its training institutions would probably focus on theologies, which concentrate on daily struggles losing sight on the fact that these human struggles have their root cause in sin. As mentioned earlier, the prevailing theologies promoted on the continent (African theology, Black theology, Reconstruction theology, etc.) have been more “revolutionary” theologies rather than being “evolutionary” theologies that could lead the church to join God in his glocal mission (but not only local). There is a need of transforming the prevailing theology into missional theology.
6.3 Need for a Transforming Missiology

The findings in the previous chapter and their related root causes discussed in the precedent section (6.2) convey the message that there is a need for well-structured missiological education in the DRC. However, such a need requires a substantiated rationale of an appropriate theoretical framework, which encompasses objectives, expected outcomes, and activities. Further sections in this chapter are intended to discuss these matters but focus is first placed on the need for a well-structured missiological program and the need for a transforming missiology.

6.3.1 The need for a well-structured missiological program

While collecting data for this study, a friend of the researcher who had just completed his PhD in missiology, shared the story of his struggle as professor of missiology to re-integrate his university. The scientific committee, which had the responsibility of accrediting professors, declined his request to establish a department of missiology within the faculty of theology and appointed him as one of the instructors in the department of practical theology. They then assigned a course on evangelization and mission with the recommendation to split these two aspects in two separate courses. The strong argument was articulated through some words like “There is no such thing as ‘missiology’ in the official and recognized disciplines of theology in the DRC. If you want to establish such a department here, you should first show us a legal document from the government. The handbook of universities’ programs in the DRC does not contain such a thing as ‘missiology’ or ‘department of missiology’. Please, be comfortable to serve under the department of practical theology.” It was this conversation with the friend of the researcher who prompted the researcher to request for a conference in the same university in 2014, but the permission was granted in 2015. On the occasion, five activities were conducted as part of data collection for this thesis, namely participant observation, research questionnaire to students and some professors, conference for students and professors of the faculty of theology, focus group with the finalists of the faculty of theology, and individual interaction with some key professors of theology. The outcomes of that field study were included in the findings of the precedent chapter.

As mentioned elsewhere in this thesis (section 1.2), the official handbook of university programs was published in 2010 because of a long process of educational reform in the DRC which started in 2004. Two facts are evident about that document. Firstly, the program on theological studies is mainly Catholic-oriented. The researcher went to the Ministry of Higher Education in Kinshasa to inquiry more about the absence of a Protestant-based theological program. The answer was simple:
“That is what we received and we assume that it comprises both Catholic and Protestant theological study program. If Protestant universities want their specific theological program to be included, they should apply for it.” It is clear that even the existing theological program of Protestant faculties of theology does not exist in that official handbook, although these faculties are recognized by the government. The second fact is that even in the Catholic-oriented existing program which covers both Catholic and Protestant institutions, there is nothing about a course entitled “mission” or “missiology”.

However, two other facts should be mentioned here to argue that missiology is officially recognized in the DRC. Firstly, some Protestant universities that provide mission-related programs since 1990 (Centre Universitaire de Missiologie) and 1997 (Université Protestante au Congo) are officially accredited and their degrees granted at Bachelor, Master and Doctoral levels have been endorsed by the government. While the first mentioned institution grants degrees of Bachelor in missiology, the second grants degrees in theology, with some students focusing their research projects on mission science, ecumenism and religious studies. The second fact relates to a recent Act, Loi-Cadre n° 14/004 (11 February 2014) signed by the president of the DRC and published in the official journal (Journal Officiel) on 19 February 2014. Article 98 of this document gives the injunction to universities to align their study programs with the Bologna agenda. The requirement is to offer studies in three cycles of Bachelor (3 years), Master (2 years) and Doctorate (3 to 5 years) in order to ensure mobility of students and instructors at both national and international levels. As explained in chapter 3 (section 3.5.4), the prevailing educational system in the DRC has caused many students to take remedial courses or to repeat all the courses from scratch.

Before moving any further, it is now meaningful to sketch how missiological education could function within the theological fourfold pattern and with other disciplines of social science. Figure 6.1 illustrates the interplay between the attributes and nature of missiology with other disciplines. At the core of the diagram is missiology as it displays its attributes of being a scientific and applied discipline, an interdisciplinary discipline, an intentional discipline and a discipline focused on God’s glocal and holistic mission. The inner cycle of missiology comprises of other theological disciplines based on the fourfold pattern of biblical theology, systematic theology, historical theology, and practical theology. Missiology is about God’s affairs; therefore, theology and theological disciplines indisputably matter. This inner cycle is followed and underpinned by social sciences in their diversity. Missiology is about God’s affairs with humankind; therefore, social
sciences meaningfully matter. When brought together, these ingredients allow missiology to systematically reflect on how mission has been conceptualised, how it is conceptualised, and how it should be conceptualized; how it has been taught, how it is being taught, and how it should be taught; how it has been executed, how it is executed, and how it should be executed.

**Figure 6.1 Interplay between attributes, the nature of missiology and other disciplines**

Source: The author of this thesis

### 6.3.2 The need for a transforming missiology

The concept of “transforming missiology” was already defined in the first chapter (sections 1.2 and 1.7.1) to highlight the fact that missiology can be changed (transformed) and it can lead to change (transformation). Acting as both verb and adjective, *transforming* simply means that the call is for God’s people to assess *their* missiology to match it with the purpose of *missio Dei*. Missiology can be transformed (or changed) by either empowering some of its aspects, or modifying some of its irrelevant categories, or replacing some of its non-applicable categories. For instance, the content, the methods and the delivery systems can be transformed through empowering, modifying or replacing. There should be a possibility of transforming missiology and missiological education if they happen to no longer serve the cause of God’s glocal and holistic mission.
Transforming also implies that missiology should bring change to the life of stakeholders that are instructors, students, their churches and the community. As stated elsewhere, to be of any sense, missiological education should help students “transform their churches into either mission-minded congregations or in-mission communities” (Fohle 2012:19). A mission-minded church is not necessarily an in-mission church. While the first is about “knowing about mission” or “having a vision for mission”, the second is about “taking active part in mission” or “being on the mission ground”. One can have knowledge on and of mission without being available to do mission. Moving from the first into the second conveys the reality of transformation. Therefore, the urgent task here is to call for a transforming missiology, which strives to equip students as future graduates with the passion for and action of making their respective churches not only mission-minded congregations but also communities in mission.

Figure 6.2 Missiology and its interplay with other disciplines for God’s glocal mission

Source: The author of this thesis

The working definition proposed in the first two chapters is expanded here. In the context of the DRC, the definition of missiology has been at the core of the marginalization of this discipline in
the theological curriculum. Respondents to the questionnaire for this study insisted on the fact that missiology is not clearly defined to state how different it is from practical theology or any other discipline of theology. As indicated through the literature review, this difficulty has been highlighted even in other contexts in the world. After a quick survey of literature, the proposed definition below encompasses important features of this discipline. Although missiology is already recognized as a discipline in its own right, the issue of its nature and task has not yet reached agreed consensus (Scherer, 1987:509; Roxborough, 2009:1; Feshman, 2013:80-86; Langmead, 2013:67-79; Moreau, et al., 2015:19). Depending on the theological perspective from which the answer is provided, missiology can be a theoretical-oriented discourse or a practical-oriented reflection and even more than these two extremes. In several occasions (see chapter 2, section 2.2.2), the literature has shown a reduced interest of materials on mission education as an intrinsic nature of missiology. The researcher has undertaken to provide a definition, which could address some of the unresolved aspects of the existing definitions both in local and global context. Missiology is then understood as a scientific and applied study based on the word of God and on disciplines of social sciences in order to understand and orient how God’s glocal and holistic mission entrusted to the church is and should be conceptualized, executed and taught (see illustration of Figure 6.2).

As far as missiology and missiological education are concerned, and based on the above observations, there is a need to clarify the attributes and function of missiology. The following sections discuss the attributes of missiology as they appear in the proposed definition.

6.4 Attributes of Missiology

Understanding the attributes of missiology can help solve most of the preoccupations raised by participants to this study. Attributes simply refer to intrinsic elements of the nature of missiology; important characteristics which make missiology different from other disciplines. Missiology is a scientific and applied discipline, an interdisciplinary discipline, an intentional discipline and a discipline focused on God’s glocal and holistic mission. The following sections attempt to elucidate them.

6.4.1 Missiology as a scientific and an applied discipline

Missiology has clear object and methods, taking into account how mission is conceptualized, how it is taught and how it is practiced in various contexts. It is a discipline, which is scientific and
conforms to science and its principles. It is methodical, proceeding in a systematic and methodical way (Encarta 2007). Missiology is also an academic discipline, that is, it relates to the educational system. However, when defining academic in terms of scholarly discipline, Encarta states that it is “scholarly and intellectual, and not vocational or practical.” Encarta’s definition of academic doesn’t apply to the definition of missiology. In the contrary, authors have perceived missiology as both “scholarly and intellectual” and “vocational or practical.” It is an applied science. Glasser (1984:724) is right to insist that if missiology is a science, it should be an applied science.

Missiology is a scientific discipline, which is undertaken with the purpose of applying the results to the real life of the church in the struggle of responding to the God-given mission. As such, missiology is undertaken based on object (to study what?), methods (how to study it?), sources (where to get the information?), for which reason (what are the outcomes?), etc. It has its own central questions, data to be examined and methods to be used. It is in the process of addressing these concerns that approaches to missiology converge or diverge. Chapters on theoretical (chapter 2), educational (chapter 3) and historical (chapter 4) considerations have shown how missiology is diversely understood, formed and delivered. Depending on theological conviction, philosophical orientation and historical realities, missiology has taken various forms and tasks. Tippet (1978:xvi) has made this reality obvious by contending that missiology grows, adapts and relates afresh to new form of any kind of change. All this because it is an applied discipline and does not only address the question “what should we know?” or simply “what should we do?”

In a scientific inquiry, there are three kinds of questions a researcher could ask (Turabian 2007:8-11): (1) Conceptual question: “What should we know?” (2) Practical question: “What should we do?” (3) Applied question: “What should we understand before we know what to do?” When focused on conceptual questions only, missiology becomes merely a theoretical, a speculative and an intellectual activity, which allows the learners to acquire and accumulate non-transferable and non-applicable knowledge. The learners may have sophisticated insights without addressing the felt needs or the problem on the ground. They may possess theoretical insights without attending to real preoccupations of the church and its mission. Theological institutions in the DRC have been criticized for not preparing students to help the churches achieve their God-given mission. They have been accused of having ceased to really be in the service of the church.

If undertaken with focus on practical questions only, missiology is reduced to mere pragmatism, without a theoretical and durable foundation. The learners may perform activities without a strong theoretical basis. They can change their mind any time without solid foundation on what they do.
They may be active in the ministry without stable principles, which could help the church to survive without them. Transforming missiology is not a matter of being volatile; it is rather about changing through solid basis; transforming by the renewal of mind (cf. Romans 12:1, 2). Many Protestant missionaries in the DRC were criticized for not being able to train local people on time at highly expected level. They were practitioners, but as discussed in chapter four (section 4.4.4), many needed solid theoretical principles. Probably due to the fact that mission has been a fruit of seasonal revival, it has been leading participants to activism. In many places, and in some hardship occasions, such an activism could not survive against critical thinking attack. In the DRC, the existence of the Congo Protestant Council was also prompted by the need of creating synergy to compensate for the lack of a solid theoretical foundation in some other missionaries (see, for instance, section 4.5.2).

A transforming missiology would rather require an answer to the third question, namely “what should we understand before we know what to do?” It is about combining conceptual and practical questions or practical and conceptual questions. Depending on the context and the nature of the problem, the process can go either way, providing that the theoretical part helps address the real problem, or that the practical part is supported by an insightful basis. The demonstration of this process is discussed later in this chapter (section 6.6.4).

6.4.2 Missiology as an interdisciplinary discipline

Missiology is an interdisciplinary discipline. It is grounded in the word of God, while also using disciplines of social sciences. It gets light from both God’s revelation and human ingenuity. The danger is not only when missiology is undertaken based strictly on one of these sources, but also how these sources and tools are conceived and how their interplay is balanced. Again, chapters on theoretical (chapter 2), educational (chapter 3) and historical (chapter 4) considerations have shown how missiology is diversely understood, formed and delivered due to how people perceive and use the Scriptures and the disciplines of social science. Depending on theological conviction, philosophical orientation and historical realities, missiology has taken various forms and tasks.

The understanding of what the “word of God” is has shaped the prevailing mission theories. When the Scriptures were considered as “being the word of God” mission theories and their implication for God’s mission couldn’t have the same meaning and implication as when they were perceived as “containing the word of God”. Subsequently, the presupposition one holds on the Scriptures determines their missiology, missiological education and mission practice. This reality was
depicted in chapter 2. The history of missions has proven that mission during one period took a different shape than in another period, different from both the preceding and following periods.

Bibliology holds a special place in missiology, specifically the teaching about authority and inspiration of the Scriptures. Missiology cannot survive if undertaken while questioning the authority of the Scriptures. Even while revisiting each missiological discourse that has characterized one or another period in the past, mission theory, education and practice were shaped by the biblical understanding of their promoters. The question is, “does the content of the Scriptures deserve indisputable allegiance?” Depending on the period, the context and theological convictions, different answers were given and mission theory, education and practice were accordingly shaped and reshaped. This situation raises the issue of hermeneutics. How should a missiologist approach, understand and interpret the Scriptures? While some missiological discourses were labelled “evangelical” or “neo-evangelical”, others were known as “liberal” or “ecumenical”. From this reality, various missiological wings were formed, known as “Catholic missiology”, “ecumenical missiology”, “evangelical missiology”, “Orthodox missiology”, “Pentecostal/charismatic missiology.” Even within one group, one could also find sub-categories. The researcher has indicated that in the DRC, one could find “evangelical-ecumenical missiologists”, “ecumenical-evangelical missiologists”, “Pentecostal-ecumenical missiologists”, etc. (Fohle, 2011:51). How a missiologist approaches, understands and interprets the Scriptures certainly assigns a label to him or her.

In the DRC Protestant theological institutions find themselves labelled either as “evangelical” or “liberal” and the way missiology is perceived and practiced depends mainly on how exegetical and hermeneutical issues are handled. In some cases the principles of historical-critical methodology are meticulously applied, using the same categories inherited from the Enlightenment period of the 18th and 19th centuries. The Scriptures are approached with critical eyes. For instance, adherents of this methodology would attempt to discover which of the statements and specific words attributed to Christ by the writers of Gospel were actually spoken by him (Enns, 2014:23). An example from one of the Protestant universities in the DRC illustrates this approach as a professor denied that Jesus was baptized by John the Baptist. The Scriptures are then approached with critical eyes. In other cases, only literal-grammatical-historical methodology is used, examining the context of the text (Enns, 2014:180).

On the other side, missiology draws insights from various cognate disciplines in order to describe the complex nature of mission. Such disciplines and sub-disciplines include anthropology,
sociology, psychology, education, politics and governance, history, religious studies and apologetics, to name a few.\textsuperscript{114} These disciplines make missiology relevant because they address the real problems faced by the real people. Using \textit{emic} (collecting data from people inside the research setting) or \textit{etic} (collecting data from outside the research setting) strategies, missiologist strives to understand people’s realities so as to address their real problems. However, the danger arises when missiologists frame their premises mostly on these social aspects at the expense of God’s revelation; or when missiological discourses proceed from mere rationalism and relativism at the expense of God’s revelation and biblical faith. In chapter 2, it was demonstrated that such a challenge has shaped missiology, mission theory, mission education and mission practice.

A transforming missiology will use the principle of balance, using both emic and etic, approaching both text and context, and depending on the nature of the problem and the situation, missiologists could start their discourse either way, i.e from text to context, or from context to text. In the African context, African theology and other theological formulations (e.g. theology of reconstruction, Black theology, etc.) were conceived mainly as “identity theologies” which seem to have neglected God’s global mission focusing rather on local and contextual struggles (see section 3.4.2).

6.4.3 Missiology as an intentional discipline

Missiology is deliberately based on a clear intention or purpose. It is purposefully undertaken to understand and to orientate the mission entrusted to the church. Missiology does not only identify problems and opportunities of thinking and doing mission; it also provides answers on how mission should be conceptualized, taught and executed. While asking “what is mission and how do people perceive mission?” missiologists go further to address another question, namely “how should mission be perceived?” The question relates to mission education in the following sense: “What is mission education and how do people provide education for mission?” This question will lead to “how should mission education be provided?” In connection to mission practice, the question “how do people involve in God’s mission?” will lead to “how should people involve in God’s mission?” These examples serve to indicate that missiology or missiological discourse is an intentional reflection, which aims at action and transformation and identification of the problem and it substantiates propositions to solve the problem.

\textsuperscript{114} A long list of disciplines and sub-disciplines are provided by many authors (see Van Engen, 1996:18)
A transforming missiology starts with a prevailing issue related to God’s mission. Any topic could be studied by any discipline. For instance, the topic “telephone” can be differently approached and discussed by scholars of sociology, psychology, education, business, political science, mathematics, etc. It can also make the preoccupation of a missiologist as far as the telephone and its use contribute to or hinder God’s mission. A missiological discourse on telephone should start with the demonstration of the extent to which it is a prevailing problem for mission with the intention to provide a solution for God’s glocal mission.

In the DRC Protestant theological institutions have been criticized for not having provided enough opportunity to problem-based education. During this study, the researcher attended sessions of thesis defence, skimmed through some licence and DEA monographs (mémoires) and journal articles published locally by some Protestant universities and received feedback during the focus group sessions. The recurrent observation is that many students, researchers and writers seem to not substantiate and match their research problems accordingly. For instance, the researcher found it difficult to see how DEA students of the Department of Mission Science, Ecumenism and Religious Studies hardly demarcated their research topics from those undertaken in practical theology or in systematic theology. The question is what it is that makes a research really missiological. Coming back to the illustration of telephone, how does a missiologist address this issue differently than the way in which a practical theologian or a systematic theologian would do it?

A transforming missiology strives for a new and fruitful orientation of God’s mission relevant to the context. In the process of producing a missiological reflection a missiologist starts from the local context, takes into account the global context, learns accurately from both contexts without trying to impose the global context, learns faithfully from the Scriptures and objectively from other disciplines of science and comes back to address the local issue. Subsequently, a missiology which criticizes without providing relevant alternatives, is likely to become a sterile and useless academic activity. Originality, relevance, appropriateness, accuracy, objectivity, contextualization, biblical-based and transformation are among the attributes of a transforming missiology. Correlated with Encarta’s (2007) definition of these concepts, their application to missiology offers a good perspective of these important concepts.

Originality has to do with avoidance of plagiarism. Relevance stresses the idea of a missiological discourse, which has some significant and logical connection with the beneficiaries, the people from the context of the research. Appropriateness evokes the idea of fitness, being suitable for the
discipline of missiology (instead of confusing a missiological discourse with discourses from any other theological discipline). Accuracy points to the necessity of the correctness (ability to avoid obvious errors and to be precise) or the truthfulness of missiological reasoning. Objectivity relates to accuracy but emphasizes the ability to perceive or describe something objectively without being influenced by personal emotions or prejudices. Contextualization has to do with the necessity of placing missiological reflection within a suitable context, which must be assessed and readjusted by the normative principles of the Scriptures (biblically anchored and suitable). Transformation means that missiological discourse should lead to change in thinking and in action (Romans 12:1, 2).

In the DRC some reports lament the fact that graduates of theological institutions fail to create or lead church ministries through and for transformation. Consequently, the rate of the growth of Protestant membership and churches has been decreasing. The recent strategic plan designed by the Department of Evangelism, Church Life and Mission of the Church of Christ in Congo (see chapter 1, section 1.1) was based on such a reality. In relation to this study, this researcher (Fohle 2015:253-270) conducted an empirical study and published an article on “Understanding and evaluating the participation of Francophone Africans in world mission: Congolese working in Burundi” (See Annexure C). The result that could also be generalized to Congolese working in other countries throughout the world doesn’t show any direct impact of theological education on these “auto-proclaimed missionaries.” The question is to what extent theological education prepares students for transformation if the academic production is not original, relevant, appropriate, accurate, contextual, objective, biblical and transformational. A transforming missiology should take such a preoccupation seriously.

6.4.4 Missiology as a discipline of God’s glocal and holistic mission

At the moment mission is a passe-partout word in both religion-related and non-religion-related settings. In chapter 2 and in chapter 3 mission in the context of religion in general, and church in particular, bore various connotations. Related to such a variety of perceptions, missiology has also become multiform. The change in the title of International Review of Missions is an example. From its launch in 1912 up to 1969, the letter “s” was added to the word “mission”. Thereafter, due to perceptions and convictions of the theology of missio Dei, the journal became International Review of Mission, without the “s”. This change affected the understanding of mission among the leaders of the Church of Christ in Congo as well. Its first Congolese president mentioned the implication of this change:
It is quite some time now since the *International Review of Missions* became the *International Review of Mission*. The change in thinking revealed in this change in name characterizes also some of the thinking of the Church of Christ in Zaire (Protestant Church), for since 1969 Protestant **missions** have ceased to exist in Zaire. At the General Assembly of the former Congo Protestant Council in that year, Zairian churchmen decided that after almost a century of missionary endeavour in their country, missions as institutions no longer had any reason to exist, and the Church in Zaire had to assume its responsibilities for the true **mission** of the Church to evangelize the Zairian people (Bokeleale 1973:433).

Fuller Theological Seminary established the school of world mission in 1965 before changing it into school of intercultural studies in 2003 (see sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4). If a Congolese undertakes research on the history of Communauté Evangélique de l’Ubangi Mongala (CEUM) where the writer of this thesis was baptized and received to pastoral ministry, the work would be considered as “church history.” But if someone from United States does research on the same CEUM, the work would be put under the category of either “mission history” or “world Christianity.” Outside religious matters, the word mission appears ubiquitous. Terrorists can go on mission of destroying a village or a building, though they may falsely evoke religious reasons. An employee can get a mission order to collect taxes or to undertake a business trip. In the DRC the United Nations deployed the mission of peace observation though no one can tell the outcome.

Mission is also used either to designate geographical location where missionaries established their houses, chapels and schools, or the missionary society (e.g. Baptist Mission), or the work done by Western missionaries and sometimes the fact of leaving the country of origin to minister in another country. From the findings of this research presented in chapter 5, it is obvious that many Protestant theological institutions in the DRC have not yet been able to clarify the meaning of mission. During the focus group sessions for this research, students were wondering about what mission really meant in the context of Africa in general, and that of the DRC in particular. One professor, known for his academic standard and knowledge, made the following statement with a perceptible sense of honesty: “I am in a discovery process; what I know is that there is internal mission and there is also external mission. However, what is really the definition of missiology today? What makes ’mission’ different to ’evangelization’?”

It is important for the purpose of this study to submit that a transforming missiology is not about any kind of mission; it is concerned about God’s glocal and holistic mission entrusted to the church regardless of its context. Missiology sheds the light for the work to be done both locally and globally, while treating human beings as a whole entity. In a recurrent way, one of the aspects of
The missiological debate was to know whether the mission is theological, cultural or geographical. One could label these three aspects as “theological mission”, “cultural mission” and “geographical mission”. In theological mission, the emphasis is on perceiving mission in terms of its religious or biblical mandate. This aspect has caused a lot of discussion. When some people stress the importance of the ministry of the church, which sends its sons and daughters to preach the gospel about Christ, others would rather insist that it is God’s mission, which is at work everywhere without expecting necessary the involvement of the church. The proponents of cultural mission would focus on mission as being the ministry of the church in one or another culture. It is about cultural frontiers. The church does not have to cross geographical frontiers because it is surrounded by people from various cultures. As far as the church reaches out to those people, it does mission. The defenders of the geographical mission would insist that mission cannot be done without crossing geographical frontiers. This perception of mission takes seriously the mention of “nations” in Matthew 28 and the geographic itinerary of Acts 1:8. For this group, geographical frontiers must be crossed as a way to accomplish God’s mission.

One could easily notice strengths and weaknesses in each of these perceptions. They focus either on the content of mission or on the means through which to achieve such a mission. Theological mission focuses on the content of mission. For some, it is about what God intends and does independently from human intervention of the church. For others, it is about what the church intends and does about God’s mission to non-Christians. Cultural mission focuses on the sociological identity of people to whom the church should minister through word and deed. It can be people from other tribes different to the major tribe which initiated the church, or foreigners joining the milieu where the church exists, or groups of special categories (seekers, street children, prostitutes, business people, etc.) because they are driven by another life culture. Geographical mission focuses on the necessity of ministering to God’s created world, the inhabited earth (oikoumene). It also focuses on the content of the message to be shared with non-Christians and any other ministry to render to them. Therefore, a transforming missiology would consist of bringing together these strengths to state that God’s mission is concerned with both the content and the means.

Missiology is concerned with God’s glocal mission. It recognizes that mission under consideration is not a human-made business. It originates from God, but God uses people whom he calls through Christ. These people are gathered, nurtured and used in the context of a local expression of the Church of Christ, irrespective of its denominational identification. In the particular case of a given
local church, God’s mission starts locally and proceeds globally, as from Jerusalem, Judea, Samaria to the ends of the earth (Acts 1:8). While starting at one point, the final destination is beyond local delimitations. It is about *panta ta ethne*, people of all nations, cultures and languages (Matthew 28:19; Revelation 7:9-17). This New Testament statements echo that of the Old Testament, where God had already revealed his concern about the whole world (Genesis 11:1-10) and all nations (Genesis 12:1-3). The content of such a mission is to share and demonstrate God’s love which was made evident through the life, ministry and death of Jesus Christ (John 3:16; Romans 5:8). Again, this is an echo of the Old Testament (Psalm 96; Isaiah 53). It is about Christ, the unique mediator between the sinful humankind and the holy God (2 Corinthians 5:10-21; Hebrews 8:6; 9:15; 12:24). This Old Testament truth was expressed through various acts of mediation such as sacrifice, Moses and the law, prophets, the king, priests and the Temple, etc. (Sakenfeld, 2009:8). This mission is also concerned with the whole human being, body, soul and spirit. It is a holistic mission as exemplified through the teaching (Luke 4:17-21) and the ministry of Jesus (Matthew 9:35). God is interested in the whole human being.

Be it through mission theory, mission education and mission practice missiological discourse has the mandate of pointing to such an orientation. Coming back to the example of telephone, a missiological reflection should link the telephone – its fabrication, its commercialization, its use – to the necessity and urgency of God’s glocal and holistic mission.

6.5 The tripartite concern of missiology

After having discussed the root causes of the current state of missiology and missiological education in the DRC and the attributes of missiology as a discipline, it is important to elaborate more on the threefold concerns of transforming missiology with focus on important features on mission theory, education and practice. One could understand the following discussion as a way to address the critical preoccupation of how mission should be conceptualized, taught and executed as to make the discipline a transforming one.

6.5.1 Concern for a transforming mission theory

The literature survey of chapter 2 has prompted some revelatory findings as far as mission theory is concerned. The concept of “mission theory” or “theory of mission” can be problematic if paralleled with “mission theology” or “theology of mission.” Even without much convincing explanation and evidences, authors have used these concepts interchangeably to designate the
theoretical and conceptual aspects of mission. Theory of mission would simply mean how mission has been generally understood and conceptualized. It then addresses the question, “why and how should we get involved in God’s mission?” The answer to such a question is provided using either insights from non-theological or theological materials, or combining both theological and non-theological insights. In theology of mission the question would be specific as, “according to the Scriptures, why and how should we get involved in God’s mission?” The answer to this question will mostly use biblical and theological materials. Theology of mission would simply refer to the biblical and theological justification of doing mission. Therefore, theory of mission is broader than theology of mission. This section prefers “mission theory” or “theory of mission” which includes “mission theology” or “theology of mission”. The main concern is “how should God’s mission be understood, conceived and conceptualized?”

The findings of chapter 2 have surfaced bipolarity in mission conceptualization. While one side would perceive mission as church undertaking of proclaiming the gospel to save souls, while crossing geographical boundaries to convert people of other faiths, the other side stresses God prominence demonstrated in the presence of his people in the world to liberate oppressed ones through peaceful cohabitation with people of other faiths without necessary crossing geographical frontiers. While one side perceives the church as God’s instrument to establish his kingdom in the life of believers, the other side assigns to the world the responsibility of setting the agenda for the establishment of God’s kingdom on the earth. While one side tends to focus on the spiritual aspect of God’s mission for humankind, the other side emphasizes the social aspect of God’s purpose for his creation. This bipolarization of mission theory has characterized missiological reflections throughout generations and locations. Even in the past (see chapter 4) and present (see chapter 5) context of the DRC, the bipolarization of mission theory is perceptible. A transforming missiology should attempt to address this bipolarization by moving away from unfruitful extremism.

Far from minimizing the complexity of the task, the conviction is that if undertaken with humility and faithfulness to the Scripture through an objective hermeneutics, the mission theory is likely to be unbiased. The literature survey of chapter 2 has revealed that authors have suggested some guiding questions to elaborate the theory of mission, using “what, who, where and how” (Kritzinger, et al., 1994) or “how mission? wherefore mission? whence mission? whither mission? why mission? what mission?” (Anderson, 1961:3-16). Drawn on literature review, Mashau (2004:162) makes a list of seven elements of theology (or theory) of mission which address some specific questions:
1. The concept of mission: what is actually mission? (salvation or humanization).
2. The content of mission: which areas of human life should be addressed by mission? (physical, spiritual or mental needs).
3. The agent of mission: who are initiators and implementers of mission? (missio Dei, missio ecclesiae, missio humanum).
4. The objects of mission: who are objects of mission? (to whom mission should be done).
5. The context of mission: where is the mission field? (local or global).
6. The methods of mission: How is mission undertaken (words or deed)?
7. The movement of mission: towards which direction mission is done? (centrifugal or centripetal).

For the purpose of this thesis, the following three devices could be used to develop a mission theory since they substantially encompass the aforementioned guiding questions: (1) the inspiration and authority of the Scripture; (2) the nature and the destiny of human beings, and (3) the nature and the task of the church.

6.5.1.1 The inspiration and authority of the Scripture

A mission theory that disregards or distorts the inspiration and authority of the Scripture would simply be a human philosophical gesticulation which could miss the point, losing the essence of mission. While surveying literature around the debate on mission, the issue of the inspiration and authority of the Scripture laid at the core of the real problem. Glasser (2003:17-28) and Wright (2006) have done a great work to remind the importance of the Scripture as being the book of God’s mission (Wright) or a missionary book (Glasser). The mission is what the Bible is all about (Wright 2006:29). There is a need of reconsidering the central place of the Scripture in missiology, providing that to not employing the common tendency of selecting some biblical passages to compose the mission theory. On the road to Emmaus and later to other disciples (Luke 24:27-47), Jesus demonstrated that the whole Scripture spoke of him as God’s plan to save the humanity. As Wright (2006:30) points out, the reality of the Bible being the book of God’s mission requires that we read its content both messianically (Christ in the center) and missionally (God’s mission in the center). The findings of this thesis stated in chapter 5 have demonstrated that the use of the complete written revelation (Old Testament and New Testament) is not common among many theology students. Therefore, theological institutions are urged to reconsider their curricula as to what extent the conviction about the inspiration and authority of the Scripture make the bedrock of missiological discourse. One of the important features of mission theory would address the
following questions: Which place does the Scripture occupy in our mission theory? What is the implication of accepting the inspiration and authority of the Scripture for the mission theory? What does the whole of the Scripture say about God’s mission today? Linked to these concerns is the whole issue of hermeneutics in missiological discourse. Bosch (1993:437-451) and Van Engen (1993:34) have amply demonstrated the exigence and the relatedness of hermeneutical principles to the biblical foundation (Bosch) or theology of mission (Van Engen).

6.5.1.2 The nature and destiny of human beings

A mission theory that overlooks or distorts the nature and destiny of human beings would simply miss the point about what triggered God’s mission. Both the literature survey of chapter 2 and the findings of the empirical investigation reported in chapter 5 have shown how debate on mission tended to move away from the nature and destiny of human beings, promoting rather peripheral issues such as ecology, social and political liberation, the promotion of the culture, etc. Authors (Wright 2006:268-272) have shown from a survey of the Old Testament that God’s comprehensive redemption includes political, economic, social and spiritual concerns. Even if these issues relate to the well-being of human beings, it is however the conviction of the author of this thesis that they shouldn’t make the core of mission theory. Jesus made it clear through a rhetorical question: “What good is it for someone to gain the whole world, yet forfeit their soul?” (Mark 8:37). God is more concerned about human beings themselves than other peripheral issues, which are actually the consequences of the distorted nature of human beings. Biblical accounts flourish in showing the importance that a human being has for God, being created in the imago Dei as the best of the whole creation (Genesis 1:30,31). Throughout the Scripture human beings occupy a special place in God’s plans and interventions to the point that the psalmist could wonder (Psalm 8:4: “What is man that you are mindful of him?” NIV). One of the important features of mission theory would address the following questions: Which place human being occupies in the mission theory? What is the implication of considering the nature and destiny of human beings as important subjects for the mission theory? What does the whole of the Scripture say about human beings with regard to God’s mission today?

6.5.1.3 The nature and task of the church

A mission theory that ignores or undermines the nature and task of the church would simply miss the point about what God has to do beyond human-oriented philanthropic activities. The literature survey of chapter 2 has shown how debate on mission tended to remove the church as being
instrument for God’s glocal mission. As discussed in chapter 2 (see section 2.6.2), authors have advocated for the euthanasia of the church for the world to set the agenda for mission. Though apparently attractive, the unspoken truth for such a suggestion is to assimilate God’s mission to mere philanthropic activities. For its proponents the concept of missio Dei cancels any church involvement in God’s mission. One could oppose this point of view with another version of the fact that demonstrates the importance of church in God’s mission. From the Old Testament to the New Testament God reveals himself being in search of a special people to be used for the accomplishment of his eternal plans. There is a mission for God’s people; it is the church’s mission (Wright 2010:20). Being a new family, intentionally purposed by Christ, the church is the channel through which God sovereignly has chosen to reach out to his creation (Matthew 16:18; Ephesians 3:10). Van Engen (1991:89) would suggest that as members of a local church, God’s people participate in God’s mission through fellowship (koinonia), teaching (kerygma), service (diakonia), and witness (martyria). Goheen (2011:1-21) is right to state that ecclesiology is so important. Therefore, one of important features of mission theory would address the following questions: Which place does the church occupy in the mission theory? What is the implication of considering the nature and task of church as an important subject for the mission theory? What does the whole of the Scripture say about God’s mission today? Mission theory can comprise more than the aforementioned components of the Scripture, human being and the church. These components do not emphasize the strategic aspects of mission expressed through some questions such as “what, how, who, to whom, where, when, how many, how much, etc.” However, the above three themes of Scripture, human beings and church can provide space to discuss these questions. Therefore, to elaborate, implement and evaluate mission theory one needs to have a clear idea of the following prerequisite questions:

1. Which place does the Scripture occupy in the mission theory?
2. What is the implication of accepting the inspiration and authority of the Scripture for the mission theory?
3. What does the whole of the Scripture say about God’s mission for today? What, how, who, to whom, where, when, how many, how much?
4. Which place do human beings occupy in the mission theory?
5. What is the implication of considering the nature and destiny of human beings as an important subject for the mission theory?
6. What does the whole of the Scripture say about human being in regard to God’s mission today? What, how, who, to whom, where, when, how many, how much?

7. Which place does the church occupy in the mission theory?

8. What is the implication of considering the nature and task of church as an important subject for the mission theory?

9. What does the whole of the Scripture say about the church in regard to God’s mission today? What, how, who, to whom, where, when, how many, how much?

While it is one thing to elaborate theories of mission from an office desk, it is still another thing to pass them on to those who will engage either in implementing them or in teaching them to future generations. Mission education for transformation is important.

**6.5.2 Concern for a transforming mission education**

Accounts have been provided on various statuses of missiology in the theological curriculum as being either a dependent or an independent discipline with some other variants such as integration or penetration (see section 3.2.2). In general, two main streams have emerged from this debate and have characterized contemporary missiological education in many places. For instance, a Doctoral program can be either a Doctorate of theology in missiology (DTh in missiology) or a Doctorate of philosophy in missiology (PhD in missiology). While the first tends to perceive missiology as a dependent portion of theology, the second considers missiology as an independent portion within theology. The following lines summarize important aspects of the existing models of a curriculum in missiological education before providing some practical suggestions to re-envision a missiological curriculum and to re-brand missiological concentrations.

**6.5.2.1 Missiology: A dependent or an independent degrees-granted discipline**

In the first approach of Doctorate of Theology (DTh) in Missiology, the student is supposed to take theological courses at Bachelor and Master levels through the traditional fourfold patterns of biblical, historical, systematic and practical theology before producing a research-based thesis in missiology. Few Protestant universities that grant mission-related degrees in the DRC promote this approach. Students are granted a degree in mission studies or missiology without having sufficient pre-requisite courses in mission and missiology. Degrees in missiology are then granted based on an intellectual inquiry done through reading randomly or by chance, during the intensive period of writing a thesis. Through such a timely intellectual exercise, the student lacks an arena for implementation, the main purpose being the pursuit of a theoretical higher degree. Subsequently,
upon the completion of their studies, Doctorate holders join the faculty without possessing required tools of missiological epistemology from which they could develop courses that could intellectually, spiritually and practically challenge the students.

In this educational context, students are trained with some unstructured and mere theoretical body of knowledge, which could hardly address the actual issues and challenges that their churches face for God’s glocal mission. The critical question in such an educational context is, how to initiate a transforming missiology. In other terms, how to transform missiology itself and how to make missiology a discipline that transforms. As discussed in chapter 3 (see section 3.2.2), authors have suggested the integration of “mission” into all disciplines of theology at each level of Bachelor, Master and Doctorate. Such a suggestion means that all teaching staff would already acquire clear and harmonized insights about mission that they could insert into their respective courses. In many Francophone African countries, this solution is far from being realistic. For instance, in the DRC one couldn’t expect such an expertise in “mission studies” to be found in all teaching staffs of a given Protestant theological institution. As discussed in the previous chapter, mission studies or missiology has been a missing link in theological curriculum. For instance, during a recent focus group session for this thesis, one respected professor of theology contended that “missiology is just a theological fraud; a strategy to keep Congolese away from the church responsibility of liberating people; the process of perpetuating Western imperialism.” Another solution is needed and can be explored.

The Doctorate of Philosophy (PhD) in Missiology approach could be another possible venue for transforming missiology in the above-described context under the condition that missiology is undertaken with relatedness to theological disciplines. For instance, at Doctoral level, the candidate could undertake missiology with the focus on one or more theological discipline, for example PhD in missiology with focus on Old Testament, on New Testament, on Systematic Theology, on Practical Theology, on Historical Theology, on World Religions, on World Christianity, etc. Such a configuration means that these other theological disciplines serve *missio Dei*; they are in the service of God’s glocal and holistic mission. Bosch and Wright, to cite only a few, can be referred to as examples. Though they did not undergo the above suggested educational approach, their contributions to missiological discourse shed some light on this proposition. Both authors have produced outstanding works in missiology, respectively *Transforming mission: Paradigms shift in theology of mission* (Bosch, 1991) and *The mission of God: Unlocking the Bible’s grand narrative* (Wright, 2006). While Bosch has produced a Doctoral thesis in New
Testament, Wright’s Doctoral thesis was done in Old Testament. Bosch and Wright contributed an unusual accomplishment, which not all theological scholars can do. In the DRC the names of two scholars who contributed largely in this regard can be mentioned, namely Nzash U’Lumeya who submitted a Doctoral thesis in Old Testament in the Faculty of Fuller Theological Seminary, United States, and Mushila Nyamanak who is said to have submitted a Doctoral thesis in New Testament related studies in the Faculty of Theology at University of Hamburg, Germany. As the author has indicated elsewhere (Fohle 2014:268-269), these two Congolese scholars have pioneered the insertion of mission-related studies into the traditional theological curriculum in 1990 and 1997 respectively. Their initiatives have made the DRC the birthplace of Protestant missiology in Francophone Africa, the first country where the discipline of missiology was organized in a faculty (Nzash) or a department (Mushila) at higher education level. Again, as for Bosch and Wright, the situation of Nzash and Mushila cannot be generalized to all theologians. There is still a need of providing structured and intentional studies in missiology at all levels of Bachelor, Master and Doctorate.

It is possible to plan for transforming missiology even in the current context of the DRC by re-envisioning the discipline according to theoretical insights gained through the literature survey of this study (see chapters 2 and 3), and by re-branding the curriculum based on the current trends in higher education as revealed through the same literature survey (see chapters 3 to 5). In the process, missiological education can be provided either as a dependent discipline, being a department among others but while penetrating the whole of the theological curriculum, or as an independent discipline, being a faculty while relating to the theological corpus. In the DRC, some Protestant universities align with the first structure, while only one, the Centre Universitaire de Missiologie (CUM), stands for the second structure. There is no place where missiology is offered through a research centre comparable to those surveyed earlier in chapter 3 (section 3.3.). However, as already discussed in chapter 5 and earlier in this chapter, the current status and realities of missiological education in the country call for new approaches.

6.5.2.2 Missiology through a department within the faculty of theology

Missiological education can be provided through a department within the faculty of theology, operating alongside other traditional departments of biblical theology, systematic theology, historical theology and practical theology. The question is still to know which of these departments would better serve the church for God’s glocal mission. If, as it has been re-enforced in this thesis, theology or theological studies ought to be in the service of missio Dei, the above question should
be reformulated otherwise. One could rather ask, “What should each department within the faculty of theology do in order to prepare students to help their respective churches involve in God’s glocal mission?” Such a preoccupation would lead to two possibilities, namely either to infuse the complete theological curriculum with mission insights, or to use the department of missiology as a catalyst to influence the remaining departments through some specific mission-related courses and activities.

On the one hand, infusing the complete theological curriculum with mission insights means that each course within the curriculum should have a missional orientation. For instance, a course in Exegesis of Old Testament or Exegesis of New Testament would end up by helping students to infer some missional implications of the text given the fact that, as discussed earlier (section 6.5.1.1), the Bible is the book of God’s mission. Courses in Church history or World Christianity would draw insights on mission engagement today based on the historical realities and trends. A course in Research methodology or in any other social science-related subject would provide orientations for *missio Dei* among people of various cultures and faiths. However, the critical concern would be to not only get the adhesion of each member of teaching staff, but also to ensure that they really possess required academic and spiritual skills for such an involvement. One possibility will be to provide continuing education to all teaching staff in missional theology and in university pedagogy in mission-related subjects.

On the other hand, using the department of missiology as mission catalyst means that such a department, apart from designing its own courses to be offered to the concerned students, could also design mission-related courses to be added to other departments. The academic staff of the department of missiology could develop academic and ministry activities of formal, non-formal, and informal tenures. These activities designed for both students and instructors of the entire faculty of theology should include credited courses, conferences, workshops, mission retreats, mission trips, mission publications, joint mission research, etc. These various activities will be undertaken with the purpose of infusing a mission mind-set into the whole life of the faculty of theology in theory and in practice. The department of missiology could then serve as mission lighthouse of the theological curriculum and activities. Nevertheless, one crucial condition for the success of such a proposition would be the extent to which the department of missiology understands its role. For instance, referring to Bosch and Wright who have put their biblical studies in the service of *missio Dei*, keen research would probably demonstrate that they might have been influenced by the department of missiology achieved within their faculties of theology. Therefore,
those leading and serving within this department should possess either expertise in mission studies or commitment to mission, they should have both a spiritual and moral authority to influence other faculty members, and they should be academically innovative and productive. Without entering into details of their life and experience, missiologists at Fuller Seminary at the time of the School of World Missions have played such a role. Among them, one could think of McGavran, Winter, Glasser and Peter Wagner, just to name a few. Nzash U Lumeya who pursued his studies in the Old Testament from the same institution was impacted by the School of World Missions, and as Moussa Bongoyok (2011:120) reports, he couldn’t hesitate to return to his home continent to share the same impact.\(^{115}\)

### 6.5.2.3 Missiology through a faculty with some specific departments

Missiological education can also be provided in the context of a faculty of missiology in which more specific departments operate, or through which other disciplines of theology serve as the basis on which missiological reflection is articulated. According to Encarta (2007), a faculty is a group of departments dealing with a particular subject in a university or a college. In this case, missiology is the intended subject and any specific department would simply be an arena to approach and discuss this subject.

Some missiological institutions that are structured as faculties of missiology operate through some specific departments or areas of research such as theological perspectives of mission, historical perspectives of mission, cultural perspectives of mission and strategic perspectives of mission. This structure sounds closer to what Winter and Hawthorne (1999) promoted through their magnitude work *Perspectives on the Christian mission movement*. Research units are built around these areas and each unit approaches missiology through a specific lens, be it biblical, theological, historical or strategic.

Other institutions create departments that correspond to ministry areas such as bible translation, leadership development, community development, etc. Therefore, missiological education would be perceived mostly as an applied science preparing students for practical cross-cultural, intercultural and intracultural ministries. Subsequently, courses on theological, historical, cultural and strategic perspectives of mission serve to qualify students for tangible ministries in different

---

\(^{115}\) It is however important to mention that Nzash finally went back to the United States where he has established a new school for mission. He visits regularly the DR Congo, his home country, to teach at the University Missiological Center he already established in 1990.
contexts. Students benefit from each of these perspectives as to build their capacity and understanding for real ministry.

While the approach of a faculty of missiology sounds simple and attractive, still its implementation requires some pre-requisites common to the aforementioned two approaches. One of these requirements could be the existence of qualified academic staff in each teaching and research unit or in each department. Another requirement could be the broadening of the scope of missiological studies instead of narrowing them to some selected departments.

6.5.2.4 Missiology through a research centre

As discussed earlier in chapter 3 (see section 3.3), one of the current trends in missiological education is the approach of a missiological research centre through which candidates to Master and Doctoral programs undertake their studies. The centre prepares students for research in a specific mission-related problem. There is no coursework and the students design their study focus based on their identified problem and within their particular context. If the students lack pre-requisites in missiology, it is possible that they graduate with a tremendous gap in theoretical epistemology necessary for any qualified missiologist. Without relevant coursework or systematized orientation in missiology, the graduates would certainly perform poorly when it comes to creativity and knowledge advancement, including thesis supervision of their students.

In the light of the survey of contemporary missiological education conducted in chapter 3, the advantage of providing missiology through a research centre includes the fact that the teaching-learning process combines theories and practice, promotes creative and incentive research projects, encourages the spirit of community of learning, and facilitates the coaching and mentorship process through experienced tutors and qualified supervisors. Much of these advantages relates to various factors, including educational philosophy, mission theology, availability of qualified and committed human resources, logistic capacity, etc. More insights on research centre will be provided and discussed in a further section (6.6.4).

6.5.2.5 The essence of a productive missiological higher education

The above discussion on how missiological education ought to be provided will probably lose its essence if the core features of educational philosophies and principles explored in chapter 3 are ignored. Missiological education can be offered through a department of missiology, through a faculty of missiology, or through a missiological research centre without accomplishing the
threefold mission of providing quality teaching, promoting incentive research and serving meaningfully the community. The literature survey of chapter 3 has shown that the critical question for such an adult education endeavour (section 3.5.1) is to what extent education at tertiary level aligns with and values of these objectives and how it keeps them in constant tension (section 3.5.2). The same literature survey has also underscored the importance of other educational features such as the transformative purpose of a higher education institution (section 3.5.3), the Bolognization of educational system (section 3.5.4), outcomes-based education (section 3.5.4.1), problem-based education (section 3.5.4.2), content-oriented modules (section 3.5.4.3), learner-centred apprenticeship (section 3.5.4.4), and field education (section 3.5.4.5). These features are determinant for a productive education, be it secular or religion-based.

Therefore, to design, implement and evaluate mission education one not only needs to take into account the interplay of theological studies and social sciences, but also to ensure that a given missiological program passes the test of the following checklist, at least at the theoretical level:

1. To what extent the missiological program keeps in constant and creative tension the purpose of providing quality education, promoting incentive research, and serving meaningfully the community.
2. To what extent its transformative purpose is clearly stated and implemented.
3. To what extent it aligns with the current educational system as to prepare people who will be able to use their education to penetrate the world with competence.
4. To what extent the principles of outcomes-based education are clearly stated and implemented at each level of study (Bachelor, Master and Doctorate).
5. To what extent the principles of the learning theories of adult education are clearly stated and implemented in the teaching-learning process.
6. To what extent the principles of problem-based education are clearly stated and implemented in the teaching-learning process.
7. To what extent the principles of content-oriented education are clearly stated and implemented in the teaching-learning process.
8. To what extent the principles of learner-centered apprenticeship are clearly stated and implemented in the teaching-learning process.
9. To what extent the principles of field education are clearly stated and implemented in the teaching-learning process.
The process of missiological education should not be a mere theoretical exercise. It should rather lead to the practice of God’s glocal mission.

6.5.3 Concern for a transforming mission practice

As far as *missio Dei* is concerned, mission theory and mission education would not represent so much if mission practice were missing. The literature survey of this thesis has surfaced a diversity of theories and a variety of training institutions that, in some contexts, failed to incite students and their churches to actually engage in God’s glocal mission. Based on such an experience, some authors (see section 1.3) have contended that mission engagement in the history has been the fruit of revival rather than of formal education. However, the question is, which kind of mission practice would it be without thoughtful mission theories and structured mission education.

The historical accounts of missionary enterprise in some places like in the DRC have revealed that the mere practice of mission caused the church to delay its self-supporting, self-governing, self-propagation and even self-theologizing responsibilities. As Fiedler (1994:10-14) has demonstrated, there was a zeal for doing mission among Protestant missionaries despite their limited involvement in elaborating sound theories of mission and in providing competitive education for mission. Some of them didn’t even undergo formal training in these mission theories and education. Consequently, the practice of mission has become the appanage of Western missionaries.

The mission practice raises many questions including the following: (1) What are the methods and strategies used by a given mission society to accomplish the supreme task of the church? (2) What should be the effective methods and strategies to accomplish the supreme task of the church? To expand these questions, the following adapted from Mashau (2004) deserve more attention since mission practice is closely linked to mission theory:

1. What is actually the mission work that needs to be accomplished: To preach and provide salvation or to focus on humanization?
2. Which areas of human life should be addressed by mission work: Physical, spiritual or mental needs?
3. Who are initiators and implementers of mission work: God (*missio Dei*), the church (*missio ecclesiae*), or human beings (*missio humanum*)?
4. Who are objects of mission work? To whom should mission work be done?
5. Where is the mission field: Within the local setting or for the global context?
6. How is mission work undertaken?
7. Towards which direction mission work is done: Centrifugal (penetrating) or centripetal (attracting)?

To plan and evaluate mission practice one needs the interplay of theological studies and social sciences.

6.6 A model of missiological higher education study program

After having discussed the theoretical and empirical findings of the precedent chapters, it is noteworthy to propose and sketch a model of a missiological higher education program for the three levels of studies (undergraduate, graduate and postgraduate), taking into account the threefold mandate of providing quality teaching, promoting incentive research and serving the community in a meaningful manner. This proposition of a model of missiological education is an attempt to ensure a transforming missiology, i.e a missiology that is transformed (different from the existing) and that could lead to transformation (helping stakeholders to become responsive to God’s glocal mission).

6.6.1 Conditions for a transforming missiological education

In order to provide a transforming missiology, the following requirements should be taken into account:

1. The study program should be offered in the context of theological education (through a department, or a faculty, or a research center) following Antioch model as described in section 3.4.1 and re-displayed in Table 6.1 below.

| Symbol | Antioch |
| Model | Transforming education |
| Context | Higher education: Community of learning and serving |
| Purpose (Goal) | Knowing God for his mission  
Personal development for God’s mission  
Strengthening the church for God’s mission  
Challenging any mission-mindless tradition |
| Expected outcomes | The production of transformed graduates  
The production of theoretically aware and practically effective graduates  
The production of missiophiles (with love for God’s mission)  
The production of graduates who know non-denominational God |
| Learning ethos | Personal experience  
Applied reflection  
Missional theology |
The process of experiencing God for his glocal mission
Thinking about what God’s mission purposes and applying theory to the context
Missional (that is for the sake of missio Dei)
Evaluating and orienting tradition in the light of God’s mission

Missiological education is...
The process through which the church and its educational institutions prepare learners for God’s glocal and holistic mission through theory, training and practice of mission

Source: Author of this thesis

2. The study program should be based on clear philosophies of education about teaching-learning process: From pedagogy to heutagogy (section 3.5.1), the threefold mandate of a higher education institution (section 3.5.2), the transformative purpose of higher education (section 3.5.3), following the requirements of the Bologna process (section 3.5.4) with emphasis on outcomes-based education (section 3.5.4.1), problem-based education (section 3.5.4.2), content-based teaching units (section 3.5.4.3), the learner-centered apprenticeship (section 3.5.4.4) and field education (section 3.4.4.5).

3. The study program requires available and qualified instructors who can ignite the learning community with their personal testimonies, commitment of Christian faith, training and mentoring vocation, intercultural ministries and academic background. They can be of two categories: (1) Missiologists who have gone through formal studies in missiology either through a department of missiology or through a center for mission studies; they are then expected to have studied one or more biblical, theological, historical, cultural or strategic perspectives of mission. (2) Mission-minded scholars who have expertise in other theological disciplines (Old Testament, New Testament, Church History, Practical Theology, Systematic Theology) or in other disciplines of social sciences (Psychology, Sociology, Political Science, etc.); they intentionally resolve to put their academic expertise in the service of God’s glocal and holistic mission. Despite the category to which they may belong, instructors should help students move from pedagogical to heutagogical learning continuum, and their contribution to the teaching-learning process should move from close support to synergetic venture.

This process will require that instructors undergo the experience of the cycle of teaching which includes the major steps of qualifying for the task, performing the task and evaluating the task (Figure 6.3). Each of these three steps requires appropriate character,
knowledge and skills from the instructor. These three ingredients would undoubtedly determine the efficiency and effectiveness of an instructor whose passion is to positively affect and influence the learning process. Based on Jesus’ principle that “A student is not above his teacher, but everyone who is fully trained will be like his teacher” (Luke 6:40), the cycle of the teaching process underscores the transformative purpose of a given missiological education.

**Figure 6.3 The cycle of teaching process**

![Diagram of Teaching Process]

Source: The author of this thesis

Figure 6.3 displays the fact that each of the three steps in the teaching process comprises some specific features or tasks. While the first step is more about the “being” of the instructor (being called and being qualified), the remaining two deal with the “doing” of the instructor (preparing the course, introducing the course, teaching the course, conducting tutorial sessions, evaluating the learning process, evaluating the teaching process, updating and improving the teaching process, updating and upgrading the learning process). Even within each specific task the implication is that the whole personality (character, knowledge and skills) of the instructor is required, both in the “being” and in the “doing”. It is important to see the order of intervention, namely first “being” and then “doing.” The implication is that in the process of transforming missiology the instructors’ being should precede their doing.
Step 1: The instructors should qualify for the task

1. **Being called to teach** (being a master of disciples)
   “A student is not above his teacher, but everyone who is fully trained will be like his teacher” (Jesus in Luke 6:40)

2. **Being qualified to teach a particular course**
   a. Character: Who the instructors are and who they should be
   b. Knowledge: What the instructors know and what they should know
   c. Skill: What the instructors do and what they should do

Step 2: Preforming the task

3. **Preparing the course**
   a. Character: Who the instructors are and who they should be
   b. Knowledge: What the instructors know and what they should know
   c. Skill: What the instructors do and what they should do

4. **Introducing the course**
   a. Character: Who the instructors are and who they should be
   b. Knowledge: What the instructors know and what they should know
   c. Skill: What the instructors do and what they should do

5. **Teaching the course**
   a. Character: Who the instructors are and who they should be
   b. Knowledge: What the instructors know and what they should know
   c. Skill: What the instructors do and what they should do

6. **Conducting tutorial sessions**
   a. Character: Who the instructors are and who they should be
   b. Knowledge: What the instructors know and what they should know
   c. Skill: What the instructors do and what they should do

Step 3: Evaluating the task

7. **Evaluating the learning process**
   a. Character: Who the instructors are and who they should be
   b. Knowledge: What the instructors know and what they should know
   c. Skill: What the instructors do and what they should do

8. **Evaluating the teaching process**
   a. Character: Who the instructors are and who they should be
   b. Knowledge: What the instructors know and what they should know
   c. Skill: What the instructors do and what they should do

9. **Updating and improving the teaching process**
   a. Character: Who the instructors are and who they should be
   b. Knowledge: What the instructors know and what they should know
   c. Skill: What the instructors do and what they should do

10. **Updating and improving the learning process**
    a. Character: Who the instructors are and who they should be
    b. Knowledge: What the instructors know and what they should know
    c. Skill: What the instructors do and what they should do

4. Students should have a personal testimony of faith commitment, academic pre-requisites and thirst for learning activities and personal growth. They can be of two categories: (1) In-service students who may not be students in the ordinary sense of those preparing for a career; they learn on the basis of current ministry experience. (2) Pre-service students are those preparing for a ministry career; they have not yet been in
the ministry and have no experience of full-time ministry. Regardless of the category to which one could belong, the principles of adult education will make the philosophy of the study program. Students should be expected to move from pedagogical to heutagogical learning methods; from being receiving learners to synthesizing learners.

5. The study program should be offered in a conducive learning environment comprising a spirit of sharing and interaction, time management, minimal quality logistic, qualified academic facilitators and spiritual mentors and an intentional and multicultural mission-minded community. As Shaw (2015:9) insists, it is about being “a learning community” but not just “a community where learning takes place.” A learning community strives for the best, learning from the past experiences and mistakes, through biblical revelation and life in Christ. Ingalls’ (1972) steps discussed earlier in chapter 3 (section 3.5.1) about managing adult education can be adapted here as to make a conducive learning environment:

   a. Provide accessible, physically and psychologically comfortable environment.
   b. Establish organizational structure at both institutional and instructional levels.
   c. Teach skills which allow students to work collaboratively and promoting interaction.
   d. Clarify expected values.
   e. Commit to something which meets the interest of the students.
   f. Promote a problem-solving learning process.
   g. Encourage students to learn what is wanted.
   h. Provide students with the opportunity of implementing and evaluating their learning activities.

6.6.2 A three-level study program: undergraduate, graduate and postgraduate

Missiological education should be offered in the context of tertiary education mainly at undergraduate level (Bachelor), graduate level (Master) and postgraduate level (Doctorate). As discussed while surveying the Bologna process (section 3.5.4), each level of studies has its specific learning outcomes and is complementary to other levels. Missiological education should be a structured and complementary learning process if it is to be coherent, productive and impactful. The Bachelor program should prepare students for the Master program in order to get them ready for the Doctoral program. The Master program should prepare students to minister to the Bachelor students and to get ready for
Doctoral studies. The Doctoral program should prepare students to minister to both Bachelor and Master programs and to get ready for building and expanding knowledge. These academic outcomes should also lead the students to professional outcomes of serving the church and its God-given glocal mission. What Shaw (2015:1) reports on best practice guidelines for doctoral programs should apply to all the three levels of study programs about their “misional impact”. Graduate of Bachelor, Master and doctoral programs should be able to “promote the kingdom of God and advance the mission of the church [both local and global] through Christ-like and transformational service” (Shaw 2015:1).

Table 6.2 summarizes, on the one hand, the relatedness of missiological education to theological corpus, and on the other hand, the progress in the learning process within the field of missiological studies. While the accent for the Bachelor program would be of laying the academic foundation for professional involvement, the Master program would use such a foundation to help students conduct a critical literature review in order to solve prevailing problems, and the Doctoral program will use these pre-requisites to build and expand knowledge. Figures 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 picture how, through the proposed training programs, the graduates would promote the kingdom of God and advance the glocal mission of the church.

Table 6.2  A model of the threefold level of missiological higher education following the Bologna Process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIRST YEAR</th>
<th>BTh in Missiology (3 years)</th>
<th>180</th>
<th>MTh in Missiology (2 years)</th>
<th>120</th>
<th>PhD in Missiology (3 years)</th>
<th>180</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 Foundational Courses</td>
<td>8 Foundational Modules</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theories of academic learning</td>
<td>Research-based academic writing</td>
<td>Issues in thesis writing &amp; supervisi.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basics of Christian Faith</td>
<td>Critical and creative thinking</td>
<td>Perspectives in missiology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Communication Technol.</td>
<td>Personal leadership developmt.</td>
<td>Historical development of…</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research-based academic writing</td>
<td>Perspectives on missiology</td>
<td>Contemporary issues in… studies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical and Creative Thinking</td>
<td>OT Missional Exegesis</td>
<td>Research methods in’…</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek 1 &amp; 2</td>
<td>NT Missional Exegesis</td>
<td>‘… and mission imperatives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hebrew 1 &amp; 2</td>
<td>Field education</td>
<td>Educational philosophies &amp; andrag</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Leadership Developmt.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Theological Courses</td>
<td>8 Mission-based Modules</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intro. to OT (history and content)</td>
<td>Biblical Theology of Mission</td>
<td>Research proposal writing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intro. to NT (history and content)</td>
<td>Contemporary theologies of mission</td>
<td>Research proposal registration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to World Religions</td>
<td>History of world Christianity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intro. to World Christianity</td>
<td>Issues in African mission history</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intro. to Systematic Theology</td>
<td>Races, ethnicity &amp; conflict transf.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intro. to Christian Apologetics</td>
<td>Christian ethics for global mission</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intro. to Practical Theology</td>
<td>Missiological research design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intro. to Missiology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Second Year</th>
<th>Third Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>8 Theological Courses</strong></td>
<td><strong>8 Ministry-oriented Courses</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missional Exegesis of OT</td>
<td>Spiritual formation and warfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missional Exegesis of NT</td>
<td>Homiletics &amp; cross-cult. communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missional Theology of OT</td>
<td>Church planting, dev. &amp; growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missional Theology of NT</td>
<td>Christian family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biblical &amp; Christian Ethics</td>
<td>Holistic ministries: theories &amp; practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Methods in Theology</td>
<td>Strategies of mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elective (Independent studies)</td>
<td>Elective 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Education 1</td>
<td>Field education 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6 Cross-cultural Modules</strong></td>
<td><strong>4 Research and Ministries</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural anthropology for Christian miss.</td>
<td>Research methodology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-cultural communication</td>
<td>Internship (2 months)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gospel advanced in pluralistic co.</td>
<td>Professional Exit Workshops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apologetic for missions</td>
<td>Project paper writing &amp; presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Doctoral research seminar 2</strong></td>
<td><strong>Thesis completion &amp; defense</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature survey (theoretical framework)</td>
<td>Implications &amp; recommendations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **5 Thesis completion & defense** |
| Thesis submission & defense |

| Principals of conflict transform. | World contemporary issues |
| World contemporary issues | Hist. of Miss-Church in DRC |
| Leading change for missonal church | Evangelism: theories & strategies |
| Field Education 2 | **Field Education 2** |

| **Doctoral research seminar 3** |
| Literature survey (theoretical framework) |

| **30** |
| **30** |

N.B. 1 credit equals 30 h divided as follows: Bachelor (15h of contact, 5h of tutorial, 10h of research) and Master (10h of contact, 20h of research).

*Add the concerned PhD research concentration from the list of Table 6.3

Source: The author of this thesis

To better serve the church for its God-given glocal and holistic mission, each of these levels of study focuses on some features (Table 6.3): ministry-based study orientations (Bachelor), learning and research orientations (Master), and expanding knowledge through research concentrations (Doctorate). The proposed study program is done in the context of theological education either within a department or within a research centre.
Table 6.3 Purpose-driven missiological higher education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BTh Missiology Study orientations</th>
<th>MTh Missiology Research orientations</th>
<th>PhD Missiology Research concentrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercultural Holistic Ministries: to serve God’s glocal and holistic mission across cultures in various capacities and ministries</td>
<td>Theology of Mission: to learn how mission has been biblically, theologically, philosophically and strategically conceptualized</td>
<td>Contemporary Theologies of Mission: to build or expand applied knowledge on theologies of mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missional Church Leadership: to serve churches in pastoral ministries which ignites the whole church to God’s glocal and holistic mission</td>
<td>History of Missions: to learn how mission has been practiced throughout various contexts and generations in regard to God’s glocal and holistic mission</td>
<td>Missional Theology of Old Testament: to build or expand applied knowledge on theology of mission from the perspective of Old Testament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apologetics for Missions: to serve in the ministry of proclaiming, teaching and defending the faith within and out of the church</td>
<td>Intercultural Holistic Ministries: to learn from anthropological insights how God’s glocal and holistic mission can serve people</td>
<td>Missional Theology of New Testament: to build or expand applied knowledge on theology of mission from the perspective of New Testament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mission Education: to serve the church and Christian ministries to mobilize and train for God’s glocal and holistic mission</td>
<td>Missional Church Leadership: to learn from leadership theories and principles for mission-minded pastoral ministry</td>
<td>World Christianity: to build or expand applied knowledge on the history of Christianity in different contexts and generations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apologetics for Mission: to learn how the proclamation and the defence of Christian faith can be done in a context of religious pluralism</td>
<td>Intercultural Global Ministries: to build or expand applied knowledge on anthropological insights to serve God’s glocal and holistic mission</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mission Education: to learn theories and principles of education for God’s glocal and holistic mission</td>
<td>Missional Church Leadership: to build or expand applied knowledge on theories and principles of leadership for God’s glocal and holistic mission</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apologetics for Mission: to build or expand applied knowledge on theories and principles of apologetics for God’s glocal and holistic mission</td>
<td>Missiological Church Education: to build or expand applied knowledge on philosophies of education for God’s glocal and holistic mission</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The author of this thesis

6.6.2.1 Undergraduate Program: Bachelor of Theology in Missiology

Referring to the Bologna Process, the Bachelor of Theology in Missiology will have the main purpose of qualifying students to acquire knowledge and skills in missiology, apply the acquired
knowledge and skills, make documented and innovative judgements with reference to these knowledge and skills and communicate gained insights with freedom and competence. While all students will be required to undertake common teaching units and courses, opportunity will be given to each student to choose a specific orientation and to concentrate their field education, independent studies and final project on it. By the end of their studies, Bachelor students should have a broad and coherent body of knowledge with some depth in understanding of concepts, theories and principles to be applied in the setting of God’s glocal and holistic mission entrusted to the church.

Orientation courses for Bachelor students should prepare students for concrete ministries, and these courses include electives, field education, internship and research projects, designed as independent studies, not only to encourage students to become interdependent with their instructors in the learning process, but also to bridge the gap between academic perspectives and ministerial perspectives. Students take these courses with a particular ministry in mind. Through field education for instance, the study program will strive to help students integrate academic insights with practical issues of ministry. The field education then becomes a process of including professional skills and personal spiritual life. This is a way to address the need expressed by churches that theological education in the DRC gives the impression of having ceased to be in the service of the church and its mission (see the summary of the findings, section 5.5.5).

Table 6.2 contains two electives, two field education sessions, one internship opportunity and a final problem-based research project. Table 6.3 displays four major ministry-oriented concentrations: (1) Intercultural Holistic Ministries. (2) Missional Church Leadership. (3) Apologetics for Mission (4) Mission Education. Based on the fact that Bachelor programs in the on-going educational reform aim at equipping students to undertake professional work, these concentrations will help students to be efficient in holistic ministries throughout various cultures, mission-minded church leadership, proclaiming and defending the Christian faith in a pluralistic context and promoting God’s glocal mission at local church level. This thesis has shown that these aspects of training people for church ministries were missing in the prevailing theological corpus.

Bachelor of Theology in Missiology should also prepare students to acquire knowledge and skills needed to pursue further studies with a high level of autonomy. Therefore, courses relating to languages (biblical and modern), critical thinking and research must be provided to ensure such an autonomy. In addition, courses pertaining to biblical and theological studies in mission, theory and theology of mission, apologetics for Christian mission, world religions and Christianity and
mission across culture and strategies should be included. These teaching units form the foundational basis to prepare students for further studies (e.g. Master, PhD). Besides providing knowledge and skills for further studies, these teaching units will also help students to acquire competences for addressing ministerial problems so far as the teaching-learning process will follow outcomes-based and problem-oriented approaches.

Finally, the formation of the students’ character represents an important segment in transforming missiology. Transforming students is not only exemplified by the renewal of mind and knowledge, but also by the transformation of their character. Such a process requires a teaching unit on spiritual formation through which the students will consider and reconsider various subjects, including Basics of Christian Faith, Personal Leadership Development, Biblical and Christian Ethics, Spiritual Formation and Warfare and Christian Family.

To sum up the above description, the following six teaching units and their related courses form the essential of the proposed Bachelor of Theology in Missiology for a transforming missiological education:

**Teaching Unit 1: Research and Field Education**
1. Theories and Principles of Academic Learning
2. Information Communication Technology
3. Research-based Academic Writing
4. Critical and Creative Thinking
5. Elective 1 and 2
6. Field Education 1 and 2
7. Research Methodology
8. Internship
9. Professional Exit Workshop
10. Project Paper: Writing and Presentation

**Teaching Unit 2: Biblical and Theological Studies for Mission**
1. Greek 1 and 2
2. Hebrew 1 and 2
3. Introduction to Old Testament (History and content)
4. Introduction to New Testament (History and content)
5. Missional Exegesis of Old Testament
7. Introduction to Systematic Theology
8. Introduction to Practical Theology
9. Research Methods in Theological Studies

**Teaching Unit 3: Theory and Theologies of Mission**
1. Introduction to Missiology
2. Missional Theology of Old Testament
Teaching Unit 4: Apologetics for Christian Mission
1. Introduction to Christian Apologetics
2. Introduction to World Religions
3. Introduction to World Christianity
4. Evangelization: History, Theories and Strategies
5. Interreligious Dialogue: History, Theories and Strategies

Teaching Unit 5: Mission across Culture and Strategies
1. History of Mission and Church in the DRC
2. Principles of Conflict Transformation
3. World Contemporary Issues
4. Leading Change for Missional Church
5. Faith and Culture for Community Transformation
6. Homiletics and Cross-cultural Communication
7. Church Planting, Development and Growth
8. Holistic Ministries: Theological Foundation and Contemporary Strategies
9. Strategies of Missions: Historical and Contemporary Issues

Teaching Unit 6: Spiritual Formation
1. Basics of Christian Faith
2. Personal Leadership Development
3. Biblical and Christian Ethics
4. Spiritual Formation and Warfare
5. Christian Family

The crucial question, however, relates to whether the above curriculum would really prepare the students to be in the service of the mission of the church, i.e. to what extent the proposed study program can ensure that graduates will effectively ignite their respective churches for God’s glocal mission. The following chart (Figure 6.4) illustrates the answer to such a concern. As one could observe, the above description and the study concentrations at Bachelor level, missiological education that is done within the context of theological education (e.g. Bachelor of Theology in Missiology), prepares people who could serve the church for both its local and global ministries.
6.6.2.2 Graduate program: Master of Theology in Missiology

Master of Theology in Missiology builds upon the foundational basis laid at the first cycle of Bachelor. At Master level, the students acquire advanced missiological knowledge in the light of recent developments, applied skills for ministerial practice and advanced scholarship for further learning that is mostly self-directed. The Master study program can be done either through coursework (taught Master) or through research (research Master) under the condition that the students passed subjects scheduled for the Bachelor program. Moreover, in the context of the DRC, a research-based Master will still need more physical contacts during research modules and seminars within the learning community, as discussed earlier in this chapter.

The point is that in a context that values community life and direct interaction, and taking into account the fact that God’s mission is to be undertaken by a local community for the global community, a degree pursued and earned in isolation is likely to limit the students. The limitation can relate to learning experience, outcomes and outputs. Instead of enjoying the wealth of
community life, isolated students would limit their learning experiences to a reduced core of people, mostly their research supervisors. The outcomes of learning might also have a reduced scope, and the outputs would probably be produced on a limited basis. Isolation in this sense means lack of structured and scheduled contacts and interaction with other scholars including the large learning community.

In the process of preparing and equipping Master students for transforming missiology, research concentrations do not function as at Bachelor level where the focus is on ministry. The research orientations are rather selected to provide students with the opportunity to acquire cognitive and creative skills for critical review, analysis and synthesis of the existing literature in order to provide solutions with intellectual independence to either abstract or practical problems related to God’s glocal mission. Each student could then focus on one of the six research concentrations: (1) Theology of Mission, to learn how mission has been conceptualized biblically, theologically, philosophically and strategically. (2) History of Missions, to learn how mission has been practiced throughout various contexts and generations with regard to God’s glocal and holistic mission. (3) Intercultural Holistic Ministries, to learn from anthropological insights how God’s glocal and holistic mission can serve people. (4) Missional Church Leadership, to learn from leadership theories and principles for mission-minded pastoral ministry. (5) Apologetics for Mission, to learn how the proclamation and the defence of Christian faith can be done in a context of religious pluralism. (6) Mission Education, to learn theories and principles of education for God’s glocal and holistic mission.

At Master level, a concentration is undertaken through one field education, modules on research proposal and design and the production of an original, relevant, and appropriate problem-based thesis. Unlike the study program for the Bachelor of Theology in Missiology, the program for the Master of Theology in Missiology comprises teaching units through which specific modules are offered in an interdependent delivery method as discussed earlier. The study program for the Master of Theology in Missiology comprises of the following:

**Teaching Unit 1: Research and Field Education**
1. Research-based Academic Writing
2. Critical and Creative Thinking
3. Field Education
4. Missiological Research Design
5. Research Proposal
6. Research Literature
7. Empirical Investigation
8. Research Findings and Discussion
9. Thesis (Write-Up, Submission and Defense)

**Teaching Unit 2: Biblical and Theological Studies for Mission**
1. Old Testament Missional Exegesis
2. New Testament Missional Exegesis

**Teaching Unit 3: Theory and Theologies of Mission**
1. Perspectives on Missiology
2. Biblical Theology of Mission
3. Contemporary Theologies of Mission
4. Contemporary Issues in Mission and Missiology

**Teaching Unit 4: Apologetics for Christian Mission**
1. Gospel Advance in Pluralistic Context
2. Apologetics for Missions

**Teaching Unit 5: Mission across Culture and Strategies**
1. History of World Christianity
2. Issues in African Mission History
3. Races, Ethnicity and Conflict Transformation
4. Cultural Anthropology for Christian Mission
5. Cross-cultural Communication

**Teaching Unit 6: Spiritual Formation**
1. Personal Leadership Development
2. Christian Ethics for Global Mission

The same concern raised for the Bachelor program applies to the Master program. A graduate of Master of Theology in Missiology is expected to render the service to both training institutions and the church. With regard to the relation between Theology and Missiology, authors have proposed various scenarios, namely integration, independence or dependence (Bosch, 1991:480). At Master level, the proposed study program in this thesis would concur for both dependence on theological education (having a department or a centre of missiology within or out of the Faculty of Theology) and integration into the theological curriculum (having students of theological institutions get mission insights in each of their courses based on the prevailing fourfold departments of theological institutions). However, while the proposed study program in this thesis is conceived in the context of dependence, its result can be used in the context of integration where Missiology graduates can join the faculty members to facilitate the insertion of mission insights into the theological corpus (Figure 6.5). The crucial question, therefore, relates to whether the above curriculum would really prepare the students to be in the service of both theological institutions and the mission of the church. In other words, to what extent the proposed study program ensures that graduates effectively ignite theological institutions and their respective
churches for God’s glocal mission. The following chart (Figure 6.5) illustrates the answer to such a concern, because, as already indicated, the proposed study program is done in the context of theological education (e.g. Master of Theology in Missiology) to prepare candidates who could serve theological institutions (at Bachelor level) and church for both local and global ministries.

Figure 6.5 How MTh Missiology graduates can serve theological institutions and the church

![Diagram showing how MTh Missiology graduates can serve theological institutions and the church.](image)

Source: The author of this thesis

6.6.2.3 Post-graduate program: Doctor of Theology (or PhD) in Missiology

The Doctoral studies in transforming missiology will strive to help students acquire skills for using the existing body of knowledge in order to research and develop new knowledge relating to God’s glocal mission. Though being offered essentially as a research-based study program, Doctoral studies should be undertaken in the context of a learning community in which students
independently and critically learn theoretical propositions and competently share their own propositions with a spirit of accountability. Accountability has to do with integrity and ethical considerations to ensure the reliability and the validity of the research findings. It also has to do with the character and the commitment of students because missiologcal education should serve God’s glocal mission entrusted to the church in different contexts. Doctoral studies in missiology should prepare for the ministry to teach and do research, but also to serve the church and its mission. As Starcher (2003) contends, Doctoral studies in the African context should be done according to the task awaiting candidates.

To allow graduates to contribute to both academic scholarship and professional practice at national and international levels, it is a proposition from the author of this thesis that the Doctoral study program could be undertaken through the following research concentrations: (1) Contemporary Theologies of Mission, to build or expand applied knowledge on theologies of mission. (2) Missional Theology of the Old Testament, to build or expand applied knowledge on the theology of mission from the perspective of the Old Testament. (3) Missional Theology of the New Testament, to build or expand applied knowledge on the theology of mission from the perspective of the New Testament. (4) World Christianity, to build or expand applied knowledge on the history of Christianity in different contexts and generations. (5) Intercultural Global Ministries, to build or expand applied knowledge on anthropological insights to serve God’s glocal and holistic mission. (6) Missional Church Leadership, to build or expand applied knowledge on the theories and principles of leadership for God’s glocal and holistic mission. (7) Apologetics for Mission, to build or expand applied knowledge on the theories and principles of apologetics for God’s glocal and holistic mission. (8) Missiological Higher Education, to build or expand applied knowledge on the philosophies of education for God’s glocal and holistic mission. As one could realize, these research concentrations will help graduates provide a leadership either in the educational setting of scholars or in the practical environment of professionals.

Subsequently, Doctoral seminar modules should allow students to focus on their specific research concentrations, which will finally culminate in the production of an original, relevant and appropriate problem-based thesis. For instance, besides other common seminar modules, a Doctoral student whose research concentration is “Contemporary theologies of mission” should take the following four specific pre-requisite modules on (1) the historical development of contemporary theologies of mission; (2) contemporary issues in the study of theologies of mission; (3) research methods in contemporary theologies of mission; and (4) contemporary theologies of
mission and mission imperatives. These pre-requisite modules relate to the historical development of a given research concentration, its contemporary issues, its research methods and its relatedness to mission imperatives.

The concern raised for the Master program also applies to Doctoral program. A graduate of Doctoral program in Missiology is expected to render the service to both training institutions and the church. At Doctoral level, the proposed study program in this thesis aligns with both dependence on theological education (having a department or a centre of missiology within or out of the Faculty of Theology) and integration into theological curriculum (having students of theological institutions get mission insights in each of their courses based on the prevailing fourfold departments of theological institutions). While the proposed Doctoral study program in this thesis is conceived in the context of dependence, its result can be used in the context of integration where Missiology graduates can join the faculty members to facilitate the insertion of mission insights into the theological corpus (Figure 6.6). Again, the crucial question would relate to whether the above curriculum could prepare the students to be in the service of both theological institutions and the mission of the church. In other words, to what extent the proposed Doctoral study program ensures that graduates will effectively ignite theological institutions and their respective churches for God’s glocal mission. The following chart (Figure 6.6.) illustrates the answer to such a concern, because, as described above, missiological education is intended to be done in the context of theological education (e.g. Doctor of Theology [or PhD] in Missiology) to prepare candidates who could serve theological institutions and the church for both local and global ministries.

For instance, if mission insights lack in the prevailing Theology of New Testament in theological institutions, a Missiology graduate who joins the Faculty of Theology could compensate such a gap with Missional Theology of New Testament. Similarly, Biblical Theology could be complemented with Biblical Theology of Mission, or Exegesis of New Testament with Missional Exegesis of New Testament, etc. Today, theological institutions can enjoy the company of Missiologists who would bring the missing link to the nets that are prepared for God’s harvest. As mentioned earlier in chapter 2 (section 2.2.2), authors (Priest & DeGeorge, 2013) have shown that missiologists have put their expertise gained through various disciplines of humanities and social sciences in the service of missio Dei. Bosch (1991) and Wright (2006) represent a few samples. The Theology of the Christian Mission (edited by Anderson 1961) represents another example. Authors have put their expertise in the service of missio Dei and theological education.
Missiological Education in the Service of God’s Glocal Mission entrusted to the Church

Source: The author of this thesis

6.6.3 Evaluating missiological education

When providing educational activities, it is essential to determine whether or not these activities achieve the expected outcomes and how to upgrade and improve these activities. At each level of the study program, evaluation should be done for each course or module session before (pre-
session), during (in-session), after (post-session) and for the overall study program. The pre-
session evaluation will serve to assess whether or not the students have the required knowledge
(or theoretical qualification) to further their learning experience. This evaluation is done to
orientate and facilitate the teaching-learning process. The instructor will be able to adapt the
teaching activities to the level of students, as the latter will be encouraged to fill the gap by adding
more time for their independent studies. The in-session evaluation, commonly known as formative
or continuous assessments, will help the instructor to measure the progress pace and readjust the
teaching activities, and will enable students to realize the existing gap in their own learning process
and readjust their learning activities. The post-session evaluation, known as summative
assessment, will help the instructors update and upgrade the teaching-learning process.

While session evaluation (pre, in and post) is done for each course or module, the evaluation of
the overall study program could be done after five years of implementation. For instance, for a
timeframe of five years starting in 2017, the evaluation of the overall study program will be done
after the graduation of three Bachelor promotions, four Master promotions, and three Doctoral
promotions (Table 6.4). Such an experience will require a 2017-2022 plan or “Vision 2022” by
the end of which the outcomes will be measured in terms of the number of graduates, the extent to
which their churches are involved in God’s glocal and holistic mission, the number of instructors
of mission-related studies that have been produced, the concentrations that have been more
attractive and for which reasons and the extent to which the research productions have been in the
service of missio Dei, etc.

Table 6.4 Evaluation plan for the overall study program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Years</th>
<th>Bachelor (BTh)</th>
<th>Master (MTh)</th>
<th>Doctorate (PhD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2017-2018</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2018-2019</td>
<td>2019 First promotion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2019-2020</td>
<td>2020 First promotion</td>
<td>2020 First promotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2020-2021</td>
<td>2021 Second promotion</td>
<td>2021 Second promotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2021-2022</td>
<td>2022 Third promotion</td>
<td>2022 Fourth promotion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The author of this thesis

Nevertheless, evaluators of a study program should expect surprise with regard to the performance
of Master graduates who might not have gone through the Bachelor program proposed in this
thesis. The foundational program of the Bachelor of Theology in Missiology could have provided
Master candidates with more perspectives in their reflection and actions. The same observation
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applies to Doctoral graduates who might have missed the opportunity of taking Master program proposed in this thesis. The foundational modules of Master of Theology in Missiology could have enlarged their horizon before being concentrated on their specific area of missiological research. Besides the educational background of the students, variables in the findings of the evaluation of a study program could also be influenced by other conditions listed earlier in section 6.6.1.

6.6.4 Need for applied research projects in missiology

This study strongly values the need for applied research projects. Applied research purposes the finding of a solution to an immediate problem facing a society or an organization (Kothari 2004:2). The goal for a missiological research from such a perspective would be to provide a solution to the observed deficit of the church to responsibly involve in God’s glocal and holistic mission. To be productive as far as the vision for transforming missiology is concerned, the missiological research should deal with an applied question: “What should we understand before we know what to do in a given context?” The need is to understand the facts and acquire more theoretical insights about these facts, before proposing contextual plans and strategies to meet the need or to solve the faced problems. Such an endeavour will require the following features to be seriously taken into account: the purpose of a missiological research, the pre-requisites for a missiological research, the steps for an incentive missiological research, the outcomes of a missiological research project, the development of a community of missiological research, and the application to a given setting.

1. **Purpose of missiological research**: The research projects are not undertaken just to satisfy personal curiosity or for just an academic degree. Instead, students will embark on a research project in order to address an existential problem which relates to God’s glocal and holistic mission. A well-articulated research proposal should include the research background (to state the researcher’s personal experience as it relates to the proposed research), the practical problem (to state and substantiate what has been observed by the researcher), the research problem (to state the specific research preoccupation and substantiate it through a preliminary literature review), the research purpose (to state and substantiate what the researcher would like to discover from the proposed research), the research questions (to motivate and state the central question and its related sub-questions for the proposed research), the research methodology (to identify and justify the nature of the research and the techniques for data collection and analysis), concepts clarification (to provide a clear understanding of key words and
concepts of the proposed research), and the provisional chapters division (to give an overview of the major parts of the research).

2. **Pre-requisites for missiological research:** The experience of the author of this thesis in conducting and supervising research projects has taught that without a minimum of pre-requisites a researcher is likely predisposed to either give up or produce a poor piece of work. These pre-requisites relate to the researcher’s own life and include character, knowledge and skill. The missiologist’s character and attitude provide a good setting to start and achieve a research project. A character of humility and cooperation is important in the researcher’s relationships with supervisors and colleagues; equally important for the needed ingredients of a researcher, is an attitude of endurance and of high morale to achieve what has been started. Students need a conducive spiritual and human environment to build their personalities (character and attitude). Required knowledge constitutes another required ingredient for a successful research project. The experience has shown that without prior epistemological theories in a field of study, the researcher will hardly, poorly and stressfully achieve the aims of a research project. Students need clear and updated academic directions in both scientific research in general and in their specific field of study in particular. Another required ingredient is the skill to craft and develop a research project through critical and creative thinking. This skill can be acquired and developed.

3. **Steps in incentive missiological research:** Incentive research is research that leads to action. As in any scientific inquiry, the process includes the identification of the problem, the evaluation of the existing literature, the definition of the research methodology, the presentation and interpretation of the findings and the analysis and discussion of the findings. As explained in the first chapter, the present thesis has followed these steps (see section 1.8). However, the arrangement of these steps can be done based on the nature, scope and size of a given research project.

4. **Outcomes of a missiological research project:** Sometimes it is not easy to go through a research report (thesis, article, and book) and get a clear picture of its outcomes. The outcomes of a given research project are both the findings (the answer to the central and sub-questions) and the recommendations (to solve the specific raised problem and for future research to expand the knowledge). Transforming missiology requires such an
approach to research if the service is expected to be rendered to the church and to its God-given glocal and holistic mission.

5. **Developing a community of missiological research:** Applied research cannot be done in isolation. Instead, it requires a community of sharing and interaction. Such a community is both a learning and an academic community and an apprenticeship and life community. These two aspects cannot be found in a closed setting of the academic institution, or in the pragmatic setting of the church ministry. There should be a continuing oscillation between the two communities. The missiologist should move from the academic community to observe and learn from the ministry community, and *vice versa*. A one-sided research is likely to become irrelevant and unfruitful. While some community members live out the problems without spending time in reflection, other members have the opportunity of building theories to address these problems. Therefore, in the research process the missiologist will learn from both educated and uneducated community members; from theorists and practitioners; from realistic life of daily experience and from idealistic world of knowledge and assumptions.

6. **Settings of application:** Applied research should have a clear and delimited setting of application. A research is then carried out “with special reference to” a given setting. Based on the African context, the following settings could be considered for a fruitful and meaningful applied research in missiology: 1) Mainline related churches, 2) African Initiated Churches, 3) African immigrant (diaspora) churches, 4) Contemporary religions and society, 5) Global and intercultural ministries, 6) Community holistic transformation, 7) Higher Christian education. For instance, a Master research project done in History of missions can be applied (or be carried out with special reference) to one of the above settings. Similarly, a doctoral research project undertaken in the area of Contemporary theologies of mission can be applied to one of the above settings. There is one thing to choose a study area, but there is another thing to apply the study to a given setting. Eight doctoral students can work on Contemporary theologies of mission while having seven different settings of application. Even within one given setting, e.g. Mainline related churches, there are various sub-settings. For instance, Baptist Church, Methodist Church, Presbyterian Church, Lutheran Church, Anglican church, etc. Even within a sub-setting, e.g. Baptist Church, several sub-sub-settings can be identified: American, British, Norwegian, Swedish Baptist churches, etc.
6.6.5 Serving meaningfully the community

To ensure that missiological education is provided for missio Dei, both local and global communities should be served by the training institution.

1. To the local community (within the city and the country where the training institution is established), the following activities could be thought of: mission mobilization and training by students and instructors including their guests; partnerships with church and Christian ministries, including other philanthropic organizations; conferences and seminars to share insightful and practical theories and strategies for God’s glocal and holistic mission; research and publication to address felt needs and to disseminate the findings; university pedagogy workshops to assist emerging instructors to acquire the necessary knowledge and skills in leading the learning process successfully.

2. To the global community (outside of the country in which the training institution is established), the following activities could be undertaken: a professional association which provides a platform for sharing, discussion and action; partnerships and networks to create synergy for meaningful reflection and fruitful actions; research, conferences and publications to address felt needs and to disseminate the outcomes and proceedings of these fora.

6.7 Summary

This chapter intended to be a theoretical reflection through which some practical strategies related to mission theory, mission education and mission practice could be drawn and implemented. Based on the literature and empirical findings of the precedent chapters, the purpose was to brainstorm major trends of the current state of missiology and missiological education in the context of the theological education in the DRC. Therefore, if one plans to address the issue on the current state of missiology and missiological education in the DRC, the root causes identified in this chapter and the meaning of transforming missiology developed in the present chapter would be good starting points. The chapter strived to make it clear that the intended “transforming missiology” implies the transformation of (1) the understanding of missiology, (2) the curriculum and its learning outcomes, (3) the structure of theological education, (4) the pedagogical methods, (5) the research procedures and outcomes, and (6) the mind-set of expected stakeholders, i.e. students, instructors and their respective churches. The next chapter summarizes the implications and recommendations derived from these findings.
CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 Introduction

This study emerged from an observation that the Democratic Republic of Congo, despite of being a well-Christianized nation and housing several tertiary theological institutions and churches, tends to be a less “missionary-sending country” at the global level. The assumption was that a revisit of missiology in theological education could undoubtedly lead to some discoveries susceptible to build significant theories about missiology and missiological education. The purpose of the study was then to better understand how the prevailing missiological training programs in the DRC align with the preoccupation of providing missiological education for God’s glocal mission. The guiding question was “How does the prevailing missiological education in the DRC align with the purpose of missio Dei?”

The first chapter substantiated the research problem and provided a plan for the study. The results of the literature survey were reported from chapter 2 to chapter 4. It allowed the researcher to explore how key concepts of the study were discussed by scholars and authors. The findings of the empirical investigation were presented, interpreted and analysed in chapter 5. Based on these findings, a proposition for transforming missiology was submitted and substantiated in chapter 6. The present chapter is a place for conclusions, implications and recommendations.

7.2 Conclusions

In the beginning of this thesis, mention was made of the recent global survey on theological education whereby the findings showed that missiology was among the four areas which have been either ignored or side-lined in the prevailing theological curricula. The reality is not different in the DRC. This research has revealed that missiology is ignored, marginalized and unfruitful. In many Protestant universities in the DRC, missiology is simply ignored; it does not exist and students, even instructors, do not know it as an academic discipline in its own right. In other cases missiology is marginalized, becoming a non-attractive field of study; it is perceived as a study area which does not ensure a professional scholarship in the academe. In a few institutions where missiology exists, the discipline is just unfruitful; there is no visible sign of outcomes susceptible to display a clear difference between missiology or missiological education and other disciplines of the theological corpus. In general, missiology is still misunderstood. The author of this thesis
faced two peculiar reactions to be mentioned here. In one place, missiology was confused with either criminology or musicology. In another place, missiology was simply treated as a “theological fraud” for not being a scientific discipline, or a discipline in the service of Western imperialism. These realities convey the message that there is a need for well-structured missiological education in the DRC.

To address the triggering problem for this research and to correct some of the above misunderstandings, the proposition of transforming missiology has been identified, substantiated and exemplified. The implications of such a submission and the recommendation for further research are presented below.

7.3 Implications

The assumption at the end of this research is that if some of the above suggestions were implemented, the discipline of missiology, the courses on missiology, the instructors of missiology, the students of missiology, the research in missiology and the Protestant churches in the DRC would be transformed and would lead to transformation as far as God’s global mission is concerned. These expected outcomes emerge from the research and are displayed in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1 Implications and recommendations for a transforming missiology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Missiological features</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Missiology</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>That the discipline of missiology…</td>
<td>-become mandatory and be valued in all theological education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-become a department in each faculty of theology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-have consistent content (but not an instable content)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-lead to academic publications on the subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-lead to regular academic and professional conferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Provide Quality Teaching</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>That courses on missiology…</td>
<td>-be well-designed and scheduled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-be taken into account in theological institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-be allocated more credit hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-be specific enough (but not confused with other study areas)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-be dynamic (but not static, without improvement)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-be more practical (rather than too speculative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-be well-designed (well-articulated and well-elaborated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-be more contextualized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-be taught by various missiologists (not the same people)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>That instructors of missiology…</td>
<td>-be all missiologists (who are qualified in this field of study)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-be mission-minded theologians (using their areas of expertise for mission; e.g. NT in the service of mission like David Bosch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-be scholars of this field of study (missiology or related disciplines)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-be given opportunities of professional development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-be fully committed to the promotion of this discipline</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
be members of professional associations of mission studies
- help churches for their mission engagement
- publish books and articles in missiology for local & global context

- be men and women with a clear vision of the future
- be sent out for mission work of their respective churches
- be active on the ground to transform the community
- be cared for by their churches
- influence their churches towards mission engagement

That students of missiology...

That research in missiology...
- be deepened (well-undertaken with in-depth reflections) and promoted
- lead to scientific interaction between scholars (instructors and students)
- lead to publications (valuable books and articles)
- be well-oriented according to missiological various areas of research
- help theological institutions acquire well-equipped, appropriate and updated library in missiology
- lead to easy access to the electronic library in missiology

Promote Incentive Research

Serve Meaningfully the Community
- become mission-minded churches and committed to missio Dei
- become laboratories for mission and for missiology
- become active in mission and missionary churches
- be well-informed and trained about mission
- have an impact both inside and outside the country
- facilitate intercultural interaction in order to minimize the prevailing climate of tribalism, obstacle to mission

The author of this thesis

7.4 Recommendations for future research

The empirical investigation conducted in this study did not intend to be an experimental inquiry, which could prove or disapprove a given hypothesis. The assumption raised through this study was mostly theory-based, or the discovery of theory. It contemplated the elaboration of theory, which could be tested in further experimental studies to determine to what extent missiological education can cause students and their churches to engage in God’s glocal and holistic mission. The empirical investigation conducted in this study, however, had the main expectation of surfacing the current situation in the understanding and the practice of missiology and missiological education in the DRC, and based on the literature explored in the precedent chapters, drawing some inferences.

This research was mostly a theoretical (theory-based) and prominently qualitative study using concurrent mixed method. In general, there are theoretical research and experimental research. The former was chosen for the present research due to the fact that an experimental research (that
bridges theory and practice) would not only necessitate available universities willing to participate in ministry intervention to test the theory suggested in this study, but it would also require an extended period of implementation (three years for Bachelor, two years for Master, and three years for Doctorate). Such a study could be done through quantitative inquiry with statistical and probability data to state the extent to which theological institutions would have prepared graduates for mission involvement.

Another aspect of future research could include the comparison of performance of Master and Doctoral students who would have taken their Bachelor programs based of the model proposed in this thesis (section 6.6.3) and those with a Bachelor degree of another model. If students graduate during the academic year 2019-2020 with a Bachelor degree and join a Master program during the academic year 2020-2021, they will graduate with a Master degree during the academic year 2021-2022. A research project could be conducted to compare their performance with students who join a Master program of the proposed model but with a Bachelor degree from another model. One could certainly predict the difference between the two groups of students. The same research could be done for students of a Doctoral program. The performance to be measured would concern both theoretical insights in missiology and practical experience about mission engagement of the graduates and their respective churches. The result of such a research project could tell the extent to which the theory of transforming missiology developed in this thesis is relevant and productive for God’s glocal and holistic mission in a given context.

A final proposition for research relates to an expected outcome of this research. It has been stated in this study that theological typologies (section 3.4) could help evaluate the prevailing theological education activities to infer whether God’s glocal mission is promoted or not. This research has proposed and substantiated a typology of Antioch. Adapted from Edgar’s (2005) survey, a research questionnaire can be designed for professors in the faculty of theology in order to surface the prevailing landscape of theological education in a given institution (Table 7.2).
Table 7.2 Perception of professors of theology on typologies of theological education

| Symbol, Context and Model | N (…)
|--------------------------|-----
| Athens                   |     
| Academy                  |     
| Classical model          |     
| Berlin                   |     
| University               |     
| Vocational model         |     
| Jerusalem                |     
| Community                |     
| Missional model          |     
| Geneva                   |     
| Seminary                 |     
| Confessional model       |     
| Antioch                  |     
| (Academic, University, Community) |     
| Transforming missiological education model |     

Source: The author of this thesis

The conviction of this researcher is that the way missiology is provided, either in the general context of theological corpus or in a strict setting of missiological education, will determine the extent to which graduates and their respective churches get involved in God’s glocal and holistic mission. More research projects are needed to build upon or to expand such a conclusion because *missio Dei* matters in each generation and in every context. However, from a personal experience, the project of transforming missiology is justified by the fact that the researcher’s publication entitled *Missiologie: identité, formation et recherche dans le context africain* (Föhle, 2011) and his initiative of establishing the department of missiology at the International Leadership University in Burundi in 2011 are challenged by this thesis. The last chapter of the aforementioned publication dealt with a proposed curriculum, which was partially implemented in Burundi. Based on the findings of this thesis, both publication and training programs need serious revision and readjustment to further God’s glocal and holistic mission. One could then realize how a missiological research project undoubtedly leads to a transformation of reflection and actions.

Instead of being kept ignored or sidelined, missiology and missiological education need to be either strengthened where they are still weak, or rediscovered and promoted where they are not yet known. Through a project of transforming missiology, this study has proposed some steps toward such an undertaking.

“What missiology is claiming today is that there cannot be just a theology any more: all theology has to be missiological… A missiology in a world church can only be a theology for a world church; a theology for a world church can only be a missiology in a world church” (Bevans 2009:10).
ANNEXURE A

QUESTIONNAIRE DE RECHERCHE / ETUDIANTS EN THEOLOGIE

Ce questionnaire est conçu dans le cadre d’une recherche sur l’état de la missiologie au sein des universités protestantes en RDC. Votre identité ne sera pas révélée dans le travail (sauf si vous le souhaitez en raison de la pertinence scientifique que tel ou tel autre aspect de votre réflexion aurait représentée).

1. Votre université : _____________________________
   Votre cycle d’études : ___ Graduat ;   ___Licence ;  ___DEA/Master ;  ___Doctorat
   Votre département au sein de la Faculté de Théologie : _____________________________
   Votre nom : _____________________________ Email _____________________________

2. Aujourd’hui (en 2015), et à votre avis, quel est l’état réel de la missiologie au sein de votre Faculté de théologie ? [Cochez toutes les assertions qui correspondent le mieux à votre point de vue et commentez si possible] :
   a. La missiologie n’a pas un statut particulier dans notre faculté de théologie ;
   b. La missiologie n’est pas vue comme une des disciplines essentielles au sein de notre faculté de théologie;
   c. La missiologie est un département à part entière comme d’autres départements (Théologie biblique – AT & NT, Théologie systématique, Histoire de l’église, Théologie pratique);
   d. La missiologie est importante mais n’est pas obligatoire ; c’est un cours à option ;
   e. Nous ne pensons pas que la missiologie devrait faire partie du curriculum visant la formation des serviteurs de Dieu selon la philosophie de notre institution ;
   f. Notre problème est que la missiologie n’est pas encore clairement définie pour se distinguer des autres disciplines traditionnelles de théologie citées au point c (ci-haut) ;
   g. La missiologie fait plutôt partie du département de _____________________________
      Parce que _____________________________
   h. Notre faculté de théologie organise un département de missiologie en Graduat ;
   i. Notre faculté de théologie organise un département de missiologie en Licence ;
   j. Notre faculté de théologie organise un département de missiologie en DEA/Master ;
   k. Notre faculté de théologie organise un département de missiologie en Doctorat ;
   l. Un de nos problèmes est que le programme des cours en missiologie n’est pas encore bien élaboré
   m. Nous avons un manuel (recueil) de programme de formation en missiologie

3. Quand vous considérez comment les cours sont dispensés au sein de votre Faculté, c’est l’une de trois méthodologies suivantes qui est plus appliquée [Cochez seulement une méthodologie qui correspond à votre situation et ajoutez un commentaire si possible] :
1. Les étudiants dépendent plus de ce que les professeurs proposent à travers le syllabus du cours (le plan et les notes de cours) et son explication avant de faire quelques TP et l’examen final ;

2. Les étudiants constituent eux-mêmes les notes de cours à partir du plan de cours établi par le professeur qui vient en plus expliquer les grandes lignes ; Les étudiants font des TP avant l’examen final ;

3. Les professeurs et les étudiants discutent le plan du cours et les étudiants font des recherches pour constituer les notes de cours avant de produire une réflexion personnelle et un examen final pour valider le cours ;

4. Quand vous considérez comment les cours sont conçus, élaborés et dispensés au sein de votre Faculté en général, vous avez l’impression que le système d’enseignement fait des étudiants :
   a. **Trop dépendants** de ce que les professeurs conçoivent et proposent ;
   b. **Un peu indépendants** parce qu’ils ont aussi la possibilité de choisir parmi les sujets que les professeurs proposent pour les approfondir et valider le cours à travers un devoir ou examen ;
   c. **Plus ou moins interdépendants** parce que les étudiants sont engagés dans l’élaboration du plan et contenu de cours en tenant compte de leurs intérêts d’apprentissage et de recherche.

5. Suggérez les cours spéciaux (importants/essentiels/obligatoires) qui, à votre avis, devaient faire partie du corpus « Missiologie » ou « Science de la mission » de votre cycle d’études mais qui malheureusement sont absents de votre programme de cours :

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intitulés des cours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. À votre avis, les départements de mission au sein de différentes communautés de l’ECC devaient normalement s’occuper de [SVP, **cochez seulement les assertions qui correspondent à votre entendement**] :
   a. ___ l’évangélisation dans d’autres provinces de la RDC
   b. ___ l’évangélisation dans les centres urbains (grandes villes) de la RDC
   c. ___ l’évangélisation dans les milieux ruraux (villages) de la RDC
   d. ___ l’évangélisation en dehors de la RDC
   e. ___ l’implantation de nouvelles églises dans d’autres provinces de la RDC
   f. ___ l’implantation de nouvelles églises dans les centres urbains (grandes villes) de la RDC
   g. ___ l’implantation de nouvelles églises dans les milieux ruraux (villages) de la RDC
   h. ___ l’implantation de nouvelles églises en dehors de la RDC
   i. ___ actions sociales (éducation/enseignement, œuvres médicales, développement, etc) dans d’autres provinces de la RDC
j. ___ actions sociales (éducation/enseignement, œuvres médicales, développement, etc) dans les centres urbains (grandes villes) de la RDC
k. ___ actions sociales (éducation/enseignement, œuvres médicales, développement, etc) dans les milieux ruraux (villages) de la RDC
l. ___ actions sociales (éducation/enseignement, œuvres médicales, développement, etc) en dehors de la RDC

7. Outre les activités que vous venez de cocher à la question 6 (ci-haut), quelles sont d’autres activités que vous souhaiteriez que les Départements de Mission au sein des communautés de l’ECC accomplissent ? [SVP Indiquez l’activité et le lieu] :
   a. ________________________________________________________________
   b. ________________________________________________________________
   c. ________________________________________________________________
   d. ________________________________________________________________
   e. ________________________________________________________________

8. Indiquez un ou deux passages bibliques qui, d’après votre conception de la mission de l’église, expliqueraient le mieux la raison d’être de nos différentes Communautés de l’ECC :
   a. ________________________________________________________________
   b. ________________________________________________________________

9. Quand vous considérez les Communautés de l’ECC dans leur ensemble, quels seraient les obstacles à leur engagement missionnaire en dehors du pays ? [Répondez en plaçant devant chaque obstacle énuméré ci-dessous un chiffre correspondant à l’ordre de gravité (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) à votre avis] :
   ____ Manque de finances
   ____ Manque d’une stratégie Communautaire en matière de Mission
   ____ Manque de gens pour diriger le département de mission
   ____ Manque de gens qualifiés pour aller en mission
   ____ Manque d’unité de pensée parmi les pasteurs en matière de l’engagement missionnaire
   ____ L’esprit de matérialisme dans la vie des membres
   ____ L’ignorance au sujet de l’engagement missionnaire dans le chef de beaucoup de membres

10. Quel autre commentaire voudriez-vous ajouter sur l’engagement missionnaire des communautés de l’ECC ?

   Fait à ________________________, le _____/_____/ 2015Signature : ______________________

   Pour les questions [cochez] ___2, ___3, ___4, ___5, ___6, ___7, ___8 (ci-dessus), j’aimerais que je sois cité(e) nommément dans le corps du travail en raison de la pertinence scientifique de ma réflexion.

   NB : Pour tout renseignement, contactez flygunda@yahoo.fr (+243826330910)
ANNEXURE B

RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE / THEOLOGY STUDENTS

This questionnaire is designed for a research on the status of missiology within Protestant Universities in the DRC. Your identity will not be revealed (except if you want your name to appear in the text due to the relevance of your contribution).

1. Your university: __________________________________________________________
   Your cycle of studies: ___ Graduat; _____Licence; ___DEA/Master; _____Doctorate
   Your department within the Faculty of Theology: _______________________________
   Your names: _______________________________ Email _________________________

2. As for today (2015), and according to you, what is the current status of missiology within your Faculty of Theology? [Kindly tick all that apply and provide any comment if possible]:
   a. Missiology doesn’t have any special status within our Faculty of Theology;
   b. Missiology is not perceived as one of essential disciplines within our Faculty of Theology;
   c. Missiology is a full department as others (Biblical theology –OT & NT, Systematic theology, Church history, Practical theology);
   d. Missiology is important but not mandatory; it is an elective;
   e. We don’t think that missiology should be part of our curriculum which aims at training church ministers as far as the philosophy of our institution is concerned;
   f. Our problem is that missiology is not yet clearly defined to be demarcated from other prevailing disciplines of theological corpus indicated in item e above;
   g. Missiology is instead part of the department of __________________________
      Because _______________________________________________________________
   h. Our Faculty of Theology offers a department of missiology at Graduat (3 years) level;
   i. Our Faculty of Theology offers a department of missiology at Licence (3 + 2 years) level;
   j. Our Faculty of Theology offers a department of missiology at DEA/Master (2 years) level;
   k. Our Faculty of Theology offers a department of missiology at Doctorate level;
   l. One of our problems is that the curriculum on missiology is not well-designed;
   m. We have a program handbook on missiological education;

3. In regard to courses taught within your Faculty of Theology, the following delivery method is used by instructors in their teaching process [Please, tick only that applies most often and kindly comment if possible]:
   a. Students depend on what instructors propose in their course notes (course outline and notes) in addition to explanation and some assignments along with the final exam; __
   b. Students make their own course notes based on the course outline that the instructors provide followed by their explanation, assignments and final exam; ________________
c. Instructors and students discuss the course outline and students conduct research in order to compose course notes before producing their personal reflections and taking a final exam to validate the course.

4. When you consider how courses are designed, developed, and delivered within your Faculty of Theology in general, your impression is that the prevailing teaching method makes students:
   a. **Too dependent** on what instructors design and provide;
   b. **Somehow independent** because they also have possibility to choose among subjects that instructors propose for students to deepen before validating the course through an assignment or a final exam;
   c. **Plus or minus interdependent** because students are involved in the design of the course outline and content while taking into account students’ learning needs and interest.

5. Please suggest some special courses (important/essential/mandatory) which could have made the missiological program but which are absent in your study program:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Courses</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. From your point of view, mission department within various *communautés* of the Church of Christ in Congo should undertake the following activities [Please, **tick all that better match with your understanding**]:
   a. ___ Evangelization in other provinces of the DRC
   b. ___ Evangelization in urban centers (cities) of the DRC
   c. ___ Evangelization in rural areas (villages) of the DRC
   d. ___ Evangelization outside of the DRC
   e. ___ Planting new churches in other provinces of the DRC
   f. ___ Planting new churches in urban centers (cities) of the DRC
   g. ___ Planting new churches in rural areas (villages) of the DRC
   h. ___ Planting new churches outside of the DRC
   i. ___ Social actions (education, medical service, development, etc) in other provinces of the DRC
   j. ___ Social actions (education, medical service, development, etc) in urban centers (cities) of the DRC
   k. ___ Social actions (education, medical service, development, etc) in rural areas (villages) of the DRC
   l. ___ Social actions (education, medical service, development, etc) outside of the DRC
7. Besides activities that you just ticked above, are there any additional activities you would suggest to be done by the department of mission within the communautés of the Church of Christ in Congo? [Please name them and the location]:
   a. ________________________________
   b. ________________________________
   c. ________________________________
   d. ________________________________
   e. ________________________________

8. Indicate one or two biblical references which, according to you, better explain the mission of the church and the raison d’être of divers Communautés of the Church of Christ in Congo:
   a. ________________________________
   b. ________________________________

9. When you consider all Communautés of the Church of Christ in Congo, which obstacles hinder their mission engagement outside the country? [Please, answer by inserting a number against each obstacle according to their importance (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) according to you]:
   ____ Lack of finances
   ____ Lack of strategies within the Communauté about mission
   ____ Lack of qualified people to lead the department of mission
   ____ Lack of qualified people to go for mission
   ____ Lack of unity among pastors in regard to mission involvement
   ____ Materialism in many church members
   ____ Ignorance about mission involvement of the church in the life of church members

10. Any other comment about the mission involvement of the communautés of the Church of Christ in Congo?

    Done in _____________________, on _______/_______/ 2015   Signature: _______________

    For questions [tick] ___2, ___3, ___4, ___5, ___6, ___7, ___8 (above), I would like to be named in your thesis due to the relevance of my reflection.

    NB : Contact flygunda@yahoo.fr (+243826330910)
ANNEXURE C

FOHLE'S ARTICLE ON TRANSFORMING MISSIOLOGY AND ITS CHALLENGES IN THE CONTEXT OF FRANCOPHONE AFRICA WITH REFERENCE TO THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO

(See the original French version in pages 292-306 of this thesis)

This article (see pages 292-306) was written in French to serve as introductory speech during the focus group sessions for the present thesis. It was used as tool for qualitative data collection. The author presented the article as a public lecture to Theology instructors and students at six universities in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) after the research questionnaire for this thesis was filled and collected. Research assistants helped administer the questionnaire which was filed by students some days before the conference and the focus group. The purpose of using this article during the conference and focus groups was to stimulate more interaction with participants.

Based on documented facts, the article argues that the DRC is the birth place of the Protestant missiology in Francophone Africa, and that, unfortunately, this birth place is not well-managed. Missiology is not yet well-developed and promoted. As consequence, lack of clear and in-depth educational theoretical frameworks, rarity of academic conferences, and a shortage of scholarly publications in missiology by and for Francophone Africans are patent. The article contends that this situation is common in the whole Francophone African region, and its content can apply to many contexts within Francophone African, even outside the continent.

Using the concept of “transforming missiology” (in French de et en transformation), the article gives the account of some historical facts and theoretical insights on missiology which demonstrate that our discipline has been both “transformed” and “transformational”. The implication is that missiology in Francophone Africa in general, and in the DRC in particular, should undergo the same process. In our context we need to make sure that our missiology addresses our realities and felt needs. We also need to make sure that our missiology brings about change in the life of stakeholders (students, instructors and churches).

Although the article was written and submitted in July 2015, the Protestant University in Congo, after the peer review process, accepted to insert it in its issue n° 24-25 of 2013-2014 released in early 2016. Unfortunately neither the editor nor the publisher made this anachronic fact clear.
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MISSIOLOGIE COMME UNE DISCIPLINE EN ET DE TRANSFORMATION:
Défi aux Institutions théologiques protestantes de l’Afrique francophone avec référence à la République Démocratique du Congo
Par
Fohle Lygunda li-M

Introduction

La présente réflexion se propose de mettre en exergue quelques défis à relever par les institutions théologiques de l’Afrique Francophone en général, et celles de la République Démocratique du Congo en particulier, quant à la conception de la missiologie en tant que discipline du corpus théologique, quant à la nature et aux objectifs de la formation missiologique du niveau universitaire, et quant au discours missiologique tel qu’il se distingue de ceux d’autres disciplines théologiques. Il s’agit d’indiquer les enjeux qui se rattachent à la promotion de la missiologie en tant qu’une des disciplines scientifiques d’obédience théologique et de suggérer quelques pistes d’investigation pour les recherches ultérieures. Référence est spécialement faite ici à la missiologie protestante.

Aussi importe-t-il, d’abord, de clarifier le sujet sous examen et ses concepts-clé. Hormis cette introduction qui sera suivie d’un interlude portant sur le statut de la RD Congo comme étant le berceau de la missiologie protestante en Afrique Francophone, quatre concepts forment l’ossature de cette réflexion: (1) Missiologie, (2) Discipline en transformation, (3) Discipline de transformation, et (4) Défi(s) aux institutions de formation théologique.

La missiologie constitue le maillon essentiel de cette réflexion et la teneur de sa définition sera éclairé en deux temps ; d’abord par rapport à son état d’une discipline en transformation, d’une part, puis en tenant compte du fait qu’il s’agit aussi d’une discipline de transformation, d’autre part.

Par discipline en transformation l’emphase est mise sur l’aspect dynamique de la missiologie du fait qu’elle a souvent subi une évolution aussi bien dans le temps que dans sa conceptualisation. La missiologie aura donc été comprise de diverses manières selon qu’il s’agit de telle ou telle autre période, ou de telle ou telle autre école théologique (œcuménique ou évangélique). Notre tâche ici sera triple: (1) Formuler une définition de missiologie, (2) Clarifier la raison d’être de la missiologie selon les deux mouvances œcuménique et évangélique, et (3) Mettre en exergue le défi relatif aux institutions théologiques.

1 Dr Fohle Lygunda li-M est Academic Dean (secrétaire général académique) à International Leadership University Burundi (www.burundi.iu.edu). Il est aussi Extraordinary Senior Lecturer (professeur associé) chargé de recherche à North-West University, Potchefstroom, Afrique du Sud. Ses domaines de recherche incluent la missiologie, le leadership et l’éducation. Auteur de quelques ouvrages et articles dans ses domaines de recherche, il est en train de travailler sur l’émergence de l’Association pour les Etudes Missiologiques en Afrique Centrale (AEMAC), www.aemac-caams.org. Contact : fylygunda@yahoo.fr
En abordant la missiologie dans son aspect d’une discipline de transformation, la tâche sera de discuter la raison d’être des études missiologiques. S’agit-il d’un exercice académique stérile ou plutôt d’une activité scientifique conduisant au changement dans la vie des stakeholders (enseignants, étudiants ainsi que leurs églises)? Ici aussi, trois actions seront entreprises : (1) Revisiter la définition de missiologie, (2) Discuter la problématique des en- tentes liées au fait des études missiologiques, et (3) Disséquer le défi y relatif tel qu’il s’impose aux institutions théologiques.

Enfin, un répertoire de défis significatifs résultant de nos constats servira de conclusion à cette réflexion. Ces défis seront articulés en forme de recommandations soumises à la méditation des autorités administratives et académiques des institutions de formation théologique, des responsables et autres acteurs des facultés organisant le département de missiologie, des étudiants et autres chercheurs ayant choisi la missiologie comme leur domaine de prédilection.

Problématique et intérêt du sujet

L’idée d’initier cette réflexion est partie d’un constat selon lequel la missiologie est une discipline nouvelle encore en gestation, et souvent mal comprise, dans presque tout l’espace francophone africain. Il en est de même en RD Congo qui, en toute vraisemblance, est à considérer comme le berceau de la missiologie protestante contemporaine en Afrique Francophone. Cela est d’autant plus vrai que du point de vue historique, c’est en RD Congo que les études missiologiques furent organisées pour la première fois en faculté et en département au niveau universitaire. Bien qu’à des périodes différentes, mais en sorte d’une coïncidence, la discipline missiologique fut initiée par deux personnalités scientifiques, enseignants d’universités, provenant de la même province du Bandundu en RD Congo: Dr Nzash U Lumeya2 et professeur Mushila Nyamanankat. Il convient également de noter que Dr Nzash fut membre du Conseil d’Administration de l’UPC pendant la période de la création du département de sciences de mission au sein de cette université. Faut-il aussi relever que la missiologie y a vu le jour à la fois dans son approche ecuménique3 et dans celle dite évangélique4.

Il est intéressant d’observer que dans les deux cas, la théologie biblique (Ancien et Nouveau Testaments) a été mise au service de la missiologie. Nzash U Lumeya a produit sa thèse doctorale en Ancien Testament à Fuller Theological Seminary aux États-Unis, et avant de créer le Centre Universitaire de Missiologie à Kinshasa, il presta d’abord à la Faculté de Théologie Évangélique de Bangui (FATEB), en République Centrafricaine, où il initia un institut missiologique de niveau non-universitaire. D’après des sources, ce fut après l’échec de sa tentative d’initier le programme de missiologie au sein de l’UPC qu’il décida de créer une institution autonome de formation missiologique, en 1990. Sa reconnaissance officielle par le

2 En 1990 à travers son Centre Universitaire de Missiologie basé à Kinshasa.
3 En 1997 à travers l’Université Protestante au Congo UPC, basée également à Kinshasa.
4 Cas du professeur Mushila avec son département des sciences de mission, ecuménisme et sciences de religion.
5 Cas du Dr Nzash avec son Centre Universitaire de Missiologie.

En considérant ces deux expériences de 1990 et de 1997, il devient ainsi évident qu’aucune autre institution théologique en Afrique Francophone n’avait pris l’initiative d’organiser une faculté (cas de Nzash) ou un département (cas de Mushila) en son sein avant ceux initiés en RD Congo. Ni la faculté de théologie protestante (de Yaoundé), ni celle de théologie évangélique (de Bangui) n’a pu organiser la missiologie en termes de faculté ou de département comme cela a été le cas en RD Congo. Quand bien-même le cours de missiologie fut introduit à la Faculté de Théologie Evangélique de Bangui (FATEB) un peu avant les années 1990, un programme structuré en missiologie n’y a vu le jour que récemment en 2003. À la faculté de théologie de l’Université Protestant de l’Afrique Centrale (UPAC Yaoundé), le département de missiologie a intégré le corpus théologique en 2011 mais il reste encore dans un état fébrile. C’est à partir de 2005 que la Faculté de Théologie Evangélique du Cameroun (FATEC) mit en place des programmes de missiologie. En 1994, la Faculté de Théologie des Assemblées de Dieu (FATAD) basée au Togo commença à organiser les programmes de missiologie en Anglais, et plus tard vers les années 2000 en Français. Au Burundi, le département de missiologie a vu le jour au sein de International Leadership University en 2012 où tous les cours sont offerts en Anglais.

En RD Congo, d’autres universités protestantes ont, elles aussi, intégré la missiologie au sein de leurs facultés de théologie, en créant soit un cours intitulé « mission » ou « missiologie », soit un département de missiologie ou des sciences de mission. Tel est le cas des institutions suivantes: Université Méthodiste de Katanga, Université Shalom de Bunia, Université de l’Alliance au Congo, Université Protestant au Cœur du Congo, Université Évangélique en Afrique, Université Protestant de l’Equateur, et Université Libre des Pays des Grands Lacs.

Cependant, bien qu’il soit évident que la RD Congo ait servi de berceau à la missiologie protestante en Afrique Francophone, l’impression générale est que ce berceau n’est pas bien entretenu, au risque de dire qu’il serait en perte de vitesse. Pour des raisons encore à élucider, la missiologie n’y est pas suffisamment visible, encore moins éloquente. Une plateforme de réflexion missiologique peine à exister. Il n’y existe ni une association missiologique ni une revue missiologique, qui sont des endroits indiqués pour les échanges scientifiques tel qu’il est souvent le cas dans d’autres disciplines, et sous d’autres cieux. Du reste, il y

a pénurie de production scientifique (à travers des articles ou ouvrages) émanant des institutions théologiques de la RD Congo. Quelques originaires de ce pays qui s'intéressent à cette discipline et qui produisent quelques publications ne font à partir d'autres pays et dans une perspective qui ne représente pas souvent le vrai débat missiologique engagé soit en Afrique Francophone, soit à partir de la RD Congo. Ces publications ne sont pas produites sous les auspices des institutions basées en RD Congo, à l'instar de celles existant ailleurs (Southern African Missiological Society, par exemple). Ces ressortissants congolais sont passés par diverses institutions telles que Fuller Theological Seminary (USA), Asbury Theological Seminary (USA), University of South Africa (UNISA), North-West University (NWU), pour ne citer que ces quelques institutions de renommée internationale.

C'est en raison de ce hiatus profond entre existence et infertilité de la missiologie protestante en RD Congo qu'un observateur averti pourra facilement constater une sorte de lacune ou d'incohérence dans la conception même de missiologie telle qu'elle est perçue et enseignée. Il y a donc besoin d'une recherche approfondie pour faire l'état des lieux de la missiologie protestante dans un tel contexte. En attendant, il importe de souligner le fait que la missiologie est une discipline à la fois en transformation et de transformation. Ces deux aspects semblent faire défaut dans la réalité de la missiologie protestante en RD Congo. D'une part, il y aurait une sorte de statu quo, la missiologie ne subissant aucun changement, devenant ainsi une matière figée. Les mêmes cours et les mêmes orientations demeurent tels quels depuis qu'ils ont été optés. D'autre part, la missiologie passerait pour une discipline infertile, ne conduisant pas à des actions concrètes après que les étudiants aient complété leurs études. Les effets des études en missiologie sont rarement sentis et ressentis.

Les lignes qui suivent mettront en relief le sens des enjeux qui se rattachent à ce constat et au fait que la missiologie devrait être une discipline en et de transformation.

**Missiologie : une discipline en transformation**

Après plus de deux décennies de ministère pastoral commencé en 1989 comprenant les expériences acquises dans le domaine de l'enseignement biblique et théologique, je viens d'initier une deuxième recherche doctorale sur la formation missiologique en Afrique Francophone en prenant la RDCongo comme étude de cas. L'intitulé de ma recherche est révélateur: *Transformingmissiology*, c'est-à-dire une missiologie en et de transformation.

L'inspiration est venue de l'ouvrage classique de David J. Bosch, lequel dans sa version originale en anglais s'intitule *Transforming mission*. En introduction de cet ouvrage, Bosch (1991:xv) justifie le choix de cet intitulé en disant que, d'après l'histoire des missions, la mission a été à la fois une activité en perpétuelle transformation et une entreprise conduisant à la transformation. Cette réalité s'applique aussi à la missiologie, car l'histoire démontre qu'elle a été toujours en perpétuelle transformation et qu'elle a souvent conduit à la transformation. Aussi ma recherche doctorale se propose-t-elle de vérifier comment et à quel degré ce
principe de double transformation s’appliquerait ou non à la missiologie protestante en cours en RD Congo. Voyons d’abord le sens de missiologie en transformation.

Définition de la missiologie en tant qu’une discipline en transformation

Comme l’observent les auteurs\(^7\), il n’y a pas encore une définition unique et définitive de la missiologie. Ce terme est toutefois défini de plusieurs manières et dans plusieurs perspectives. Il existe des définitions abrégées du genre « la missiologie est l’étude de la mission » ou « la missiologie est une science qui traite de la mission », définitions qui semblent ne pas résoudre l’épineux problème de la compréhension de ce terme initié par un chercheur catholique en 1915 mais finalement accepté et copié par les protestants après la deuxième guerre mondiale. D’autres définitions sont plus élaborées, mais elles comportent le danger évident de compliquer la situation. C’est l’exemple de définitions qui introduisent des concepts tels que « annoncer le royaume à venir » (alors que Jésus parlait aussi du royaume présent) ou « promouvoir le développement social de l’homme » (mettant de côté tout discours de conversion des âmes et du salut éternel qui est tout aussi justifié), etc.

Sachant que la missiologie est une discipline en transformation, mieux en perpétuelle évolution, il y a lieu de revoir les définitions existantes. Ici, nous servant de l’étymologie *missio* (mission) et *logia* (discours), nous pouvons suggérer que la missiologie est une étude scientifique et appliquée, basée sur les Écritures et autres disciplines de sciences humaines et sociales, concernant comment la mission de Dieu à la fois locale et globale est et devrait être conçue, est et devrait être enseignée, est et devrait être pratiquée\(^8\). Mis de côté les aspects qui seront abordés ultérieurement, trois observations valent la peine d’être immédiatement explicitées au sujet de cette définition.

*Première observation* : Cette définition met en exergue le fait que la missiologie doit être perçue sous réserve de deux réalités : celle existant aujourd’hui et celle n’ayant pas encore existé. Cela ne suggère pas seulement la remise en question de la missiologie, mais aussi celle de son triple objet, à savoir: comment la mission est conçue, enseignée et pratiquée de nos jours, et comment cette mission devrait plutôt être conçue, enseignée et pratiquée. En d’autres termes, cette définition laisse entendre que notre compréhension actuelle de ce qu’est la missiologie pourrait ne pas être la meilleure demain, ou après-demain. Ce qu’elle est aujourd’hui ne pourrait pas nécessairement être la même chose demain, ou après-demain. A cet effet, le discours missiologique devrait être évolutif en tenant compte du contexte, de nos réalités locales et globales, mais toujours avec référence aux Écritures.

*Deuxième observation* : La définition ci-dessus remet en cause les définitions abrégées et simplistes formulées en termes de « missiologie est l’étude ou la science de mission ».

---

\(^7\) J. A. Scherer 1987; S. H. Skreslet 2012.

\(^8\) Cette définition provient de ma recherche doctorale en cours et constitue le cadre théorique de ma réflexion missiologique. Elle est au fait une version révisée de celle consignée dans mon ouvrage *Missiologie : Identité, formation et recherche dans le contexte africain*, publié en 2011.
Dans notre recherche en cours, il s’est avéré que les thèses doctorales produites en missiologie depuis 1945 jusqu’en 2014 abordent la missiologie différemment. Beaucoup de chercheurs conçoivent la missiologie en négligeant l’un ou deux des trois aspects soulignés dans cette définition, à savoir : comment la mission est et devrait être conçue, comment elle est et devrait être enseignée, comment elle est et devrait être pratiquée. Pendant que les uns ne voient la missiologie que comme une étude des théories de mission, d’autres la perçoivent comme une étude de pratique de mission, et peu seulement considèrent la missiologie comme une étude s’occupant de comment la mission est c: devrait être enseignée. Par contre, la missiologie devait s’occuper de la théorie de mission, de l’éducation sur la mission, et de la pratique de mission. A cet effet, définir la missiologie simplement comme « discours sur la mission » ou « science de la mission » laisse le lecteur dans la confusion, surtout lorsqu’on réalise que le concept mission est utilisé différemment même en dehors du cercle religieux. Exemple : Mission de Nations Unies, ordre de mission, etc.

_Troisième observation :_ Cette définition met l’accent sur la nature même de la mission en vue. En dépit de diversité d’opinions sur la nature et le contenu du concept _mission_, les idées convergent aujourd’hui autour des notions telles que _missio Dei_, mission holistique, mission locale, mission globale, etc., même si des divergences apparaissent quant au rôle spécifique de l’église dans cette mission qui est, d’une manière consensuelle, comprise comme une initiative de Dieu. Ce qui est vrai, et peut-être rassurant, est que quelle que soit l’opinion que telle ou telle autre mouvance émet, le concept _mission de Dieu_ est utilisé par tous. C’est ce qui ressort du récit de l’évolution de la missiologie.

**Evolution de la missiologie**

Une bonne littérature existe sur l’histoire de missiologie en tant que discipline scientifique, faisant état de son évolution non seulement dans l’espace et dans le temps, mais aussi en rapport avec son statut et son contenu. A titre indicatif, la liste bibliographique de cette littérature peut être décléeée et reconstituée à partir des études bien documentées menées par différents auteurs.⁹

Ce fut en 1811 que l’allemand Frederick Schleiermacher, influencé par les Moraves,¹⁰ inséra les études de mission dans la faculté de théologie de son université. Il organisa donc les études théologiques en quatre domaines : la théologie biblique (Ancien et Nouveau Testaments), la théologie systématique (dogmatique), la théologie historique (histoire de l’église), et la théologie pratique (études pastorales). Dans ce corpus, tout ce qui était relatif à la mission ou à l’évangélisation faisait partie de la théologie pratique. Les études sur la mission ne constituaient pas encore une discipline académique à part entière, ni un département au sein de la faculté de théologie.

---

Avec l'installation de Gustave Warnack comme professeur d'études de mission à l'université de Halle, en Allemagne, en 1896, ce qui est connu aujourd'hui comme missiologie devint une discipline à part entière aux côtés de quatre (ou cinq) disciplines traditionnelles de théologie. Dès lors, dépendant des périodes et des milieux, la missiologie s'est développée en prenant différents statuts. Dans certains contextes, elle ne représentait qu'un cours ou un groupe de cours au sein de la faculté de théologie alors que, dans d'autres, elle se restructurait en département ou en faculté. Beaucoup de facultés de théologie ont nommé des professeurs de mission et créé des chaires et départements de mission. Il est généralement reconnu que la missiologie, qui fut conçue en Europe, s'est plus développée en Amérique du Nord et a pu être porté beaucoup de fruits en dehors de l'Europe et de l'Amérique du Nord.

Comme l'indique Craig Van Gelder (2007), la création en 1950 de Association of Professors of Missions (APM) aux États-Unis donna une impulsion sans précédent à la missiologie. R. Pierce Beaver fut à l'origine de cette initiative, au moment où, suite aux bouleversements causés par les deux guerres mondiales (1914-1918 et 1940-1945) et l'aspiration à l'indépendance des États autrefois sous la colonisation, l'existence des missions occidentales et leurs actions furent mises en cause. Au fur et à mesure, les études de mission commencèrent à disparaitre de curricula des institutions théologiques. Dans d'autres contextes, au lieu de parler des études de mission ou de science de mission, on parla désormais d'œcuménisme, de science de religion, ou de dialogue entre religions.

Tout cela parce que le concept mission était mal vu et assimilé à la propagande de l'impérialisme occidental, la mission étant perçue comme un instrument d'exploitation. Il fallait donc une re-conceptualisation de la mission. Avec la conférence de Willingern en 1952 est née la conception trinitaire de la mission. Dès lors et au fil du temps le concept missions (avec s) fut remplacé par mission (sans s). Si le premier représentait ce que faisaient les missions occidentales, le second insista sur le fait que la mission est une initiative personnelle de Dieu. C'est Dieu qui est le premier missionnaire, et l'église n'a pour rôle que de le rejoindre dans sa mission. La mission de Dieu va au-delà des initiatives humaines conçues et exécutées par les églises. La mission de Dieu dépasse les limitations définies par les églises dans leurs activités missionnaires. Avant que les missionnaires arrivent dans un lieu, Dieu s'y trouve déjà, se manifestant aux hommes dans sa souveraineté. Dieu se révèle à tous et partout sans dépendre des initiatives humaines accomplies à travers les actions des églises. Dans les milieux œcuméniques, une telle conception de la mission implique que les notions d'évangélisation, de conversion et de salut soient relativisées ou élaguées du discours théologique. Au lieu de parler de l'évangélisation, il conviendrait plutôt de parler de dialogue et de la promotion sociale de l'homme (y compris la libération, l'humanisation, etc.). Du côté évangélique, on continuera à insister sur l'évangélisation et implantation des églises comme éléments essentiels de la mission de Dieu accomplie à travers les églises. Pour eux, la mission de Dieu se sert de l'église comme outil accrédité.
Cette re-conceptualisation de la mission eut des conséquences sur la conception même de la missionologie en tant que discipline académique. Plusieurs dénominations lui furent attribuées, correspondant ainsi à la perception qu'on avait de la mission et de la missionologie. La missionologie a donc connu des transformations non seulement du point de vue de sa dénomination, mais aussi dans son contenu. On peut mieux observer cette diversité en Anglais: mission studies, science of mission, school of world mission, intercultural studies, world Christianity, ecumenical studies, etc. Pendant que peu d'universités maintiennent l’appellation missionology, beaucoup d’autres, même permi les évangéliques ont préféré prendre l’une ou l’autre de ces appellations précédemment citées. Par exemple, Fuller Theological Seminary (USA), qui a servi de laboratoire aux évangéliques, a changé son School of World Mission en School of Intercultural Studies. Même les institutions qui ont maintenu l’appellation missionology n’ont pas nécessairement gardé la même perception du passé. Par exemple, University of South Africa ne conçoit pas généralement la mission en termes d’évangélisation et d’implantation d’églises en dehors des frontières nationales.

Dans leurs études sur le développement des accents missionologiques du 19ème au 21ème siècles, les auteurs démontrent comment la missionologie a souvent été conçue en rapport avec la compréhension qu’on avait de la mission de l’église. Par moments, la discipline de la missionologie préparait à la mission au-delà des frontières avec un engagement clair de proclamation de l’évangile et d’implantation d’églises. A d’autres moments, si elle existait sous tel ou tel autre nom, il ne s’agissait simplement que d’une étude des religions, sans aucune intention de préparer les apprenants à l’œuvre de conversion des gens d’autres religions. A travers l’histoire, ces deux conceptions ont généré plusieurs variantes, allant de l’existence d’une discipline dite de missionologie au sein des institutions théologiques à son absence totale du curriculum. Dans les contextes où cette discipline existait, plusieurs approches ont été adoptées, allant d’une approche professionnelle et pragmatique des études de mission à celle purement académique et spéculative.

Défi aux institutions théologiques

Devant cette réalité brièvement esquissée ci-haut, le défi que les institutions théologiques devront surmonter est celui de déterminer et de justifier la nature de leur missionologie. Est-elle, ou doit-elle être statique ou dynamique ? En d’autres termes, en revisitant la missionologie dont nous faisons la promotion au sein de notre institution, est-ce que les accents que nous formulons pour l’articuler restent les mêmes ou ils sont régulièrement évalués et réajustés ? Dans quel cadre le faisons-nous ? Est-ce d’une manière ex cathedra à cause de ce que nous représentons dans nos institutions respectives, ou nous le faisons dans un cadre concerté d’échange objectif ?

---

Pour être plus concret, la question serait, à travers une évaluation concertée et objective, de savoir si l’initiative missiologique de 1990\textsuperscript{12} et celle de 1997\textsuperscript{13} auraient été conçues selon des termes de référence clairement définis ; et si, au fil des années, ces initiatives se sont avérées statiques ou dynamiques.

Une telle entreprise devra tenir compte des éléments ci-haut esquissés que nous pouvons encore rapidement rappeler ici :

1. Notre conception de missiologie en gardant à l’esprit son caractère évolutif ;
2. Notre conception de mission en mettant en exergue la perspective théologique dans laquelle nous la concevons avec référence à la révélation écrite de Dieu ;
3. La place que nous réservons à la discipline de missiologie dans le corpus théologique (autonomie ou intégration) ;
4. Les objectives institutionnels, académiques, pédagogiques et professionnels que nous assignons à la missiologie ;
5. Le contenu du curriculum constituant l’essentiel de la faculté ou du département de missiologie au sein de notre institution ;
6. Le niveau de visibilité des actions de notre faculté ou département de missiologie tant au niveau local que global, national qu’international.

**Missiologie : une discipline de transformation**

Le débat existe de savoir si la missiologie servirait à quelque chose de concret. En d’autres termes, la question est de savoir si la missiologie en tant que discipline académique a pour tâche d’initier les étudiants aux discours scientifiques sur la mission ou de les préparer comme des catalyseurs du mouvement missionnaire de leurs églises respectives. Pendant que quelques auteurs réalissent la relation existant entre les études de mission et l’engagement missionnaire des étudiants\textsuperscript{14}, d’autres ne perçoivent pas cette relation\textsuperscript{15}. Ces auteurs démontrent que les mouvements missionnaires du 19\textsuperscript{ème} et 20\textsuperscript{ème} siècles ont été fruit du réveil spirituel plutôt que d’une formation académique. Par exemple, les études missiologiques n’ont pas la mission d’attiser la conscience missionnaire dans la vie des étudiants\textsuperscript{16}. Elles servent plutôt à aider les étudiants à acquérir des compétences scientifiques les préparant à agir comme la conscience missionnaire de leurs églises. Comme on peut le constater, tout dépend du sens que l’on donne à l’expression « conscience missionnaire » et du rôle qu’on attribue à une institution de formation.

\textsuperscript{12} Cas du Dr Nzash.
\textsuperscript{13} Cas du professeur Mushila.
\textsuperscript{16} Bosch (1991:498).
Définition de la missiologie en tant qu'une discipline de transformation

Référence est encore faite à notre définition initiale, celle d'une étude scientifique et appliquée, basée sur les Ecritures et autres disciplines de sciences humaines et sociales, concernant comment la mission de Dieu à la fois locale et globale est et devrait être conçue, est et devrait être enseignée, est et devrait être pratiquée. Les observations émises précédemment sur la question de définition de missiologie en tant qu'une discipline en perpétuelle transformation s’appliquent également ici en abordant la missiologie en rapport avec ses effets. Malheureusement, beaucoup de gens définitionnent la missiologie en laissant de côté cette problématique réelle de ses finalités. Une fois de plus, des définitions du genre « missiologie est la science de mission » ou « missiologie est l’étude de mission » ne rendent pas cette problématique apparente. A cet effet, en parlant de la missiologie comme d’une réflexion scientifique et appliquée, il devient clair que le tâche est à la fois théorique et pratique. Il s’agit d’aider les apprenants à se préparer pour un engagement missionnaire d’abord au niveau théorique et scientifique, mais avec référence à la réalité de la vie des églises ayant une mission concrète dans différents contextes.  

Quelques remarques valent la peine d’être émises en rapport avec cette façon de comprendre la missiologie :

Première remarque : Etant une discipline académique, la missiologie doit être abordée d’une manière scientifique, ayant un objet et une méthode bien définis. L’objet de la missiologie est la mission de Dieu, pas n’importe quelle mission. Il s’agit de la mission de Dieu révélée dans les Ecritures concernant tout l’homme (holistique) et tout homme vivant tout près (local) comme au loin (global). La littérature18 renseigne que tout le monde parle de Missio Dei ou de holistique sans toutefois en donner le même contenu: s’agit-il de prêcher l’évangile et d’initier les services sociaux, ou de contribuer à la promotion sociale sans l’intention d’essayer de convertir l’autre? De même, on parle de plus en plus de la mission glocale19 sans en donner le même sens: s’agit-il d’atteindre le monde sans quitter son milieu local, ou d’atteindre le monde en partant de son milieu local?

Deuxième remarque : Comme toute étude scientifique, la missiologie peut être abordée en suivant une recherche fondamentale ou une recherche appliquée. Pendant que la recherche fondamentale s’intéresse à la question « qu’est-ce qu’il faut connaître ? », la recherche appliquée se propose de répondre à la question « que devons-nous comprendre avant de connaître ce que nous devons faire ? »20. Pendant que, pour la première, l’essentiel est de

17 Lygunda 2012.
19 En Anglais, glocale devient un concept usuel également en missiologie. Il est façonné à partir de trois premières lettres de global et trois dernières lettres de local. Rendu ici en Français, cet anglicisme (glocale) voudrait tout simplement signifier ce qui est à la fois global et local. La mission est glocale, c’est-à-dire, elle est à la fois globale et locale.
savoir ou de connaître sans l'intention de résoudre un quelconque problème de la société, la seconde se préoccupe de comprendre les éléments de la problématique afin de résoudre un problème vitale de la société. Pendant que la première est plus théorique et spéculative, la seconde est essentiellement pratique et pragmatique. Toutefois, ce serait une erreur de qualifier la seconde approche de simplement pratique car, en réalité, elle est plutôt la combinaison de la question conceptuelle (que devons-nous savoir ?) avec la question pratique (que devons-nous faire ?). Une recherche appliquée est une recherche scientifique qui prend en considération la recherche fondamentale en vue de résoudre un problème de la société, au lieu de rester au niveau de spéculation théorique et philosophique. Appliquée à la missiologie, il s'agit d'une discipline qui aide les apprenants à orienter l'église dans sa mission.

**Troisième remarque** : La missiologie se sert des Écritures et de l'apport des autres disciplines de sciences humaines et sociales. Il devient donc important que notre conception de missiologie clarifie notre point de vue sur la valeur des Écritures et celle des autres disciplines de sciences humaines et sociales. Notre approche herméneutique (inductive ou déductive) devient ainsi déterminante. La question essentielle demeure celle de savoir si, en formulant notre discours missiologique, nous devrions partir du texte vers le contexte, ou du contexte vers le texte. C'est là où le torchon brûle entre les œcuméniques et les évangeliques.

**Quatrième remarque** : Une réflexion missiologique est différente d'une réflexion menée par des chercheurs d'autres disciplines. En quoi une réflexion dite missiologique est-elle différente de celle de théologie systématique, ou de théologie pratique, ou d'histoire de l'église, ou d'une simple théologie de l'Ancien ou du Nouveau testament ? A la lumière de cette définition, une réflexion missiologique devra être articulée dans une perspective de théorie de mission, de formation pour la mission, et de pratique missionnaire. Plutôt que de simplement critiquer et spéculer, la tâche du missiologue devrait être celle d'identifier le problème existentiel lié à la théorie de mission, ou à la formation pour la mission, ou encore à la pratique missionnaire. Un discours missiologique devrait être clairement orienté vers la mission dans sa sphère locale ou globale mais en la circonscrivant dans l'un ou l'autre de ces trois domaines que sont la théorie de la mission, la formation pour la mission, et la pratique de la mission. Cette précaution fera que le discours missiologique ne fasse plus double emploi avec celui conçu dans le cadre de théologie systématique, théologie historique ou théologie pratique. Bien sûr, la missiologie étant à la fois inter et multi-disciplinaire, le discours missiologique se sert toujours des données issues des autres disciplines de théologie, de la même manière qu'elle puisse aussi dans d'autres disciplines des sciences humaines et sociales. Le défi est donc celui de garder l'identité particulière à un discours missiologique.

---

21 Lyunda 2011.
22 Bosch 1980.
Effets de la missiologie

C’est ici le lieu d’insister sur le concept de mission, l’objet principal de la missiologie. Comme on peut le constater, la missiologie sans effets n’est qu’un exercice stérile, un vœu pieux. Ici, nous soulignons deux domaines sur lesquels les effets de la discipline de missiologie devraient se faire sentir. La missiologie devrait être au service de la théologie et de sa mission, ainsi qu’au service de l’église et de sa mission.

La missiologie au service de la théologie et de sa mission. Il existe des réflexions sur la relation entre la missiologie et la théologie24. Pendant que les uns voient la missiologie comme la mère de la théologie, d’autres perçoivent la missiologie comme la fille de la théologie, d’autres encore la conçoivent comme la sœur de la théologie. Loin de prétendre réunir ici cette énigme, il importe toutefois d’insister sur le service que la missiologie peut rendre à la théologie qui est généralement perçue comme le laboratoire de l’église et ses ministères. L’histoire apprend malheureusement que la tentative a été souvent grande pour la théologie de facilement oublier son rôle d’être au service de l’église et de sa mission. Si la mission de la théologie est de servir de conscience de l’église, la missiologie en tant que segment du corpus théologique aurait éventuellement le rôle de rappeler à la théologie sa mission vis-à-vis de cette église.


Pour les quatre cas susmentionnés, d’aucuns pourraient sans doute trouver la raison dans l’influence que la discipline de missiologie aurait exercée au sein des universités où ils ont poursuivi leurs études de science biblique. La missiologie aurait été ainsi au service de la

théologie. C’est ce que témoigne Moussa Bongoyok (2011:120), en parlant de l’influence que Nzash reçue de Fuller Theological Seminary, une influence qu’il serait en train de transmettre à travers la formation missiologique en Afrique francophone. De même, dans une interview m’accordée, Mushila⁵⁶ attesta qu’il voulait que son université en RD Congo suivit le modèle de l’université de Hambourg qui fut l’unique institution à organiser un département préparant les étudiants à traiter des vrais problèmes de la mission de l’église dans la société.

**La missiologie au service de l’église et de sa mission.** Il existe également des réflexions sur le rôle des études missiologiques par rapport à l’église et sa mission⁷. Pendant que les uns voient la missiologie comme un lieu d’apprentissage en vue d’un engagement missionnaire, d’autres approchent la missiologie comme une discipline purement scientifique n’ayant rien à faire avec la pratique missionnaire, d’autres encore conçoivent les études de mission comme simplement un lieu d’études culturelles préparant les apprenants à la cohabitation transculturelle pacifique et au dialogue interreligieux. Une fois de plus, l’objectif de cette réflexion n’étant pas de s’engager dans ce débat, il importe toutefois de relever que la missiologie, en tant que discipline académique au sein de la faculté de théologie, n’aura sa raison d’être que si les effets de son existence étaient sentis et ressentis au niveau des églises représentées par leurs étudiants.

En effet, la littérature et la réalité suggèrent que la RD Congo a toujours été une des nations chrétiennes du monde. En période pionnière, l’évangile y fut prêché par plus de cinquante sociétés missionnaires occidentales, puis en période post-missionnaire, il est prêché par plus de quatre-vingt dénominations protestantes regroupées au sein de l’Eglise du Christ au Congo, ainsi que par plusieurs autres regroupements chrétiens y compris les églises dites du réveil. La RD Congo serait probablement l’unique pays en Afrique francophone où autant de sociétés missionnaires et églises nationales furent impliquées dans l’annonce de l’évangile. D’une manière générale, la littérature atteste que l’évangile y a été largement accepté et de grandes églises y ont vu le jour⁸. De grandes dénominations, ayant même plus de membres que ceux de leurs églises-mères de l’Occident, ont émergé à travers le pays. Beaucoup d’institutions de formation théologiques se sont progressivement développées, partant du niveau académique plus bas au niveau relativement plus élevé: écoles bibliques, instituts bibliques, instituts supérieurs de théologie, faculté de théologie avec plusieurs départements, avant de devenir des institutions universitaires. Bien entendu, les institutions de formation théologique en RD Congo n’ont pas toutes suivi le même développement, mais d’une manière générale, celles à caractère dénominationnel (ou communautaire) ont généralement commencé à un niveau académique relativement bas.

Sans risque d’être contredit, la RD Congo regorgeait d’un grand nombre d’institutions de formation théologique plus que tous les autres pays de l’espace francophone.

---

⁵⁶ Kinshasa 11 Mai 2015.
africain. Malheureusement, les données statistiques officielles enseignent que la RD Congo ne fait pas partie des nations qui auraient envoyé plus de missionnaires. À cet effet, eu égard au nombre de plus en plus croissant d'églises et d'institutions de formation théologique, d'aucuns se poseraient la question de savoir si la discipline de missiologie en gestation aurait eu ou pourrait avoir un quelconque impact sur les églises en rapport avec leur mission holistique et globale.

C'est à ce niveau de réflexion que le défi aux institutions théologiques devient perceptible.

Défi aux institutions théologiques

De ce point de vue, le défi majeur se rapporte au résultat de la missiologie en cours en RD Congo. Il s'agit de savoir si elle rend vraiment service à la fois à la théologie et à l'église. Sur quelle recherche basons-nous notre réflexion missiologique: fondamentale ou appliquée ? Autrement dit, en revisitant la missiologie initiée dans notre contexte, en 1990 et en 1997, quel serait l'impact des réflexions missiologiques émises sur la mission de la théologie et celle des églises ? S'agit-il d'une missiologie spéculative, ou d'une missiologie appliquée ?

Une telle entreprise devra prendre en considération les éléments ci-haut esquissés que nous reprenons ici en filigrane :

1. Notre conception de missiologie en gardant à l'esprit sa nature de productrice d'effet ;
2. Notre conception de mission en mettant en exergue la perspective théologique dans laquelle nous la concevons avec référence à la révélation écrite de Dieu;
3. La place que nous réservons à la discipline de missiologie dans le corpus théologique (autonomie ou intégration) ;
4. Les objectif institutionnels, académiques, pédagogiques et professionnels que nous assignons à la missiologie et leur incidence sur la vie des églises;
5. Le contenu du curriculum constituant l'essentiel de la faculté ou du département de missiologie au sein de notre institution en rapport avec la mission de l'église;
6. Le niveau de visibilité des actions de notre faculté ou département de missiologie tant au niveau local que global, national ou international.

29 Cf. Différents rapports de l'Association des Institutions Théologiques de l'Afrique, ASTHEOL.
31 Cas du Dr Nzah avec le Centre Universitaire de Missiologie.
32 Cas du professeur Mushila avec le département de science de mission, œcuménisme et sciences de religion.
Conclusion et recommandations

Comme annoncé en introduction, les éléments suivants de la conclusion de notre réflexion sont articulés en forme de recommandations qui, en réalité, émanent des différents défis qui se présentent aux institutions de formation théologique dans notre contexte. Parce que la missiologie est à la fois une discipline en perpétuelle transformation et une activité conduisant à la transformation, les recommandations suivantes sont à considérer par les autorités administratives et académiques des institutions de formation théologique, par les responsables et autres acteurs des facultés organisant le département de missiologie, par les étudiants et autres chercheurs ayant choisi la missiologie comme leur domaine de prédilection :

1. Revisiter notre conception de mission et de missiologie en vue d’un discours cohérent basé sur des perspectives historiques, scripturaires et théologiques ;

2. Revisiter notre philosophie de l’éducation (formation) missiologique pour en déterminer des méthodes bien réfléchies, des objectifs bien définis, et des résultats à espérer ;

3. Revisiter notre curriculum (programme de formation) en tenant compte du processus de Bologne dont l’impact sur le système éducatif francophone n’est plus à démontrer ;

4. Redynamiser la recherche missiologique et lui donner une dimension à la fois locale et globale ;

5. Créer une synergie nationale dans chaque pays en vue de se faire une voix dans le concert international du débat missiologique tout en étant conséquent par rapport aux sensibilités théologiques en présence, à savoir œcuménique ou évangélique.
ANNEXURE D

FOHLE’S ARTICLE ON THE PARTICIPATION OF FRANCOPHONE AFRICANS IN WORLD MISSIONS
Understanding and Evaluating the Participation of Francophone Africans in World Mission: Congolese working in Burundi

Fohle Lygunda li-M

1 Introduction
Based on statistical reports in the Atlas of Global Christianity, the missionaries that churches in Africa have sent in 2010 represent 5 per cent of all missionaries deployed by the churches of the world.1 During the same period, the French-speaking African missionaries numbered 3,188, or 15.4 per cent of all African missionaries and 0.7 per cent of all missionaries in the world.2

If, as indicated by Dana L. Robert, the different contexts of the world have shaped the particularities of the missionaries, their identity and tasks throughout the world,3 it is reasonable to ask some questions about the true nature and the real challenges of the contribution of the French-speaking African missionaries to the worldwide mission. For example, questions may arise about the process of the mobilization of French-speaking African missionaries, their identification, selection, training, their commissioning, deployment, support and evaluation.

The purpose of this paper is to understand and evaluate such a process in a context where churches desire objective information about their involve-

2 Johnson and Ross, Atlas, 261.
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ment in global mission. What is meant by ‘African missionaries’? What was the process of their engagement, their identification, selection, training, their commissioning, their deployment, support and evaluation? Where and why are they at work now? In what sense and for what purpose are they presented as ‘African missionaries’?

This article demonstrates that emigration, voluntary or involuntary, has played and is still playing an important role in the missionary commitment of Africans, and that many more steps should be taken to make this missionary commitment more responsible and transparent. The article highlights some key historical precedents and the current situation of the participation of Africans in global mission before depicting that of Francophone Africans. A case study of Congolese working in Burundi is used to shed light on the discussion. Some concluding recommendations are considered as a way to enhance the missionary engagement of Africa’s churches.

II Global Mission by Africans: Historical Precedents and Current Situation

1 Reasons for the presence of African missionaries around the world

The presence of African Christians around the world is caused by several factors, including the pursuit of happiness through studies and business, seeking of safety and political asylum after unwanted wars in several African nations, and participation in international bodies such as the diplomatic corps and humanitarian workers, to mention a few. These differing reasons have caused sons and daughters of the continent to scatter throughout the world. They are commonly known under the label of African diaspora.

For some, this diaspora is voluntary and planned, for others it is unplanned. It is voluntary because many of these people have personally agreed to emigrate from the continent to other lands. However, while there are those among them who planned the emigration project with specific objectives, many would simply decide to leave the continent with the expectation of accommodating to the new realities of the foreign land where milk and honey would flow.

For others, life in the diaspora has not been a voluntary decision. In the history of Africa, there have been at least two significant periods involving deportation of Africans. First, the painful experience of the slave trade which occurred in the fifteenth century and continued until the nineteenth century. Then even in the twentieth century, there have been cases where Africans leave their countries under different guises—for example, the phenomenon

---

of ngulu (pigs) (as it is called in DR Congo) where people pay to join a musical group or sports team travelling abroad but fail to return home; or trafficking of children and young women; then there are so-called charitable organisations and NGOs which prey on orphans, such as the infamous Ark of Zoë case in Chad in 2007.5

The second factor that facilitated the movement of Africans, willingly or unwillingly, to other continents, was a number of civil wars. Under the control of the High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), many individuals and families were sometimes forcibly, and often without choice, moved from one country to another within the continent before crossing the oceans and seas, by air, boat, or canoe. Many Africans have even paid with their lives. Both in the experience of the slave trade or during the hard time of wars, many Africans died before reaching their destination.

In these different experiences of emigration, voluntary or involuntary, certain realities have been experienced. For some, their families have been disrupted; for others, the hope of a return to Africa has faded; for many others, the link with the continent is simply broken. However, it is true that many Africans in the diaspora continue to maintain contact with the continent through financial assistance and return visits. Through cash remittances, many from the diaspora invest either in their own countries or in other African countries. Some studies evaluate Afri-

can remittances as hundreds of billions of US dollars.6

In reference to the ‘Francophone African missionaries’ presently at work in Europe, America, Asia and Oceania, even across Africa, it is noted that their presence may be connected with either of the experiences described above. Some have left Africa on a voluntary basis with or without a missionary objective, the latter being a goal that would have developed as they found themselves in the diaspora. Others have left the continent unwillingly and without any missionary goal, but this goal has been triggered by the opportunities of the new environment. For some, the contact with the church in Africa is maintained. For many others, there is no thought of contact with the mother church in Africa. For others, it is only after starting a church or ministry in a foreign country that contacts are developed with the churches of those left behind in Africa.

In such a context, the concerns raised at the beginning of this article about the meaning of ‘African missionaries’ and the process of their deployment and follow up become relevant. Let us see first what research has already discovered about the missionary activity of Africans, before moving to other considerations.


2 The current situation of the missionary commitment by Africans

In the history of mission, the missionary commitment has often been expressed in the crossing of cultural and/or geographical barriers with the purpose of preaching the gospel with the goal of church-planting or simply to provide social services. Sometimes it has been in the form of an itinerant ministry, while in other cases it might be only a mission trip from one to three weeks; the question remains whether the itinerant ministry and mission trips constitute missionary work in the full sense.7

While acknowledging that the Christian faith is spreading in Africa and Asia through indigenous missionaries who are crossing cultural barriers within their own countries, the editors of Atlas provide data mainly related to foreign missionaries who leave their home countries to serve in other countries within or outside their continent of origin.8 For example, a Congolese who serves God in Burundi or in another country outside of Africa is classified as a missionary. On that basis, Atlas makes the comparison between the number of missionaries sent in 1910 and those sent in 2010 at the world level, while also specifying how many were deployed by each continent.9 Unfortunately, this document does not state how many African missionaries serve in one or another category from those reported above (evangelism, church planting, social services, etc.).

One fact is undeniable—that today the vast majority of those who could be called ‘African missionaries’ work in various countries within the continent. According to some reports,10 there are many Nigerian missionaries working in at least forty African countries. Missionaries from the DR Congo serve God in many places in Africa. My family and I have served as a missionary family from the DR Congo to Burundi since 2011 after having served in the Central African Republic from 2003 to 2004. One can find similar cases across and out of the continent. Unfortunately, for lack of administrative organization, the ratio of these various missionary movements is not objectively and formally made known to the world through conventional channels.

The last observation relates to the distribution of African missionaries by region. Responding to the concern to know where exactly these missionaries are from and how many they are, Atlas reports as follows. The southern part of Africa has always been the region which sends more African missionaries, with the Republic of South Africa sending the most (8,000 missionaries in 2010). The western side of Africa comes second, with Nigeria in the lead (3,700 missionaries in 2010). The eastern region of Africa ranks third with Kenya as a leader (1,000 missionaries sent in 2010). The central part of Africa, despite its position in terms of number of Christians, ranks fourth, with the DR Congo at the top (1,200 missionaries sent in 2010). North Afri-

7 Johnson and Ross, Atlas, 250.
8 Johnson and Ross, Atlas, 290.
9 Johnson and Ross, Atlas, 260.
ca closes the list. As one can observe, Africa consists of different regions and such a reality also affects the missionary movement.

3 A missionary movement in a pluralistic Africa
Without doubt, any observer can still recognize that Africa is not uniform or homogenous. The continent includes within itself several races (black, white and coloured) and several mixed cultures influenced by the diversity of colonial powers (British, French, Belgian, Portuguese, Spanish, Arabic, Italian, German, etc.). The socio-cultural and economic realities in the western part of Africa are not necessarily like those of the central part. The two regions mentioned above are not identical to the part known as the Maghreb, or the one known as the Horn of Africa (Ethiopia, Somalia, and Eritrea), nor to the Swahili-land (Kenya, Tanzania, and the Northern part of Mozambique), etc. It is therefore appropriate to say with McNulty that Africa is a continent of contrasts and diversity.

This is true also for the contemporary missionary movement in Francophone Africa. The term Francophonie appeared in the late nineteenth century when French geographer Onésime Reclus (1837-1916) used it in the 1880s to designate the geographical areas where French was spoken as an official language. To this end, Francophonie means the gathering of populations spread over the world who use the French language partially or totally in their daily life and communication. Therefore, it is also referred to as francosphere. Some authors categorize Francophonie in three groups: the Francophone of the North which comprises France, Quebec, Acadia, Belgium and Switzerland; the Francophone of the Arab world consisting of Lebanon, Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia and Egypt; and the Francophone of Africa south of the Sahara. However, as far as the reality is concerned, Francophone Africa could normally be divided into three categories. The first consists of countries which have French as their first official, governmental and educational language. Burundi and Rwanda, once Francophone of Central Africa, have switched to the East Africa Community by adopting English as the official language among others (French and Kirundi in Rwanda, and French and Kirundi in Burundi). The second category includes countries that choose French as a second official language (Algeria, Morocco, Mauritania, Mauritius, and Tunisia). The third category includes countries that acceded to the International Organization of Franco-

11 Johnson and Ross, Atlas, 261.
phonie although they are essentially non-francophone (Cape Verde, Egypt, Ghana, Guinea Bissau, Mozambique, Sao Tome and Principe).

While focusing on Francophone Africa, this article retains only the first two categories of countries where French is spoken either as the first or the second language. Nevertheless, the use of ‘first’ or ‘second’ language is even questionable in most African countries where several other languages exist. For instance, though I am a citizen of the Democratic Republic of Congo which belongs to the above first category, French is not my first or second language because Topoke (my mother tongue) and Lingala (the trade language in the region where I grew up) deserve these first two places.

The Francophone part of Africa includes the countries from French and Belgian colonization, divided between Central Africa, Western Africa, Northern Africa (known under the label of the Maghreb), and the extreme northeast, including the Horn of Africa and the Indian Ocean islands. While acknowledging some similarities in the challenges and opportunities of missionary movement in these different francophone areas, it should also be noted that these challenges and opportunities will differ from one region to another.

With specific regard to the missionary movement in Francophone Africa, such diversity relates to whether it refers to Central Africa, West Africa, North Africa, Africa East, or the Africa of the islands of the Indian Ocean. A straightforward way to evaluate the missionary movement from one country could be to compare statistical information relating to the Christian population and that of the country, gain and loss in the Christian population, the number of outgoing missionaries and that of missionaries incoming. From these numerical reports, challenges of missionary commitment in Francophone Africa can be broadly understood.

III The Missionary Movement of Francophone Africans

Due to lack of locally-generated data in Africa and data collected by Africans themselves, this article relies on statistical records published in some reference documents outside of Africa. For this there are three major sources: Atlas of Global Christianity, Operation World, and The Future of the Global Church. While Atlas reports on statistical data in terms of missionaries sent and received, Operation World comments on the main trends per country. In his recent, The Future of the Global Church, Patrick Johnstone provides summaries of the contributions of the different streams of Christianity as they occurred in the past and as they take place in the present era with extrapolations for the future. Speaking of the 20th century, Johnstone observes that ‘many churches still regard the Great Commission as an optional extra, a fad, an inconvenient relic of the colonial era and not as their core

18 Johnson and Ross, Atlas, 267.
reason for existence'\textsuperscript{20} This observation by Johnstone is very relevant at this point in the discussion.

Thus in Francophone Africa, the historical legacy of colonialism leads some scholars to identify Christian mission with the attempt to colonize people of other cultures. Therefore, many churches in Francophone Africa find it difficult to perceive world mission activities as something which could be carried out by African churches. Consequently, the tendency is for many churches to conceive of 'mission' as any activity associated either with white and rich people from the West, or with something which occurs without clever planning.

Available statistical data depict the above situation more clearly than could be seen in a lengthy survey of literature. The following data are excerpted from \textit{Atlas}\textsuperscript{21} and provide the overall picture of the degree to which Francophone Africa has been involved in world mission.

1 Missionary movement in Francophone Central Africa

Francophone Central Africa includes Cameroon, Central African Republic, Republic of Congo, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Gabon, and Chad. According to \textit{Atlas}, the Christian population (87,863,000) represents 8.6 per cent of the entire Francophone Central Africa (106,280,000). While missionaries received in Francophone Central Africa were 21,860, this region has sent out 1,920 missionaries. The implication is that it takes 45,761 Christians to send one missionary.

2 Missionary movement in Francophone West Africa

Francophone West Africa includes Benin, Burkina Faso, Ivory Coast, Guinea Conakry, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Senegal and Togo. According to \textit{Atlas}, the Christian population (19,112,700) represents 17.5 per cent of the entire Francophone West Africa (109,465,000). While missionaries received in the Francophone West Africa were 6,610, this region has sent out 647 missionaries. The implication is that it takes 29,541 Christians to send one missionary.

3 Missionary movement in Francophone North Africa

Francophone North Africa includes Algeria, Morocco, and Tunisia. According to \textit{Atlas}, the Christian population (142,600) represents 0.1 per cent of the entire Francophone North Africa (78,354,000). While missionaries received in the Francophone North Africa were 1,780, this region has sent out 39 missionaries. The implication is that it takes 3,656 Christians to send one missionary.

4 Missionary movement in Francophone East Africa

Francophone East Africa includes Burundi, Comoros, Djibouti, Madagascar, Rwanda, and Seychelles. According to \textit{Atlas}, Christian population (28,401,200) represents 0.1 per cent of the entire Francophone East Africa (43,086,600). While missionaries received in the Francophone East Africa

\textsuperscript{20} Patrick Johnston, \textit{The Future of the Global Church}, 63.

\textsuperscript{21} Johnson and Ross, \textit{Atlas}, 267.
were 4,795, this region has sent out 672 missionaries. The implication is that it takes 42,263 Christians to send one missionary.

5 Summary: Missionary movement in Francophone Africa

The data displayed above certainly raise questions about any claim that Francophone Africa is a proactive force for the mission. From about 20,700 African missionaries sent in 2010, only 3,835 have been sent by French-speaking Africa. That makes 18.5 per cent. If for a total of 135,522,500 Christians in Francophone Africa, 3835 missionaries were sent, the implication could be that it takes 35,339 Christians to send one missionary (Table 1 and 2 below).

These figures show that Francophone Africa is a geographical area where the gospel is preached (41.1 per cent of the population are Christian), but in general this gospel would be rarely received (4.1% growth in Christian population), only superficially (2,943,350 would abandon their faith), and be passed on to the other unreached people by only a small number of church members (135,522,500 Christians to send only four missionaries). The above figures would also constitute proof that the churches of Francophone Africa seem less likely

---

Table 1: Entire population and Christian population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Central Africa</td>
<td>106,280,000</td>
<td>87,855,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Africa</td>
<td>43,086,600</td>
<td>28,401,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Africa</td>
<td>78,354,000</td>
<td>142,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Africa</td>
<td>109,465,000</td>
<td>19,112,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>337,185,600</strong></td>
<td><strong>135,522,500</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>%</strong></td>
<td><strong>40.1%</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Generated and adapted from ATLAS of Global Christianity.*

Table 2: Missionaries sent and missionaries received

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Central Africa</td>
<td>1,920</td>
<td>45,761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Africa</td>
<td>672</td>
<td>42,263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Africa</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>3,656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Africa</td>
<td>647</td>
<td>29,541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>3,835</strong></td>
<td><strong>121,221</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Generated and adapted from ATLAS of Global Christianity.*
to be active in cross-cultural mission both locally and far off, outside French-speaking Africa as well as outside the continent. Only a detailed research on a case-by-case basis could prove otherwise.

The orientation for such research would focus on the analysis of each of the above statistical tables to indicate the different places where the missionaries from Francophone Africa are deployed, how many were sent out, what they are exactly doing in terms of missionary activities, how they were selected, trained, supported and sent out, etc. While these data are yet to be found, the case study of Congolese working in Burundi can shed some light.

IV Case Study: Congolese Missionaries in Burundi

The aim of this case study was to discover how Congolese working in Burundi in church and para-church ministries have been mobilized before getting involved in cross-cultural mission, how they were identified as missionary candidates by their respective churches, and how they were selected, trained, commissioned, deployed, supported, monitored and evaluated. This case study then provides some insights into the participation of African missionaries in world mission.

The study used the descriptive survey method because it was seen to be the most appropriate approach in obtaining views from a wide range of participants who had been working in Burundi before, during and after 1993. A structured questionnaire was used to collect data from all selected participants, some of whom were interviewed.

Interviews were chosen in order to reveal the experiences of participants and the meaning they made of their experiences. They were interviewed also to clarify issues that respondents had raised in their responses to questionnaires.

The following questionnaire (Table 3) was submitted to 100 Congolese among those working in the city of Bujumbura as pastors and evangelists within local churches. The main criteria were: to be a Congolese by nationality, born outside of Burundi and coming from one of the cities in the DR Congo, to serve whether as pastor or evangelist in the context of Protestantism (non-Catholic) with a local church or a para-church ministry, and to have a leadership position as an initiator or a new member of a local church, a denomination or a para-church ministry.

After several meetings (including some key leaders) explaining the reason for the research in the hope of overcoming the initial reluctance of many to participate, sixty responses were received. Unfortunately, as far as their ecclesiastical affiliation was concerned, only a few identified themselves with mainline churches (including Free Methodist, United Methodist, Norwegian Baptist, and Pentecostal Assemblies of God). These people happened not to be included in any of official statistical reports mentioned earlier in this article. However, in light of the result of our research, their contribution to the global mission cannot be ignored.

Burundi has gone through difficult times with civil and army conflicts, resulting in killing, destruction and displacement of populations throughout the country. These conflicts, their root causes and their impact on different societal sectors have been well documented by both local and international researchers and scholars. From the literature, it is clear that these conflicts occurred in sequence, 1965, 1972, 1988, and from 1993 to 2005. Many observers have regarded the recent crisis, 1993-2008, as the most devastating human conflict in the history of Burundi. For instance, René Lemarchand notes the following about the 1993 Burundi conflict: 'Seldom have human rights been violated on a more massive scale, and with more brutal consistency, anywhere else on the continent.'

Congolese 'missionaries' who participated in the present research settled in Burundi in different times, before, during or after 1993. More research needs to be carried out to identify the motivation of each group of Congolese working in Burundi and the nature of their contribution in response to the problems Burundians faced before, during, and after the period of conflict. Another research project could be done to identify to what extent churches and other Christian ministries led by Congolese are really cross-cultural, stating how many citizens from DR Congo attend those churches and how many are from other countries.

Meanwhile, as already mentioned above, the research questionnaire (Table 3) and the findings displayed below shed some light on how African missionaries identify themselves, how they understand their ministries, how they are selected for mission abroad, and how they are supported and monitored.


26 Lemarchand, Burundi: Ethnic conflict and genocide, xxv.
Table 3: Research Questionnaire related to the participation of Congolese in world mission

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Why</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>I consider myself a missionary from my church of origin (in the DR Congo) here in Burundi</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>I have received the missionary vocation due to the mission mobilization event organized by my church in my home country</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>As I left the country, I did not think of coming to work as a missionary. The idea came to me as I was here.</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>Before leaving my country, I had received an appropriate missionary training specific to the mission (cross-cultural ministry)</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>Prior to leaving my country, I knew what I had to do here in Burundi as a missionary</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>Before leaving my country, my church had organised a special service of dedication for the mission in my favour</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>While I am here, I keep in touch with my home church through the formal and regular administrative reports</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>My home church considers me as a missionary and supports me in prayer in an organized and regular manner</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>My home church considers me as a missionary and supports me financially in an organized way</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>My church (or ministry) here in Burundi considers me as a missionary even though I am not a white person from Europe, USA or Asia</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>I know the duration of my mission here in Burundi</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>example</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>I think my ministry here brings benefits to the global mission</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>My activities as a missionary here in Burundi are:</td>
<td>Your home church:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Your church in Burundi:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The result reveals the following factual realities:

1. How Congolese missionaries in Burundi were identified and mobilized (Q. 1-3)

   Though some respondents consider themselves as ‘missionaries’ (56.6 per cent), most of them (65 per cent) recognize that their missionary calling was not caused by their churches back in the DR Congo. While some of them have come to faith while in Burundi, others have lost formal and administrative contact with the churches they attended before leaving DR Congo. Half of the respondents (50 per cent) attest that their missionary commitment was
not made and planned from their country of origin. The most important question is: are they ‘missionaries’ who are sent or are they better described as ‘auto-proclaimed missionaries’?

2 How they were selected and trained for the mission (Q. 4, 5)
The majority of respondents (58.4 per cent) were not formally trained for cross-cultural ministries for several reasons, including lack of mission schools within their respective home churches. Other respondents (41.6 per cent) received formal pastoral training through a biblical or theological school, but not especially for cross-cultural mission. The question is: are they comfortable and knowledgeable in what they do?

3 How they were commissioned and deployed to the mission (Q. 6)
The majority of respondents (58.4 per cent) were not formally or officially commissioned by their home churches for cross-cultural mission in Burundi. Other respondents (41.6 per cent) were instead ordained as pastors for their pastoral ministry in the DR Congo. The question is: in what sense do they identify themselves as ‘missionaries’ and ‘being in mission’?

4 How they are supported, monitored and evaluated (Q. 7-11)
Findings on support, monitoring and evaluation seem contradictory. According to respondents, they are prayed for (51.6 per cent), they have some casual administrative contacts (46.6 per cent), and they receive non-regular financial support (8.3 per cent). After having checked the respondents’ explanation of their answers, it is clear that Congolese working in Burundi are not really assessed by any church back home in the DR Congo. For instance, the majority (90 per cent) state that they don’t know the duration of their mission in Burundi. Some would even love to move to another country if they had opportunity and means. The question is: what would they do and become if they were forced to return to their country, the DR Congo?

5 What is their contribution to world mission (Q. 12,13)
All respondents are convinced that their ministries bring benefits to the global mission as they get involved in different ministries, such as pastoral, evangelization, preaching, Christian education, Bible and theological school, church planting, discipleship, family ministry, education (primary, secondary and tertiary). The question is: how do they evaluate their contribution to world mission in comparison to God’s holistic mission of saving the whole person?

From the above findings, it becomes clear that though missionaries from French-speaking countries may be found in several parts of the world, there is still more to do in terms of their mobilization, training, commissioning, deployment, support, monitoring, and evaluation.
V Challenges and Opportunities to Francophone African Churches

Merely claiming to be ‘mission-minded’ does not make a church or people a ‘missionary movement’, nor can it be a simple confession of faith. It is something to be done, an experience to live out, and its fruits should be obvious. In general, and also in light of the foregoing data, it is clear that Francophone Africa still needs to be better mobilized for a responsible commitment to God’s global and holistic mission. The eloquent comment from Daniel Bourdanné depicts the current situation:

Because of its colonial past characterized by a low vitality of Protestantism in France and Belgium (the colonizing countries), French-speaking Africa was often regarded as the ‘poor man’ of the evangelical world. Missiologically, because this part of the world is culturally different and little known by the evangelical world (which is dominated by the American and Anglo-Saxon culture), French-speaking Africa has often been neglected.\textsuperscript{27}

This serious warning from Bourdanné should not, however, force anyone to continue to pity the ‘poor man’ of Africa. After more than a century of Christian presence, Bourdanné’s challenge would be appreciated better if it became a trumpet call to awaken a worthwhile response. In seeking to engage Francophone Africa in mission, one should consider the following challenges and opportunities:

1 Initiate structures of mobilizing for mission, training for mission and sending for mission

Initiating appropriate structures for mission should be taken up in every church, every country and every region (Central, North, West, and East). These structures can operate within a Christian community (denominational mission) or through an association of Christian communities (interdenominational mission).

For instance, missionary conferences and consultations should be held regularly. A prime example comes from the Movement for African National Initiatives (MANI) which has already held three consultations at the international level: 2001 in Jerusalem, 2006 in Nairobi, Kenya, and 2011 in Abuja, Nigeria. Nevertheless, these forums will need participants willing to popularize and apply the results of their decisions and resolutions. Schools, institutes, colleges and universities of mission studies must multiply.

However, these different training institutions would do well to prepare students for an applied missiology which would include a contextualized biblical reflection and proper missionary practice.\textsuperscript{28} Mission involvement would mean also that missionaries from Francophone Africa be sent according to Jesus’ itinerary. They should go from their Jerusalem to their Judea, their Samaria up to the rest of the earth (Acts 1:8).


\textsuperscript{28} Fohle Lygunda, Missiologie: identité, formation et recherche dans le contexte africain (Bruxelles/Kinshasa: Mabiki, 2011), 86-105.
2 Initiate missionary programs to bring the whole Gospel to the entire person
In the light of biblical history, God has led to involvement in Africa in all three areas of human need: physical need (body), spiritual need (spirit) and psychic need (soul). The contemporary missionary movement in Francophone Africa will play its full role only when it follows the missionary path of Jesus who took care of the whole person: body, soul and spirit (Lk 4:17-21; Mt 9:35-39).
To ensure a responsible and successful missionary movement, missionaries from Francophone Africa will need to be recruited from a wide range of people and professions, including laity, pastors, evangelists, prophets, teachers, business men and women, nurses, medical doctors, lawyers, agronomists, veterinarians, engineers of different specialties, journalists, socio-cultural workers, etc. One of the challenges at this level is to mobilize, identify, select, train, deploy, support and evaluate these potential missionaries for cross-cultural mission.

3 Initiate missionary programs within the Francophone area of Africa
Africa can be depicted as a sphere where more than half of its residents are still without Christ.29 Special emphasis should be put on West Africa and North Africa where the growth of Christianity faces the hegemony of Islam. Major cities across regions of Francophone Africa must also be of concern to the African missionary movement because of the rate of urbanization which continues to grow.
Similarly, special attention should focus on the mission among children and young people whose presence becomes increasingly greater. Thousands of pygmies, created in the image of God but often overlooked in the jungles of eight countries in Francophone Africa, represent a great harvest.30 Effort should be combined in their favour through a holistic mission.

4 Initiate missionary programs within Africa, but in non-Francophone regions.
In a continent where non-Christians represent 52.1 per cent of the population,31 the French-speaking African churches should deploy more missionaries than would be the case with churches from other continents. Due to threats of terrorism and other economic and political considerations, it is obvious that missionaries from the West no longer enjoy the same openness as was the case in past centuries.
Non-Francophone regions are likely to be considered as the ‘Judea and Samaria’ of Francophone missionaries. Therefore, they will need to overcome language barriers by seeking to learn Arabic, English, Portuguese, Spanish, Swahili, etc. Missionaries from Francophone Africa should be prepared to testify in the context of Islam, animism, secularism, and occultism.

29 Johnson and Ross, Atlas, 112.
30 These countries are, Burundi, Rwanda, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Republic of Congo, Gabon, Central Africa Republic, Cameroon, and Equatorial Guinea.
31 Johnson and Ross, Atlas, 112.
5 Initiate missionary programs towards other continents

Other continents like America, Europe, Asia, and Oceania should also be part of the preoccupation for mission involvement by Francophone Africans due to secularism, materialism and Eastern religions which keep people in bondage. Therefore, several barriers must be overcome by the Francophone African missionaries: geographical, economic, cultural, linguistic, and spiritual barriers. To overcome these various barriers, partnership in mission, resource management and planning activities are needed at local, national, continental and international levels.

Francophone African churches need to be proactive in this regard. Since the French-speaking countries are united by language and by the institutional organization at worldwide level, Francophone African countries could also take the opportunity of the common language to become involved in world mission in Francophone countries beyond the continent. Since the 10th Francophone Summit held in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso on November 26-24, 2004, many non-Francophone states have joined the Francophonie. Therefore, some cultural adaptations might be easily undertaken.

VI Conclusion

The current African missionary commitment can be compared to that of the early church which resulted from the persecution that the Christians endured. The sending of Barnabas to Antioch (Acts 11: 20,21) or Peter and John to Samaria (Acts 8: 14) by the Jerusalem church was only to check what the Holy Spirit had already done via some disciples dispersed following the murder of Stephen. It is therefore clear that mission can be accomplished through well-planned intentional missionary programs, but also through informal ministries independently facilitated by the sovereign action of God. The case of Congolese working in Burundi undoubtedly falls into the latter category.

Given this ongoing informal missionary movement, the churches, especially in Francophone Africa, should act in the manner of the Jerusalem church. They should organize themselves to identify, support, coordinate and direct informal mission activities initiated here and there by Africans. Such an effort needs to be structured from different entities within the same country, at regional, continental and international levels.

Rather than being ‘dependent’ or ‘independent’, African missionaries would be better to work as ‘interdependent missionaries’ who can integrate into the global mission of God by working in synergy with the rest of the body of Christ. They should identify themselves in conventional terms of being ‘denominational missionaries’, ‘interdenominational missionaries’ or ‘non-denominational missionaries’.

Such an effort will allow them to focus


their missionary activities effectively, and humbly to demonstrate what God is doing through their cross-cultural faith adventures.

Training institutions which include missiology as a department could organize and mobilize teachers and students to produce a database aimed at clarifying the contribution of African missionaries to world mission. Teams of researchers by church, country, and region could be set up to initiate and coordinate research.

With such a task force, answers to the following questions could be provided and updated regularly: What is meant by 'African missionaries'? What was the process of their engagement, their identification, selection, training, their commissioning, their deployment, support and evaluation? Where and why are they at work now? In what sense and for what purpose do they present themselves as 'African missionaries'?

This article has attempted to explain and suggest answers to these questions, but the true nature and the real challenges of the contribution of African missionaries to the world mission remain to be elucidated, from one missionary to another, from one country to another, from one mission field to another.
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